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Abstract. With the development and diffusion of compact and portable mobile devices, users can use multimedia content such as music and movie on personal mobile devices, anytime and anywhere. However, even with the rapid development of mobile device technology, it is still not easy to search multimedia content or manage large volume of content in a mobile device with limited resources. To resolve these problems, an approach for recommending content on the server-side is one of the popular solutions. However, the recommendation in a server also leads to some problems like the scalability for a lot of users and the management of personal information. Therefore, this paper defines a personal content manager which acts between content providers (server) and mobile devices and proposes a method for recommending multimedia content in the personal content manager. For the recommendation based on user's personal characteristic and preference, this paper adopts and applies the DISC model which is verified in psychology field for classifying user's behavior pattern. The proposed recommendation method also includes an algorithm for reflecting dynamic environmental context. Through the implements and evaluation of a prototype system, this paper shows that the proposed method has acceptable performance for multimedia content recommendation.

Keywords: Multimedia Content Recommendation, Personalization, DISC Model, Dynamic Environmental Context.

1. Introduction

Recently, a great deal of information has become available and many people are sharing that information on the Internet thanks to the development of Internet technology. People can download and enjoy desired content conveniently, as multimedia content (music, video, pictures, etc.) have been

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
digitized. In addition, personal computers can now store large volume of multimedia content with growth of computer performance. Many kinds of mobile devices are developed. In this environment, users want to use a multimedia content through a personal mobile device, anytime and anywhere. In IPTV application which is one of the applications for a multimedia content service, a user purchases a variety of multimedia content from a content service provider and stores that into a personal Set-Top Box. And then the user uses the stored content through personal mobile devices without a dependence on time and position.

In this environment, a user hopes to search and acquire multimedia content efficiently. Furthermore, the user expects that a mobile device automatically searches and proposes a customized content for the user. For these requirements, of course, it is the best solution to store all multimedia content in a personal mobile device, but that is unrealistic because of the storage-size problem of the mobile device. Another solution for acquiring a customized content is to access a content service provider through a personal mobile device directly. However this approach is not easy because the mobile device has limited resources like inconvenient I/O and tiny display. Moreover the content service provider should consider the searching and recommending service for many users. Therefore there are some problems like the scalability for a lot of users and the management of personal information.

This paper proposes the method to infer a multimedia content in a personal content manager (PCM) and recommend to a user’s mobile device like Fig. 1. If the PCM recommends multimedia content, previous mentioned problems are solved naturally. Since the PCM intercommunicates between content providers and mobile objects, we can obtain available information for recommendation from two tiers.
This paper puts forward methods for solving the following issues for the customized multimedia content recommendation in the PCM.

How can personal characteristic and preference be applied to the recommendation?

There are a lot of previous researches in extracting user information from user history and profile and applying the information to a recommendation. However it is not sure that the reliability and satisfaction of their approaches have a high score because the studies about user history and information are in psychology and they are experts in computer engineering and science. Therefore we need to select and apply a verified method for manipulating user information. To extract user characteristics from user's behavior pattern, some methods are proposed and verified in psychology. Therefore we should adopt and apply one of the verified methods for the multimedia content recommendation. Although the recommendation service is based on user characteristics, users hope to obtain a different result by requesting the same recommendation service in the different time and position. In other words, users want to get a recommendation service based on user's dynamic context. Therefore we should consider how context information can be extracted and applied for the multimedia content recommendation.

This paper proposes a method to apply user characteristics to the content recommendation based on the consumption pattern derived from the user's behavior pattern, which has been thoroughly studied by the social and human sciences. The paper also proposes a method to reflect current user context to the recommendation by log history and environmental context information when the PCM accesses the content providers and the mobile objects connects the PCM, respectively. To evaluate our methods, this paper designs and implements a Jukebox based on proposed methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work and the DISC behavior pattern model. Section 3 explains the classification of DISC behavior patterns for our recommendation. Section 4 describes our methods for the multimedia content recommendation in detail. In Section 5, we design and implement a prototype system based on the proposed method and show the performance evaluation in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides concluding remarks.

2. **Background and Related Work**

2.1. **Related Work**

In general, there are three kinds of approaches in developing a recommender system: content-based, collaborative and hybrid ones[1]. Content-based recommendation is the technique whereby content is blocked or allowed based on analysis of its content, rather than its source or other criteria. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] propose a method for recommending TV programs for a user in
Personal Digital Recorder (PDR). For recommendation, [2, 4] uses implicit view history, explicit TV viewing preferences, and feedback information and [5, 7] propose an algorithm for estimating user preference score based on user history. The recommender system described in [3, 6] infer preference based on user profile and usage history and recommend a customized content.

Collaborative recommendation is recommended items that people with similar tastes and preferences liked in the past. It is categorized as a user-based collaborative recommendation[8] and an item-based collaborative recommendation[9]. Similar users and(or) items are sorted based on the memorized ratings. Relying on the ratings of these similar users and(or) items, a prediction of an item rating for a test user can be generated[10,11,12]. However they don't discuss applying personal information like user profile. Hybrid recommendations combine collaborative and content-based methods [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. They help to avoid certain limitations of content-based and collaborative systems. Even if their methods provide a personalized service based on the user preference, however, the result of their recommendation is the same when a user requests the same service in the different situations. In other words, a user wants to get a customized service based on current user situation like time, position, and weather. Therefore we need the recommendation method reflected user context. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] propose a recommendation method based on user situation, although an application domain is not the same as ours. [19] proposes a method to apply user context by calculating context similarity among users and [22] deal with environmental context by using an ontology and rule. Especially [23] study that it is possible to infer the context from the existing data with reasonable accuracy in certain cases. Actually our approach using clustered-based method is similar with many model-based recommender systems, a classic reference of which can be found at [1]. However, previous researches are proposed each using user preference, history, and context information to the recommendation. Also there are not approaches that are optimized to apply user psychological characteristics.

This paper adopts the DISC Type to apply user psychological characteristics to the content recommendation. DISC Model is one of the popular methods to classify psychological characteristics based on user behavior pattern in psychological field [24, 25, 26]. By adopt DISC model for the multimedia content recommendation, we can expect a synergy effect in computer engineering and psychology fields.

2.2. DISC Model

Generally, people take action selectively based on their personality type and their own unique motivations - the influences that have affected them since birth. People act quite naturally and comfortably in their working or living environment, as those patterns form a kind of tendency, which is called a behavior pattern.
William Moulton Marston, a psychology professor at Columbia University, proposed the DISC behavior patterns in 1928, classifying behavior patterns into the D (Dominance) type, I (Influence) type, S (Steadiness) type, and C (Conscientiousness) type. Table 1 shows the psychological characteristics of each behavior pattern [24, 25, 26].

This paper classifies user’s behavior patterns according to the DISC type, using the correlation between those four behavior patterns and the user’s purchasing patterns, and proposes a new recommender system which provides a customized service for recommending a multimedia content based on user preference.

Table 1. Psychological characteristics by DISC type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISC type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D type (Dominance)</td>
<td>Independent, persistent, direct. Energetic, busy, fearless. Focus on own goals rather than people. Ask 'What?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I type (Influence)</td>
<td>Social, persuasive, friendly. Energetic, busy, optimistic, distractible. Ask 'Who?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C type (Conscientiousness)</td>
<td>Slow and critical thinker, perfectionist. Logical, fact-based, organized, follows rules. Ask ‘Why?’ and ‘How?’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Classification of behavior patterns

To apply a personal characteristic and preference to the recommendation, the first issue described in the introduction, this paper proposes a method to extract and classify the characteristic and preference from user's behavior patterns based on the DISC type.

Originally, there are two methods of identifying a user's behavior pattern - an explicit method based on a questionnaire, and an implicit method that analyzes the user's purchase-making behavior pattern. The explicit method is a simple and traditional method that is used to identify the user's behavior pattern using the DISC questionnaire, based on data evaluated by the user. It is useful before user's initial behavior. However, it takes up the user's time and may cause inconvenience. On the other hand, the implicit method is convenient for users because the user's purchase-making pattern can be analyzed and identified without the user's direct involvement. However, one problem is that the user's psychological pattern cannot be identified if the user's initial purchase-making behavior cannot be understood.
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The method proposed in this paper involves classification of behavior pattern according to the user's purchasing actions, by mixing those two methods. That is, the explicit method (using the summarized DISC questionnaire) is applied to users who have not purchased anything, whereas the implicit method is applied to users who have purchased something once more, in order to identify the user's behavior pattern.

Explicit method

In the explicit method, the summarized DISC questionnaire items are presented to analyze the user's behavior pattern. Normally, a description is given according to the category that best fits the behavior description, and the corresponding score is given. The user's behavior pattern is classified through the description category that the total score falls in.

Implicit method

The implicit method analyzes the user's purchase-making pattern in order to determine the behavior pattern. This section explains the implicit method, which determines the DISC behavior pattern using the search pattern in a music site with a search structure shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. The structure for searching content in a music website](image)

Generally, websites that provide multimedia content are composed of three structural levels: a service page, a service region, and a service element. The main service page consists of one or more service pages and each service page includes one or more service regions. In addition, each service region also has at least one service element. For convenience, the service page, service region, and service element are here described as levels $I=1$, $I=2$, and $I=3$.

To classify the user's behavior pattern, this paper considers 'search depth', 'search variety', and 'staying time'. The 'search depth' is the number of accessing to levels for purchasing a multimedia content at level 3. For
example, if a user's search path is main → new release (level: 1) → music 'A' (level:3) → genre (level:1) → music 'B' (level:3-purchase), then the 'search depth' is 3. In addition, 'search variety', which involves the number of movements to the same level or an upper level ($l=3\rightarrow l=1$, $l=3\rightarrow l=2$, $l=3\rightarrow l=3$, $l=2\rightarrow l=1$, $l=2\rightarrow l=2$), becomes 1, because this involves movement to music 'A' (level: 3) → genre (level: 1) in the example. Lastly, 'staying time' is the total time taken to purchase certain content after logging in.

Fig. 3. Association of the wLog with the DISC type

Generally, in the normal web browser functions, it is difficult to extract the 'search depth', 'search variety', and 'staying time' from the client's side instead of the server's. Therefore, this paper proposes a specialized web browser to acquire this information by using the meta-tag [27]. The meta-tag is one of the methods that allow adding of information to a web page, and is not displayed on the web browser for the user. Using this tag, we can recognize the user's location and extract the final search depth. The 'search variety' also can be extracted by the meta-tag information. The 'staying time' can be checked, based on the time log that begins with accessing the page for searching and ends at the purchase time. However, it is assumed that users receive the confirmation message from the server at the time of purchase. The 'search depth', 'search variety', and 'staying time' obtained through our method are saved as the coordinate vector value on the personal content manager, instead of the server. This paper defines wLog to express this information as follows.
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\[ wLog = (d, v, s) \]

\[ \begin{align*}
    d &= \text{search depth} \\
    v &= \text{search variety} \\
    s &= \text{staying time}
\end{align*} \]

(1)

To find a relationship between the classification using the wLog and the DISC model, this paper defines the following hypothesis and verifies the hypothesis through an experiment.

Hypothesis:

D type - Short staying time and insufficient search variety because the intended information is definitive and a purchase decision is made quickly. Search depth is not deep because purchases are frequently made through a search.

I type - Search depth is relatively shallow because the user likes the multimedia content preferred by others, such as popular content, top-selling content, and recommended content. Search variety and staying time are normal.

S type - Staying time at frequently visited pages is consistently longer. Search depth is shallow and search variety is insufficient because the user prefers a specific genre or artist.

C type - The user reviews or listens to samples on various pages. The user takes a long time to make a purchase decision, checking price and performance. Search depth, search variety, and staying time are relatively deep, intensive, and long.

4. The recommendation of multimedia content

To determine the user's behavior pattern, this paper classifies users based on the wLog value. Target users are classified using the distance from the representative value of the defined behavior pattern group. The representative value is the centroid value of 3 clusters of vectors. The centroid is calculated by dividing the sum of the apex coordinates by the number of vectors. The following equation (2) is used to decide a user's type. The equation calculates the distance of the target user \( u \)'s purchase behavior pattern vector \( p_u \) from the vector \( P_j \) which is the vector composed by representative values of cluster \( j \)'s purchase behavior pattern. \( k \) is the attribute suffix (1:d, 2:v, 3:s) of the purchase behavior pattern vector.

\[ d_{u,j}(p_u, P_j) = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{3} (p_{uk} - P_{jk})^2} \]

(2)
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For example, if the $wLog$ value of the user $x$ is $(d:5, v:2, s:18)$ and the representative value of $P_{j=D}, P_{j=I}, P_{j=S},$ and $P_{j=C}$ are $(d:4, v:4, s:18), (d:8, v:16, s:16), (d:8, v:8, s:16),$ and $(d:16, v:16, s:16)$, then the value of $d_{x}(x, P_{j=D}), d_{x}(x, P_{j=I}), d_{x}(x, P_{j=S}),$ and $d_{x}(x, P_{j=C})$ are $\sqrt{105}$, $\sqrt{209}$, $\sqrt{49}$, and $\sqrt{121}$, respectively. Therefore, we can know that the user $x$ is in the S type because the distance value of S type is the smallest.

To solve the issue for applying dynamic user’s environmental context to the recommendation which is described in the introduction, this paper infers the user’s preferred genre according to the context, using $uLog$ which is the user’s usage history of multimedia content on the mobile device. Figure 4 is the schema of the 'UsageData' which is defined in this paper to describe $wLog$, $uLog$ and the metadata of a multimedia content.

![Fig. 4. The schema of the UsageData](Image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. User Context information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outlook</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the algorithm for inferring the preferred genre, we use the decision tree algorithm. Table 2 and table 3 are an example of the user's context information included in uLog and of the decision tree structure for multimedia content, respectively.

Table 3. The decision tree for inferring a multimedia content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1: Dawn?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; 0: Overcast?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; {'Folk': 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; {'Country': 2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; 1: Afternoon?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; 3:24?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; 0: Overcast?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; {'Pop': 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; {'Folk': 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; {'Rock': 2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; 1: Morning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; 2: Tue?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; {'Classic': 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; {'Pop': 2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; 2: Sat?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; 0: Overcast?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T -&gt; {'Hip-Hop': 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; {'Classic': 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F -&gt; {'Jazz': 3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DISC type classified by wLog and preferred genre inferred by uLog are used to recommend a multimedia content together. In other words, a different weighted value is given to each DISC type with regard to the 'UsageData', 'Popularity', 'Artist', and 'Title' of the multimedia content in the preferred genre which is inferred, in order to finally recommend specific multimedia content. For this recommendation, this paper defines the representative attributes that affect each behavior pattern, considering the fact that the user's purchase-making behavior pattern is closely related to the DISC type. For the D type, the 'UsageData' is selected as the representative attribute, because users with this behavior pattern are willing to accept a challenge, make a decision quickly, and show great interest in new content. That is, the 'UsageData' attribute of the multimedia attributes is the main attribute for D (Dominance) type users and a weighted value is given to recently released-multimedia content. I (Influence) type users like contact with people, and respect other people's opinions and comply with them. Due to these behavior pattern characteristics, weight is given to the 'Popularity' attribute from among the four attributes. In this paper, the 'Popularity' attribute is estimated by the 'SalesVolume' attribute in the metadata. S (Steadiness) type users perform consistently and have introspective and relaxed behavior pattern characteristics. For S type users, the 'Artist' attribute is representative, because they tend to show high loyalty towards their preferred artists. Lastly,
C (Conscientiousness) type users show the behavior pattern of thinking analytically. C type users have the same level of preference for all multimedia content in the preferred genre inferred. Therefore, we define that the 'Title' is the representative attribute and weight is the frequency of the content used by the user.

The attribute vector (AV) for the multimedia content is equal to \((r, p, m, f)\). Here, \(r\) is the release date of the multimedia content and has a value range of 1 to 12; \(p\) stands for the popularity of the content and has a value range of 1 to 5; and \(m\) stands for the number of items of the same artist and has a value range of 1 to 10. Lastly, \(f\) - the number of times the user has used the content, has a value range of 1 to 50. The attribute vector value, which has a different value range, can be normalized as \(r', p', m', f'\), which are the values between \([0, 1]\), using the equation (3). The evaluation value of the content according to the user's behavior pattern is calculated for the normalized attribute vector \(AV'\), using the equation (3). For example, if the AV of multimedia content \(m\) is \((r:9; p:2; m:3; f:12)\) and the set of min\(_n\) and max\(_n\) pair of each attribute is \((r:1,9; p:1,5; m:1,6; f:10,30)\), then \(AV'\) is \((r':1; p':0.25; m':0.4; f':0.1)\).

\[
n'=(n-\text{min}_n)/(\text{max}_n-\text{min}_n) \quad n=\{r,p,m,f\} \quad (3)
\]

Where, \(n\) stands for \(r, p, m,\) and \(f\) - the element of the attribute vector (AV), whereas \(\text{min}_n\) and \(\text{max}_n\) are the minimum and maximum values of each element.

\[
w_{u,j} = \frac{1}{[1-d_{u,j}(p_u,p_j)]}, j=\{1:D,2:I,3:S,4:C\} \quad (4)
\]

That is, \(w_{u,j}\) shows the extent of the user's association with each behavior pattern.

\[
r_{u,c} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} w_{u,i} \times AV'_c, i=\{1:r', 2:p', 3:m', 4:f'\} \quad (5)
\]

The weight \(w_j\) is applied to the user's behavior pattern \(j\), as shown in the equation (4). The user \(u\)'s preference score \(r_{u,c}\) for the content \(c\) applied with the weight can be estimated by the equation (5). The equation (5) can be explained in detail as follows:

\[
r_{u,c} = (w_{u,D} \times AV'_{c,r'})+(w_{u,I} \times AV'_{c,p'})+(w_{u,S} \times AV'_{c,m'})+(w_{u,C} \times AV'_{c,f'})
\]

For example, The weight \(w_{x,p,S}\) of the user \(x\) which are described in the previous example is \(1/(1-\sqrt[49]{49})\). Also the preference score \(r_{x,m}\) between multimedia content \(m\) and the user \(x\) is \(7/24\).
Fig. 5. An example of the schematic of the recommendation of the user’s preferred multimedia content

Fig. 5 shows that the equation (5) gives different weight to each attribute value using the DISC type.

- The weighted value for the user is assigned as D type to the attribute \( r’ \) to the extent that there is a similarity with the D type.
- The weighted value for the user is assigned as I type to the attribute \( p’ \) to the extent that there is a similarity with the I type.
- The weighted value for the user is assigned as S type to the attribute \( m’ \) to the extent that there is a similarity with the S type.
- The weighted value for the user is assigned as C type to the attribute \( f’ \) to the extent that there is a similarity with the C type.

5. Personal Multimedia Jukebox

This paper proposes and implements the personal multimedia jukebox (PMJ) as an application system for the personal content manager described in the introduction. Fig. 6 shows the overall architecture of the system for providing personalized multimedia content recommendations in the mobile environment. The PMJ manages a lot of multimedia items purchased from the Content Provider (MCstore), and distributes the personalized service to mobile clients (mobile objects). The proposed Jukebox is composed of three modules. The Collecting Module (CM) collects and manages \( wLog \) (user's purchase behavior log), \( uLog \) (usage log of the mobile client), and multimedia content with metadata provided by the content provider. The Recommending Module (RM) classifies the behavior pattern using the information collected by the CA, and recommends personalized content based on the classified behavior pattern and context information. Lastly, the Propagating Module (PM) provides recommended content to the mobile client.
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Fig. 6. The system architecture for providing personalized multimedia content recommendations

Fig. 7. The architecture of the Personal Multimedia Jukebox

Fig. 7 shows the architecture of our PMJ in detail. The CM collects wLog, uLog, and metadata regarding the content from the content provider and mobile clients. wLog includes the d, v, and s records and uLog is the user's usage history. Lastly, the metadata contained in the content is collected and saved. The RM recommends personalized content using the usage data collected by the CM. For recommendation, this paper uses the DISC type obtained by using the user's web log, namely wLog and the preferred genre obtained by using the user's usage log, namely uLog by the DISC Classifier and Preference Genre Extractor, respectively. The Contents Recommender generates a list of multimedia content for a user based on extracted the DISC
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type and the preferred genre. The PM provides a recommendation service to mobile client through wire or wireless network.

6. Experimental Results

6.1. Prototype implementation

For evaluation of our system, this paper built the music website (MCstore) in the server system like Fig. 7 and implemented a multimedia content player (MCplayer) on a mobile client like Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8. The interface of the MCstore](image)

Fig. 8. The interface of the MCstore

![Fig. 9. The emulator for evaluating our recommendation](image)

Fig. 9. The emulator for evaluating our recommendation

MCstore was implemented using MySQL 5.0 as the DBMS to store wLog and the content on Windows XP, and Tomcat 5.5 was used as an application server for Java and JSP. To install PMJ on a personal computer, MySQL 5.0 was used to store uLog and wLog, and the content of Windows XP was also
used. MCplayer is a multimedia player that can be run on a PDA that supports Windows Mobile 5.0.

6.2. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate our user pattern classification and recommendation performance by comparing with conventional methods, we distributed the programs (PMJ.exe, MCplayer.exe) to 80 students enrolled at Chungnam National University and have collected their usage history during six months. In order to verify our user behavior pattern classification developed with adopting the DISC, we test the hypothesis regarding the association between the purchase-making pattern established by this study and the DISC obtained from the DISC psychological pattern questionnaire as seen in Fig. 10. In the figure, the D type and S type show a relatively higher degree of accuracy of classification than the I type and C type. This fact proves that the proposed method of classification of the D type and S type behavior patterns is more efficient. In addition, the accuracy of all the classification types increases after the initial evaluation.

![Fig. 10. Performance of user behavior pattern classification based on DISC type](image)

To evaluate our recommendation performance, we compare the performance of our method with conventional methods such as user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N. Also, we chose the precision and recall [28, 29, 30] as a metric of the classification performance, widely used for measuring the recommendation performance in information retrieval applications. The equations (6) and (7) are the formula of estimating the precision and recall performance respectively. Let the set of music items relevant to a query be denoted as {Relevant}, and the set of music items retrieved be denoted as {Retrieved}. The set of music items that are both relevant and retrieved is denoted as {Relevant} ∩{Retrieved}.
Also the F-measure is a measure of a test's accuracy. It considers both the precision and recall of the test to compute score. The precision and recall metric is inversely related. To overcome this drawback of precision and recall metric, F-measure measure is used. Equation (8) is the definition of F-measure which considers both precision and recall.

$$F - \text{measure} = \frac{\text{recall} \times \text{precision}}{(\text{recall} + \text{precision})/2}$$ (8)

![Graphs of precision and recall](image)

**Fig. 11.** Performance comparisons of our method, user-based Top-N, and item-based Top-N
A higher value of precision metric indicates that most of the recommendation is correct and a higher value of recall indicates that most of the similar music items are recommended. Also, we repeated the performance measure as varying the number of recommended music items, \( N \). As seen in Fig. 11(a) (b), our method outperforms the conventional methods. For instance, at \( N=3 \), user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N have the precision of 0.37 and 0.52, while our method has a precision of 0.59.

From the analysis of the performances of user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N, their poor performances are due to the lack of sufficient rating information on the music items recommended. In other words, the target users have very few similar users who have rated music items. The item-based Top-N shows a slightly improved result than the user-based Top-N because the recommendation is made based on the music items that are similar to other music items the target user has liked. Also, it is possible to retain only a small subset of music items to provide good prediction quality and similarities between the music items that are relatively static. As the number of music items recommended increases, the performance is degraded. It is because less similar music items are recommended in the recommendation process. As seen in the figures, our method outperforms user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N because our method considers the semantic relations among music items, which can compensate the drawbacks of user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N addressed above by reflecting user’s current psychological mind (DISC).

The application of DISC leads our method to achieve an improved result when compared to user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N. When the number of recommended products is low our method performs the best (i.e. the highest value for precision is 0.59 when \( N=3 \)). When the number of recommended music items increases, we found that the inclusion of less similar music items to the recommendation list degrades the performance slightly.

Table 4 shows the F-measure of different methods for different top \( N \) recommendations. In general, F-measure depends on the value of corresponding precision and recall values of top \( N \) recommendations. The higher value of our method for F-measure implies that the proposed method can provide better recommendation than the other methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user-based Top-N</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>754</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item-based Top-N</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>666</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>062</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>644</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>444</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>034</td>
<td>024</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>818</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Also we evaluate user’s satisfaction of our recommendation algorithm. As shown in Fig. 9, there are five radio buttons at the bottom of the interface of the mobile device that allows the user to evaluate his/her degree of satisfaction with the recommended multimedia content. Users are able to give a top score of 5 (very high satisfaction) and a bottom score of 1 (very high dissatisfaction).

Fig. 12. Comparing Satisfaction with our method, user-based Top-N, and item-based Top-N

Fig. 12 is a graph of the average degree of satisfaction with our recommendation technique, user-based Top-N and item-based Top-N algorithm. According to the results of the experiment, the user-based Top-N method shows a level of satisfaction of 46%, whereas the item-based Top-N method shows a level of satisfaction of 60%. The PMJ shows the highest level of satisfaction at 68%.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposed the method for recommending multimedia content in a personal content manager. Our method can be used to solve a scalability problem and a limited resource problem of a server system and a mobile device, respectively. Main contributions of this paper are threefold. The first, we proposed a method to adopt and apply the DISC model verified in psychology field for the content recommendation. The second, we proposed an algorithm for reflecting dynamic environmental context to the recommendation. The third, we implemented a prototype system and showed that our method is reasonable for multimedia content recommendation through the performance evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, it is hard to find previous studies for applying user’s psychology to multimedia content recommendation. However, our performance evaluation showed that the DISC model is closely related to the purchase pattern and the user’s psychology is one of the useful factors for recommendation.
In our current version, the prototype system dealt with music content only. However, it will be extended and applied to various types of multimedia content.
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Abstract. Although the existing knowledge representation techniques, ranging from the relational databases to the most recent Semantic web languages, are successfully applied in numerous practical applications, they are still unable to represent the information contained in text documents and web pages in structured form, suitable for productive text processing. Text files can represent text documents with no loss of information, however, this information is represented in an unstructured form. Various knowledge formalisms used in different phases of Natural Language Understanding, such as lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and discourse analysis, are still unable to represent texts in structured form with no loss of information. In this paper, we define the crucial requirements for structured text representation and then, we give a brief introduction to a representation technique that fulfills all these requirements, including the basic data types and learning techniques used to create, maintain and interpret the resulting representation formalism.

Keywords: structured representation, learning, text processing, natural language understanding, regular languages.

1. Introduction

Computers can process information efficiently, only if it is represented in a structured form. Natural language documents and web pages are the examples of the unstructured knowledge representation, so the problem is how to translate them automatically and represent the information contained in a structured form with no loss of information.

The importance of the structured data representation is obvious on an example of a relational database. Data in a relational database are represented in the structured form suitable for the automatic processing in various applications. We can dump this database into a text file that will contain the same information as the database itself and the created text file may be used to backup or transfer the database to another computer, but it is definitely not suitable for the automatic data processing. The databases are convenient means for structured data representation, and the focus of this paper is on a representation technique that will play a role of “a database for
texts”, where the information found in texts will be represented in the structured form.

Different knowledge representation techniques, like conventional knowledge representation techniques (e.g. relational [1] and object-oriented [2] databases), Artificial Intelligence techniques [3], [4] (e.g. logic formalism, semantic nets, conceptual dependencies, frames, scripts, rules, etc.), or Semantic Web [5] ontology and schema languages (e.g. XOL [6], SHOE [7], OML [8], RDFS [9], DAML+OIL [10], OWL [11]) with enough expressive power to represent any kind of knowledge in structured form suitable for further computer processing, have been successfully applied to support knowledge processing in many different application domains.

However, it has been widely recognized in academic circles that neither of these techniques can be successfully applied in the representation of information found in natural language documents and web pages. They cannot be used to automatically translate various texts (natural language documents, web pages, etc.) into the structured form with no loss of information.

Although these knowledge representation techniques may look rather different, they actually all share the basic principle, which limits their representational ability. This basic representational principle is related to the way we perceive the world around us. We use named symbols to distinguish different phenomena and to capture their semantics.

We observe the world as it is composed of separate and distinct phenomena, objects, entities, which are mutually connected by a set of specific relations. All these phenomena, objects and entities may be more closely described using some features. Hereby, we commonly use names to describe the meaning of observed phenomena, objects, entities, features and relations.

Almost all existing knowledge representation techniques use naming to describe the meaning of represented knowledge. Instead of just representing the knowledge, all these techniques provide also the means for interpreting its meaning using names. Naming actually creates the limitations of the existing knowledge representation techniques. These knowledge representation techniques can be called “symbolic”, because they represent the real world domains using simple and complex symbols and the corresponding relations between them. However, there is a knowledge that is not symbolic in its essence (e.g. information found in paragraphs, sections, documents or web pages in natural languages), which cannot be represented using symbolic knowledge representation techniques.

The proposed representation technique is completely equivalent to text files regarding the information represented by these two techniques. However, while text files represent this information in an unstructured form, the proposed technique represents the same information in a structured form suitable for automated text processing.

The first attempt to implement a novel technique able to translate texts into the structured form without loss of information resulted in the proposal of Hierarchical Semantic Form (HSF) and SOUL algorithm [12], while a more
advanced approach is applied in Natural language Implicit Meaning Formalization and Abstraction (NIMFA) [13].

The organization of the paper is the following: Section 2 presents some related work, which outlined the ideas beyond symbolic knowledge representation knowledge representation formalisms used to represent different kind of knowledge in Natural Language Understanding, Section 3 describes the main characteristics of natural languages and the requirements for structured representation of texts, Section 4 gives the basic insights into the implementation of the requirements for the representation of texts in structured form, while Section 5 provides some conclusions.

2. Related Work

There is an acute lack of references related to the structured representation of natural language documents. However, there are some papers that outline a new way of thinking, which is beyond symbolic knowledge representation.

The so-called “radical connectionism” [14] claims that the natural language is not used as representational, but rather as communicational medium. The modification of the “localist” approach of the “connectionist” model [15] could be used as a starting point for the implementations of ideas of radical connectionism. One implementation of a knowledge representation not based on symbols is represented by Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) [16], used for image processing, while another solution [17], used in text processing, relies on the Hopfield-like neural networks.

However, these approaches failed in defining clear requirements for structured representation of natural language documents, which will not be based on symbols. In structured representation of natural language documents, the tasks of representing knowledge is clearly separated from the task of interpreting the meaning of the represented knowledge, which provides the basis for overcoming the limitations of symbolic knowledge representation.

The representation technique proposed in this paper should facilitate text processing and more precisely Natural Language Understanding (NLU), which is actually not in the focus of this paper, hence, we will only pass briefly through the knowledge representation formalisms used to represent different forms of knowledge relevant for NLU [18] (e.g. morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and discourse knowledge).

The morphological knowledge used in lexical analysis is usually represented by Finite State Automata (FSA) and Finite State Transducers (FSTs) to implement the electronic dictionaries for the given natural languages. The morphological knowledge used in lexical analysis corresponds to the structure of words.

In syntactical analysis various classical, statistical and connectionist approaches are used, whereby classical and statistical approaches are based on the corresponding grammars. Among the most popular grammars are the
dependency grammars, which, as a result of parsing a statement, produce the corresponding dependency tree to reflect the syntactic structure of the given statement. The grammars used in syntactic analysis are language dependent and subjective, because even for the same language different linguists may propose different grammars.

The semantic knowledge, as a result of semantic analysis of a sentence, can be represented in logical form (e.g. first order predicate calculus - FOPC). However, the statements in FOPC can represent the meaning of natural language sentences only, whereby some information considered semantically irrelevant may be lost. Moreover, FOPC statements are not structured.

The discourse knowledge is used in different discourse structuring theories like the theory of segmentation, attention shift and hierarchical inclusion of topic-related discourse segments [18] and Rhetorical Structure Theory [19]. However, the structures used to represent the discourse knowledge are only temporarily used to interpret correctly the meaning of sentences in the given context. There are also different discourse representation models [20] usually implemented using the specific ontologies, but all these models are manually built.

As we can see neither of the above described knowledge representation formalism used in NLU can be used to automatically translate texts into the structured form with no loss of information. They are either too specific, enabling the representation of words or phrases or sentences, or are temporal by their nature and not designed for persistent storage of texts in the structured form.

Another way to represent information found in a text in the structured form is to use some information extraction technique, which combines an NLU technique with a suitable knowledge representation technique [21], [22]. However, information extraction techniques also have some drawbacks: 1) they cannot be used to represent the complete information found in a text, but only a fraction of it; 2) information extraction systems are language dependent (they use language dependent dictionaries and grammars); 3) for each new subset of data that should be extracted from a text, a new information extraction system must be developed.

3. Requirements for Representation of Texts in Structured Form

Various natural language documents and web pages are represented in the plain text form and it seems that there is no apparent structure behind it. However, there is an intrinsic structure behind any natural language. Unlike the syntactic structures, which are subjective and language dependent, this structure is objective and the same for all languages.

This structure is composed of letters, syllables, words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. Hereby, syllables are composed of letters, words are
composed of syllables, phrases are composed of words and so on. Another important characteristic of natural languages is their sequentiality. Each structural element at the higher level is composed of a sequence of structural elements at the lower level.

Having in mind these simple observations, we can formulate two basic requirements for structured representation of text documents:

1. Provide support for context representation, i.e. provide means for determining the exact position of each structure element regarding the hierarchical level and place in the corresponding sequence(s).
2. Provide unique representation for each structure element in different contexts.

Strictly speaking, the context of a structure element at the given hierarchical level is defined by its predecessor and successor structure element, where each structure element must be uniquely represented.

Why these two requirements are so important? Because they enable an efficient search of natural language documents. Each word, each phrase, each sentence, etc. would be uniquely represented in a hierarchical network that could represent thousands of natural language documents or web pages. We would be able to efficiently identify all contexts in which the given word or phrase appear in, i.e. all sentences, paragraphs, sections and documents. The search through the hierarchically organized structure must be much faster compared to the sequential search of natural language documents represented in an unstructured form.

The above-described requirements are also in line with the fact well known in linguistics that any limited language is at the same time a regular language. Since all natural languages are limited, all text documents can be represented using a deterministic finite state machine. A Finite State Automaton (FSA) [18] in lexical analysis is usually used to locate morphosyntactic patterns in corpora.

A common way to represent text documents is to use files, which can be observed as Finite-State Automata, where each text character is followed by the next character until the end-of-file mark is encountered leading to the terminating state. However, for information to be processed by computers effectively, it must be represented in a structured form. Since files represent text documents in plain form, they are not particularly useful for automatic processing.

Recursive Transition Networks (RTNs) [18] are used in syntactic analysis to construct various grammars. However, RTN can be also used to introduce structure to FSA, where a part of an existing FSA can be named to represent a simple graph. The only problem with RTN is that it is manually constructed where all constituent graphs must be named.

Eventually, both requirements for structured text representation are satisfied by RTN, but in its present form it is useless, because it must be constructed manually.
4. Technique for Representing Texts in Structured Form

In this section, we will describe a technique for representing texts in the structured form with its basic data types and “learning by repetition” algorithm that facilitates the automatic creation and maintenance of the corresponding hierarchical network. This hierarchical network is composed of two types of nodes where groups are used to uniquely represent the natural language structures (e.g. words, phrases, sentences, groups of sentences, paragraphs, groups of paragraphs, documents), while links are used to represent these natural language structures within different contexts (e.g. words in phrases, phrases in sentences, sentences in paragraphs, etc.). We will, then, give a simple example of the hierarchical network created using the described representation technique, provide an algorithm for translating texts into structured form and finally, we will just briefly describe how the hierarchical network can be interpreted to find its meaning.

4.1. Basic Data Types

Any technique suitable for the representation of texts in the structured form must satisfy the above described requirements related to context representation and unique representation of structure elements. The network, similar to RTN, which will represent texts in structured form can be built using two basic data types corresponding to two defined requirements:

Link data type (Fig. 1.a) enables the context representation and implements the ternary, sequential relation between the previous, current and successive structure element. Since each word and any other natural language structure may appear in different contexts (e.g. the same word may appear in different phrases or sentences), links are used to represent this natural language structure in all these contexts. It contains pointers to its predecessor and successor, but also to the structure element it represents in the given context. The successor of the last link in the sequence points to the group which represents this sequence. The link data type corresponds to states in RTN.

Group data type (Fig. 1.b) supports unique representation of all structure elements (characters, syllables, words, phrases, sentences, etc.). This means that any natural language structure is represented only once in a hierarchical structure that may represent many natural language documents. Instead of repeating the same structure element in different contexts, we use links to represent the corresponding group in these contexts. Each group contains a pointer to the first link of the sequence it represents, but also pointers to all the links that represent the corresponding structure element in different contexts. The group data type corresponds to transitions in RTN.
Any natural language document has inherent, hierarchical structure, which may not be readily visible when we read it, composed of characters at the lowest levels, then words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. Since the main characteristic of all natural languages is their sequentiality, we may say that any natural language document can be represented as a hierarchical structure comprised of sequences at different levels of abstraction. The hierarchical structure used to represent texts in structured form contains groups representing characters at the lowest level, followed by syllables which represent sequences of letters, words as sequences of syllables and letters, phrases as sequences of other phrases and words, sentences as sequences of phrases and words and so on. Hereby, sequences are represented using links.

Formally, the information in structured text representation can be represented by the space $S$ defined by the triple of groups $G$, links $L$ and sequences $Q$ (composed of links from $L$):

$$S = \{G, L, Q\}, \quad g_i \in G, i = 1, r, \quad l_j \in L, j = 1, s, \quad q_k \in Q, k = 1, t$$

Initially, $G$ contains only groups corresponding to letters, $L$ contains only links corresponding to these atomic groups and $Q$ is an empty set of sequences.

Structured text representation follows the two basic principles in knowledge representation, the principle of locality (context representation) and the principle of unique representation.

**Principle of locality** defines the transition $T$ from the link $l_i$, which is the last link in the subsequence $q_i$, to the link $l_u$ when group $g_c$ belonging to the same hierarchical level appears at the end of subsequence $q_i$:

$$l_u = T(l_i, g_c), \quad q_p = q_i/l_u, \quad l_u \rightarrow g_c, \quad q_i, q_p \in Q, \quad g_c \in G, \quad l_i, l_u \in L$$
The link $l_u$ represents the group $g_c$ in the subsequence $q_p$, which extends the subsequence $q_i$. If $g_c$ is a new group, or link $l_u$ does not exist, then the new link $l_u$ must be created. The principle of locality enables learning of new sequences.

For instance, suppose that the system learns the word “good” and that it already represented the sequence “goo” (Fig. 2.a) and that it has to add now “d” to complete the sequence (Fig. 2.b). In our example, $l_u = l_4$, $l_1 = l_3$, $g_c$ corresponds to a group representing the letter “d”, $q_i$ corresponds to a sequence of letters “goo” represented by links $l_1$, $l_2$ and $l_3$, while $q_p$ corresponds to a sequence of letters “good” represented by links $l_1$, $l_2$, $l_3$ and $l_4$.

**Fig. 2. Principle of locality**

This principle is related to the representation of sequences at different levels of hierarchy (words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc.). It basically states that paragraphs are composed of sentences and not of letters or words.

**Principle of unique representation** states that each subsequence ($q_x$) that repeats in two different sequences (contexts, $q_i$, $q_j$) must be uniquely represented by the corresponding group ($g_x$):

\[
\begin{align*}
g_s &\rightarrow q_i, q_t = q_a q_x q_b, \quad g_s \in G, \quad q_a, q_b, q_i, q_s, q_x \in Q \\
g_t &\rightarrow q_j, q_j = q_c q_x q_d, \quad g_t \in G, \quad q_c, q_d, q_j, q_t, q_x \in Q \\
g_u &\rightarrow q_x, l_p, l_q \rightarrow g_u, \quad l_p, l_q \in L, \quad g_u \in G, \quad q_x \in Q \\
g_s &\rightarrow q_i, q_t = q_a l_p q_b \\
g_t &\rightarrow q_j, q_j = q_c l_q q_d
\end{align*}
\] (3)
Hereby, subsequences $q_a$ or $q_b$, $q_c$ or $q_d$ may be empty, i.e. they may contain no links. When a subsequence $q_a$ repeats in two sequences ($q_i, q_j$), a new group $g_a$ will be created corresponding to this subsequence, as well as two new links ($l_{p_a}, l_{q_a}$) representing this subsequence in two different contexts ($q_i, q_j$). This is an example of self-organization of the space $S$, which allows an automatic identification of semantic concepts, structures and relations.

As an example of principle of unique representation we will use two words “good” and “look”. We can immediately notice that these words share the

Fig. 3. Principle of unique representation
same subsequence of letters “oo”, which should be uniquely represented (Fig. 3).

In our notation group $g_s = g_1$ uniquely represents the word “good” and the corresponding sequence of letters $q_s$, group $g_t = g_2$ uniquely represents the word “look” and the corresponding sequence of letters $q_t$ where $q_s = l_1$ corresponds to letter “g”, $q_x = l_2 l_3$ to sequence of letters “oo” in word “good” and $q_x = l_6 l_7$ to the same sequence of letters in word “look”, $q_a = l_4$ to letter “d”, $q_c = l_5$ to letter “l” and $q_d = l_8$ to letter “k”. Since the same sequence of letter “oo” appears in both words, we should represent this sequence uniquely. Therefore, we create a group $g_u = g_3$ to uniquely represent this sequence and then a link $l_p = l_9$ to represent the letters “oo” in the word “good” and a link $l_q = l_{10}$ to represent the same sequence of letters in the word “look”.

4.2. Learning by Repetition

“Learning by repetition” is one of the basic forms of learning inherent to human beings. We cannot observe different phenomena unless they are repeated. In the same way, we learn to speak languages. “Learning by repetition” enables us to learn the structure, i.e. words, phrases, sentences, etc. of any natural language. Notice that “learning by repetition” doesn’t allow us to understand the meaning of language structures, but only to distinguish them.

However, when linguists speak about the structure, they usually refer to syntactic structure of a natural language statement. A dependency tree representing the structure of a natural language statement can be created by parsing this statement using the corresponding dependency grammar. “Learning by repetition” cannot be used to create a dependency tree, because it is not related to any dependency grammar and syntactic structures. The syntactic structures defined by dependency grammars are language dependent and subjective in their essence, whereas the structures (words, phrases, etc.) created by “learning by repetition” are language independent.

“Learning by repetition” facilitates unique structure representation and can be defined in the following way: if two contexts share the same subsequence, this subsequence then represents a new structure element which is shared by two contexts. For this new structure element, a new group will be created and two new links will represent this structure element in the given contexts. Strictly speaking, this definition is slightly different from the definition used in psychology where the same structure should be repeated many times to be memorized.

In practice, one of these two contexts will be a referential context, which has been already created, while the second one is a new one and has not yet been represented. Basically, we have three possible cases when “learning by repetition” can take place: the repeated subsequence appears at the beginning of the referential context (Fig 4.a), it occurs in the middle of the
referential context (Fig. 4.b), or it takes place at the end of the referential context (Fig. 5.c).

Fig. 4. Position of repeated subsequence

As an example of “learning by repetition”, we will take two sentences:

1. “Bill was in the school”
2. “Bill is in the school”.

Fig. 4. Position of repeated subsequence
Suppose that we have already entered all words and that we have presented the first sentence. We will have a hierarchical network as presented in Fig. 5. Notice that groups represented at the bottom of the hierarchical representation are actually not named and that these labels are used only to simplify the diagram and hide the part of structure representing the corresponding words.

![Hierarchical representation of the first sentence](image)

When the second sentence is processed by the structured text representation technique, it will discover that the ending subsequence “in the school” is repeated (Fig. 5) and reorganize the hierarchical network to represent correctly the second statement (Fig. 6).

The representation technique presented in this paper enables the creation of the self-organizing hierarchical network, which changes as new texts are fed to it. It reuses the part of information that has been already represented and adds the new one. Unlike symbolic knowledge representation technique, this knowledge representation technique is able to automatically translate any natural language text into the corresponding hierarchical structure and vice versa with no loss of information.

4.3. Example

As an example of structured text representation, we will use the same two simple sentences to represent the context correctly:

1. “Cows eat grass.”
2. “Cats eat mice.”
At the beginning, the empty hierarchical structure is comprised only of groups representing single characters. There are no links, because no text is fed to it yet.

The learning process begins with feeding the single words. This is actually quite similar to the way babies are learning to talk. After we have fed all the words from our simple statements, we will get hierarchical network as presented in Fig. 7.
4.4. Translation of Texts into Structured Form

Any natural language text can be translated automatically into the structured form composed of groups representing uniquely syllables, words, phrases, sentences, groups of sentences, paragraphs and group of paragraphs using the algorithm given below.
Fig. 8. Correct context representation

Fig. 9. Representation of sentences, paragraphs and section
createStructuredTextForm(fileName, currDocumentGroup)
{
    paragraphGroups = new DoubleLinkedList();
    paragraphsGroups = new DoubleLinkedList();
    textFile = new File();
    textFile.open(fileName);
    currPos = 0;
    currChar = textFile.readAt(currPos);
    // while not end of file
    while (currChar != eof)
    {
        sentenceGroups = new DoubleLinkedList();
        sentencesGroups = new DoubleLinkedList();
        // while not end of paragraph
        while (currChar != eop)
        {
            charGroups = new DoubleLinkedList();
            constructGroups = new DoubleLinkedList();
            // while not end of sentence
            while (currChar != eos)
            {
                convertCharToGroup(currChar, charGroup);
                charGroups.addTail(charGroup);
                currPos++;
                currChar = textFile.readAt(currPos);
            }
            pos = charGroups.getHeadPosition();
            while (pos != null)
            {
                // Identify existing syllables, words or
                // phrases
                identifyLongestSequence(charGroups, pos,
                                        nextPos, currGroup);
                constructGroups.addTail(currGroup);
                pos = nextPos;
            }
            if (constructGroups.Count() > 1)
            // Create a new sentence
            currSentenceGroup =
                createGroup(counstructGroups);
            else
            // The sentence is already defined
            currSentenceGroup = currGroup;
            sentenceGroups.addTail(currSentenceGroup);
            delete charGroups;
            delete constructGroups;
        }
    }
}
pos = sentenceGroups.getHeadPosition();
while (pos != null)
{
    // Identify existing groups of sentences
    identifyLongestSequence(sentenceGroups, pos,
                            nextPos, currGroup);
    sentencesGroups.addTail(currGroup);
    pos = nextPos;
}
if (sentencesGroups.Count() > 1)
    // Create new paragraph
    currParagraphGroup =
        createGroup(sentencesGroups);
else
    // The paragraph is already defined
    currParagraphGroup = currGroup;
    paragraphsGroups.addTail(currParagraphGroup);
    delete sentenceGroups;
    delete sentencesGroups;
}
pos = paragraphGroups.getHeadPosition();
while (pos != null)
{
    // Identify existing groups of paragraphs
    identifyLongestSequence(paragraphGroups, pos,
                            nextPos, currGroup);
    paragraphsGroups.addTail(currGroup);
    pos = nextPos;
}
if (paragraphsGroups.Count() > 1)
    // Create new document
    currDocumentGroup = createGroup(paragraphsGroups);
else
    // The same document is already entered
    currDocumentGroup = currGroup;
    delete paragraphGroups;
    delete paragraphsGroups;
textFile.close();
    delete textFile;
}

The algorithm is described using the \texttt{createStructuredTextForm}
procedure given in a pseudo-code form. This procedure has two arguments:
\texttt{filename} is an input argument representing the name of the text file;
\texttt{currDocumentGroup} is an output argument representing the text file in a
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structured form. This hierarchically organized, structured form is composed of groups of paragraphs, paragraphs, groups of sentences, sentences, phrases, words, syllables and characters at the bottom of this hierarchy. Hereby, each of these natural language structures is uniquely represented for all text files that may be translated using the given procedure.

The procedure divides the text documents into sentences and paragraphs. It then translates one by one character found in a sentence into character groups (convertCharToGroup) and adds these character groups to the charGroups list.

The identifyLongestSequence procedure is used to implement the principle of unique representation based on learning by repetition. It has four arguments: the first one is a double-linked list of groups, the pos argument is the position in this list from where the procedure starts to identify the existing sequence, the nextPos argument is the position in the list where we begin the next search and the currGroup argument is a group representing the longest found sequence. Actually, this procedure implements three possible cases:

The group found at pos in linked list is not followed by the next group in the same list in any previously created sequence. The procedure returns nextPos as the position of the next group in the list and currGroup is the group found at pos.

All groups found in a double-linked list are already defined as a sequence represented by a single super group. The procedure returns null as the value of nextPos and the super group for currGroup.

Learning by repetition is applied and for the recognized subsequence of groups a new group is created. The nextPos points to the first group after the recognized subsequence in the linked list and the new group is returned as currGroup.

The function createGroup implements the principle of locality. The double-linked list containing groups is the only input argument and the function returns the super group representing uniquely the sequence of groups contained in the given list. For the contained groups the function first creates the corresponding links, then, it connects these links to represent a new sequence and finally creates a super group that uniquely represents the newly created sequence.

The hierarchical organization representing natural language texts serves as “a database for texts”, because it enables a structured representation of texts with “indexes” for each word, phrase, sentence, group of sentences, paragraph and group of paragraphs. However, unlike ordinary databases which require human experts to design them and create indexes manually, this “database for texts” together with the corresponding “indexes” is automatically created, with no help from human experts.

Knowing that the algorithm easily determines the repeated sentences, groups of sentences, paragraphs and groups of paragraphs, one obvious
application would be the determining of originality of text documents. Not only can the algorithm identify the repeated parts of texts, but it can also easily determine the provenance of copied parts. The other approaches sequentially compare the given text with the other texts, which can be very time-consuming, especially when there are many texts to check.

Another very useful application of the algorithm would be in the keyword search. The present day search engines provide many unproductive hits, because they search for keywords in the whole document, whereas they should try to locate the sentences or paragraphs containing these keywords. The algorithm explicitly stores the information about the context (sentences, paragraphs) and since all words and phrases are indexed in all encompassing natural language structures (sentences, paragraphs, documents) it is easy to find the given keywords in any desired context in all represented documents.

4.5. Interpretation of Meaning

Symbolic knowledge representation techniques define the meaning of represented knowledge using names, so they do not have to interpret the meaning.

On the other hand, structured text representation technique does not use the names to describe the meaning; hence, the hierarchical structures used to represent plain texts are not comprehensible to humans. These hierarchical structures have to be interpreted somehow to extract the meaning from them.

However, from the practical point of view, it seems that the emphasis should not be on the meaning but on the closely related issue such as relevance. In semantic knowledge representation, the role of a domain expert is very important, because he/she decides what objects, relations, features, etc. are relevant for the given domain of application. This relevance is actually defined having in mind the application domain.

It seems that human beings determine the relevance of things based on the appearance of differences in similar contexts. For instance, in distinguishing the twin brothers, we do not rely on similarities in their appearance, but on the small differences we can notice.

In case on natural languages, our attention is also attracted by differences. If we observe the phrases:

1. “Good morning”
2. “Good afternoon”
3. “Good evening”

we will immediately notice that the first word “Good” is repeated in all of them, but also that the second word is always different. Since it spots the difference in the similar contexts, our brain considers this difference as important and generalizes the three different words appearing at the end of these three phrases. This generalization actually gives the importance to
things and represents the basis of semantics. These three words may be
taken as instances of a newly discovered, simple semantic category.

Since structured text representation requires the representation of context,
the corresponding techniques should be able to automatically discover
semantic categories in the given contexts. To do this, these techniques
should support two types of learning: “learning by generalization” and
“learning by specialization”.

“Learning by generalization” may be defined as follows: when two similar
contexts differ from each other only by two different structures found in the
same place in these contexts, then these two structures can be generalized.
A new semantic category is discovered and two structures represent the
instances of this newly discovered category.

“Learning by specialization” may be similarly defined: when a context
contains a structure which appears at the same place as the structures that
have been already generalized in similar contexts, this new structure can be
considered as a new instance of the same semantic category.

In our example with three phrases, “learning by generalization” may be
applied on the first two phrases, where words “morning” and “afternoon”
appear at the same place in similar contexts and therefore, may be
generalized to create a new semantic category. When the third phrase is
considered, “learning by specialization” may be applied, because the word
“evening” appears at the same place as the generalized words “morning” and
“afternoon”, so, the word “evening” may be considered as a new instance of
the same semantic category.

We can force “learning by generalization and by specialization” by using
the explicit definitions and this is what we usually think when we speak about
semantics:

1. “John is a boy”
2. “Bill is a boy”
3. “Tom is a boy”

The phrase “is a boy” is repeated in these three phrases, while “John”, “Bill”
and “Tom” are instances of a semantic category. However, in the proposed
knowledge representation techniques, this semantic category is actually not
named and is not even defined as a separate structure. Only the structures
corresponding to words “John”, “Bill” and “Tom” are marked as instances of a
semantic category and when we ask a question:

“What is John”

we will be able to find the answer:

“John is a boy”

“Learning by generalization and by specialization” can be used to identify
simple semantic categories and their instances. Instances of simple semantic
categories are words and phrases. The process of discovering simple semantic categories is actually very similar to the process of identifying symbols in symbolic knowledge representation.

However, the processing power of the proposed representation techniques should go beyond symbolic processing. These techniques should also be able to process sentences, paragraphs, sections, documents, web pages, etc.

The instances of simple semantic categories take part in more complex structures like complex phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. thus creating complex semantic categories or patterns. These complex semantic categories could be used to recognize natural language commands or to find some information or documents. However, the process of interpreting the meaning of represented texts is out of the scope of this paper. More information about the possible implementation of this process can be found in [13].

5. Conclusions

Although it seems that the existing knowledge representation techniques do not have much in common, almost all of them can be described as symbolic techniques. Actually, they are all designed to represent symbols, i.e. clearly separated entities (objects, phenomena) with defined features and relations that are relevant in the given domain of application. They all use names to describe the meaning of represented knowledge. So, these techniques besides providing means for knowledge representation also provide means for the interpretation of meaning. They facilitate symbolic knowledge representation and symbolic processing.

However, the symbolic knowledge representation techniques simply do not have the necessary representational power to represent texts in structured form. They do not provide the means to represent natural language structures, which are hierarchical and sequential by their nature, nor the means to process texts effectively.

Different knowledge representation formalisms used in text processing to represent various kinds of knowledge like morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic or discourse are also not suitable for structured text representation. They are actually designed to represent only a specific kind of knowledge related to word structure, syntactic structure, meaning of words or discourse context.

However, it is well known in linguistics that any limited language is at the same time a regular language. So, a Finite State Automaton could be used to represent any text document, and this is exactly how texts are represented in files. The problem with text files as representation formalism is that they are not structured and thus not convenient for automatic text processing. Recursion Transition Networks (RTN) can be used to structure a graph represented by a Finite State Automaton, but the corresponding sub-graphs
must be named and that’s why standard RTNs are not suitable for structured text representation.

In this paper, we have defined a novel technique for structured text representation which resembles the RPNs, but can be used to automatically translate texts into the structured form. It can be viewed as “a database for texts”, where unlike the relational databases, which must be designed, this “database” is automatically created from the texts.

We have defined first two requirements that must be fulfilled by a technique to be able to represent texts in the structured form. The first requirement is related to the accurate context representation, i.e. the sequential order of natural language structures that comprise a more complex structure, while the second requirement is related to the unique representation of natural language structures in different contexts.

We have then defined two data types corresponding to two requirements for structured text representation: link data type (corresponding to RPN states) is used to satisfy context representation requirement, while group data type (corresponding to RPN transitions) satisfies the requirement for the unique structure representation.

The hierarchical structure representing text documents is created using groups and links and a special form of learning, which we call “learning by repetition”. “Learning by repetition” enables learning the structure of natural languages, by identifying the repeated subsequences of structure elements. It facilitates an automatic translation of any natural language document into the structured form and vice versa with no loss of information. The created structure is self-organizing and changing as new knowledge is fed to it, whereby the old knowledge is reused and the new one is added.

Two other types of learning: “learning by generalization” and “learning by specialization” enable the interpretation of the represented knowledge. “Learning by generalization” supports the discovery of new semantic categories, while “learning by specialization” enables the definition of new instances of the existing semantic categories. These two types of learning facilitate the definition of simple semantic categories and the corresponding instances represented by words and phrases.

Complex semantic categories or patterns are represented by complex natural language structures composed of instances of simple and complex semantic categories. Complex semantic categories enable text processing needed for the understanding of natural language commands or finding the necessary complex information based on natural language queries.

Text files represent basically the same information as the proposed representation technique, but in an unstructured form. In the proposed technique information is structured in the way that each natural language structure (word, phrase, sentence, paragraph, etc.) is uniquely represented in all contexts in which it appears. The created structure facilitates an easy identification of all contexts in which some natural language structure appears giving rise to an efficient text processing and many practical applications.
There are many possible practical applications of structured text representation in areas like continuous speech recognition, question answering systems based on natural language queries, information retrieval, user interfaces based on natural language commands, machine translation, etc.

Continuous speech recognition systems are usually based on phonetic and phonological knowledge and the representation of contexts can enhance the precision of such systems by providing all candidate words that can succeed the last recognized word. The use of word context could significantly reduce the set of candidate words and considerably increase the probability that the correct word will be recognized.

As we all know, standard search engines based on keywords are not very useful when we use natural language queries. We usually get many unproductive hits. There are two reasons for such a performance: 1) search engines do not take care about the context; 2) they do not use semantic categories to abstract the complexities of natural language. All search engines implicitly take a document or web page as a context in which keywords are searched (reason for bad precision rate). However, sometimes we expect that these keywords must be found in the same sentence or the same paragraph. Standard search engines have poor recall rate when using natural language queries because the same thing can be said in many different ways. Semantic categories are coping efficiently with the richness of a natural language, but they are not supported in standard search engines. The structured text representation facilitate context representation and semantic categories, hence, it could be used to implement an efficient question answering system based on natural language queries.

Information retrieval is usually also based on keyword search, therefore, the same limitations hold as for search engines. Information retrieval based on structured text representation can improve the recall and precision rate again by using the context representation and semantic categories. For instance, instead of using combinations of keywords, patent attorneys could easily find all semantically correlated patents using the patent they would like to check.

Natural language-based user interfaces could be easily built using the structured text representation and semantic categories to cover many possible ways how humans can express natural language commands.

Machine translation could also benefit from the use of structured text representation technique, because parallel text corpora in different languages could be fed to it and the same group could then be used to represent the same word, phrase, sentence, paragraph, etc. in different languages. Thus, it would be possible to easily identify the highest level of translation (be it a paragraph, sentence, phrase or word) of a text based on the parallel text corpora represented in structured form.

The structured text representation technique presented in this text has been already successfully applied in question answering systems based on natural language queries. It was implemented first in a prototype system [12] that provides information about flight timetable for the largest European
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airlines, while the second implementation was in a prototype web portal [13] providing information about flights, football matches and weather forecasts.
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Abstract. In this paper we present new evolutionary approach for solving the Routing and Carrier Selection Problem (RCSP). New encoding scheme is implemented with appropriate objective function. This approach in most cases keeps the feasibility of individuals by using specific representation and modified genetic operators. The numerical experiments were carried out on the standard data sets known from the literature and results were successful comparing to two other recent heuristic for solving RCSP.
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1. Introduction

The delivery of goods from a warehouse to local customers is an important and practical problem of the logistics management. It has to decide which customers are to be served by the heterogeneous internal fleet and to route the vehicles of the internal fleet. A internal vehicle allows a company to consolidate several shipments, going to different destinations, in a single route. This problem with internal fleet and external carriers has also known as VRPPC (vehicle routing problem with private fleet and common carriers) in the literature ([4])

Demand of remaining customers must be served by external carriers. An external carrier usually assumes the responsibility for routing each shipment from origin to destination. The freight charged by a external carrier is usually much higher than the cost of a vehicle in internal fleet. Therefore, in some cases, it may be more economical to use external carriers instead of using an internal

* This research was partially supported by Serbian Ministry of Education and Science under the grant no. 174010.
vehicle to serve one or very few customers. Also, if total demand is greater than whole capacity of the heterogeneous internal fleet, logistics managers have to consider using an external carrier. Selecting the right mode to transport a shipment may yield significant cost savings to the company.

Routing and Carrier Selection Problem (RCSP) consists of the routing fixed number of vehicles with the limited capacity from the central warehouse to the customers with known demand. The objective is to minimize overall cost, which consists of the three parts: fixed cost of the using necessary vehicles in the internal fleet, variable transportation cost of routing every vehicle and a cost of freight for remaining customers (not served by internal fleet) charged by external carriers. RCSP is a NP-hard problem, as an generalization of the well known vehicle routing problem.

2. Related work

The routing problems are well-known combinatorial optimization problems and many approaches for solving these have been proposed. Good survey of new contributions can be found in [10] and for multi-objective case in [11].

However, only in several papers the problem with the vehicle routing when external carrier services are available, was considered. In [2] a fleet planning problem for long-haul deliveries with fixed delivery locations and an option to use an external carrier is considered. Static problem with a fixed fleet size and optional use of a outside carrier is considered in [1]. In [12] is described a methodology to address the fleet size planning and to route limited vehicles from a central warehouse to customers with random daily demands is developed. Paper [7] considered the problem where the company has only one vehicle.

In [5] selected customers were served by the external carriers, then used the modified version of heuristic proposed by [6] to construct the routes to serve the remaining customers and finally uses the local search (steepest descent heuristics) to improve the obtained solution.

The method proposed in [3], is named SRI (Selection, Routing and Improvement) heuristic, and it is composed of the following steps: (a) select customers to be served by the external carrier, (b) construct a first initial solution, (c) improve the obtained solution, (d) construct another initial solution, and (e) improve the second solution. Then, the best obtained solution is retained as a final solution. Use of two initial solutions increases chance to get good solutions within a very reasonable computation time.

Paper [4] describes metaheuristic that uses perturbation procedure in the construction and improvement phases. It also performs exchanges between the sets of customers served by the private fleet and the common carrier. The obtained results clearly indicate that perturbation metaheuristic is useful tool for solving RCSP.
A tabu search heuristic with a neighborhood structure based on ejection chains is described in [20]. It is empirically demonstrated that proposed algorithm slightly outperforms previous approaches reported in the literature.

3. Mathematical formulation

In our problem one central warehouse is considered. All vehicles start at the warehouse and return back to it. Also, the demands of all customers are known in advance and they cannot exceed the vehicle capacity. Each customer also has to be served by exactly one vehicle (either from internal fleet or by external carrier).

In the following an integer programming model given in [5] is presented:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \quad & \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{m} c_{ijk} x_{ijk} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i z_i \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{k=1}^{m} y_{ik} = m \\
\quad & z_i + \sum_{k=1}^{m} y_{ik} = 1 \quad i = 2, n; \\
\quad & \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_k \cdot y_{ik} \leq Q_k \quad k = 1, m; \\
\quad & \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ijk} = y_{ik} \quad i = 1, n; \quad k = 1, m; \\
\quad & \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{jik} = y_{ik} \quad i = 1, n; \quad k = 1, m; \\
\quad & \sum_{i \in S} \sum_{j \in S} x_{ijk} \leq |S| - 1 \quad \text{for all subsets } S \subseteq \{2, 3, ..., n\}, \quad k = 1, n; \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
x_{ijk} \in \{0, 1\}; \quad y_{ik} \in \{0, 1\}; \quad z_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad i = 1, n; \quad j = 1, n; \quad k = 1, m;
\]

In relations (1)-(8) the number of customers is denoted by \(n\) and number of vehicles by \(m\). The coefficients \(f_k\) and \(Q_k\) are fixed cost and capacity of vehicle \(k\) \((k = 1, .., m)\), \(q_i\) and \(c_i\) represent demand and cost charged by external carrier (if it is used) of customer \(i\) \((i = 1, .., n)\). Transportation cost of truck \(k\) traveling from customer \(i\) to customer \(j\) is represented by \(c_{ijk}\). Variable \(z_i = 1\) if customer \(i\) is served by external carrier, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, \(y_{ik} = 1\) if customer \(i\) is served by vehicle \(k\).
served by vehicle $k$ and $x_{ijk} = 1$ if vehicle $k$ travels from customer $i$ to customer $j$.

Constraint (2) ensures that all vehicles have been assigned to customers, (3) ensures that every customer is served by internal fleet or external carriers, (4) denotes vehicle capacity constraint, while (5) and (6) ensure that a vehicle arrives to a customer and also leaves that location. Subtour breaking constraints are given in (7).

There is another ILP formulation (with polynomial number of constraints) for RCSP, proposed in [4]. Moreover, we use ILP formulation only to explain problem, but without applying it in our algorithm.

4. Proposed genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are robust stochastic search techniques which imitate some spontaneous optimization processes in the natural selection and reproduction. At each iteration (generation) GA manipulates a set (population) of encoded solutions (individuals), starting from either randomly or heuristically generated one. Individuals from the current population are evaluated using a fitness function to determine their qualities. Good individuals are selected to produce the new ones (offspring), applying operators inspired from nature (crossover and mutation), and they replace some of the individuals from the current population. Genetic algorithms are easily hybridized with other methods (for example see [16, 18]).

A global description of used genetic algorithm is given by pseudo-code in Figure 1.

$N_{pop}$ denotes the number of individuals in a population and $val(i)$ is objective value of $i$-th individual.

Detailed description of GAs is out of this paper’s scope and it can be found in [19]. Extensive computational experience on various optimization problems shows that GA often produces high quality solutions in a reasonable time. Some of recent applications are [8, 14, 17].

In this section we shall describe a GA implementation for solving the Routing and Carrier Selection Problem - RCSP. Computational results summarized in Tables 1 and 3 are very encouraging and give further justification of GA robustness.

4.1. Representation and objective function

The representation of individuals in this GA implementation is completely different from the other GA approaches for vehicle routing problems. In other GA methods, representation of particular gene include customer number in current problem instance. Customer's number usually is not an important value in the particular problem instance. For example, if customers are permuted in problem instance, solution value will remain the same.
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Input_Data();
Population_Init();
while not Finish() do
  for i:=1 to Npop do
    if(Exist_in_Cache(i))
      then
        val(i) := Get_Value_From_Cache();
      else
        val(i) := Objective_Function(i);
    endif
    Update_Cache_Memory();
  endfor
  Fitness_Function();
  Selection();
  Crossover();
  Mutation();
endwhile
Output_Data();

Fig. 1. The basic scheme of our GA implementation

In order to use problem instance’s characteristics in better way, in our GA implementation each gene represents relative distance between current customer and other unserved customers. This idea emerges from fact that in the optimal route of every vehicle consecutive customers are often close to each other. This means, if we increase chances of choosing relatively close customers in route of current vehicle, that will lead genetic algorithm toward promising regions of search space.

In the initial part of the GA, for every customer, we arrange other customers in the non-decreasing order of their distances (see Example 1). Genetic code of each individual consists of the \( n - 2 \) genes, since the customer 1 is warehouse and it has not demand. The last customer is determined by all previous. Procedure starts from the warehouse and the first vehicle. We take the gene that corresponds to current vehicle and current customer from the genetic code. If that gene has value \( r \), we take the \( r + 1 \)th closest unserved customer (warehouse is also not counted) from the matrix described above. If that customer has demand that can be served by current vehicle, we add it to the route of the current vehicle. If its demand exceeds capacity of current vehicle, the vehicle returns to warehouse. In that case, next vehicle is used, current customer is moved to warehouse and previous procedure is repeated. Due to the fact that load of vehicles is determined in sequential way, subsequent vehicles are empty. When there are no more vehicles available, demands of remaining customers are served by external carriers.

Example 1. Instance \( chu1 \) from [5] has \( n=6 \) customers and \( m=2 \) vehicles:
customers: | vehicles: Customers arranged by distance:
---|---
\begin{array}{cccccc}
1 & 35 & 35 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 40 & 60 \\
2 & 41 & 49 & 10 & 90 & 2 & 30 & 50 \\
3 & 35 & 17 & 7 & 108 & 3 & 150 & 108 \\
4 & 55 & 45 & 13 & 132 & 4 & 2 & 5 \\
5 & 55 & 20 & 19 & 150 & 5 & 5 & 6 \\
6 & 15 & 30 & 26 & 120 & 6 & 1 & 3 \\
\end{array}

Vehicles of the internal fleet have transportation costs $1.5/\text{per mile}$ (number of miles is rounded to integer). Suppose that the genetic code is 3 1 0 1. The first gene 3 means that the 4th closest (unserved) customer to open warehouse is chosen (customer 4). The second gene 1 is applied to customer 4 and its 2nd closest unserved customer is chosen (customer 5, since open warehouse is not count into the account). The third gene 0 denotes that the closest customer is chosen (customer 3). Since the 2nd closest unserved customer is 2 (1 and 5 are served) and its demand exceeds the capacity of vehicle 1 (13 + 19 + 7 + 10 = 49 > 40), vehicle must go to the warehouse (route of the 1st vehicle is: 1 4 5 3 1). We continue with the next (second) vehicle. The 2nd closest unserved customer of the warehouse is 6 (2 is closest, 3 is previously served). Since the demand of last customer 2 exceeds the capacity of vehicle 2 (26 + 10 > 30) and there are no more vehicles, customer 2 is served by an external carrier. Then, the route of vehicle 2 is: 1 6 1. This solution is optimal (see [3] or [5]) and has total cost of 387.5.

4.2. Genetic operators

Our GA implementation experimented with tournament and fine-grained tournament selection - FGTS (described in [9]). The FGTS depends on the real parameter $F_{\text{tour}}$ - the desired average tournament size that takes real values. Actually, the average tournament size should be as close as possible to $F_{\text{tour}}$. It is implemented using two types of tournaments. During one generation, tournaments are held with different number of competitors. The first tournament type is held $k_1$ times and its size is $\lceil F_{\text{tour}} \rceil$. The second type is performed $k_2$ times with $\lfloor F_{\text{tour}} \rfloor$ individuals participating ($\lfloor x \rfloor = r \text{ and } \lceil x \rceil = s \iff r \leq x \leq s$ and $r, s \in \mathbb{Z}, x \in f$) that implies $F_{\text{tour}} \approx \frac{k_1 \lfloor F_{\text{tour}} \rfloor + k_2 \lceil F_{\text{tour}} \rceil}{k_1 + k_2}$.

The crossover operator is applied on a selected pair of parents producing two offspring. The one-point crossover is applied by randomly choosing crossover points and simply exchanging the segments of the parents’ genetic codes. Crossover points are chosen on gene borders to prevent disruption of good genes. For example, if every gene has length 4, only possible crossover points are 4, 8, 12, etc.

The standard simple mutation operator is performed by changing a randomly selected gene in the genetic code of the individual, with a certain mutation rate. Since the number of genes in this GA implementation is $n - 2$, the mutation rate
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is \( \frac{0.4}{n^2} \). Extensive computational experience on various optimization problems shows that this rate is appropriately chosen.

4.3. Caching GA

The running time of the GA is improved by caching (see [13]). The evaluated objective functions are stored in the hash-queue data structure, with the corresponding genetic codes. When the same genetic code is obtained again during the GA, the objective value is taken from the hash-queue table, instead of computing the objective function. The Least Recently Used (LRU) strategy is applied for caching GA. The number of cached function values is limited to 5000 in this implementation.

4.4. Other GA aspects

The population numbers 150 individuals and in the initial population (the first generation) is randomly generated. This approach provides maximal diversity of the genetic material and better gradient of objective function. A steady-state generation replacement with elitist strategy is used. In this replacement scheme only \( N_{nonel} = 50 \) individuals are replaced in every generation, while the best \( N_{elite} = 100 \) individuals are directly passed in the next generation preserving highly fitted genes. The elite individuals do not need recalculation of objective value since each of them is evaluated in one of the previous generations.

Duplicated individuals are removed from each generation. Their fitness values are set to zero, so that selection operator prevents them from entering into the next generation. This is very effective method for saving the diversity of genetic material and keeping the algorithm away from premature convergence. The individuals with the same objective function but different genetic codes in some cases may dominate the population. If their codes are similar, the GA can lead to local optimum. For that reason, it is useful to limit their appearance to some constant. In this GA application this constant is set to 40.

5. Computational results

In this section the computational results of the GA method and comparisons with existing algorithms are presented. All tests were carried out on an Intel 1.4 GHz with 256 MB memory. The algorithms were coded in C programming language. We tested our GA method on all RCSP instances proposed in [5] and [3].

The finishing criterion of GA is the maximal number of generations \( N_{gen} = 5000 \). The algorithm also stops if the best individual or best objective value remains unchanged through \( N_{rep} = 2000 \) successive generations. Since the results of GA is nondeterministic, method was applied 20 times on each problem instance.

The Table 1 summarizes the GA result on instances described above and is organized as follows:
the first three columns contain the test instance name, the number of customers and vehicles respectively;

- the fourth column contains the optimal solution, named \( \text{Opt} \) for all solutions that are proved to be optimal. For instances chu5 and new5 optimal solution is not known because CPLEX in [3] was stopped after 150 hours. For this reason best known solution of CPLEX for these instances is noted with \( * \);

- the best solution obtained by GA in 20 runs, named \( \text{GA}_{\text{best}} \), is given in fifth column;

- the average running time \( (t) \) used to reach the final GA solution for the first time is given in the sixth column, while the seventh and the eighth column \( (t_{\text{tot}} \text{ and } \text{gen}) \) show the average total running time and the average number of generations for finishing GA, respectively;

- in the last two columns \( \text{eval} \) represents the average number of the objective function evaluations, while \( \text{cache} \) displays savings (in percent) achieved by using the caching technique.

Routes of internal vehicles and which customers are served by external carriers are presented in Table 2. The first column display instance's name, while the next two columns, presents information about optimal and GA solutions, respectively.

Next, in Table 3, we compare results of the GA method with Chu heuristic from [5] and SRI from [3]. The first two columns in Table 3 display instance's name and optimal solution. Next three columns contain results of GA: best GA solution in 20 runs, average time \( t \) in seconds needed to detect the best GA solutions and \( t_{\text{tot}} \) represents the total time (in seconds) needed to reach finishing criterion. Next two columns taken from [5] represent best solution and running time of the his heuristic. Since running times of SRI heuristic is not reported in [3], last column represents only solution values obtained by SRI heuristic.

### Table 1. GA results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>Opt</th>
<th>GA(_{\text{best}})</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{tot}} )</th>
<th>\text{gen}</th>
<th>eval</th>
<th>cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chu1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>387.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>3025</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>586.0</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>2107</td>
<td>71695</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>823.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>2261</td>
<td>85229</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1389.0</td>
<td>1407.0</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>2.923</td>
<td>2742</td>
<td>125115</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1441.5*</td>
<td>1461.0</td>
<td>2.222</td>
<td>4.780</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>167732</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>423.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2947</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>476.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>2032</td>
<td>65566</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>777.0</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>2.113</td>
<td>2838</td>
<td>105460</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1521.0</td>
<td>1545.0</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>2.603</td>
<td>2422</td>
<td>111690</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1609.5*</td>
<td>b.k.</td>
<td>1.652</td>
<td>4.372</td>
<td>3189</td>
<td>149655</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optimal solutions in Tables 1 and 3 are noted by \( \text{opt} \), instances that are not tested by \( \text{n.t.} \) and best known solutions by \( \text{b.k.} \). Although, Table 3 does not
### Table 2. Routes of vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>Optimal solution</th>
<th>GA solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Chu1 | Route 1: 1-3-5-4-1  
Route 2: 1-6-1  
External carrier: 2 | Route 1: 1-4-5-3-1  
Route 2: 1-6-1  
External carrier: 2 |
| Chu2 | Route 1: 1-4-3-10-11-5-1  
Route 2: 1-2-9-8-7-1  
External carrier: 6 | Route 1: 1-4-3-10-11-5-1  
Route 2: 1-7-8-9-2-1  
External carrier: 6 |
| Chu3 | Route 1: 1-14-16-6-3-2-7-1  
Route 2: 1-8-12-15-9-1  
Route 3: 1-4-10-11-13-1  
External carrier: 5 | Route 1: 1-7-2-3-6-16-14-1  
Route 2: 1-8-12-15-9-1  
Route 3: 1-13-11-10-4-1  
External carrier: 5 |
| Chu4 | Route 1: 1-8-22-5-6-9-10-14-12-13-1  
Route 2: 1-7-2-3-4-17-16-15-18-23-21-20-19-1  
External carrier: 6 | Route 1: 1-19-20-23-21-18-15-16-17-4-3-2-7-14-12-13-1  
Route 2: 1-22-5-6-9-10-8-1  
External carrier: 6 |
| Chu5 | Route 1: 1-21-23-3-6-5-4-20-1  
Route 2: 1-16-17-14-8-18-10-15-9-13-12-11-24-19-1  
Route 3: 1-27-28-29-30-26-25-27-2-7-1  
External carrier: 22 | Route 1: 1-20-21-4-5-6-2-7-25-26-30-28-29-27-1  
Route 2: 1-19-24-15-9-18-10-8-14-17-16-13-12-11-1  
Route 3: 1-13-11-10-4-1  
External carrier: 22 |
| New1 | Route 1: 1-6-4-1  
Route 2: 1-2-5-1  
External carrier: 3 | Route 1: 1-6-4-1  
Route 2: 1-2-5-1  
External carrier: 3 |
| New2 | Route 1: 1-2-5-8-11-6-10-1  
Route 2: 1-7-4-9-1  
External carrier: 3 | Route 1: 1-8-2-5-11-6-10-1  
Route 2: 1-7-4-9-1  
External carrier: 3 |
| New3 | Route 1: 1-9-11-14-3-5-1  
Route 2: 1-13-8-16-12-6-1  
Route 3: 1-2-10-4-15-1  
External carrier: 7 | Route 1: 1-5-3-14-11-9-1  
Route 2: 1-6-12-16-8-13-1  
Route 3: 1-2-10-4-15-1  
External carrier: 7 |
| New4 | Route 1: 1-16-2-9-7-21-18-5-8-1  
Route 2: 1-23-6-20-19-4-22-10-13-3-12-15-14-17-1  
External carrier: 11 | Route 1: 1-17-14-15-12-3-13-10-4-22-19-20-6-5-23-1  
Route 2: 1-8-18-21-7-9-2-16-1  
External carrier: 11 |
| New5 | Route 1: 1-23-26-4-22-16-19-5-7-9-24-14-11-1  
Route 2: 1-18-12-29-2-17-28-1  
Route 3: 1-25-10-8-15-30-21-27-13-20-6-1  
External carrier: 3 | Route 1: 1-23-26-4-22-16-19-5-7-9-24-14-11-1  
Route 2: 1-25-10-8-15-30-21-27-13-20-6-1  
Route 3: 1-18-12-29-2-17-28-1  
External carrier: 3 |
Table 3. GA compared with Chu and SRI heuristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>Opt</th>
<th>Sol</th>
<th>t[s]</th>
<th>tTot[s]</th>
<th>Sol</th>
<th>t[s]</th>
<th>Sol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chu1</td>
<td>387.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>opt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu2</td>
<td>586.0</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>opt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu3</td>
<td>823.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>900.0</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>826.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu4</td>
<td>1389.0</td>
<td>1407.0</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>2.923</td>
<td>1681.5</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>opt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chu5</td>
<td>1441.5</td>
<td>1461.0</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>2.113</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>1444.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new1</td>
<td>423.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>opt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new2</td>
<td>476.5</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>opt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new3</td>
<td>777.0</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>2.113</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>804.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new4</td>
<td>1521.0</td>
<td>1545.0</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>2.603</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>1564.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new5</td>
<td>1609.5</td>
<td>b.k.</td>
<td>1.652</td>
<td>4.372</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>n.t.</td>
<td>b.k.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

contain complete comparisons on all instances, because instances new1-new5 are proposed in [3], after publication of the paper [5]).

The data from Table 3 show that the GA method reached optimal solution (or best known solution for chu5 and new5 instances) in 7/10 cases, SRI in 6/10 cases and Chu heuristic only in 1/5 cases. For more clear comparison, solutions in Table 3, that are strictly better than solutions of other methods are bolded and underlined. We can see that GA is strictly better than other methods in 3 cases (chu3, new3, new4), SRI is strictly better than other methods in 2 cases (chu4, chu5), while Chu heuristic is never strictly better than other methods. From these results, it is quite obvious that GA and SRI outperform Chu heuristic, GA also obtain better solutions than SRI. It is obvious that GA produces high quality solutions in the reasonable time.

Our GA approach is also tested on large-scale instances from [4], both homogeneous and heterogeneous, and results are presented in Table 4 and Table 5. In that case our GA algorithm is hybridized with local search used in [20]. Local search is not applied on each individual since it is very time consuming. The strategy of applying local search from [15] is reapplied for this problem.

For all large-scale instances the optimal solution is not known, so the best solutions reported in the literature are used instead of optimal ones.

6. Conclusions

We present new heuristic, based on a genetic search framework, for solving the Routing and Carrier Selection Problem. Arranging unserved customers in non-decreasing order by their distances from current customer directs GA to promising search regions. Computational experiments on existing RCSP instances demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithms with the respect to the solution quality and running times. Comparisons with results from the literature show the appropriateness of proposed algorithm.
Table 4. GA results on large homogeneous RCSP instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>t[s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-01</td>
<td>1119.47</td>
<td>1158.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-02</td>
<td>1814.52</td>
<td>1893.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-03</td>
<td>1921.1</td>
<td>1987.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-04</td>
<td>2515.5</td>
<td>2668.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-05</td>
<td>3097.99</td>
<td>3279.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-06</td>
<td>1207.47</td>
<td>1233.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-07</td>
<td>2004.53</td>
<td>2086.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-08</td>
<td>2052.05</td>
<td>2130.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-09</td>
<td>2429.19</td>
<td>2558.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-10</td>
<td>3393.41</td>
<td>3598.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-11</td>
<td>2330.94</td>
<td>2383.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-12</td>
<td>1952.86</td>
<td>2042.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-13</td>
<td>2858.94</td>
<td>2929.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-14</td>
<td>2214.14</td>
<td>2338.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-01</td>
<td>14160.77</td>
<td>14910.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-02</td>
<td>19208.52</td>
<td>20258.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-03</td>
<td>24592.18</td>
<td>25941.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-04</td>
<td>34607.12</td>
<td>36083.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-05</td>
<td>14249.82</td>
<td>14875.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-06</td>
<td>21498.03</td>
<td>22440.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-07</td>
<td>23513.06</td>
<td>24621.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-08</td>
<td>30073.56</td>
<td>31326.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-09</td>
<td>1323.57</td>
<td>1368.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-10</td>
<td>1590.82</td>
<td>1646.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-11</td>
<td>2166.66</td>
<td>2235.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-12</td>
<td>2490.01</td>
<td>2578.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-13</td>
<td>2268.32</td>
<td>2347.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-14</td>
<td>2693.35</td>
<td>2796.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-15</td>
<td>3157.31</td>
<td>3283.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-16</td>
<td>3637.52</td>
<td>3804.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-17</td>
<td>1631.49</td>
<td>1898.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-18</td>
<td>2691.61</td>
<td>3079.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-19</td>
<td>3452</td>
<td>3940.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-20</td>
<td>4272.98</td>
<td>4823.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 5. GA results on large heterogeneous RCSP instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>Best Sol</th>
<th>GA Sol</th>
<th>$t$ [s]</th>
<th>$t_{tot}$ [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-01</td>
<td>1191.7</td>
<td>1203.27</td>
<td>45.697</td>
<td>49.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-02</td>
<td>1790.67</td>
<td>1860.84</td>
<td>92.357</td>
<td>94.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-03</td>
<td>1917.96</td>
<td>1988.73</td>
<td>101.455</td>
<td>109.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-04</td>
<td>2475.16</td>
<td>2622.24</td>
<td>191.363</td>
<td>206.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-05</td>
<td>3143.01</td>
<td>3314.16</td>
<td>308.520</td>
<td>340.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-06</td>
<td>1204.48</td>
<td>1210.75</td>
<td>50.987</td>
<td>51.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-07</td>
<td>2025.98</td>
<td>2108.23</td>
<td>89.202</td>
<td>90.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-08</td>
<td>1984.36</td>
<td>2057.75</td>
<td>109.998</td>
<td>119.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-09</td>
<td>2438.73</td>
<td>2601.96</td>
<td>212.156</td>
<td>233.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-10</td>
<td>3267.85</td>
<td>3415.40</td>
<td>326.473</td>
<td>382.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-11</td>
<td>2303.13</td>
<td>2381.52</td>
<td>121.292</td>
<td>139.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-12</td>
<td>1908.74</td>
<td>1954.80</td>
<td>104.721</td>
<td>109.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-13</td>
<td>2842.18</td>
<td>2883.67</td>
<td>124.298</td>
<td>143.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-H-14</td>
<td>1907.74</td>
<td>1988.79</td>
<td>104.464</td>
<td>111.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-01</td>
<td>14174.27</td>
<td>14812.40</td>
<td>460.866</td>
<td>661.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-02</td>
<td>18537.7</td>
<td>19395.20</td>
<td>2216.556</td>
<td>4757.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-03</td>
<td>25177.92</td>
<td>26523.43</td>
<td>5994.606</td>
<td>14040.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-04</td>
<td>34589.11</td>
<td>36261.53</td>
<td>12965.626</td>
<td>23744.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-05</td>
<td>15411.82</td>
<td>16254.20</td>
<td>572.518</td>
<td>889.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-06</td>
<td>19859.3</td>
<td>20717.86</td>
<td>2509.686</td>
<td>5350.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-07</td>
<td>23481.28</td>
<td>24727.21</td>
<td>5475.465</td>
<td>10955.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-08</td>
<td>27334.84</td>
<td>28605.47</td>
<td>13105.465</td>
<td>23568.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-09</td>
<td>1329.27</td>
<td>1386.03</td>
<td>1904.543</td>
<td>3259.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-10</td>
<td>1554.96</td>
<td>1622.14</td>
<td>4642.931</td>
<td>8750.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-11</td>
<td>2191.23</td>
<td>2266.04</td>
<td>6885.852</td>
<td>14759.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-12</td>
<td>2482.92</td>
<td>2580.32</td>
<td>14375.062</td>
<td>32527.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-13</td>
<td>2231.88</td>
<td>2330.81</td>
<td>839.558</td>
<td>1256.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-14</td>
<td>2682.85</td>
<td>2809.86</td>
<td>1043.280</td>
<td>2687.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-15</td>
<td>3123.6</td>
<td>3285.70</td>
<td>2379.560</td>
<td>5963.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-16</td>
<td>3621.85</td>
<td>3780.43</td>
<td>7570.238</td>
<td>10786.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-17</td>
<td>1664.08</td>
<td>1932.18</td>
<td>344.216</td>
<td>379.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-18</td>
<td>2708.73</td>
<td>3062.08</td>
<td>571.672</td>
<td>729.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-19</td>
<td>3443.59</td>
<td>3892.96</td>
<td>717.370</td>
<td>1004.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-20</td>
<td>4306.53</td>
<td>4865.32</td>
<td>930.398</td>
<td>1450.434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our future research will be directed to parallelization of the presented GA, incorporation it in exact methods and its applying in solving similar routing problems.
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Abstract. The importance of XML query optimization is growing due to the rising number of XML-intensive data mining tasks. Earlier work on algebras for XML query focused mostly on rule-based optimization and used node-at-a-time execution model. Heavy query workloads in modern applications require cost-based optimization which is naturally supported by the set-at-a-time execution model. This paper introduces an algebra with only set-at-a-time operations, and discusses expression reduction methods and lazy evaluation techniques based on the algebra. Our experiments demonstrate that, for queries with complex conditional and quantified expressions, the proposed algebra results in plans with much better performance than those produced by the state-of-the-art algebras. For relatively simple queries, the proposed methods are expected to yield plans with comparable performance.

Keywords: native XML databases, XML query optimization, query algebras.

1. Introduction

High-level declarative query languages are one of the most important tools offered by database management systems. These languages have great expressive power and are easier to use than conventional programming languages. Modern query execution engines contain sophisticated query optimizers that transform a declarative query into an efficient sequence of low-level operations. The overall optimization process can be presented as a two-phase process, where the first phase is logical optimization and the second one, cost-based optimization [7]. Logical optimization focuses on rewriting the query into logically equivalent forms that are hopefully more efficient. Cost-based optimizations first creates detailed plans for each rewritten query and then selects the best one based on available statistics of the data.

An algebra of operations specifies equivalent operator reorderings. Relational database management systems use common relational algebra, however there is no widely accepted algebra for XML databases. The reasons for this are
partly historical, and partly to do with the complexity of the XQuery language. Known XQuery algebras can be classified according to the optimization phase that they target, as either rule-based (RB) or cost-based (CB).

RB algebras target the logical optimization phase. The operations of such algebras support both node-at-a-time (NT) and set-at-a-time (ST) execution models [10]. The former type sequentially pass execution for each input item to subsequent operations. Operations of the latter type take as arguments sets of tuples, just as relational operators do.

CB algebras require their operations to be cost-estimation friendly. Traditional cost estimation techniques [8] work only for ST operations for which the cardinality of the result can be estimated from the cardinalities of the arguments. For these techniques to apply, conditional predicates (if any) in the ST operations should test for simple value-based conditions, such as value equality or a structural relationship in case of XML (e.g. parent-child).

The XQuery language includes quantified and conditional expressions and where-clauses, each of which could involve potentially expensive predicates. Lazy evaluation of the query, i.e. performing only those operation evaluations that are necessary for producing the result, hence turns out to be an important technique. While NT-strategy naturally supports lazy evaluation, ST requires entire sets of input to be explicitly pre-evaluated, that in turn can lead to unnecessary computations.

In this paper, we propose algebraic transformations that generate more efficient ST plans by pushing selective operations closer to the leafs of the query plan. Unlike in the relational algebra, these algebraic transformations for XQuery are non-trivial, as they require additional logical-plan transformations in order to preserve correctness. An algebra that facilitates such transformations is the focus of this paper. Our algebra, XAnswer, covers all the XQuery constructs except recursive functions.

We do not discuss cost estimation techniques in detail, instead focusing on logical transformations of the inherently more efficient ST plans. We experimentally demonstrate performance gains for queries with complex conditional and quantified expressions by executing ST-operations in the order discovered using the proposed transformations.

The remainder of the paper has following structure. In the section 3 we define the XAnswer algebra and its main operations. In the section 4 we describe our rules for expression construction and their normalization. The expression construction rules map XQuery to XAnswer. Since the proposed rules produce redundant operations, in the section 5 we discuss transformations that reduce redundancy and enable lazy evaluation. The section 6 presents our experimental validation.

2. Related work

XML-query optimization has been the subject of recent intensive research. Early approaches [1, 2] are based on the algebra for XML Query introduced
in [18] and utilize rewriting rules over expressions of XQuery Core [6]. Such approaches, while are feasible for relatively simple queries, yield poor performance on queries with nested expressions because of use of the use of NT-style operations.

Later approaches fall into two groups: tree-based and tuple-based. These approaches differ in the kind of elements their operations are defined over. The former use tree-based algebras [4, 9] which operate on ordered sets of trees. The latter use relational-like structures, sets of tuples.

The operations used in tree-based approach generate trees for intermediate results and use pattern matching over those trees.

While most of the tuple-based approaches require the sets of tuples to be ordered, others such as the query algebra [14] avoid this limitation. While some algebras for tuple-based approach assume that tuples contain only atomic values [14], others permit values to be sequences [13, 15, 19], and some others [11, 16] allow values to be sets of tuples.

Tuple-based algebras enable traditional optimization techniques known from relational databases. Significant performance gains can be obtained by using query unnesting [11, 13], which is special transformation to substitute NT-operations with combinations of ST-operations. This gain is due to the ability to exploit hash join for implementing ST-operations, whereas for NT-operations a nested-loop join is likely the only possible implementation. One of the most aggressive unnesting schemes is used in Galax [13]. For query translation it uses special NT-operations MapConcat, MapFromItem and Cond for conditional expressions (if-then-else). It also defines an ST-operation GroupBy.

Query unnesting is based on the idea of introducing the GroupBy operation where possible (actually, inside operations corresponding to for-clauses). Then, using other rules, GroupBy and MapConcat are swapped to replace MapConcat with cartesian product (or join) when possible.

Recent algebras [13, 15] are unable to unnest certain classes of nested expressions, instead being forced to utilize NT-operations. These operations appear in selections with complex predicates, as well as in quantified (some or every) or conditional expressions.

Let's consider a FLWOR with if-then-else clause:

for \$i in A/B
let \$b := \$i/D
return if \$i/c then \$b/T else \$i/F

Translation of this query with NT-style condition, like in earlier work, will lead to the use of inefficient nested loop join and the lack of support for lazy evaluation will cause redundant execution of $i/D$ even if $i/c$ is false.
3. Algebra overview

In this section we introduce XAnswer, our tuple-based algebra, in which all operations can be set-at-a-time (ST). Our algebra, has some similar components to XAT [19] and Galax. Just like XAT and Galax, its operations are defined over ordered sets of tuples. Each tuple is a set of items that can be either a single value (XML atomic value, XML-node [17]) or a sequence of single values. We call this structure an envelope and define it formally:

**Definition 1** Envelope ($< h|b|e >$) is a triple of header $h$, body $b$ and result attribute $r$. Header $h$ is an unordered set of unique within this header names called attributes ($A$). Result attribute $r$ is an attribute from $h$. Body $b$ is an ordered set of tuples ($τ$), where each tuple is a set of pairs ($A,v$) for each attribute $A$ of the header. $v$ is either a single value or a sequence of single values.

In what follows, we will denote tuples as $τ(e)$, where $e$ is a sequence of values of corresponding tuple pairs. Envelopes are denoted as $< h|τ(e_1)\ldots|τ(e_i)|r >$, where $h$ is the header, $r$ is the result attribute, $τ(e_i)$ forms envelope body, and $e_i$ denotes the sequence of values corresponding to the $i$-th attribute within $h$. The signature $< || >$ is used for the empty envelope.

Envelopes are similar ($≃$) if they have identical headers and their bodies differ only in order of tuples. An envelope includes ($⊇$) another envelope if they have identical headers and if the the body of the first contains all the tuples of the latter.

We continue with the description of the operations that form an algebraic basis. Next, we briefly introduce additional operations that simplify notations or support more efficient implementation.

3.1. Basic operations

Basic operations are presented in the Table 1. To uniquely identify new attributes, we use the function nextId() to generate the attribute’s names. An operation for attribute renaming is trivial, and we do not list it among the operations in the table.

Along with relational-like operations that appear in other tuple-based algebras [13, 14, 19], XAnswer adds the union operation. Unlike its relational counterpart, XAnswer’s union does not remove duplicates.

In XAnswer, we introduced a left-outer-join operation instead of expressing it using selection, cross product, and union operators. This is so because envelopes’ bodies are ordered and may contain duplicates. Using the left-outer-join along with selection and union, it is possible to express other set operations, namely intersection and subtraction.

To enable query unnesting, previous tuple-based algebras [13, 19] use tuples grouping. They evaluate a nested query in ST-fashion instead of NT, group
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Table 1. Main algebraic operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation name</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function execution ((f_j))</td>
<td>(&lt;h, i = nextId(h))(\tau(e_1, f(e_1)) \ldots \tau(e_n, f(e_n))i &gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection ((\sigma_{\varphi}))</td>
<td>(&lt;h</td>
<td>\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection ((\pi_{\alpha}))</td>
<td>(&lt;h</td>
<td>\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort ((\text{sort}(\cdot)))</td>
<td>(&lt;h</td>
<td>\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nest ((\text{nest}(\cdot)))</td>
<td>See example table 2 and comments in section 3.1</td>
<td>See example table 2 and comments in section 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unnest ((\text{unnest}(\cdot)))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate ((\text{dup}_{\alpha}(\cdot)))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unary operations

Binary operations

Union \((\cup)\) | \(<h|\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)\), \(\tau(e_1') \ldots \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h|\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)\) \(\tau(e_1') \ldots \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h|\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)\) \(\tau(e_1') \ldots \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h|\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)\) \(\tau(e_1') \ldots \tau(e_n')\)|

Cross product \((\times)\) | \(<h|\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)|r >\) | \(<h, h'|\tau(e_1), \tau(e_1')\), \(\tau(e_2), \tau(e_2')\)\(\ldots \tau(e_n), \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h, h'|\tau(e_1), \tau(e_1')\), \(\tau(e_2), \tau(e_2')\)\(\ldots \tau(e_n), \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h, h'|\tau(e_1), \tau(e_1')\), \(\tau(e_2), \tau(e_2')\)\(\ldots \tau(e_n), \tau(e_n')\)|

Left outer join \((\text{left}(\cdot))\) | \(<h|\tau(e_1) \ldots \tau(e_n)|r >\) | \(<h, h'|\tau(e_1), \tau(e_1')\), \(\tau(e_2), \tau(e_2')\)\(\ldots \tau(e_n), \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h, h'|\tau(e_1), \tau(e_1')\), \(\tau(e_2), \tau(e_2')\)\(\ldots \tau(e_n), \tau(e_n')\)| \(<h, h'|\tau(e_1), \tau(e_1')\), \(\tau(e_2), \tau(e_2')\)\(\ldots \tau(e_n), \tau(e_n')\)|

| xample table 2 and comments in section 3.1 | | |

The results of the query are sequences, and append the sequences to corresponding tuples. In [13], this is done using a complex operation called group by. We define a lower-level operation nest along with an unnest operation that un-groups grouped tuples. The semantics of these operations is shown in the Table 2. While nest and unnest appear in [19], previously proposed tuple groupings are different from ours. Our nest and unnest operations are not complementary (see Table 2). Note that if \(h\) is empty in nest\(_h\), all tuples fall into one group, and the resulting envelope has a single tuple with sequences of values for each attribute.

Table 2. Input and output of algebraic operations

(a) nest\(_{AB}\) | (b) unnest\(_{AB}\) | (c) dup\(_B\) | (d) quant\(_{true, B}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For duplication of attribute values we use duplicate operation (dup\(_B\)). The input and output are presented in the Table 2. The operation is used in plan reduction described in the section 5.2 to replace relatively expensive joins.
3.2. Additional operations

In order to simplify notation, we introduce specific leaf algebraic operations, leaf path step \( (LPS_p := unnest_{re}(f_p(< || >))) \) and leaf constructor \( (LC_c := unnest_{re}(f_c(< || >))) \). \( LPS \) is used to extract values stored in a document. \( LC \) is used to extract XML-values (constants) that are not present in a document (e.g. they occur in the text of a query). In \( LC \) operation, \( c \) is a sequence constructor (e.g. \((1, 2, 3)\)) or an element constructor (e.g. \(<a>text</a>\)). In \( LPS_p \) operation, \( p \) is an XPath expression (e.g. \( /a/b//c \)).

Structural join is the traditional join operation with a structural predicate that specifies the relation between two nodes (e.g. parent-child). If structural predicate is applied to sequences of values, it evaluates to true if there is at least one value satisfying the predicate in each sequence. Unary path step and structural join are used in path expressions mapping.

\( XAnswer \) has a basic function operation \( (f) \). The pattern \( f \) specifies the overall structure of the element and places where corresponding tuple values should be substituted. In our notation, we add a special operation called element constructor \( (\theta_p) \), where \( p \) is an element pattern which describes the schema of an element.

The purpose of quantify \( (\text{quant}_{i,h}^{q}) \) operation is to efficiently implement lazy evaluation (section 5.3). The operation is a specific kind of selection used for controlling the pipeline. A sample input and output of the quantify operation are presented in Table 2.

Addition operation is a special complex operation included in the algebra to avoid unnecessary steps in physical plan. The operation appears during the plan reduction described in the section 5.2. Addition is a combination of projection, nest and join: \( A \oplus_p^v B = nest_{he(A)}(\pi_{he(A)}(A \sqcup v(A \sqcap_p^l B))) \), where \( p \) is a predicate and \( v \subseteq he(B) \).

4. Plan construction

The plan construction process consists of two steps, normalization and translation. During the process FLWOR expressions are broken into single for- and let-clauses [6], predicates are moved from xpath to where-clauses [5, 11, 13] and complex expressions are removed by introducing new variables [11].

4.1. Normalization

The proposed normalization differs from previous work mostly in the normalization of nested, quantified and conditional expressions.

Below we outline some of our logical transformations. We break up complex expressions via introduction of new variables in such a way that only let-clauses contain them. Any nested FLWOR expression starts with a for-clause. Positional predicates are

```plaintext
let $k := for $i in expr
  (for $j in ...
    return cond
    (: if "some" :)
    let $r := $k = true
    (: if "every" :)
    let $r := not($k = false)
    return $r

Fig. 1. Quantifiers normalization
```
moved to where-clauses. Quantified expressions are replaced with FLWORs (see Figure 1).

4.2. Translation

An algebraic expression is constructed in a top-down fashion. The Table 3 illustrates some of the expression construction rules. We assume that $P$ is a subexpression that was constructed on a previous step and $E$ is an expression corresponding to the bound expression ($expr$) of a let- or a for-clause, $he(E)$ or $re(E)$ means header or return attribute extraction from the resulting envelope of the expression $E$.

Table 3. Construction rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XQuery</th>
<th>XAnswer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 for $i$ in expr</td>
<td>$P \times \pi_{re(E)}(E)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 let $i := expr$</td>
<td>$(P \times \text{nest}<em>i)(\pi</em>{re(E)}(E))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 for $i$ in expr($v$)</td>
<td>$\pi_{\text{he}(P)\cup \text{re}(E)}(\text{index}_i(P) \cup \text{re}(E))(\text{nest}_i(P))\cup \text{he}(E))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 let $i := expr(v_1...v_n)$. Expr is xpath expression that has a reference to previously defined variable</td>
<td>$\pi_{\text{he}(P)\cup \text{re}(E)}(\text{nest}_i(P)\cup \text{index}_i(P) \cup \text{re}(E))(\text{nest}_i(P))\cup \text{he}(E))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 let $i := expr(v_1...v_n)$. Expr is not xpath and has references to previously defined variables</td>
<td>$\pi_{\text{he}(P)\cup \text{re}(E)}(\text{nest}_i(P)\cup \text{index}_i(P) \cup \text{re}(E))(\text{nest}_i(P))\cup \text{he}(E))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 expr($v_1...v_n$). Expr is logical or algebraic expression operating with variables $v_1...v_n$.</td>
<td>$\text{if}(\text{expr}_1 \text{then expr}_2 \text{else expr}_3)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 where expr.</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{re}(E)=\text{true}}(E(P))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 order by $v_1...v_n$.</td>
<td>$\text{sort}_{v_1...v_n}(E(P))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 /axis::node-test.</td>
<td>$P \text{ axis LPS}_{\text{node-test}}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 $E_1 \text{opE}_2$. Op is one of intersect, union, except.</td>
<td>$P_1 \text{ opE}_2, \text{ op} \in {\cup, \cap, \setminus}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 if expr then expr1 else expr2.</td>
<td>See section 5.3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that, if $P = \langle || \rangle$, in the rules 1,2,9 only right operand of $\times$ and $\times$ should be considered as a resulting subplan.

Example 1

Below we demonstrate sample plan construction process. Let's denote $h_A = re(LPS_A)$ and $h_B = re(LPS_B)$. 
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>for $v$ in $A$ let $m := v/B$</td>
<td>$P = \pi =$ true</td>
<td>$E = \text{lps}_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>for $v$ in $A ; P = \pi =$ true</td>
<td>$E = \text{lps}_A$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>let $m := v/B$</td>
<td>$P = \pi =$ true</td>
<td>$E = \text{lps}_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>let $m := v/B$</td>
<td>$P = \pi =$ true</td>
<td>$E = \text{lps}_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>let $m := v/B$</td>
<td>$P = \pi =$ true</td>
<td>$E = \text{lps}_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>let $m := v/B$</td>
<td>$P = \pi =$ true</td>
<td>$E = \text{lps}_A$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5. Optimization**

Efficient physical plans are derived by applying optimizing transformations to the constructed algebraic plans. The logical transformations of algebraic plans also enables further physical plan optimization.

![Fig. 2. The plan from Example 1](image)

We explain all our transformations with the help of a directed graph in which vertices (nodes) represent algebraic operations and edges connect those operations to their operands (the Figure 2). In Example 1 above, $\text{index}_i(\pi_{\text{lps}_A}(LPS_A))$ and $\text{index}_i(\pi_{\text{lps}_B}(LPS_B))$ produce envelopes which differ only in headers. Such envelopes can be converted to each other with the $HR$ operation. In such cases we consider the two subplans identical and leave only one in the graph (see Figure 2).

**Definition 2** An operation block is a subgraph that has no more than one node (output node) with incoming external edges, and has all outgoing external edges (if any) leading to only one external node. The targets of the outgoing edges are called input nodes.
Below we consider an expression $B_1(B_2)$, where $B_1$ and $B_2$ are operation blocks, and all input nodes of $B_1$ have outgoing edges lead to the output node of $B_2$.

**Definition 3** An operation block $B$ is non-reducing if an envelope $E_n$ passed to the block is not empty and $\pi_{he(E_n)}(B(E_n)) \succeq E_n$. An operation block $B$ is non-modifying if $\pi_{he(E_n)}(B(E_n)) \simeq E_n$.

Non-reducing operation blocks keep all tuples of the input envelope. Non-modifying operation blocks are non-reducing blocks that do not add new tuples to the input envelope. Non-reducing and non-modifying properties can be naturally generalized from operation blocks to unary operations, join and left outer join (for joins, the left operand is considered as the input in the sense of Definition 3). Non-modifying operations include duplication, function, sort, etc. Non-reducing operations additionally include left outer join. Join and selection are reducing operations because tuples of the (left) operand may be eliminated.

Cycles appear in the graph as a result of constructing parts of the plan corresponding to for- (for-cycles) and let-clauses (let-cycles) that refer to previously defined variables. Let-cycle are non-modifying due to use of nest and left outer join (see rule 5 of Table 3). For-cycles are reducing operation blocks.

**Definition 4** Two operation blocks $B_1$ and $B_2$ are independent if $B_2(B_1(P)) \simeq B_1(B_2(P))$.

If a block operates with attributes that were added to the header of the resulting envelope by another block, it depends on the other block. Independent blocks never depend on each other.

Optimizing transformations listed in the following sections preserve the value of $\pi_{rc}(P)$. This is achieved by using an $HR$ operation to change the return attribute if needed. For compactness we omit usages of an $HR$ operation.

### 5.1. Blocks pushdown

Optimizing transformations include reordering, removal, and replacement of operations. The goal of optimizing reordering is to make the intermediate results created during the plan execution smaller. With respect to this, it is important to perform selective operations as early as possible. In graph terms, it means that these operations should be placed closer to the leaves of the graph (i.e. pushed down). Often, selective operations can be pushed down only along with a containing operation block. We present a blocks pushdown algorithm that enables selective operations pushdown.

We refer to operation blocks corresponding to for-, let-, where-, etc. clauses as clause-blocks. Two clause-blocks are independent if one clause of normalized query does not refer to a variable introduced in another.

1. Suppose $P = B_s(B_r)$ is a plan, where $B_s$ and $B_r$ are operation blocks and $B_s$ is a block to push down.
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2. Locate a clause-block $B_m$, $B_r = B_e(B_m(B_b))$: $B_s$ depends on $B_m$. If there is no such $B_m$, then $B_e = B_r$.

3. Recursively perform the algorithm on $B_m$, obtaining $B'_m$.

4. Push down $B_s$ through $B_e$ in order to obtain: $P = B'_e(B_s(B'_m(B'_b)))$.

5.2. Redundant operation reduction

In this section we present logical optimizations that remove redundant operations or group several operations into complex ones. The optimizations include:

- removal of unnest operations;
- introduction of addition operations;
- removal of unnecessary index operations; and
- cycle removal.

**Unnest removal** is trivial and can be applied directly: $\text{unnest}_x(P) \Rightarrow P$ if $P$ does not contain $\text{nest}_y$ and $y \subseteq x$.

The **addition operation** is also introduced directly based on its definition (see section 3.2). The addition operation groups several operations ($\text{nest}$, join, projection) into a single one and allows further physical plan optimizations.

**Removal of unnecessary index operations** is a two-step operation that consists of preliminary reordering of index operations and subsequent index operations removal itself. After unnest removal and introduction of addition operation **let-blocks** are identified by the presence of addition operation. Such blocks are non-modifying operation blocks due to use of left outer join and nest. Consequently, if an index operation is performed before such block, indexes are retained in the result, and the following transformation is valid:

$$\text{index}_i(\pi_{he}(P) \cup \text{re}(B_x) B(\text{index}_j(P))) \Rightarrow \pi_{he}(P) \cup \text{re}(B_x) B(\text{index}_i(\text{index}_j(P)))).$$ 

Subsequent application of this transformation produces a plan that contains sequences of index operations. The sequences are replaced with a single index operation.

**Cycle removal** is performed on for- and let-cycles that appear (as implied by the construction rules) whenever the respective bound expressions reference previously defined variables. The bound expressions can be one of three kinds: an xpath expression, a FLWOR expression, or a conditional expression.

*If the bound expression of a for- or a let-clause is an xpath*. Xpath expressions are mapped using structural join and LPS operations. Assume $B_x$ is a block corresponding to some xpath. It consists of structural join and LPS operations. While structural joins are reducing operations, they have left outer versions ($\times_l$) that are non-reducing. $B'_x$ is obtained from $B_x$ by replacing structural joins with left outer joins.

We propose the following transformation for let-cycles:

$$\pi_{he}(P) \cup \text{re}(B_x) (\text{nest}_i (\text{index}_i(P) \times_l \text{index}_j (B_x (\text{unnest}_e(\text{index}_j(P))))) \Rightarrow \pi_{he}(P) \cup \text{re}(B'_x) (\text{nest}_i (B'_x(\text{unnest}_e(\text{index}_i(P)))))$$.
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The transformation for for-cycle is:

\[
\pi_{he(P) \cup \text{rec}(B_i)}(\text{index}_i(P) \forall_{i=j} B_z (\text{unnest}_v(\text{index}_j(P)))) \Rightarrow \\
\pi_{he(P) \cup \text{rec}(B_i)}(B_z(\text{unnest}_v(\text{dup}_v(P))))
\]

The topmost join operation in the original plans of the cycle is used to set up a correspondence between variable values of the query context with the new values obtained within the clause. Unnest operation can break the correspondence. To keep it, we use dup operation instead of join and then perform required unnesting on the introduced attribute. If the unnest operation is removed in optimization process, dup can also be eliminated.

If the bound expression of a let-clause is a nested FLWOR. The optimization is based on the fact that the topmost join \( \forall_{i=j} \) that organizes a cycle can be removed if it has a non-reducing operation block as a right-hand operand.

After query normalization, each nested FLWOR starts with for and ends with where, order by, and return. The last three clauses are mapped with, respectively, \( \sigma \), sort and \( \pi \) operations. Let an operation block \( B_1 \) corresponds to order by and return, and \( B_2 \) corresponds to the sequence of let- and for-clauses. A plan for complete let-clause with a nested FLWOR is:

\[
\pi_{he(P) \cup \text{rec}(B_i)}(\text{nest}_v(\text{index}_i(P)) \forall_{i=j} B_1(\sigma_p(B_2(\text{index}_j(P))))).
\]

\( \forall_{i=j} \) in this plan can be pushed down over \( B_1 \). The transformation also modifies sort operation to preserve original order.

Let \( B_3 = B_{F_1}(\ldots B_{F_n}) \), where \( B_{F_i} \) are for- or let-blocks.

There are two cases: \( \forall i \ B_{F_i} \) is not dependent on \( P \) and \( \exists i \ B_{F_i} \) is dependent on \( P \). In case \( B_{F_i} \) is not dependent on \( P \) according to normalization rules, \( B_{F_i} \) is a for-block. According to construction rules and independence with \( P \), \( B_1 = P \times B_z \), where \( B_z \) is a block corresponding to a xpath expression. Since \( B_{F_i} \) is also independent of \( P \), it is easy to see that \( B_{F_i}(P \times B_{F_i}) = P \times B_{F_i}(B_{F_i}) \). After application of this transformation sequentially for expression (1), combining \( \sigma \) and \( \times \) into \( \forall_{i=j} \), we obtain:

\[
\pi_{he(P) \cup \text{rec}(B_i)}(\text{nest}_v(B_1(\text{index}_i(P)) \forall_{i=j} B_1(\sigma_p(B_2(\text{index}_i(P)))))).
\]

In case \( B_{F_i} \) is dependent on \( P \), we use the fact that let-cycles are non-modifying blocks (see section 5) and for-cycles are reducing due to their topmost join operations.

Let’s denote \( B_{F_i}^l = B_{L_i}(\ldots B_{L_n}) \), where \( B_{L_i} = B_{F_i} \) if \( B_{F_i} \) is a let-block and \( B_{L_i} = B_{F_i} \) if \( B_{F_i} \) is a for-block. \( B_{F_i}^l \) is obtained by replacing its topmost join with left outer join in \( B_{F_i} \). We perform (1) to the following:

\[
\pi_{he(P) \cup \text{rec}(B_i)}(\text{nest}_v(B_1(\sigma_p(B_2(\text{index}_i(P)))))).
\]

Cycle removal is applied recursively for inner cycles.

If the bound expression of a let-clause is a conditional expression. If the bound expression is a conditional expression, transformations similar to those described for xpath expression case can be applied because the corresponding operation block is non-reducing. We omit details due to space limitations.
5.3. Transformations for lazy evaluation

Lazy evaluation is preferable in quantified expressions, positional predicates, and conditions of where, if-then-else, typeswitch clauses. In XAnswer, these types of expressions are mapped with ST-operation. When a physical plan is executed, the operands of the ST-operations are pre-evaluated, thus potentially making expensive unnecessary computations. To reduce such computations, certain support, e.g. pushing down of selective operations closer to leaves, is required in the process of algebraic plan modification.

Transformations of quantified expressions and positional predicates. Positional predicates allow physical plan execution to avoid the calculation of the whole operand of the operation. For quantified expressions, if one satisfying (or not satisfying - depending on whether “some” or “every” is used) value is found, there is no need to evaluate further the operand of the quantified operation. Position and quant operations are introduced into algebraic plans to allow pipelined evaluation at the physical level.

According to normalization and construction rules, positional predicates are mapped using selections and index operations. If \( h_i = re(index_i) \) and \( p \) is a positional predicate \( \sigma_p(h_i) \) is replaced with \( position_p(h_i) \).

A similar mapping is used for quantified expressions. Unlike the case of positional predicates, the selection is performed over nested values. According to the proposed optimizations, the nestings are included in addition operations. Then, if \( h_i = re(\oplus) \), an expression \( \sigma_p(h_i) \) is substituted with \( quant_p(h_i) \).

Transformations of conditions. Consider a where-clause where \( A \ op B \). \( A \) and \( B \) are logical expressions or terminals (variable references). \( Op \) is a logical operator and or or. We assume without loss of generality that \( A \) and \( B \) are terminals; if not, the process described below can be applied recursively. \( B_A \) and \( B_B \) are operation blocks corresponding to \( A \) and \( B \) respectively. In case of if-then-else we use \( B_C \), \( B_T \) and \( B_F \) to denote corresponding operation blocks for the condition, then-, and else-branches. We assume that other blocks in the plan are independent with \( A \) and \( B \). Without this assumption lazy evaluation does not bring performance benefits and there is no much point in applying this transformation.

Transformation of conditions is preceded by sequential pushdown of \( B_A \), \( B_B \) (where-clause) or \( B_C \), \( B_T \), \( B_F \) (if-then-else-clause) using the algorithm described in section 5.1.

Logical “and” in a where-clause. Selection decomposition is:

\[
\sigma_{A \& B}(B_B(B_A(P))) = \sigma_A(\sigma_B(B_B(B_A(P))))
\]

Due to normalization, \( B_A \) and \( B_B \) are independent blocks.

Blocks \( B'_A \), \( B'_B \), \( P' \) (possibly empty) are obtained by pushdown of \( B_A \) and \( B_B \) according to the algorithm in section 5.1: \( B_B(B_A(P)) \Rightarrow B'_B(B_B(B'_A(B_A(P')))) \). \( B'_B \) has blocks depending on it, all blocks are independent with \( B'_A \). We also assume that \( B'_B \) contains sort operation that restores original order of tuples. The transformation result is:

\[
B'_B(\sigma_B(B_B(B'_A(\sigma_A(B_A(P'))))))
\]
Logical “or” in a where-clause. Since $A \cup B = A \cup (B \setminus A)$, the selection decomposition is:

$$\text{sort}_i\{\pi_{he(P)} \cup (\sigma_{A}(B_A(B(index_i(P)))))
\cup \pi_{he(P)} \cup (\sigma_{\sim A \& B}(B_B(B(index_i(P)))))\}.$$ 

Block pushdown then gives us:

$$B_B'(\pi (\sigma_A(B_A(P')))) \cup \pi (\sigma_B(B_B'(\sigma_{\sim A}(B_A(P'))))).$$

An algebraic expression for if-then-else clause case is:

$$\text{sort}_i[HR_{(re(B_T) \rightarrow k)}(\sigma_C(P''))) \cup HR_{(re(B_F) \rightarrow k)}(\sigma_{\neg C}(P''))],$$

where $P'' = B_F(B_T(B_C(index_i(P))))$.

Blocks pushdown results in:

$$B_T'F' (HR(\pi(B_T(B_C'(\sigma_C(B_C(P''))))) \cup HR(\pi(B_F(B_C'(\sigma_{\neg C}(B_C(P''))))))).$$

The blocks $B_C', B_F', B_T', P'$ are obtained by pushing down $B_C$, $B_T$, and $B_F$ blocks. Only $B_T$ is not independent with $B_C'$, and $B_F$ is not independent with $B_C'$. As with $B_B'$ in the previous case, $B_T'F'$ contains sort operation that restores original order of tuples.

Similar optimization, whose description we omit here, is used for typeswitch-clauses.

The proposed optimizations are presented on the Figure 3.

(a) Where-clause decomposition  
(b) If-then-else decomposition

Fig. 3. Optimizations for lazy evaluation

6. Experiments

Our experimental implementation of XAnswer is based on XML DBMS eXist [1]. EXist storage provides DLN-indexes [12] as unique ids for all nodes and all
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structural operations can be evaluated using just the ids. Thus, envelopes were implemented as arrays of tuples that contain either atomic values (e.g. string, integer), ids, or sequences of the ids or atomic values.

The code was written in Java and experiments were conducted under Windows XP on Intel Dual Core T2300 @1.6 GHz with 2Gb of main memory. The XMark benchmark [3] was used as data set.

Fig. 4. Experiment $E_1$

Known approaches can perform unnesting for relatively simple queries with nested FLWORs. That kind of optimization allows switching from NT to ST-execution, which can bring dramatic performance gain, since it allows the hash join algorithm to be used instead of nested loops. Using normalization techniques similar to ours, known approaches achieve performance comparable to XAnswer. However, known approaches cannot perform unnesting when the query contains quantifiers, where-clauses, or conditional clauses with nested FLWORs. Moreover, many such cases require lazy evaluation.

To compare other approaches with ours, we implemented NT-style plan creation for conditional clauses as well as ST-operations of XAnswer. In experiments we focused only on such queries over the XMark's data set. We present details for only two experiment sets. The first set ($E_1$) evaluates performance of naive NT-execution (the default plan generated by eXist), ST (initial XAnswer plan), and optimized-ST (optimized XAnswer plan) on a typical XMark query (such as query Q8) where earlier approaches can perform unnesting.

The second set ($E_2$) evaluates performance of naive NT-execution (the default plan generated by eXist), partial NT (having NT-style condition operation and ST for clauses without conditions and quantifiers), ST (XAnswer plan without lazy evaluation), and optimized-ST (optimized XAnswer plan) for a query with a conditional clause that requires lazy evaluation.
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![Performance comparison graph]

**Fig. 5. Experiment $E_2$**

---

**Query 1** A query example from the set $E_2$

```xml
let $doc := doc('doc.xml')
for $ca in $doc//closed-auction
let $b :=
  for $p in $doc//person
  where $p/@id = $ca/buyer/@person
  return $p
return
if ($ca/price >200)
then {
  let $c := \b/country
  let $n := $b/name
  return <rb>{$c,$n}</rb>)
else {
  let $item :=
    for $it in $doc//regions//item
    where $it/@id=$ca/itemref/@item
    return $it
  let $l := $item/location
  let $n :=$item/name
  return <ri>{$l,$n}</ri>)
```

---
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Figure 4 demonstrates performance comparison for $E_1$. The huge performance gain of ST-plan compared to NT is observed due to use of hash join over input sets instead of evaluating inner expression in a loop. Since the query has a relatively simple where-clause that does not require lazy evaluation, the ST-optimized plan does not demonstrate major performance gain. The increase is mostly achieved through removal of a cycle and use of addition operation, which reduces amount of hash operations in the physical plan.

Figure 5 demonstrates performance evaluation for $E_2$. Note, that the time axis has a logarithmic scale. Since partial NT-plan utilizes ST-execution for the first nested FLWOR, the performance gain compared to naive NT is similar to the one obtained in $E_1$. But NT-style condition leads to evaluation of nested expressions in a loop, which causes difference in performance with the ST plan. The gain of the optimized-ST is due to the smaller sizes of intermediate results. The sizes are smaller because evaluation of the first nested FLWOR then- and else- branches happens only when teh condition has corresponding values: for example FLWOR and then are evaluated only when price > 200 in line 7 of the code in Query 1.

7. Conclusion

Heavy query workloads in modern applications require algebras that support cost-based optimization. Set-at-a-time execution is a natural way to support cost estimation. While set-at-a-time execution appeared in earlier work on efficient XQuery processing techniques, known algebras combine it with node-at-a-time to cover the complete set of XQuery operations.

In this paper we presented an algebra with only set-at-a-time operations that supports compilation of complete XQuery except recursive functions. We introduced optimization rules eliminating unnecessary operations and enabling lazy evaluation. It was experimentally shown that for complex queries with conditional and quantified expressions the proposed methods yield plans with much better performance than those that can be obtained with known algebras.
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Abstract. It is possible to produce different database designs based on the same set of requirements to a database. In this paper, we present a decision support method for comparing different database designs and for selecting one of them as the best design. Each data model is an abstract language that can be used to create many different databases. The proposed method is flexible in the sense that it can be used in case of different data models, criteria, and designs. The method is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process and uses pairwise comparisons. We also present a case study about comparing four designs of SQL databases in case of PostgreSQL™ database management system. The results depend on the context where the designs will be used. Hence, we evaluate the designs in case of two different contexts – management of measurements data and an online transaction processing system.
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1. Introduction

Database design process consists of conceptual design, logical design, and physical design according to a well-known methodology [25]. During conceptual database design, one has to capture an accurate representation of reality. During logical design, one has to describe the design of a database in terms of a data model (for instance, the underlying model of SQL database language) but without taking into account the database management system (DBMS), based on which the database will be implemented. During physical design, one has to design a database by taking into account the DBMS where the database will be implemented.

Date [8, p. 287] is in position that "Database design is still largely subjective in nature". Normalization theory [6] and the principle of orthogonal database design [10] are the main examples of the use of scientific principles in the context of relational database design.

The goal of the paper is to present a systematic and structured method for the evaluation of database designs and for the selection of the best database
design from a set of designs. The designs, which one can evaluate, are the results of logical or physical design. The method is a *multi-criteria decision support method* that helps database developers to make more informed decisions during database development and hence improve the quality of databases.

Simsion [22, p. 301] reports the results of a constrained exercise, according to which different data modelers produce "a wide range of different workable logical data models in response to a common 'conceptual' data model". Therefore, we need a method, based on which to compare the logical data models and select or reject them. Teorey, Yang, and Fry [25] suggest a relation refinement step before physical design, the goal of which is to find more efficient and adaptable database schemas without the loss of data integrity. The result of this step would be a set of alternative logical structures that should be considered during the physical design. We need a method that would help us to select the best design from this set during physical design.

In addition, this kind of method is necessary because new data models (in the sense of abstract language) provide more and more features. For instance, Soutou [23] writes that if one uses the underlying data model of the SQL-92 standard, then it is possible to use two different designs to represent one-to-many relationships. On the other hand, if one uses the underlying object-relational data model of the SQL:1999 standard, then it is possible to use twelve different designs to represent one to many relationships [23]. It complicates the work of database designers because the number of alternative designs increases and designers have to select the best design from this set. Feuerlicht, Pokorný, and Richta [12] discuss the use of object-relational features that are specified in the SQL:2003 standard. They conclude that "numerous design options exist that need to be evaluated in the context of specific application requirements" [12, p. 986]. They also note that there is a lack of database design methodologies that help designers to make informed decisions about design choices.

In our previous work [11], we proposed a set of criteria that one could use to evaluate database designs and evaluated two SQL database designs (the regular design and the universal design) in terms of different criteria. In this paper, we extend the work by proposing a generalized evaluation method and present the results of an evaluation of four different SQL database designs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we describe related work in the field of decision support in case of database design. Secondly, we present an evaluation method of database designs. We also present a metamodel of the method that can be used as a basis to create a software system that assists users of the method or can be used to record the results of existing evaluations. Thirdly, we use the method to evaluate four SQL database designs in case of PostgreSQL™ 8.3.6 DBMS. Finally, we draw conclusions and point to the future work.
2. Related Works

The idea of using decision support methods during database design is not new. March [16] explains the techniques of mathematical clustering, iterative grouping refinement, mathematical programming, and hierarchic aggregation, which can be used to determine efficient physical organization of data for a database. The method is usable in case of hierarchical or network data models. On the other hand, in this paper, we propose a method, which can be used in case of any data model and can be used to select the best physical as well as logical organization of data in a database.

There exist selection methods for specific types of database objects. For instance, Theodoratos and Bouzeghoub [26] propose a general algorithm for selecting a set of materialized views (snapshots) for a data warehouse so that the selected set satisfies all the given constraints and minimizes the operational cost. They use "AND/OR dag representation for multiple queries and views". [26, p. 7] On the other hand, our proposed method is not limited with a specific type of database objects (like materialized views) or specific type of databases (like data warehouses).

Svahnberg et al. [24] describe a decision support method that is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [21] and can be used to compare software architecture candidates. In this paper, we apply an AHP-based method to compare database designs. Svahnberg et al. [24] use only subjective judgments of a set of professional software developers to compare alternatives in terms of criteria. On the other hand, our method proposes the use of measurements to compare alternatives in terms of criteria. The goal is to increase the objectivity of evaluation results. Park and Lim [18] present an AHP-based method for comparing user interface designs. It is similar to our method because they use the results of usability measurements to compare designs pairwise in terms of usability criteria.

Vaidya and Kumar [29] describe application of AHP in the field of selection, evaluation, benefit cost analysis, allocation, planning and development, priority and ranking, decision making, and forecasting. Some applications (like software selection or evaluation of quality of software systems) are from the field of software engineering. None of the applications is used in the context of database design. However, the research of Vaidya and Kumar [29] demonstrates that AHP is suitable and widely used decision support method that could be used to evaluate database designs as well.

Chaudhuri and Narasayya [4] review the state of the art in the field of self-tuning DBMSs. Similarity with our method is that both of them are used to find the best design. In case of our method, the evaluators are database designers who must take into account the results of evaluation while designing a database. On the other hand, self-tuning DBMSs have system-defined capabilities that take into account rules, external cost models, or the database statistics and automatically make modification in the internal schema of the database. The systems use performance of database operations and data size as the main criteria. Our proposed method can be
used in case of logical design as well as physical design and permits the use of wider range of criteria.

3. An Evaluation Method of Database Designs

3.1. The Analytic Hierarchy Process

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [21] allows us to make decisions by modeling a complex problem as a hierarchical structure. The levels of this model are from top to bottom goal, objectives, and alternatives. The goal is the overall objective. Objectives correspond to criteria that one has to take into account by comparing alternatives. There can be multiple levels of criteria. Alternatives are objects, between which the choice will be made. The process consists of comparing objectives pairwise to find the relative importance of the criteria in terms of the goal. In addition, one has to compare alternatives pairwise in terms of each criterion. For the pairwise comparisons one has to use a nine-point scale [21]. Comparison of elements \( i \) and \( j \) answers a question, which of them is more important and how much more important it is [24]. The results are combined to calculate the final score of each alternative. The alternative with the highest final score is the best in terms of the goal. For instance, the goal might be to select the most suitable software architecture for a particular context [24].

3.2. Description of the Method

In this paper, we propose an AHP-based method for evaluating database designs. It consists of the following consecutive steps.

1. Description of the goal of the evaluation.
2. Description of the context where the designs will be used.
3. Selection of alternatives (database designs or pairs of database designs and platforms). A platform is a version of a DBMS that is used to implement a database.
4. Selection of criteria, based on which the alternatives will be evaluated.
5. Selection of software measures, based on which the measurements will be made. If a criterion \( c \) is associated with a software measure, then the results of measurements of alternatives will be used to make pairwise comparisons of the alternatives in terms of \( c \). If a criterion \( c \) does not have a suitable software measure, then it is possible to use subjective opinions of one or more evaluators to make pairwise comparisons of alternatives in terms of \( c \). We prefer criteria with associated software measures because the results of measurements help us to increase the objectivity of comparison results.
6. Specification of tasks in a database, based on which the measurements will be made. In this context each task is a problem that has to be solved in a test database to measure the alternatives. Tasks may have subtasks. Tasks have different solutions in case of different alternatives. Let \( e \) be an evaluation and \( A \) is the set of alternatives that are evaluated during \( e \). All the measurements for evaluating alternatives in \( A \) in terms of a criterion \( c \) must be based on the same task. Otherwise the measurement results are not comparable. In addition, all the measurements for evaluating alternatives in \( A \) in terms of a criterion \( c \) must use the same protocol to perform measurements. For instance, if we count the number of physical lines of code in case of a criterion \( c \), then we must use the same rules to format the code in case of all the alternatives in \( A \).

7. If there are one or more tasks that are specified as the result of the previous step, then it is necessary to implement the designs in a test database (or in more than one test database if the alternatives are pairs of designs and platforms) and generate test data. If possible, one should use a public and well-known specification that contains requirements to the test data as a basis of implementing the test database. If the specification is public, then it is easier to repeat the experiments. If the specification is well-known, then it has probably been carefully evaluated.

8. Performing the tasks and measuring the results based on the test database (or databases).

9. Pairwise comparison of the criteria and calculation of the relative importance of the criteria. This step is still subjective in nature but explicitly defined context should simplify it. If a criterion \( c \) at the level \( N \) has one or more sub-criteria \( c_1',...,c_n' \) at the level \( N+1 \), then it is also necessary to calculate the relative importance of the sub-criteria in terms of \( c \).

10. Pairwise comparison of the alternatives based on each criterion that is on the lowest level of the hierarchy of criteria.

11. Calculation of the final scores of the alternatives in terms of the goal by using AHP.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 present a metamodel of the method. We use UML class diagrams to present the metamodel. The method does not produce absolute judgments of the alternatives. Instead, it produces judgments that depend on a particular context, criteria, measures, tasks, solutions, and alternatives.

Each database and database management system (DBMS) consists of external, conceptual, and internal levels according to the ANSI/SPARC architecture of DBMSs [6]. External and internal levels are closest to the users and physical storage, respectively. Conceptual level is between these two and represents the entire information content of the database [6]. Each level has one or more corresponding schemas in a database. We use the concept "database design" quite loosely to denote a specification of a set of elements that belong to the external schemas, the conceptual schema, or the internal schema of a database. We do not prescribe the size (the number of elements) of designs that one can evaluate by using the method.
Fig. 1. A fragment of a metamodel of an evaluation method of database designs

Each database design is usable in case of one or more data models and platforms (versions of a DBMS). An example of a data model is the underlying object-relational data model of the SQL:2003 standard [17]. We denote it as the OR\textsubscript{SQL} data model. Each platform has one or more associated data models, based on which the database languages of the platform have been created.

Each evaluation has the goal (for instance, find the best design from the set of given designs). Each evaluation must take into account the context where the database, and hence the designs, will be used. Each context is a set of requirements to the database. For instance, a context could specify that up to 1000 users use the database at the same time, queries should be answered within one second, and there are at least 10 different roles of database users. Based on these requirements one can conclude that in this context the best design 1) must facilitate implementation of concurrency control, 2) must support high performance of database operations, and 3) must allow administrators to grant/revoke permissions in the database as easily as possible.
Each evaluation has one or more associated criteria and at least two associated alternatives. The number of alternatives is limited by the amount of time and effort that is needed to develop them. According to Forman and Selly [13, p. 38], "humans are not capable of dealing accurately with more than about seven to nine things at a time" and therefore the number of alternatives and the number of highest-level criteria should not be bigger than nine. Criteria form a hierarchical structure. For instance, criterion "Performance of data manipulation operations" can have a sub-criterion "Performance of data manipulation operations that search data about one entity". The number of immediate sub-criteria of a criterion should also not be bigger than nine. Sets of alternatives, criteria, and measures that are actually used during an evaluation are subsets of possible alternatives (database designs or pairs of database designs and platforms), criteria, and measures.

If one evaluates logical designs and does not use criteria that require the creation of a test database, then it is not necessary to determine the platform, based on which the database will be created. On the other hand, if one has to perform tasks (for instance, measure performance of database operations) based on a test database, then one must bear in mind that different platforms provide different means to implement the designs and it influences the results.
of evaluation. It is possible that all the designs, which are considered during an evaluation, will be implemented by using the same platform. In this case, the information about the platform is a part of the context. It is also possible that the alternatives are pairs of platforms and database designs.

Some measurements do not require the creation of a test database. For instance, one can calculate the schema size of a SQL database without actually implementing the schema in a database.

Behkamal, Kahani, and Akbari [2] propose to find criteria for evaluating software systems based on quality models, like the one defined in the ISO 9126 standard. It is also possible in case of the proposed method. For instance, criteria "Access control", "Integrity constraints", and "Performance of data manipulation operations" correspond to the ISO 9126 quality model sub-characteristics "Security", "Changeability", and "Timebased efficiency", respectively. In addition, we suggest the use of database levels as a basis to systematically search and select the criteria. Each criterion corresponds to zero or more database levels, which are defined by the ANSI/SPARC architecture of DBMSs. For instance, criterion "Performance of data manipulation operations" corresponds to the internal level because it depends on the stored record types and their physical sequence, indexes etc. All these elements are described by the internal schema of a database.

During each evaluation one has to compare criteria pairwise to find their relative importance (weights) in terms of the goal. The requirements, which are associated with the context of an evaluation, determine the relative importance of the criteria in case of the evaluation. In addition, one has to perform measurements to find values of software measures in case of different alternatives. Each software measure is usable in case of zero or more data models. For instance, Piattini et al. [19] present a set of measures that are usable in case of the ORSQL data model. Let us assume that a software measure \( m \) is associated with a criterion \( c \). The results of the measurements based on \( m \) will be used during the pairwise comparison of alternatives in terms of \( c \). If a possible criterion has more than one associated software measure, then evaluator uses one the measures for the evaluation.

4. Application of the Evaluation Method

In this paper, we demonstrate the use of the method by comparing four database designs, the underlying data model of which is the ORSQL data model. We implement all the designs based on open source PostgreSQL™ 8.3.6 DBMS [20]. The goal of the evaluation is to find the best design in case of two different contexts.

In this study, we use a subset of the database that is proposed in the TPC Benchmark™ C [28] to create the test database. The entire database is for the wholesale supplier company that has a number of geographically distributed sales districts and warehouses. The conceptual model of the subset of the database specifies entity types Customer, Order, Order_line,
and Stock. The semantics of data does not affect the measurements that we plan to use during this evaluation.

4.1. Contexts

The relative importance of criteria depends on the context in which the database will be used. In this study, we evaluate designs in terms of two hypothetical contexts.

Context 1. It describes a system that deals with the management of measurement data. The system has a small number of users – up to two users register data and up to five users perform complex statistical queries. Publication of its data may cause material or moral harm. The system must answer queries within minutes. However, if the system does not answer queries, then it does not cause remarkable consequences. All the unauthorized modifications of data must be detectable. In the future there may be additional types of measurements, the resulting data of which the system has to manage. The system must prohibit registration of seemingly incorrect data and therefore it must be as easy as possible to enforce integrity constraints at the database level.

Context 2. It describes a customer management system of a big retail company, which is an example of an online transaction processing system. The system has thousands of users. Most of the queries, which are executed in the database, help users to find information about a particular customer. Performance of data modification operations is less important. Publication of the data in the database disrupts functioning of the company or violates the privacy of people. The system must answer queries within seconds. If it does not answer queries, then it causes disruption of the functioning of the company. It must be possible to identify the source of all the data in the database. The requirements to the database are fixed for the next three years. There are relatively few business rules, based on which one has to create integrity constraints in the database.

4.2. Alternatives

Next, we explain the four database designs, which are the alternatives in our evaluation.

The regular design. According to this design one has to create a separate base table (table in short) based on each entity type (Customer, Order, Order_line, and Stock in our case) that is specified in the conceptual data model. We call the design regular because it is widely used and seems natural. Fig. 3 describes tables that are created according to the regular design.
The universal design. This is a highly generic database design, according to which all the data in a database is represented in terms of Object_types, Objects, Attributes, Attribute_values, and Relationships. For instance, Hay [14] and Blaha [3] refer to this kind of design as "Universal Data Model" and "Softcoded Values", respectively. Data about Object_types and Attributes defines legal Attribute_values that can be associated with Objects. Table Attribute_value has a set of columns, the specification of which has the general form: `<data_type_name>` data_type_name. These columns allow us to record values that have different types. The number of these columns and their data types depend on a platform (version of a DBMS) where this database is created. Fig. 4 describes tables that are created according to the universal design. We consider this design because it gives an impression of great flexibility.
The entity-attribute-value with classes and relationships (EAV/CR) design. It is a variation of the universal design. Each supported data type should have exactly one corresponding table for recording attribute values with this type according to the EAV/CR design [5]. This is different from the universal design where is one generic table `Attribute_value` that has a column for each supported data type. Fig. 5 describes some tables that are created according to the EAV/CR design. We do not present all the tables that we have created based on different data types on Fig. 5. We consider the EAV/CR design because it gives an impression of great flexibility and is a widely used variation of the universal design.

The sixth normal form (6NF) design. Table T is in 6NF if and only if it cannot be nonloss decomposed at all (other than the identity projection of T)[7]. Date [7] also notes that the identity projection of a table T is the projection over all of its columns. Let us assume that a conceptual data model of a database specifies entity type E with attributes a1, ...,an. There is one table for each attribute a1, ...,an in the database, which is created according to the 6NF design. All tables, which are created according to this design, consist of columns that form the key plus at most one additional column that is not part of the key.
Fig. 5. The EAV/CR design

Fig. 6. An example of the use of the 6NF design
Date, Darwen, and Lorentzos [9] propose to use a similar design to record temporal data. The design also allows us to prevent the use of NULLs to present missing information [8]. If an attribute does not have a value, then there is no corresponding row in the table that is created according to the attribute. Fig. 6 describes some tables that are created according to the 6NF design.

4.3. Criteria

We wanted to evaluate the designs from different perspectives and to use measurements for that purpose. Therefore, we selected the criteria in a way that each level of the ANSI/SPARC database architecture has at least one corresponding criterion and each criterion has at least one associated software measure. Next, we present the names of the selected criteria together with their corresponding level.

1. External level: Complexity of queries, Access control.
3. Internal level: Performance of data manipulation operations, Data size, Concurrency control.

We stress that the proposed criteria are not the only possible criteria to evaluate OR database designs.

Next, we describe for each level its associated criteria and introduce the software measures that we will use to evaluate database designs in terms of these criteria. In case of each selected measure $m$ – the smaller is the measurement result in case of an alternative $a$, the better is $a$ in the context of the criterion that is associated with $m$.

In this paper “small number of entities” means between two and five (endpoints included) and “large number of entities” means more than five.

External level. Complexity of queries. At the external level different views on a database are specified. One has to form queries to create views and hence the complexity of these queries is very important criterion at the external level. It is possible to represent queries as graphs where nodes are table aliases and arcs represent join and semijoin operations [27]. We evaluate the complexity of queries by calculating Coefficient of Network Complexity $CNC=(A\times A)/N$ where $N$ is the number of nodes and $A$ is the number of arcs [15]. We decided to find the total complexity of three different types of queries: 1) query that finds data about one entity, 2) query that aggregates data about small number of entities, and 3) query that aggregates data about large number of entities. The total complexity of a set of queries $Q$ is the sum of complexities of queries that belong to $Q$. We decided to calculate the total complexity to avoid the distortion of the results that is caused by the selection of queries that favor one or another design.

Access control. We decided to count the physical lines of source code that are needed to grant SELECT (read) privileges to roles in order to evaluate designs in terms of access control. The criterion “Access control” has two sub-criteria in our evaluation.
1. Complexity of granting SELECT privileges to all the columns that correspond to attributes of one entity type in a conceptual data model.
2. Complexity of granting SELECT privileges to the columns that correspond to a proper subset of attributes of one entity type in a conceptual data model.

The style of writing code influences the count of physical lines. Therefore, we have to follow rules to format the code. For instance, we follow the rules that FROM and WHERE clauses start from a new line in case of a SELECT statement and the lines of code cannot be longer than 60 symbols.

**Conceptual level.** *Schema size.* We use software measure Schema Size to evaluate the designs in terms of schema size criterion. We assume that smaller Schema Size value means simpler database structure and hence better maintainability of the database. Piattini et al. [19] define Schema Size measure “as the sum of the tables size (TS) in the schema” [19, p. 7] and Table Size measure "as the sum of the total size of the simple columns (TSSC) and the total size of the complex columns" [19, p. 6]. The size of each simple column is one. All the columns are simple columns in case of the designs in this evaluation. Therefore, in this case Table Size of a base table T is equal to the total number of columns in T.

*Integrity constraints.* Each type of integrity constraints in SQL databases has a corresponding sub-criterion of criterion "Integrity constraints" in our hierarchical decision model. Some of these sub-criteria have additional sub-criteria.

1. Complexity of enforcing CHECK constraints. The sub-criteria:
   1) Complexity of enforcing constraints that involve one attribute of one entity type and 2) Complexity of enforcing constraints that involve more than one attribute of one entity type.
2. Complexity of enforcing UNIQUE constraints.
3. Complexity of enforcing NOT NULL constraints.
4. Complexity of enforcing FOREIGN KEY constraints. The sub-criteria:
   1) Number of Foreign Keys (NFK), 2) Referential Degree (RD), and
   3) Depth of Referential Tree (DRT).

In case of CHECK, UNIQUE, and NOT NULL constraints, we count the physical lines of source code that are needed to implement these constraints. In case of foreign key constraints, we use three schema level measures for evaluating object-relational database designs. Measure NFK is the number of foreign keys in the database schema [1]. Measure RD is the average referential degree over all the base tables. Baroni et al. [1, p. 34] define RD measure of a single table as "number of foreign keys in a table divided by the number of attributes of the same table". Measure DRT is defined as the longest referential path between tables in the database schema [19].

**Internal level.** *Performance of data manipulation operations.* (Performance of operations in short). Criterion "Performance of data manipulation operations" has five sub-criteria in our evaluation. They correspond to different types of operations that one could perform in a database.

1. Performance of a query that finds data about one entity.
2. Performance of a query that aggregates data about a small number of entities.
3. Performance of a query that aggregates data about a large number of entities.
4. Performance of an operation for inserting data about one entity to a database.
5. Performance of an operation for modifying data about a small number of entities.

We measure performance in milliseconds. In case of each pair of a design and a sub-criterion, we perform the same task repeatedly and calculate median of the results.

Data size. The criterion "Data size" has two sub-criteria in our evaluation.
1. Size of base tables.
2. Size of indexes.

We measure the size by using PostgreSQL™ system-defined function `pg_relation_size`. The function has one parameter, the expected value of which is the name of a base table or an index. The function returns the size of the base table or index in bytes.

Concurrency control. Criterion "Concurrency control" allows us to evaluate how much effort is needed for locking data in a database to prevent concurrent data changes that cause inconsistency of data. We perform the task of changing attribute values of one entity to evaluate designs in terms of "Concurrency control". We count the physical lines of source code that are needed to implement the locking of data of one entity.

4.4. Implementation of Databases and Generation of Test Data

We implemented all the designs in different schemas of a PostgreSQL™ 8.3.6 database to prevent name conflicts of schema objects. Firstly, we created user-defined functions for generating test data to the tables of the regular design: `Customer` (30000), `Order_` (30000), `Order_line` (30000), and `Stock` (10000). In the brackets is the number of generated rows for a particular table. For all the tables, except `Stock`, we generated the same amount of test data as required in the TPC BENCHMARK™ C document [28]. For table `Stock`, we generated 10 times less data than was required in the document. TPC BENCHMARK™ C document also presents additional requirements to data that we took into account. Each warehouse must provide services to 10 districts and each district must have 3000 customers. If there is one warehouse, then there must be $1 \times 10 \times 3000$ customers. Each customer must have one or more orders and each order must have between 5 and 15 (endpoints included) order lines. For each order, we randomly found the number of order lines by taking into account the constraint.

After we finalized the generation of test data for the regular design, we copied the same data to the tables that were created based on three other designs.
One can download the files with the statements that can be used to create the test database and generate test data from the following address:

http://staff.ttu.ee/~eessaar/files/Db_designs.zip

The computer, where we performed the experiments, had the following characteristics: Intel Core 2, T5600 1.83GHz, 2GB RAM, Windows XP Professional.

4.5. Relative Importance of Criteria

One can make some assumptions about the relative importance of the criteria by considering the contexts.

---

**Fig. 7.** Relative importance of the criteria in case of context 1
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1. Access control is more important in case of context 2 due to the requirements to confidentiality.
2. Statistical queries are more important in case of context 1. On the other hand, queries that help users to find information about a particular entity are more important in case of context 2.
3. Integrity constraints are more important in case of context 1 due to the need to prevent registration of seemingly incorrect data.
4. Performance of data manipulation operations is more important in case of context 2 due to the requirements to availability.
5. Concurrency control is more important in case of context 2 due to the large number of concurrent users.

We calculated the relative importance (weights) of the criteria in case of context 1 (see Fig. 7) and context 2 (see Fig. 8) by comparing criteria pairwise in terms of the context.

![Diagram](image-url)  
**Fig. 8.** Relative importance of the criteria in case of context 2
The pairwise comparison of criteria was performed by one expert. However, the proposed method does no rule out the use of more than one expert.

4.6. Evaluation of Alternatives in Terms of Criteria

In this section, we present the results of measurements that we performed to compare database designs. We present the results of measurements for all the criteria because they are needed to fully understand the final results of the study and they give detailed numerical information about the properties of the selected designs. We also explain the tasks, based on which we performed the measurements. In case of access control criterion, we present AHP comparison matrices that we created based on the measurement results. The proposed method requires the creation of such matrices in case of all the criteria but we present only some to illustrate their use.

We also performed consistency analysis of all the comparison matrices by calculating their consistency ratio. The ratio was always less than 0.10 that is positive evidence for informed judgment [21].

Access control. Table 1 presents the results of measurements in case of access control. We performed two tasks to evaluate the access control. We counted the physical lines of code that were needed to implement the access control based on the requirements that were specified in the tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-criterion</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT privilege for all attributes of one entity type</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT privilege for a proper subset of attributes of one entity type</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 and Table 3 present pairwise comparison matrices in case of the sub-criteria of access control. We used the results from Table 1 as the basis to perform the comparisons. For instance, the regular design is strongly better than the universal design in terms of sub-criterion "SELECT privilege for all..."
attributes of one entity type" according to Table 2. The higher is the score (column Score), the better is the design in terms of this criterion. The regular design is the best in case of sub-criterion "SELECT privilege for all attributes of one entity type" because it is possible to grant access by using one GRANT statement. In case of the 6NF design one has to use multiple grant statements and in case of the universal design and the EAV/CR design one firstly has to create views and then to grant SELECT privileges based on the views. The 6NF design is the best in case of sub-criterion "SELECT privilege for a proper subset of attributes of one entity type" because each attribute has a corresponding table. Therefore, one has to use as many GRANT statements as there are attributes in the subset. In case of other designs it is necessary to create views and to grant SELECT privileges based on the views.

Table 2. The results of pairwise comparison of designs in terms of granting SELECT privilege for all attributes of one entity type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular design</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal design</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAV/CR design</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6NF design</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The results of pairwise comparison of designs in terms of granting SELECT privilege for a proper subset of attributes of one entity type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular design</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal design</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAV/CR design</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6NF design</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.552</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complexity of queries. Table 4 presents the results of measurements in case of complexity of queries. We found the total complexity of three queries. The task has three subtasks.

1. SELECT – one entity. The task was to create query "Find all the data about an order, the identifier of which is 4, the associated warehouse of which has identifier 1, and the associated district of which has identifier 5".

2. SELECT – small number of entities. The task was to create query "Find the number of customers who have the last name BARCALLYESE, who use warehouse, the identifier of which is 1, and who are in district, the identifier of which is 7".

3. SELECT – large number of entities. The task was to create query "Find the number of stocks, the quantity of which in a warehouse is less than 15. The query must only consider stocks that have been ordered with orders, the
identifiers of which are between 2981 and 3001. In addition, the query must only consider stocks that 1) are associated with warehouse, the identifier of which is 1 and 2) that are associated with district, the identifier of which is 5".

**Table 4. Measurement results in case of complexity of queries criterion (Coefficient of Network Complexity)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT – one entity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT – small number of entities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT – large number of entities</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total complexity</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of the regular design, we have to perform the smallest number of join and semijoin operations and therefore this design is the best in terms of this criterion.

**Schema size.** Table 5 presents the results of measurements in case of schema size. The schema size depends strongly on the context in case of the regular design and the 6NF design. On the other hand, the schema size of the universal design and the EAV/CR design changes only if database developers decide to change the set of data types, the corresponding values of which can be recorded in the database as attribute values. One has to note that this decision may depend on the context too.

**Table 5. Measurement results in case of schema size criterion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Integrity constraints.** Table 6 presents the results of measurements in case of integrity constraints. Firstly, we calculated the number of foreign keys (NFK), referential degree (RD), and depth of referential tree (DRT). We performed two tasks to evaluate designs in terms of CHECK constraints.

1. CHECK (involves one attribute). The task was to implement constraint "Credit check of each customer must be GC or BC".
2. CHECK (involves more than one attribute). The task was to implement constraint "Each order must satisfy the condition S_REMOTE_CNT <= S_ORDER_CNT".

To evaluate designs in terms of UNIQUE constraint, the task was to implement constrain "In case of each Stock the value of attribute S_DATA must be unique". To evaluate designs in terms of NOT NULL constraint the task was to implement constrain "Each customer must have a last name". In case of CHECK, UNIQUE, and NOT NULL constraints, we counted the
physical lines of code that were needed to implement the constraints that were specified in the tasks.

For instance, in case of NOT NULL constraint the best design is the regular design because one can implement the integrity constraint by creating a declarative NOT NULL constraint. In case of other designs one has to use complex trigger procedures.

**Table 6.** Measurement results in case of integrity constraints criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-criterion</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK (involves one attribute)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK (involves more than one attribute)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIQUE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT NULL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Performance of data manipulation operations.** Table 7 presents the results of measurements of performance of data manipulation operations (in milliseconds). We performed five tasks to evaluate the performance. The first three tasks were the same as in case of complexity of queries. In addition, we performed two tasks to measure the performance of database operations that modify data in a database: 1) insert a new order to the database (a new Order entity) and 2) update the quantity of a stock, the identifier of which is 1, and that is in a warehouse, the identifier of which is 1.

**Data size.** Table 8 presents the results of measurements of data size. We found the size of base tables and indexes (in megabytes) in a test database. PostgreSQL creates automatically an index based on each primary key. We also created additional indexes on foreign keys if the corresponding columns where not indexed due to the primary key constraint. The regular design is the best in case of both sub-criterion.

**Table 7.** Measurement results in case of performance of data manipulation operations criterion (in milliseconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-criterion</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT – one entity</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>15046.219</td>
<td>14877.789</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT – small number of entities</td>
<td>79.474</td>
<td>3751.741</td>
<td>974.636</td>
<td>11.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT – large number of entities</td>
<td>213.064</td>
<td>4286.012</td>
<td>4086.631</td>
<td>339.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT</td>
<td>26.828</td>
<td>460.726</td>
<td>160.427</td>
<td>95.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE</td>
<td>25.649</td>
<td>17339.214</td>
<td>8057.793</td>
<td>9.495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. Measurement results in case of data size criterion (in megabytes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-criterion</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of base tables</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of indexes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concurrency control. Table 9 presents the results of measurements in case of concurrency control. The task was to lock all the data that corresponds to one entity that has type Stock to modify the data and to prevent concurrent modification of the data. We counted the physical lines of code that were needed to implement the concurrency control task. The best design is the regular design because all the data about an entity is in one row and UPDATE statement automatically locks the entire row. In case of other designs, we had to lock data in more than one row by using explicit SELECT ... FOR UPDATE statements for that purpose. The 6NF design got the worst result due to the number of different tables that contain data about one entity.

Table 9. Measurement results in case of concurrency control criterion (physical lines of code)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7. The Results of the Comparison

Table 10 and Table 11 summarize the results of evaluation of four designs.

Table 10. The results of evaluation of designs in case of context 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design/Criterion</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of queries</td>
<td>0.0879</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema size</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity constraints</td>
<td>0.1411</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
<td>0.0215</td>
<td>0.0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of operations</td>
<td>0.1584</td>
<td>0.0173</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data size</td>
<td>0.0241</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency control</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative goodness of a design</td>
<td>0.5021</td>
<td>0.0998</td>
<td>0.0889</td>
<td>0.3092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, in case of context 1 the relative importance of access control criterion is 0.071 (see Fig. 7). It has two sub-criteria, both of which have the relative importance 0.500 in terms of the main criterion. The score of the regular design is 0.636 and 0.290 in case of these sub-criteria (see Table 2
and Table 3, respectively). Therefore, the score of the regular design in case of access control in context 1 is \((0.636 \times 0.500 + 0.290 \times 0.500) \times 0.071 = 0.0330\).

**Table 11.** The results of evaluation of designs in case of context 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design/Criterion</th>
<th>Regular design</th>
<th>Universal design</th>
<th>EAV/CR design</th>
<th>6NF design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of queries</td>
<td>0.0440</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>0.0725</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema size</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity constraints</td>
<td>0.0751</td>
<td>0.0166</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of operations</td>
<td>0.1893</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data size</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency control</td>
<td>0.1008</td>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative goodness of a design</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.5078</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1117</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0908</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.2897</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last rows of Table 10 and Table 11 present the final scores of designs in case of different contexts (row **Relative goodness of a design**). We found them by summarizing the scores of alternatives in case of each design. The bigger is the final score, the better is the design in terms of the goal.

The best design, from the set of given designs, in case of both contexts is the regular design. It has the highest scores in case of almost all the criteria, except performance of data manipulation operations in case of context 1 and schema size. In many cases, this design has much higher scores than other designs. The second best design in case of both contexts is the 6NF design. In case of context 1 it is the best in terms of performance of data manipulation operations. The 6NF design has the worst results among the alternatives in case of schema size and concurrency control. The third and fourth best design in case of both contexts is the universal design and the EAV/CR design, respectively. The results are a surprise in case of context 1 because some systems for managing data of clinical measurements use the universal design or the EAV/CR design [5]. We do not claim that the regular design is always the best and the EAV/CR design is always the worst because it depends on the context, criteria, relative importance of the criteria, measures, tasks, and alternatives with which the designs will be compared. For instance, Chen et al. [5] consider performance criterion in case of the EAV/CR design and mention also database and query maintainability as the advantages of using the EAV/CR design. In this paper, we used more criteria to evaluate database designs. We think that a wider range of criteria gives a better overview of advantages and disadvantages of a particular database design.
5. Conclusions

Often it is possible to use more than one database design to solve the same problem. Therefore, there should be a way to evaluate the suitability of designs.

In this work, we proposed a systematic and structured decision support method, which is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process. It enables us to compare different database designs against each other while taking into account the requirements for the database. The comparison is based on the results of measurements.

We presented a case study of evaluating four designs of SQL databases to prove the usefulness of the proposed method. We compared the regular design, the universal design, the entity-attribute-value with classes and relationships (EAV/CR) design, and the sixth normal form (6NF) design in case of PostgreSQL™ DBMS 8.3.6 based on two quite different contexts. One of the contexts describes a scientific information system for managing the results of measurements. Another context describes a typical online transaction processing system. We found the relative goodness of each database design for both contexts. The goal of the case study was to demonstrate the use of the method and not to make absolute conclusions about the goodness of the designs. Although in case of both contexts the best was the regular design it is possible that the results could be different in case of different contexts, criteria, measures, tasks, solutions, or alternatives.

An important property of the proposed method is its flexibility – it can be used in case of different data models, criteria, and alternatives.

Additional results of our work are a set of possible criteria that one can use to evaluate the designs of SQL databases. We also found software measures that correspond to the criteria. It is possible to reuse all of that during the future evaluations of SQL database designs.

On the basis of the results it is concluded that the proposed method can be effectively used to evaluate database designs.

Future work must include more empirical studies about the use of the proposed method. It is necessary to use it in case of various data models and database designs. For example, one could create some designs that are like the first and most probable regular design, but with some common design mistakes. After that one could evaluate the method by comparing the regular design with the set of newly created designs.

In addition, it is crucial to further investigate criteria that can be used to evaluate database designs. There should also be a software system that supports and partially automates the use of the method.
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Abstract. The enterprise strategy is influenced by the environment changes: socio economic, legislative, technology, and the globalization. This makes its Information System more complex and competition increasingly fierce. In order for an enterprise to ensure its place in this hard context characterized by rapid and random changes of the internal and external environments, it must have fast adapting policy of its strategy and drive quickly important changes at all levels of its Information System in order to align it to its strategy and vice versa; that's, it must always be agile. Therefore, agility of the Enterprise Information System can be considered as a primary objective of an enterprise. This paper deals with agility assessment in the context of POIRE project. It proposes a fuzzy logic based assessment approach in order to measure, regulate and preserve continuously the Information System agility. It also proposes a prototype implementation and an application of the proposed approach to a tour operator enterprise.
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1. Introduction

The work of an enterprise as a system might be considered in terms of goals and objectives such as revenues, profits, market share, budgets, and all enterprises face similar challenges: growth, value, focus, change, future, knowledge, and time [38], and security problems and/or attacks. Information system is often considered as the heart of any organization; hence, the performance of the enterprise depends on the efficiency of its information
system. The enterprise strategy is influenced by the socio economic, legislative and technology changes. Moreover, the globalization of the economy makes the enterprise information systems more complex and competition increasingly fierce. So the enterprise, in order to ensure its survival and its sustainability, it must be agile permanently; that's, an enterprise must have fast adapting policy of its strategy and drive quickly important changes at all levels of all its dimensions in order to align them to its strategy and vice versa. This can be achieved by first getting an urbanization plan [28], [40] and continuously, the enterprise must be driven according to a governance framework [3], relying on an appropriate set of best practices and/or standards. Actually, the information system is becoming a tool of strategy for most of organizations.

To bring to its full potential, any enterprise requires various categories of applications at its various levels; such as: (1) computer-aided design (CAD) systems that are used for design of manufacturing products; (2) enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems that are used to manage the marketing and sales, inventory control, procurement, distribution, human resources,…. ; (3) engineering document management (EDM) systems that are used to manage and leverage the enterprise digital design data investment; (4) materials requirements planning systems (MRP) that are used to manage manufacturing processes, (5) manufacturing execution system (MES) that are used to manage and monitor work-in-process on the factory floor; (6) computer-aided management and manufacturing (CAMM) systems that are used for mechanical, electrical or electronic engineering, and analysis and manufacturing; (7) product data management systems (PDM) that are used to manage the product's data; (8) product life cycle management (PLM) systems that are used to manage the entire life cycle of a product; (9) enterprise asset management (EAM) systems that are used to manage maintenance operations on capital equipment and other assets and properties [44].

A general characterization of enterprise applications in today's context is that they are HAD (Heterogeneous, Autonomous and Distributed) systems [2], [16]. Heterogeneous means that each enterprise application implements its own data and process model using different languages, interfaces, and platforms; which may result in different levels of heterogeneity: technical, syntactic and semantic. Autonomous refers to the fact that enterprise applications run independently of any other enterprise application. Distributed means that, enterprise applications locally implement their data model which they generally do not share with other enterprise applications.

Furthermore, today's industrial information systems have other specific characteristics:

- A strong automation of processes: this implies a strong dependence on the computing. This requires to extract all the knowledge embedded by the automated systems in order to make possible or to favor knowledge transfer, learning or simply maintenance;

- A strong evolution of systems: the systems are strongly changing because of the permanent evolution of the enterprise business that
implies that these systems must be relatively autonomous and loosely
coupled to get more flexible information systems;
- An imperative cooperation: systems have to operate together to achieve
business enterprise objectives. Each of these systems manages specific
information using specific processes.

In such systems, we can conceive that the representation of the information
and the processes is specific. On the other hand, it is imperative that these
systems cooperate in a flexible way to allow exchanges, facilitate the reuse of
their services and facilitate their modernization. Moreover, it is imperative that
the enterprise will be agile in order to correctly face changes.

Nowadays, the above agility requirement constitutes a major preoccupation
of organizations, which look for more flexibility and reactivity to respond to
diverse changes. The main reasons of these constantly evolution and
changes are generally the organization evolution, the evolution of regulations
in force, business evolution, IT evolution, and cost containment [33]. As a
consequence of all these evolutions, it becomes necessary to structure,
develop and integrate the EIS in an agile way to facilitate its evolution and
adaptation with respect to the enterprise strategy within the scope of the EIS
governance on the basis of best practices and/or standards.

However, in practice, information systems have experienced anarchic
growth and their complexity increases with time. Moreover, sustaining high
performance in a flat world characterized with an irregular competitive
landscape raises questions, such as: what is driving enterprise
transformation, and what will happen if we do not respond? What will the
future enterprise information system look like, how it will be different from the
actual one? And how to get the future information system that ensures
enterprise efficiency and sustainability?

The purpose of this work is to suggest an enterprise information system
fuzzy logic agility assessment model and ensures its preservation and
regulation within an acceptable range with time and with respect to
environments random changes. It will offer an easy and simple framework for
enterprises willing to handle changes permanently and efficiently in order to
be competitive in the market. Hence, this paper is organized as follows:
section 2 deals with the related work. Section 3 presents the details of our
proposition. Section 4 describes the implementation of the software tool.
Section 5 deals with the case study. And finally section 6 outlines some
conclusions and perspectives.

2. Related Work

The concept of agility originated at the end of the eighties and the early
nineties in the manufacturing area in the United States. Agile Manufacturing
was first introduced with the publication of a report by Goldman [14] entitled
"21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy". Since then, the concept
was extended to supply chains and business networks [1], [42], and also to
Despite the age of the concept, there is no consensus yet on a definition of agility. According to Conboy and Fitzgerald [10], most of the agility concepts are adaptations of elements such as flexibility and leaness, which originated earlier. In developing their definitions, they draw on the concepts of flexibility and leaness to define agility as the continual readiness of an entity to rapidly or inherently, proactively or reactively, embrace change, through high quality, simplistic, economical components and relationships with its environment. According to Dessouza [12], being agile, generally, results in the ability to (1) sense signals in the environment; (2) process them adequately; (3) mobilize resources and processes to take advantage of future opportunities; and (4) continuously learn and improve the operations of the enterprise. In the same idea, Goranson [15] interpreted agility as creativity and defined the enterprise agility as the ability to understand the environment and react creatively to both external and internal changes. In the same way, Houghton and his collaborators [17] interpret agility of information systems as the ability to become vigilant. Agility can also be defined in terms of characteristics of the agile enterprise [41]: (1) sensing, (2) learning, (3) adaptability, (4) resilience, (5) quickness, (6) innovation, (7) flexibility, (8) concurrency, and (9) efficiency. Recently, [36] studied the advantage of positioning agility in order to help enterprises to better align their agile practices with stakeholder values.

As we can see, agile is a quality for both enterprises and information systems. The question which must be answered is: are agile enterprises and agile information systems distinct, or do they signify the same thing? The answer depends on two perspectives. On the one hand, the information management perspective, we can consider them as one and the same, because the concept of agile information system is used to denote an agile enterprise, or in a general manner an agile business. On the other hand, the technological perspective, we can consider them as different, because agile information systems is used to denote only instantiations of technological solutions that help the processing of information; in this case technology (i.e., the agile information system) constitutes only a component of the agile enterprise. In this paper, we mainly focus on the first perspective because it is more comprehensive and integrated. Moreover the information system is considered as the mirror of the enterprise.

From the point of view measuring agility, there are some works that treat the agility issues within enterprises and they mainly concern the strategizing of IS for agility [13], the identification of the capabilities of agility [39], the identification of the agility sources [30], and the proposition of conceptual agility framework [35], and the measurement of the agility [45].

Galliers [39] studied the agility in the strategy point of view by suggesting a framework for IS strategizing, and mentions that there are three main points for strategizing agility: (1) the exploitation strategy: concerns the environmental and organizational analysis, the enterprise information and knowledge systems, the standardized procedures and rules, and the information services; (2) the exploration strategy: it is related on the
alternative futures of information systems, the existing communities of practice, the flexibility of project teams, the existence of knowledge brokers, and the possibility of cross-project learning; and (3) the change management strategy: it depends on the ability to incorporate the ongoing learning and review. In fact this framework concerns mainly the global approach of identifying the strategizing elements of the IS and it does not deal with agility evaluation and preservation. However, this work is a part of the POIRE framework, we proposed.

Sambamurthy et al. [39] distinguish three interrelated capabilities of agility: (1) operational agility: is the ability to execute the identification and implementation of business opportunities quickly, accurately, and cost-efficiently; (2) customer agility: is the ability to learn from customers, identify new business opportunities and implement these opportunities together with customers; and (3) Partnership agility: is the ability to leverage business partner's knowledge, competencies, and assets in order to identify and implement new business opportunities. These capabilities of agility are included in our approach which identifies five capabilities of agility with respect to POIRE conceptualization. Moreover, [39] do not study the agility assessment and regulation which are a main part of our work.

Concerning the identification of agility sources, Martenson [30] argues that systems can be agile in three different ways: (1) by being versatile, (2) by reconfiguration, and (3) by reconstruction. Being versatile implies that an information system is flexible enough to cope with changing conditions as it is currently set up. If current solutions are not versatile enough, reconfiguration will be needed; this can be interpreted as pent-up agility being released by a new configuration. If reconfiguration is not enough, reconstruction will be needed; this means that changes or additions have to be made to the information system. Furthermore, [30] proposed a framework that discusses how agility is produced and consumed. This is closely related to the level of agility that can be interpreted as a result of an agility production process to which resources are allocated. These agility levels are then used in order to consume agility when seizing business opportunities. Additionally, he outlines that when consuming agility within a business development effort, in many situations agility is reduced. This means that we are confronted to negative feedback that indicates how much enterprise's agility is reduced by this business development effort. [30] identifies three main sources of agility in the following order: versatility, reconfiguration and reconstruction. In our case, we deal mainly with versatility and reconfiguration. Reconstruction is not recommended for the sake of continuity of service. Moreover, Martenson [30] mentioned the fact that when consuming agility, it is reduced; but he does not study the agility regulation and preservation. This point is considered in our approach in which a cyclic life cycle and a cyclic methodology for agility assessment, regulation and preservation are proposed.

An important agility framework, which concerns the management perspective, is that proposed by Oosterhout et al. [35]. In this framework, we begin with the analyses of the change factors, where a required response of the enterprise is related to the enterprise's IT capability. Then, an enterprise's
agility readiness is determined by its business agility capabilities. These latter are the reasons behind the existence or non existence of agility gaps. If there is a mismatch between the business agility needs and the business agility readiness, there is a business agility gap. This has implications for the business agility IT strategy. This framework concerns mainly agility analysis, but not agility production, regulation and preservation; however, this work is included in our framework without any contradiction.

Another important work is by Lui and Piccoli [29] who studied the agility in the socio-technical perspective and proposed a theoretical framework. In this latter, the information system is considered as composed of two sub-systems: a technical system and social system. The technical subsystem encompasses both technology and process. The social subsystem encompasses the people who are directly involved in the information systems and reporting structure in which these people are embedded. To measure information system agility using the socio-technical perspective, Lui and Piccoli [29] use the agility of the four components: technology agility, process agility, people agility, and structure agility. Hence, they argue that the agility is not a simple summing of the agility of the four components, but it depends on their nonlinear relationship and suggest the use of fuzzy logic measurement for IS agility. This framework is theoretical, but coherent; whereas our framework is practical and detailed.

Furthermore, Winsley and Stijin [46] mention the importance of preservation of agility through audits and people education. This latter aspect is important because most of organizations continually need education for continuous agility. Even though this work is theoretical, it is taken into account in our approach.

Finally, Tsourveloudis et al. [45] proposed a fuzzy logic knowledge-based framework to evaluate the manufacturing agility. The value of agility is given by an approximate reasoning method taking into account the knowledge that is included in fuzzy IF-THEN rules. By utilizing these measures, decision-makers have the opportunity to examine and compare different systems at different agility levels. For this purpose, the agility is evaluated accordingly to four aspects: (1) production infrastructure, (2) market infrastructure, (3) people infrastructure and (4) information infrastructure. [45] showed the importance of fuzzy logic in agility evaluation and consider four aspects of the IS, which are included in our POIRE framework. Moreover, our work is in line with this framework since it is based on the use of fuzzy logic evaluation.

Although all these works are important, they are either theoretical or address partially the EIS. Our work is in line with the existing approaches and is mostly close to those proposed by Lui and Piccoli [29] and Tsourveloudis et al. [45]. We propose to extend these last researches to the evaluation of the agility of enterprise information system. Hence, we suggested a detailed and practical framework which, after identifying the need for agility of an urbanized EIS, will allow evaluating and regulating the global agility by maintaining the agility of each dimension within an acceptable range. Moreover, it includes the configuration management which gives the possibility of keeping track of the
EIS evolution, and the concept of good governance of EIS which are sources of agility production.

3. Proposition: the Poire Framework

This section describes the details of our proposition that are proposed in the context of the POIRE project. It extends the work of [23] in which the scope and principles of POIRE framework are presented.

3.1. Main principles

POIRE project concerns the information system agility in the context of large and complex enterprises with the aim to define agile best-practices. Within this project, agility assessment constitutes an important point that allows evaluating EIS agility maturity in order to determine the pertinent points that must be improved. Our agility approach is based on two main principles: urbanization and continuous improvement.

3.1.1. Urbanization

Information systems have several dimensions which can be analyzed with the typologies of the enterprise, and a complexity reflecting the human organization they must serve. Urbanization is necessary for two reasons: (1) maintain and manage at best a heritage until its effective obsolescence, and (2) have an agile information system able to evolve quickly and efficiently, according to the changing needs [28]. Hence, in our work, we consider urbanization as one of the agility production sources.

Due to their complexity, information systems are compared to urban systems or cities; hence the need of their urbanization. The main triggers of urbanization are: organizational changes, demand business, the IT market evolution, technological developments, the search for interoperability, and agility. Hence, urbanization makes an information system best suited to serve the enterprise strategy and anticipate changes in the business environment.

In order to reach these objectives, first, we have to define what should be the target information system, the one which will best serve the strategy of the enterprise, and satisfy the business process, in short an aligned information system; second, set the construction rules allowing the system to avoid repeating shortcomings of the former information system, and to anticipate changes, in short an agile information system; finally, determine the path to follow from the actual information system to get the new one, this needs knowing well the old information system in order to set appropriate criteria to know when to start and when finishing [6]. In fact, urbanization allows obtaining predictable information systems for which we can consider their evolution with serenity [37], allows adapting the enterprise strategies to
environments changes [11], and identifies the boundaries between its subsystems, which is not trivial [43]. It must combine three problematic sets to reach rules and a path of urbanization: the conduct of processing, necessary security and the expected optimization.

According to [26], [28] and [40], the process of urbanization is based on three main phases: (1) identify the business strategy which determines the need, (2) definition of functional and specific requirements maps, and (3) technology orientation identification. In our case, we consider urbanization as a basis to reach alignment [7] and agility production at different levels of each dimension of the suggested POIRE conceptualization of the EIS (Fig. 1). First urbanization is realized for each dimension of the EIS, this reveals the dimensions’ interactions, and then the process of alignment will be executed accordingly with respect to the governance directives which are defined from the enterprise strategy. Hence the process of urbanization and alignment is first top down (analysis and design of strategy) then bottom up (execution and validation). This will increase the flexibility and alignment of the EIS, hence its agility. In this context, our proposition includes a life cycle with an urbanization phase which is, actually, being developed as further work.

![Fig.1. Urbanization and Alignment. Adapted from [7]](image)

### 3.1.2. Agility and Continuous Improvement

Another aspect that’s related to enterprise and then EIS agility is the continuous improvement of the products and services’ quality [8], [18]. Hence, continuous improvement is the basis for achieving EIS agility regulation and preservation. In fact, improvement must be permanent, pervasive and structured in order to continuously improve the effectiveness of the EIS in the scope of agility production and consumption. Moreover, the need for
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improvement must be proactive. Indeed, one of the basic principles of agility as quality is prevention and continuous improvement to achieve the agility objectives that are defined and updated to reflect changes in business strategy. This means that continuous improvement is an endless project which aims to take into account failures and strategy orientation changes as early as possible with agile practices.

Agility encourages participation, because it is impossible to expect a total commitment of employees without creating an appropriate working environment, agility also means motivation and responsibility of each employee. Agility is the driver of competitiveness. The agility chain unites and connects all economic and social actors, so it is a matter of everyone and requires the participation of all.

To achieve the agility objectives and ensure continuous improvement of the EIS in order to meet the competition and conquer new markets, the enterprise must be driven according to a governance framework [3], relying on an appropriate set of best practices and/or standards combined with agile practices. Governance of the EIS ensures its management and it is considered as a management process based on best practices [25] allowing the enterprise to optimize its investments in order to achieve its agility objectives that are defined by the enterprise strategy. EIS governance allows [5]: (1) better decision-making: this can increase the efficiency of IS; (2) a clarification of the roles of different actors: it can create synergies; (3) better definition of responsibilities of the actors: this allows knowing the rights and duties of each employee; and (4) a better understanding of key processes related to the IS: this allows sharing the understanding of the complexity of processes and their implementation. Hence, good governance increases the degree of agility of the EIS. Standards and/or best practices allow: (1) the implementation of governance and improve controls of the IS; (2) evaluation, in the form of scale, of the level of achievement of one or more objectives; (3) manage the IS at all levels; (4) Audit of the IS; and (5) ensure the conformity of the IS.

Among the best practices and/or standards on EIS governance, we mainly find: COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology): dedicated to governance and audit of information systems [20]; ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) dedicated to optimize information technology services within the company [34]; ISO 27001 dedicated to audit and improve IS security [19]; CMMi (Capability Maturity Model Integration): dedicated to developing systems and software [4]; ISO 9001: dedicated to help organizations in developing general quality management systems [18].

Our contribution is based on an iterative life cycle for agility production and consumption, and a feedback loop regulation and preservation methodology in the scope of continuous improvement. Moreover, there is no contradiction in combining the POIRE approach with the best practices frameworks such as COBIT, ITIL, CMMI, and PRINCE.
3.2. Agility dimensions

In order to evaluate the overall agility of an EIS, first the IS is urbanized, in a top-down approach by successive refinements, into dimensions and components; then the process of agility evaluation is carried out in the bottom-up approach taking into account the mutual influences between the different components and dimensions of the EIS. In this context, POIRE framework suggested the following EIS conceptualization [23]:

Process dimension (P): This dimension deals with the enterprise behavior i.e. business processes. It can be measured in terms of time and cost needed to counter unexpected changes in the process of the enterprise. Agile process infrastructure enables in-time response to unexpected events such as correction and reconfiguration. It can be measured by their precision, exhaustively, non redundancy, utility, reliability, security, integrity, actuality, efficiency, effectiveness, and feasibility.

Organization dimension (O): This dimension deals with all the organizational elements involved in industry, i.e. structure, organization chart… It can be measured by their hierarchy type, management type, range of subordination, organizational specialization, intensity of their head quarter, redundancy, flexibility, turnover, and exploitability.

Information dimension (I): This dimension deals with all the stored and manipulated information within the enterprise. It concerns the internal and external movements of information. It can be measured from the level of information management tasks, i.e. the ability to collect, share and exploit structured data. It can be measured by their accuracy, exhaustively, non redundancy, utility, reliability, security, integrity, actuality, publication, and accessibility. Information represents a key factor for an enterprise to maintain competitiveness.

Resource dimension (R): This dimension is about the used resources within the enterprise. It can mainly concern people, IT resources, and organizational infrastructures. It can be measured by their usefulness, necessity, use, reliability, connectivity and flexibility. Concerning the people, which constitute in our opinion the main key in achieving agility within an enterprise, it can be assessed by the level of training of the personnel, the motivation/inspiration of employees and the data accessible to them. The adequateness and quality of perception, actions, decisions, and the time response represent a basis for achieving goals according to the enterprise strategy. So, people must be provided with adequate support while maintaining and strengthening their qualities through motivation and implication in the enterprise objectives.

Environment dimension (E): This dimension deals with the external factors of the enterprise, including customer service (B2C), regulations, global restrictions, and marketing feedback. It can be measured by the ability of the enterprise to identify and exploit opportunities, customize products, enhance services, deliver them on time and at lower cost and expand its market scope. It deals mainly with the interoperability; hence of the agility of the shared software and technology resources within a network of enterprises (B2B) and
Moreover, agility in the context of B2B and B2C will allow to improve permanently, the quality of the supply chain management (SCM). It can be measured by their reactivity, proactivity, and accuracy.

3.3. POIRE life cycle

For the sake of continuous improvement allowing agility production and consumption regulation and preservation, we suggest an iterative life cycle (Fig. 2) in the scope of the proposed POIRE framework.

Fig.2. POIRE life cycle

First, the eve mission collects external and/or internal changes. Second, these changes are analyzed in the scope of the urbanization of the information system in order to have a better view and identify the dimensions overlapping. Third the agility of the influenced components of the information system is evaluated with respect to the enterprise strategy. Forth, the necessary adjustments are implemented at each identified level of each POIRE dimension, to meet the required agility taking into account the mutual effects and/or interfaces between the EIS dimensions. Fifth, the designed changes are validated with respect to the collected changes. Finally, the assets and configuration management phase resumes the life cycle before taking into consideration any eventual external and/or internal new changes and the process of continuous improvement recycles. We notice that dot line arrows show the possible feedback in order to ensure coherence and validation.

Let us notice that the POIRE life cycle is iterative, and is based on two main principles: urbanization which allows structuring better, a priori, the
enterprise information system architecture; and continuous improvement of the EIS. This will allow obtaining an agile information system that supports the enterprise strategy and adapt to its changes (mergers, reconfigurations, new laws...) and keep its traceability by the configuration management.

3.4. POIRE metamodel

Fig. 3 shows the POIRE metamodel [23]. It shows the result of the EIS decomposition, into dimensions, which are composed of factors and these factors are composed of criteria, in the context of the overall agility evaluation with respect to the appropriate metrics, in bottom-up approach.

Fig.3. POIRE metamodel

An agility grid is established for each dimension of the EIS. The agility of the information system is then evaluated through the evaluation of the agility of its dimensions. This metamodel is used in order to generate the appropriate grids and questionnaires for a given EIS according to the culture of the enterprise and the context.

This is done according to a maturity grid that we proposed: this maturity grid is based on the perception of users and managers and aims to enable enterprises, especially the directions of information systems and IT managers to analyze and audit their information systems to assess their maturity and mainly the overall agility according to POIRE conceptualization, and it consists of five questionnaires, each for each POIRE dimension which are summarized in table 1 of section 3.5 below and a set of reference indicators. These indicators concern the scope of reference: listening to the influence...
sources, governance: permanent alignment of the EIS to the enterprise strategy, enterprise culture: promoting the best practices, technology investment: provide sustainable development technologies, and projects and applications: optimize applications and technologies.

The development process followed for determining the criteria can be summarized as follows:

- Step 1: Construction of a fairly comprehensive list of criteria obtained after synthesis of the literature, that could possibly characterize the different concepts and / or aspects of an information system;
- Step 2: Determination of the external attributes of the evaluation: factors, which are obtained by combinations of criteria;
- Step 3: Purification of the previously obtained model by eliminating the factors or criteria considered unimportant, synonyms or polysemes;
- Step 4: Identification and normalization of metrics for each criterion. Identifying metrics for a criterion allows defining the quantitative measures for this criterion, while the normalization is to transform theses measures so that they belong to the interval $[1- 5]$.

The obtained criteria are grouped into agility factors. The retained factors are: coherence, commodity, conformity, exploitability, flexibility, optimality, responsiveness, and security.

### 3.5. Agility evaluation approach

The concept of agility is somehow subjective; this makes difficult the definition of agility metrics. In addition the enterprise information system is multidimensional. So in order to evaluate the overall or global agility of an EIS, after the process of urbanization of the information system, we proceed as follows (FIG.4):

- Step 1: Collect internal and external information, this action depends on the adequateness of perception and quality of interpretation of the changes.
- Step 2: Define a set of quantitative agility factors, composed of criteria, which constitutes a questionnaire for each dimension defined in the POIRE framework, and set the criteria agility values.
- Step 3: Evaluate the agility of each dimension by combining the factors agility values.
- Step 4: Combine the obtained results in order to get the overall or global agility of the EIS.
Our approach, in order to apprehend the complexity of EIS, defines three levels of complexity for agility evaluation:

- A simplified level which assumes that all the dimensions have the same weight and all the criteria of each dimension have the same weight too;

- An extended level which refines the results obtained by the simplified model, takes into account the weights of the dimensions in a given context and type of EIS;

- And the detailed level which takes into account the weights of dimensions, the weights of the factors, and the weights of the criteria. Hence, for each level of complexity we develop its corresponding assessment model and according to the complexity of a given EIS, we can use one, two or three of them sequentially.

In the present work, we deal with the high level of abstraction; that’s the simplified model corresponding to the simplified level of complexity and the extended level which takes into account the weights of the dimensions. This model assumes that all the criteria and factors of the dimensions have the same weight. It is applicable for EIS corresponding to this configuration, such as a tour operator. The calculations will be as follows:

The agility of any factor (FA) of any dimension is given by:
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\[ FA_j = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{NC} C_j \right) / NC \]  

(1)

Where \( C_j \): \( j^{th} \) criterion of the factor \( i \)

\( NC \): number of criteria of the factor \( i \)

The agility of any of the five dimensions (DA) of the POIRE conceptualization is given by:

\[ DA = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{NF} FA_j \right) / NF \]  

(2)

Where \( FA_j \): \( j^{th} \) factor of the dimension \( D \)

\( NF \): nombre de facteurs de la dimension \( D \)

The overall or global agility (GA) of the EIS is given by:

\[ GA = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{5} \lambda_j DA_j \right) / \sum_{j=1}^{5} \lambda_j \]  

(3)

Where \( GA \): Global Agility of the EIS

\( DA \): Dimension Agility, with \( D = [P/O/I/R/E] \)

\( \lambda_j \): weight of dimension \( j \) which is set by managers and users.

According to the preceding section, agility evaluation concerns all the dimensions of the EIS; hence, for each agility dimension, we suggest a list of pertinent criteria grouped in a list of factors, as shown in table 1 below for the resource dimension. Each dimension list is presented to users as questionnaire in order to set the appropriate value for each criterion. The value of agility of each criterion is expressed using the fuzzy logic variables which take values in the following set {Very low, Low, Average, High, Very High}, which in our opinion reflects the enterprise jargon and fuzziness is closer to the way of human thinking [24]; moreover, these values appear as comment for each calculated agility factor. For the sake of calculation, implied people associate numerical values to these variables in the following ranges: Very Low≤1, low≤2, Average≤3, High≤4, Very high≤5, and X if the criterion is not applicable in a given EIS, then it is not taken into account in the calculation process.

**Table 1. Resource dimension grid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Factor and its criteria designation</th>
<th>Criterion agility</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>What is the role of the personnel in the company?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1, What is the level of training of the personnel?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Is the personnel considered the most important resource?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Do employees understand their roles?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Are employees involved in management and decision making?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor agility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>How human resources are managed?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Does the personnel considered as an important resource?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Is the direction encourages and inspires employees by example?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Are the employees motivated?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Is the personnel potentialities quantified and valued?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor agility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>How human resources are organized?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Does employee's assignment done according to their skills?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Does the assignment of employees is done according to the context?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Do you use cross-functional teams?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Is the range of subordination respected?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Do we use expert systems to improve performance and efficiency of our decisions and of our employees?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor agility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>What are the characteristics of employees?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Are employees agile and they adapt easily to changes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Do employees have the initiative and creativity spirit?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Are employees involved in the enterprise management?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Are employees versatile?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor agility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources known?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software potentialities evaluated?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R5.1</th>
<th>Are the hardware and software resources used?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R5.2</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources known?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5.3</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources useful?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factor: Agility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R6.1</th>
<th>How hardware and software resources are managed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6.2</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources shared?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6.3</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources updated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6.4</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources accessible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6.5</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources secured?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factor: Agility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R7.1</th>
<th>Are the hardware and software resources evolutionary?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R7.2</td>
<td>Are they interoperable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7.3</td>
<td>Are they integrated at all levels of the EIS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7.4</td>
<td>Can they be adapted to the context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7.5</td>
<td>Are they easily expandable?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factor: Agility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R8.1</th>
<th>What are the characteristics of hardware and software resources?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R8.2</td>
<td>Are they new?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8.3</td>
<td>Is their use easy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8.4</td>
<td>Are they maintainable easily?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8.5</td>
<td>What is the degree of flexibility of the overall structure of hardware and software resources?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factor: Agility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R9.1</th>
<th>What is the lifespan of hardware and software resources?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R9.2</td>
<td>Are the hardware and software resources type of Sustainable Development (SD)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9.3</td>
<td>Are they robust?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor agility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9₃</td>
<td>Are they flexible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9₄</td>
<td>Can they be guaranteed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9₅</td>
<td>Do we promote actively the technology allowing change?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R10</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do employees have a privileged place?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10₁</td>
<td>Is the intellectual property of employees has more value than physical products?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10₂</td>
<td>Do employees have an environment allowing their evolution and development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10₃</td>
<td>Are the employees potentialities are exploited on the overall strategy basis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10₄</td>
<td>Do employees have access to all information necessary to perform their tasks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10₅</td>
<td>Is innovation considered as a main weapon of competitiveness?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor agility</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>How technology is exploited?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11₁</td>
<td>Are new ways to use science and technology explored to produce new services and improve existing products?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11₂</td>
<td>Is technology used as a means and not as an engine of change?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11₃</td>
<td>Do we understand the positive and negative impacts of emerging technologies on our enterprise?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11₄</td>
<td>Do we use more and more, technology of e-commerce to achieve our strategic objectives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11₅</td>
<td>Are products dependent on technology or are they based on the technology?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the agility of each dimension is calculated, the users set the weights \( \lambda_i \) of the dimensions in order to calculate the overall agility of the EIS.
In order to help users and managers to fix the criteria value, for each applicable question it is associated a five levels scale ranging from 1 to 5. Let’s consider the example of R11. The evaluation is based on the following levels notes: (1) dependent on proprietary technologies, (2) dependent on standard technologies, (3) based on proprietary technologies, (4) based on standard and proprietary technologies, and (5) based on standard technologies.

3.6. Agility preservation and regulation methodology

An old information system which is not maintained within the logic of preservation of its agility is not a good candidate for important transformation. Hence; in our opinion, it is not sufficient to just make some parts of each dimension of the EIS agile for a given situation or context, but it is important to maintain them agile with time and for any situation; that is, the hardest task begins after the victory. Hence, there is a need of a continuous improvement of the EIS in order to update its agility: may be some previous parts will loose, increase, or decrease their level of agility, and/or some rigid parts will become agile, and so on. For, we suggest a continuous approach of evaluation, regulation and preservation of agility of the EIS within the allowed limits. These limits may be imposed by the technology limits (laws of physics), regulations, global restrictions, or human limits. This supposes that a priori the enterprise managers install an eve mission and define a flexible and revealing or efficient scoreboard in the scope of the EIS governance framework. This later is based on the enterprise strategy. Winsley and Stijin [46] mention the importance of preservation of agility through audits and people education.

Agility is non deterministic; hence, in order to evaluate the agility parameters, we propose to use the linguistic variables concept of fuzzy logic which has the advantage of being adjusted by the user. In order to evaluate the agility of an EIS, we begin with the analysis of the information system and the determination of the target information system grid. Then, we customize the questionnaire and we evaluate the different metrics that allow determining the agility criteria and also the real agility grid. Once the real agility is obtained according to the enterprise potentialities exploitation and the target agility is obtained according to the existing enterprise potentialities evaluation, using the evaluation approach given in the previous section, they are compared with respect of the allowed error \( \epsilon \), and we conclude with an EAIS (Enough Agility of the Information System) message to the evaluator user, or we make the necessary recommendations and adjustments in the case where there is NEAIS (Not Enough Agility of the Information System) in such a way to converge the real agility value to the target agility value such that: \( \text{Real GA} \geq \text{Target GA} - \epsilon \).

We note that the allowed error \( \epsilon \) is a positive real number and depends on the type of EIS. Fig. 5 illustrates the main principle of the proposed methodology, which guarantees a continuous improvement of the EIS agility.
4. Practical Implementation

4.1. Prototype implementation description

The prototype implementation is carried out using the MS Excel environment, and the tool interface looks like shown in Fig.6 below; it is characterized by its practicability and easy of use. The obtained results are given below. Equations (1), (2) and (3), given in section 3-5 above, are used to calculate the approximate values of the agility of each dimension and the overall agility of the EIS in terms of the existing potentialities, then of their real exploitation. We note that the managers assume that all the dimensions have equal weight \( \lambda \).

This prototype is used in order to evaluate the target agility on the basis of the EIS analysis in terms of existing potentialities evaluation, and the real agility by evaluating the real exploitation of the existing potentialities. The users and managers set the criteria target and real agility values within the range \([1 – 5]\) if applicable, else X; then the target and real factor agility and the dimension target agility are estimated, automatically, using equations 1 and 2 respectively. Once the target and the real agility values of each POIRE dimension are calculated, the target and real overall agility values of the EIS are generated automatically using equation 3; and the results are given in a dashboard form. This later allows, though its analysis to conclude and, eventually, generate the appropriate recommendations in order to improve the agility degree of the EIS.
4.2. Tour operator EIS agility assessment

4.2.1. General description

The main mission of a tour operator enterprise is to organize trips throughout the world for its clients. There are three types of destinations: sea, mountains and cities, and for each destination, there are three types of accommodations: hotels, bungalows, or residences. All trips offer many activities, such as swimming, diving, tennis, golf, sailing, water skiing, climbing, cycling, and so on. The enterprise is organized around six departments: financial, marketing, commercial, exploitation, and organization, which depend from the general direction. Travel agencies which are spread through several countries depend from the commercial department. Moreover, the enterprise has collaborating agencies. The role of an agency is to help customers choose the appropriate voyage upon several parameters, such as the country, season, destination, accommodation, activities, prices, and so on. The operation of the enterprise depends on the efficiency of its networks and of its employees, its degree of competitiveness, and the general regulation.
4.2.2. Results and discussion

The application of the POIRE methodology and use of the software prototype in order to assess the agility of the Tour operator IS has yielded the following results (Table 2) and (Fig. 7) below.

Table 2: Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Target agility</th>
<th>Real agility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the results

After being calculated, the real agility of the EIS, it is compared to the target agility in order to define, if any, the necessary actions which will bring the real value at least near the target one according to the allowed error $\varepsilon$, that is set by the managers to 1.0 in this case study.

In our case, the estimated target global agility value is about 4.10, and the real value of the global agility is around 2.20; this means that managers and employees of the tour operator enterprise have to define the necessary adjustments, at the level of each dimension of the EIS in order to improve its real global agility such that $(\text{Real GA} \geq \text{Target GA} - \varepsilon)$; that’s $(\text{Real GA} \geq 3.1)$. This will allow the enterprise to be competitive, sustainable, and increase its benefit. In this scope, the main recommendations, for the managers and users in order to increase the EIS effectiveness and maturity by increasing its agility are as follows: increase customers’ integration, increase collaborative work,
enhance publication and sharing of the vision and strategy of the enterprise, increase people agility, increase degree of precision and exhaustiveness of information, enhance training level of personnel, and exploit more the flexibility of resources.

5. Conclusion

This paper deals with agility in the context of POIRE project. It describes the need for enterprise information system agility and proposes an agility fuzzy logic evaluation, regulation and preservation framework based on two main principles: urbanization and continuous improvement that any enterprise should consider in order to manage changes and uncertainties in a competitive environment. Our assessment model is based on the evaluation of the agility of five dimensions that constitute any EIS and that are the result of the urbanization process. This allows organizations strategizing for agility production, consumption, and preservation. In addition this results in creating recoverable and secure architectures in different contexts and the enterprise will be continuously mirrored by its IS, then its sustainability is ensured as long as its agility is preserved. Moreover, our approach can be used to audit EIS agility and helps in defining recommendations for managers and users in order to increase the capabilities of the organization. Furthermore, there is, in our opinion, no contradiction in combining the POIRE approach with the best practices frameworks such as COBIT, ITIL, CMMI, PRINCE... and that each of the agility frameworks described in the related work covers certain parts of the EIS, whereas POIRE covers all levels of the EIS. The POIRE approach promotes individuals and interactions over processes and tools, and fosters collaboration with customers on contract negotiations. Moreover, it allows enterprises to be premonitory and assess their agility degree easily with the software prototype and generate the appropriate recommendations in order to initiate or handle any change rapidly and efficiently.

The application of the proposed model, to estimate the agility of a tour operator enterprise, shows the correlation and the coherence of the different models of the POIRE conceptualization and its practicability. For the managers of the enterprise, this experiment showed them the hidden faces of the different components of the EIS, and highlighted the way they would manage and govern better, in a collaborative manner, the enterprise to increase the benefit and evolve continuously smoothly with internal and external changes.

Finally, this presented model neglects the mutual interactions between the different dimensions factors and criteria of the EIS; so, the obtained values of the agility are not necessary the best ones. In order to improve the precision of calculation, actually, we are studying the interactions between the POIRE dimensions, factors and criteria which are represented by saturated graphs and defining mutual matrices which will define the heterogeneous and homogeneous links [27] between the dimensions and factors respectively,
according to the type and the context of evolution of the EIS; then mutual effects will be included in the mathematical model as product factors that may result in a negative, neutral or positive influence. Finally, we are planning their application to industrial enterprises information systems and e-government information systems. Moreover, further work is under study in parallel, such as studying the different ways of producing agility at different levels of the EIS, and one of the obtained results deals with the agility production by the integration of SOA with ITSM [21], and use the developed prototype to specify and develop the industrial software tool that will be used to generate automatically the recommendations and statistical analysis.
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Abstract. The paper presents a decision model and a tool that helps to find an information systems development methodology (ISDM) for a computer-based business information system (IS) that is suitable to a certain IS development project or an organisation dealing with IS development. The intention of the model is not only to suggest a certain ISDM, but also to propose the properties an ISDM should have to suite the project or the organisation. It is designed in a way that facilitates experimentation with different project, organisation and ISDM properties. Based on the model we created a tool that has been applied on several cases in which we validated the correctness of its recommendations and established that it can have a significant positive contribution in the process of ISDM selection and in the process of improvement of existing ISDM.
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1. Introduction

An information system can be defined as a set of interrelated components that collect, manipulate, store and disseminate data and information and provide a feedback mechanism to meet an objective [34]. These components include users who perform information related tasks, and different information technologies (IT) that help business users perform these tasks or in some cases perform the tasks autonomously without user intervention. In the context of the paper we focus on IS that are computer-based and support business operations. In the continuation of the paper the abbreviation IS is used for such information systems.
Nowadays, computer systems are the most important IT component and are used to store data and to convert data to useful information. Development of computer support is therefore an important part of IS development. It is a relatively complex process that comprises tasks like gathering requirements for new IS, analysing the requirements, designing the new IS, implementing the new IS, etc. To optimize the development process of IS various IS development methodologies (ISDM) have been developed in the past decades that prescribe various approaches that can be applied during the development to improve the IS development process and the end product i.e. IS to be developed.

An ISDM can be defined as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools, and documentation aids which will help the system developers in their efforts to implement a new information system [3]. In the paper we consider ISDMs that focus on development of computer-based IS. These ISDMs can vary from heavyweight that precisely define every single step of the development, to lightweight ISDMs that only vaguely define the most important parts of the development process. The lightweight ISDMs gained their importance with the emergence of agile software development that stresses the using of the most suitable ISDM for a certain type of IS development project and organisation dealing with IS development [8]. The problem is, however, how to select an ISDM type that suits the requirements of an IS development organisation and its type of development projects. Organisations dealing with IS development often lack knowledge and experience to be able to objectively evaluate different types of ISDMs. Often the selection of an ISDM is based only on an advice of a consultant company trying to sell its own one. Consequently, such approach often results in selection of an only partially suitable ISDM and can be considered as one of the important reasons for low ISDM adoption levels in IS development organisations. Fitzgerald [10], for instance, found out that 60 per cent of companies do not use ISDM at all and that only six per cent reported following ISDMs rigorously.

In this paper we present a decision model and tool support that IS development organisations can use to consider wider range of ISDM, and thus select a suitable ISDM that meets their requirements and expectations. The purpose of the model is not to appoint the use of a certain ISDM, but merely to suggest what kind of ISDM is suitable for a certain type of IS development project and/or IS development organisation.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the background and the research method. It is followed by the description of the decision model in section 3 and description of tool support in section 4. Section 5 in which we present verification of the model in practice is followed by the conclusion.
2. Related work and research method

The problem of selecting a suitable ISDM has been addressed in different ways in the past. However, the proposed approaches and models typically consider only a relatively small number of different ISDM aspects, limit themselves only on selection of ISDM from an ISDM family, or offer general rules and guidelines but do not advise about specific ISDMs.

Cockburn [8], for instance, provides a decision model that helps select the suitable ISDM from a family of ISDMs named Crystal. To select an ISDM that suits the project, the model considers three main project properties: number of people involved in the project, criticality of the project, and priorities of the project. However, the model is limited to selection of an ISDM from the Crystal family of ISDM, although similar properties can be used also for selection of other ISDM. Another example is Rational Unified Process (RUP) [14] that provides guidelines for tailoring the ISDM (RUP in specific) to the needs of a development project. It considers various project parameters and provides rules for selecting the most suitable development lifecycle. However, it is limited only to customization of RUP and does not consider other ISDMs. Yet another example is offered by Mikulenas and Butleris [26], who present the idea of constructing a specialised evaluation model of suitability assessment that considers agile ISDMs only. As an alternative to these relatively specialised models and guidelines, more general guidelines for ISDM selection can be found. For instance, McConnell [25] provides general guidelines on how to select the most suitable development lifecycle and gives practical tips on best practices for various development environments. Similarly, different authors of agile ISDM (e.g. [11, 12, 30]) provide general recommendations for adaptation and use of these ISDM. Although these general guidelines and tips are very useful they do not include recommendations for selection of a specific ISDM. An example of a comprehensive method for evaluating software engineering methods and tools is DESMET [21]. It provides nine methods of evaluation and a set of criteria to help evaluators select an appropriate method. However it is intended to be used by an evaluator to plan and execute an evaluation but does not provide advice about specific ISDMs and their suitability to a certain organisation or project. Other approaches exist that help improve the suitability of an ISDM to a certain IS development project and IS development organisation like method engineering [4, 6]. The result of using such approaches is an ISDM that is tailored to the needs of such project and organisation from existing ISDM components. They consider a wide array of project and organisation properties that form the basis for selection of the most suitable ISDM components. These approaches, however, are not intended to verify whether certain ISDM is more or less suitable for a certain IS development project or organisation dealing with IS development; they rather focus on construction of a tailored ISDM. Furthermore, IT governance frameworks and best practices like Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) [16] and Information technology infrastructure library (ITIL) [28] exist that help improve IT related processes and provide
valuable knowledge regarding managing and improving these processes. Similarly, Information Services Procurement Library (ISPL) [17] that is based on former Euromethod [9] provides best practices in the field of acquisition processes related to Information Technology. Although all these frameworks provide valuable information and can be used to access and improve the general quality of different IT related processes they are not intended to provide advice about selection of a specific ISDM that is suitable for a specific project or organisation.

We first presented idea of the decision model that would help select a suitable ISDM for an IS development project at ISD conference in 2003 [38] where we proposed four basic requirements for such decision model. Firstly, the model should be extendable so that users could add their own properties and decision rules and adapt the model to the needs of their organisation. Users should also be able to include additional ISDM and project types. Secondly, the results of the model should be transparent i.e. users should be informed about the reasons why a certain ISDM is preferred over the other in given context and what are the ISDMs desired properties. Thirdly, the model should facilitate experimentation with various properties and their weights, thus enabling the user to receive the most valuable results for certain situation. Finally, the model should facilitate work with incomplete information, which enables the user to receive at least partial results even though he does not have enough information to enter all properties. Since this initial idea, the model has been considerably extended, improved and used on various practical cases.

The research was divided into two phases. In the first phase we used literature review to assemble various decision rules and models regarding ISDM selection. Then we integrated these rules into a comprehensive decision model and developed a tool that implemented the model. We tested the decision model by applying the tool on three real life projects. Based on the findings from these tests results we improved the decision model and used it in further research and practical applications. The aim of the second phase of the research was to validate the recommendations produced by the model and to confirm our proposed hypothesis that the model can significantly contribute to ISDM selection and improvement process in an IS development organisation. This part of the research was performed as a case study [41].

3. The decision model

The selection of an ISDM that suits a certain IS development project and/or a certain organisation dealing with IS development requires careful consideration of a variety of the project and the organisation properties and a variety of ISDM properties. Decision situations in which a large number of properties have to be considered can be well managed by multi-attribute decision models [37, 42] that also form the basis for our decision model. An
approach that is often used in similar situations is analytic hierarchy process (AHP) by Saaty [31]. Although we build sets of project/organisation properties and ISDM properties in a similar way as criterion hierarchies are built in AHP using only AHP approach is not sufficient as we have to determine which ISDM properties suite certain project/organisation properties. To determine the suitability of ISDM properties to project/organisation properties we have to use various decision rules. Therefore we propose a decision model that is a hybrid between a weighted score model and a rule-based model. The decision model uses two separate sets of properties: a set of properties that describe ISDMs (discussed in subsection 3.2) and a set of properties that describe projects and/or organisations (discussed in subsection 3.3). Both sets are organised as weighted score models where the weights of ISDM properties are pre-set and are not intended to be changed while weights of the properties that describe projects and/or organisations can be changed by users of the model who in this manner can emphasize the properties that they see as the most important for his project and/or organisation. To determine how suitable a certain ISDM property is for certain IS development project/organisation property the decision model considers various decision rules. We organised these part of the decision model as a rule-based model where the rules are organised in a matrix discussed in subsection 3.4. These rules present a link between ISDM and project/organisation properties.

The decision model facilitates two different types of users shown on Figure 1. The first type is an ISDM expert who has advanced knowledge in the field of ISDM and provides the values for the properties that define a certain ISDM – ISDM descriptions. His responsibility is to select ISDM descriptions that are considered by the decision model during the decision making process and if required he can also to define additional ISDM descriptions. The ISDM expert can also define new decision rules for ISDM selection. Although the general decision rules for ISDM selection are predefined and are part of the decision model the ISDM expert can define additional decision rules that are specific for a certain organisation or project. The second type of user is a business user who requires recommendation about suitability of different ISDMs for his IS development project or IS development organisation. The responsibility of the business user is to provide the values for properties that describe the IS development project or the IS development organisation – project and organisation descriptions. He can also set weights that define which of the project or the organisation properties are more important in his case and consequentially have greater influence on the final decision produced by the decision model.

The decision model can be used in two basic ways. Firstly, it can be used to recommend the most suitable ISDM for the given IS development project or IS development organisation. This recommendation is based on: ISDM descriptions, IS development project or organisation descriptions, and the decision rules that are part of the decision model. Secondly, the decision model can produce a set of ISDM properties that are recommended for certain IS development project or IS development organisation. This set of recommended properties can then be used to adapt and improve an ISDM.
that already exists in the organisation. Details on how the decision model produces these recommendations are discussed in subsection 3.4.

We limited the scope of the decision model to ISDM for conventional development of computer-supported IS and did not consider ISDMs for special purposes like ISDMs for ERP systems (e.g. [1]) or people oriented ISDMs (e.g. [27]). The types of ISDM that were considered include: agile ISDMs (e.g. Extreme programming [5]), object oriented ISDMs (e.g. IBM Rational Unified Process [14]), data and process oriented ISDMs (e.g. Information Engineering [24]) and other custom ISDM implemented and used by organisations in which we applied the decision model (e.g. see section 5).

3.1. Project properties

Based on the review of existing studies and models discussed in section 2 and our experience form practical tests of the model discussed in section 5 we propose the set of project properties shown in Table 1. We propose to divide the properties into five main property groups that are further divided into properties for which the predefined values are assigned. For instance, property group Size and complexity of the system has property Planned future that can take any of the predefined values: Maintenance only, Minor upgrades, and Major upgrades or new versions based on this version. For
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certain properties we also defined quantitative measures that help the user of the decision model to select the suitable value. For instance System size can be expressed in man-month, where the definition of size is based on existing definitions (e.g. [40]) and is as follows: very small = less than 30 man-month, small = 30 to 100 man-month, medium = 100 to 250 man-month, large = 250 to 500 man-month, very large = more than 500 man-month. Other properties are defined in a similar manner.

Certainly it is possible to find additional properties that define a project. However, we tried to select properties that could be easily identified for most projects and are important for the decision process. The number and the contents of the properties proved sufficient during the use of the model in most cases.

Table 1. Property groups and properties of project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property groups</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size and complexity of the system</td>
<td>System size (defined in man-month or alternatively in equivalent KLOC, number of use-cases, functional points, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System complexity (defined on the basis of number of components and/or architectural layers, number of connections to other systems, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Criticality of the system (defined on the basis of severity of consequences of the system malfunction, a more critical system has to be more reliable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System history (defined on the basis of existence of preceding systems and on how the preceding systems would be used for creation of the new system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planned future (defined on the basis of predicted future of the system, system can be only temporary and only maintenance is predicted or it can form a foundation for further upgrades and development of new systems even on different platforms, will the number of users of the system raise in the future, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project type</td>
<td>Project priorities (defined as two main different priorities: productivity, where the most important aspect is that workable system is developed in short time; and legal liability where it is also important that artefacts are traceable and work on project is documented and tracked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project predictability (defined by stability of requirements and maturity of business– projects with more stable requirements and more mature business can be better predicted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time limitations (defines whether the project has very strict</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property groups</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time limitations that cannot be postponed)</td>
<td>Cost limitations (defines whether the project has very strict cost limitations that cannot be changed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System type</td>
<td>Types of target applications (defines common types of applications developed as the result of a project; these include traditional rich-client desktop applications, web-based applications and mobile applications)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectures</td>
<td>(defines types of architectures used in the project; these include service-oriented architectures &amp; patterns, common object oriented architectures &amp; patterns and structured architectures &amp; patterns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBMS type</td>
<td>(defines types of DBMS used in the project; these include relational DBMS, hierarchical DBMS and object-oriented DBMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>(defines the types of communication and connections to external systems used by the project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy support</td>
<td>(defines whether there is need for support of legacy technologies which require special approaches and what kind of support is needed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Experience in development (defines the level of developers’ experience in the field of IS development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team and environment</td>
<td>Experience in ISDM use (defines the level of developers’ experience in the field of ISDM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem domain experience (defines the level of developers’ experience in the field of system’s problem domain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Willingness to learn (defines the level of developers’ preparedness to learn to apply new approaches and technologies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation (defines the level of developers’ preparedness to cooperate and share knowledge and experience with their colleagues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discipline (defines the level of developers’ discipline in following the rules and guidelines prescribed by an organisation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team culture (defines the general team culture that can be autocratic/centralised or democratic/participative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team location (defines physical location of the development them that can be centralised in one building or dispersed over different continents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property groups</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team size</td>
<td>(defines the size of the development team on a project or typical size of development team in an organisation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of development organisations involved in the project (defines the number of different development organisations that cooperate on the same project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Requirements regarding ISDM and documentation (defines how rigorous are the customer’s requirements regarding ISDM and the documentation produced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperativeness (defines the level of customer’s willingness to cooperate with developers especially in specifying the system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem domain knowledge (defines the level of customer’s knowledge in the target problem domain)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different projects often stress different aspects of the development. For instance, property called Legacy support might play an important role in selection of the right ISDM for a project dealing with upgrade of a legacy system, but is significantly less important on projects that build new IS from scratch, though legacy support might be still desired. Therefore a weight (see Figure 1) can be assigned to each property that enables the user of the decision model to put emphasis on properties that are more important for specific project.

### 3.2. ISDM properties

We propose a set of ISDM properties shown in Table 2. The properties are grounded on literature discussed in section 2 and our experience gained from application of the decision model in practice (see section 5). We propose to organise the properties in seven main property groups that are further divided into properties for which the predefined values are assigned.

The ISDM descriptions are typically maintained by an ISDM expert and not by the business user of the decision model. The ISDM expert describes an ISDM by assigning the predefined values to the ISDM properties. It is possible that an ISDM has special properties and values that are not predefined, but are important for the decision process. In such case, the ISDM expert can add these new properties and values and also define additional decision rules that are in connection with these new properties and values. However, practical application of the decision model showed that the number and content of our proposed ISDM properties is sufficient for selection of ISDM in most cases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property groups</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Process – general properties    | Process lifecycles (defines process which lifecycles are supported by an ISDM like waterfall, iterative, incremental etc.)  
|                                 | Time distribution (defines how the development time is distributed during process; front-loaded ISDM focus on analysis and design while back loaded ISDM focus on implementation and testing)  
|                                 | Development perspective (defines the primary development perspective of an ISDM that can be top-to-bottom or bottom-up)  
|                                 | Prototype support (defines whether an ISDM explicitly supports use of prototypes)  
|                                 | Artefact traceability (defines whether and how well artefact traceability is assured by an ISDM)  
| Process – primary disciplines scope and detail | Requirements acquisition (defines whether and in how much detail requirements acquisition is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Analysis (defines whether and in how much detail analysis is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Design (defines whether and in how much detail design is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Implementation and integration (defines whether and in how much detail implementation and integration is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Testing (defines whether and in how much detail testing is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Deployment (defines whether and in how much detail deployment is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Maintenance (defines whether and in how much detail maintenance is described by an ISDM)  
| Process – supportive disciplines scope and detail | Project management discipline (defines whether and in how much detail project management is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Management of development environment (defines whether and in how much detail management of development environment is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Configuration management (defines whether and in how much detail configuration management is described by an ISDM)  
|                                 | Change management (defines whether and in how much detail change management is described by an ISDM)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property groups</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Techniques and methods</td>
<td>Modelling techniques and notation (defines which modelling techniques are recommended or prescribed by an ISDM to produce different ISDM artefacts) People and project management techniques (defines which techniques related to people and project management are recommended or prescribed by an ISDM to manage the development team)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools and development environments</td>
<td>Development languages (defines the development languages that recommended or suitable for use with an ISDM) Supportive tools (defines whether tools are available that automate certain parts of an ISDM’s disciplines) Development frameworks and environments (defines the types of frameworks and development environments that are supported by an ISDM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of development</td>
<td>Types of target applications (defines common types of applications that are supported and are normally developed by an ISDM) Architectures (defines types of architectures that are supported and are normally used by an ISDM) DBMS type (defines types of DBMS that are supported and are normally used by an ISDM) Connectivity (defines the types of communication and connections to external systems that are supported and are normally used by an ISDM) Legacy support (defines whether an ISDM includes support for legacy technologies and what kinds of technologies are supported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and learning</td>
<td>Consistency of concepts throughout ISDM (defines the level of consistency of concepts used in different disciplines and other parts of an ISDM) Consistency of concepts use for a single role (defines the level of consistency of concepts used in different disciplines and other parts of an ISDM that are executed by a single role) Consistency of concepts in supportive tools (defines the level of consistency of concepts used in ISDM with concepts used in tools) Available support (defines what kind of support is available for ISDM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The descriptions of ISDMs are needed in cases when the business user requires concrete names of ISDMs that are suitable for his IS development project/organisation. In cases when the business user only needs information about ISDM properties that are suitable for his project, but does not require a concrete ISDM name, the ISDM descriptions are not used (further discussed in subsection 3.4).

3.3. Decision rules

The decision rules form the backbone of the decision model. Our intention was to develop a set of rules that facilitate selection of ISDM using a computer supported decision model. To define the content of the rules we focused our efforts on collection and composition of existing rules that can be extracted from guidelines and models presented in literature discussed in section 2. It is important that these rules come from practice and have already been tested in real life environment. We transformed these rules from natural language representation found in the literature to format required by the decision model. We avoided changing the content and meaning of the decision rules during the transformation, however minor adaptations and generalizations of some of the rules were required so that they could be used in a computer supported decision model and that they could serve as common guidelines for ISDM selection.

We propose to organise the decision rules in a form of a two-dimensional matrix depicted in Figure 2. The header column and the header row of the matrix contain all ISDM properties and project properties correspondingly. Each property has all of its possible values enlisted. In this manner a matrix containing decision rules for each combination of an ISDM property and a project property is formed. A decision rule for a combination of two properties is written in a sub-matrix containing evaluations for each combination of values for the two properties. There are five evaluations that can be assigned to a certain combination of ISDM property value and project property value: very suitable (2), suitable (1), neutral (0), unsuitable (-1), very unsuitable (-2).
In the following example we demonstrate the structure and function of the decision rule sub-matrix. Table 3 shows an example of such sub-matrix. For the purpose of demonstration we focus only on one sub-matrix i.e. combination of one ISDM and one project property. *Implementation and integration* is one of ISDM’s properties (scope of the ISDM). This property can take three different values: *ISDM contains no description of implementation and integration*, *ISDM covers implementation and integration in moderate detail*, and *ISDM covers implementation and integration in detail*. These values form the first of the two dimensions of a decision rule sub-matrix. *Criticality of a system to be developed* is one of project’s properties that can take four different values: *system failure can result in a loss of comfort*, *system failure can result in a loss of discretionary money*, *system failure can result in a loss of essential money*, and *system failure can result in a loss of life*. These values form the second dimension of the decision rule sub-matrix. Three different values on the first dimension and four different values on the second dimension form a sub-matrix with twelve possible evaluations, one evaluation for each combination of the two dimensions’ values. Based on literature [8] we defined the following rule: “In case the ISDM does not describe *Implementation and integration* at all it is very unsuitable for development of a system, failure of which can result in a loss of life.” So we evaluate this combination of values as very unsuitable (-2) in the sub-matrix. Similarly, rules for all other combinations of ISDM property value (*Implementation and integration*) and project property value (*Criticality of a system to be developed*)
system) are defined. Certainly, in some cases the evaluations presented in Table 3 could differ slightly. However, in our experience moderate alterations of some evaluations typically do not affect the final result significantly as there are many other properties that are also considered during evaluation.

Table 3. An example of the decision rule sub-matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criticality of a system to be developed</th>
<th>Implementation and integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of comfort</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of discretionary money</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of essential money</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of life</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The matrix is designed in a way that it can be expanded. However, adding a new rule is not a trivial task as each new rule requires testing. In our experience, the predefined rules suffice for most of typical cases. Expansion of the rules might be needed in special cases only i.e. to suite special types of organisations and projects. It is important to consider that any new rule should be added by an expert that has profound knowledge in the field of ISDMs and that each new rule should be carefully tested before inclusion in the decision rules matrix.

Table 4. An example of a decision rule explanation in natural language for business user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project property</th>
<th>ISDM property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project priorities</td>
<td>Artefact traceability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In traditional ISDM traceability is an important part of the process, however in agile ISDM traceability is not guaranteed [based on [18]]. In case that project priority is traceability, processes that assure traceability are favoured over the processes that do not.

Furthermore, each decision rule sub-matrix has a corresponding natural language description that is based on the original description of the decision rule found in literature. This description helps the business user to better understand the reasons for recommendations produced by the decision model. Table 4 shows an example of such natural language description of the
decision rule that describes the relation between project property Project priority and ISDM property Artefact traceability.

3.4. Processing and explanation

In this subsection we discuss our proposed approach for processing the project/organisation descriptions, ISDM descriptions and the decision rules matrix discussed in the preceding subsections in order to produce the recommendations for the selection of an ISDM that suits the needs of an IS development project or an IS development organisation. As recommendation without explanation is rarely sufficient, we propose an approach that also explains why a certain ISDM is preferred over the other for a certain IS development project/organisation.

In cases when it is required to select the most suitable ISDM not only for a project, but for the whole organisation dealing with similar projects the recommendation is produced by using the same approach as for a single project except that average values that are typical for the organisation are used.

By using the proposed approach two main types of results can be produced: firstly, a recommendation of one or more concrete ISDM that suit the project/organisation and secondly, a list of generally recommended ISDM property values for the project/organisation. The first type of result is useful especially in cases when there is a tension to use a well-known predefined ISDMs and a comparison of these concrete ISDMs is required. The second type of result gives a general advice on property values that an ISDM should have for an IS development project/organisation. This type of result can be used either during selection of a concrete ISDM or for development of a new ISDM or improvement of an existing ISDM.

The first type of result is presented as a two dimensional table where heading row contains the names of considered ISDMs, heading column contains names of considered projects and the content of the table are the results of the evaluation for each combination of ISDM and project. We propose the following formula to compute this type of result:

\[
\text{Score}(ISDM\_x, Project\_y) = \sum_{a \in A} \sum_{b \in B} (IPT(a, ISDM\_x) \times (PPT(b, Project\_y) \times PWT(b)) \times DRM(a, b)).
\]  

(1)

where

* A = \{\forall a: a = \text{Characteristic}_{ISDM}\},
* B = \{\forall b: b = \text{Characteristic}_{Project}\},
* ISDM\_x = \text{an instance of ISDM},
* Project\_y = \text{an instance of project/organisation},
* IPT(a, b) is a cell in column a and row b of ISDM properties table,
* PPT(a, b) is a cell in column a and row b of Project properties table,
* PWT(b) is a record in row b of Project properties weight table,
DRM(a, b) is a cell in column a and row b of Decision rules matrix.

The second type of result is also presented in a two dimensional table where heading row contains the names of all ISDM properties and heading column contains the names of all projects. The content of the table shows the most suitable values of ISDM properties for each project, regardless of whether a concrete ISDM having all these properties exists or not. This type of result is therefore especially useful when the user is planning to develop a new custom ISDM that can actually possess most of such recommended properties. We propose the following formula to compute the recommended value for ISDMProperty_x and Project_y:

\[
RValue(ISDMProperty_x, Project_y) = DRM(a', r) . \tag{2}
\]

where

\[
ISDMProperty_x = \text{the ISDM property for which we want to find the suitable value},
\]

\[
Project_y = \text{an instance of a project/organisation},
\]

\[
r = \text{the number of the row in DRM table that contains the names of property values},
\]

\[
a' = \text{the number of the column in DRM table that contains the name of the most suitable property and is computed by using the following formula:}
\]

\[
a' = \arg \max_{a \in A_{ISDMProperty_x}} (PVScore(a, b)) . \tag{3}
\]

where

\[
PVScore(a, b) = \sum_{b \in B} ((PPT(b, Project_y) \times PWT(b)) \times DRM(a, b)) . \tag{4}
\]

and

\[
A_{ISDMProperty_x} \text{ is a subset of columns for ISDMProperty}_x.
\]

To explain and better understand the recommendations computed by the discussed formulas we propose to compute positive or negative contribution of each individual combination of ISDM property and project property for selected ISDM and project. Using such explanations it is possible to quickly detect the ISDM properties that are evaluated as the most unsuitable for an IS development project/organisation. We propose the following formula to calculate the score of individual combinations of properties:

\[
PScore(ISDM_x, Project_y, i, p) = IPT(i, ISDM_x) \times (PPT(p, Project_y) \times PWT(p)) \times DRM(i, p) . \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
\]
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ISDM<sub>x</sub> = an instance of ISDM,
Project<sub>y</sub> = an instance of project/organisation,
i = the selected property of ISDM<sub>x</sub>,
p = the selected property of Project<sub>y</sub>,

Complementary way of explaining the recommendations that is important especially for business users that are less experienced in the field of ISDM is using natural language descriptions of the decision rules discussed in section 3.3.

4. Implementation of the decision model

Processing of large number of decision rules to produce a recommendation is a complex and time consuming task that cannot be done without appropriate tool support. Therefore, for testing of the decision model we had to use tool support already in the beginning of the research. We developed a prototype tool using MS Excel that enabled us to experiment with different properties and to fine tune the decision rules. This prototype was also used in real projects to facilitate selection of the suitable ISDM. The early version of prototype is presented in [15, 38].

However, although MS Excel is a versatile environment in which we were able to experiment with the decision model quite easily, practical tests showed that this environment has some important drawbacks. Firstly, it was difficult to create a user friendly interface in this environment. This hindered direct use of the prototype outside of the research group. Consequentially, only the results of an evaluation were presented to the companies’ experts, but they were unable to test the prototype directly. We did not see this as an important obstacle at the first stage of testing, but later when we tried to enable the companies’ experts to experiment with the tool directly this presented a significant difficulty. Secondly, when the number of rules and properties increased the maintenance of the Excel based prototype was becoming more and more awkward. Thirdly, we sought to make the decision support tool accessible through Web so that users could easily access the model without having to install the tool in their computers. However, the model in MS Excel format was not convenient for use in Web environment.

Consequentially, it was necessary to redevelop the tool which implements the proposed decision model. We developed new tool using MS Visual Studio [15]. The tool is designed as a web application that is divided onto the four modules. Figure 3 shows a use-case diagram depicting the main functionality of the tool. The tool is used by two different actors – a business user and a ISDMs expert. The tool allows the business user to maintain projects and their properties, to run analyses and receive the recommendations, and to
explore these recommendations. The ISDMs expert can maintain ISDMs and their properties, add new ISDMs, and modify set of decision rules.

Fig. 3. Use-case diagram depicting the main functions of the tool

The tool uses a relational database to store the data that is the main integration point of the four modules. The E-R diagram in Figure 4 shows the structure of the database. Both ISDM and project properties are stored in the entity type called Property. More Property values can be assigned to each Property instance. The Decision rule entity type contains evaluations for each combination of ISDM and project property value thus forming the decision rules matrix. Decision rule description contains textual descriptions of rules stored in Decision rule entity type and describes one decision rule sub-matrix. The database supports more Decision rule sets so that the user can experiment with variations of decision rules. This is especially useful in cases when certain decision rules apply only for certain type of development (e.g.
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development of web applications). Project and ISDM are defined by their property values and together form a decision Case. The Case entity is used to select a subset of ISDM and/or projects which are considered during an evaluation. Each Property of Property group can be assigned Property weight and Property Group Weight correspondingly. By using weights the user is able to emphasize the properties that are more important in his case. To ease the experimentation the database supports more Weight sets.

Fig. 4. ER model of the tool’s database

Although the project properties module and the ISDM properties module are used to describe two different types of properties – ISDM or project, and are used by two different types of users – business user or ISDM expert, they have quite similar functionality. In both cases the user describes the project or the ISDM by setting the values of the predefined properties. In cases when the user lacks certain information he can choose undefined value. This means that the property will not be considered during evaluation. An addition to project properties module is an interface that allows user to modify weights for different properties of his project. This way the user can define which aspects of development are more important for his case. Figure 5 depicts the main form of project properties module.
Decision rules module is accessible only for an ISDM expert. The primary task of the module is to modify decision rules matrix. The module can store more rule sets which enables the expert to create rule sets for different situations. Besides modifying the rules matrix, the module also allows an expert to add properties and property values. Adding new property or property value is a relatively complex task because the expert has to create a large number of decision rules for each new property. Figure 6 shows the main form of decision rules module that enables an ISDM expert to redefine existing decision rules or to define new decision rules for the chosen decision rule sub-matrix (discussed in section 3.3). Figure 6 shows the decision rule for a combination of project/organisation property System size and ISDM property Requirements acquisition. In this case one property can take five different values and another can take three different values thus forming a matrix with 15 possible evaluations. As number of different values that can be taken by different properties can vary the form is dynamically generated to show different decision rules. In case that an additional value is added to an existing ISDM property additional rules have to be defined that map this additional value to values of project/organisation properties. In such case the
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form shows existing evaluations that form the decision rule and also enables a user to enter the missing evaluations to complete the rule. Below the decision the form shows textual description of the rule that explains the rule and also references the rule to existing research. In case shown in Figure 6 the rule is based on [2] and [8].

![Decision rules form](image)

**Fig. 6. Screenshot of the main form in Decision rules module**

Processing and explanation module produces the recommendation report. The report shows the results of the comparison of different ISDM and their appropriateness for different projects and the most suitable ISDM properties for the projects. The module can also produce explanation report for a selected combination of ISDM and project property as described in section 3.4.

5. **Verification of the decision model in practice – case studies**

So far the decision model has been applied in five cases i.e. three organisations dealing in IS development and two IS development projects.
The recommendations produced by the decision model were used in the two ways: as input in the process of selection of a suitable ISDM for a new project and as input in the process of improvement of existing organisation's ISDM. These practical applications of the decision model enabled us to verify our proposed two main hypotheses about the decision model.

The first hypothesis was that ISDM experts agree with and approve the recommendations for ISDM selection produced by using the decision model. We asked four ISDM experts to examine the recommendations produced by using the decision model on the five cases. ISDM experts agreed with and approved the recommendations for all five cases, which was not surprising as the decision model's rules are based on generally acknowledged guidelines for ISDM selection available in existing literature discussed in section 2.

The second hypothesis was that the recommendations produced by using the model contain nontrivial information that can be efficiently used to select a suitable ISDM for an organisation or project. We tested this hypothesis in each of the five cases by discussing the results with business users of the decision model i.e. organisation's employees or project members responsible for management of their ISDM who used the decision model. We were especially interested in their opinion whether the model significantly contributed to their understanding of the problem and their decision. On the whole we discussed the results with fourteen business users in the five cases. Six of these users changed their initial decision after using the decision model. Three of the users did not have any initial decision and the model helped them to reach the decision. The initial decision of five users was the same as the model’s recommendation. All fourteen users reported that the model helped them to understand the problem of ISDM selection better. They also indicated that they felt more confident in their decision after using the model.

In the following subsections we present two cases in detail. They show how the model contributed to the decision making process during ISDM selection or improvement. In case A the model was used to select a suitable ISDM for a new IS development project and in case B the model was used to improve existing IS development organisations’ ISDMs.

5.1. Case A – selecting a suitable ISDM for a new project

Case A was a project where two development teams cooperated to develop and deploy a part of IS for a government institution. The teams came from two IS development companies. Throughout the project the first team that was responsible for the development of the central part of the IS was expected to have from 9 to 12 members and the second team that was responsible for the development of a subsystem was expected to have 5 members. Even though both companies used certain internal standards and frameworks, and had some experience with iterative project management they did not follow any formal ISDM. On both companies’ preceding projects the development process was typically organised by a project manager in an
ad hoc manner. However, in this case the government institution required the use of a formally defined IS development documentation and procedures. Although, the institution did not prescribe the use of a particular ISDM, it required that the companies define which documentation would be produced, which activities and in what order would be followed, how the progress of the project would be monitored, etc. Therefore the companies decided that for the needs of the project they would use one of publicly or commercially available ISDM that they would partially adapt to their needs.

The selection of ISDM was difficult as the companies did not have much experience in the field of ISDM. To ease the selection process and to limit the number of ISDM candidates they used the decision model proposed in this paper. The decision model was used by the project manager and some of the team members of the both teams. Initially they needed our help to correctly understand and set the necessary parameters. After a short introduction they were able to use the decision model independently and make experiments with different settings. This experimentation was also one of the main advantages of using the decision model as they could get better understanding of appropriateness of various ISDM.

Eight different ISDM were considered: Extreme programming (XP), Scrum [30], Rational Unified Process for small projects (RUP for small projects), Rational Unified Process (RUP), Oracle Custom Development Method (CDM), Unified Methodology of IS development (UMISD - used in government institutions), Rapid Application Development (RAD) [25] and a custom ISDM that was developed for the needs of one of the two companies some time ago, but was never used in practice. Table 5 shows the input values used in the evaluation.

**Table 5.** The input values used in the evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size and complexity of the system</th>
<th>Development team and environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System size = small</td>
<td>Experience in development = high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System complexity = medium</td>
<td>Experience in ISDM use = low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticality of the system = medium</td>
<td>Problem domain experience = medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System history = new system</td>
<td>Willingness to learn = medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned future = maintenance and minor upgrades</td>
<td>Cooperation = medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discipline = medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team culture = open &amp; participative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project type</td>
<td>Team location = centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project priorities = traceability</td>
<td>Team size = small to medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project predictability = predictable</td>
<td>Number of devel. org. involved in the project = 2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time limitations = strict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost limitations = sufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Types of client applications = web
Architecture = three-tier OO
DBMS type = relational
Connectivity = present IT
Legacy support = not needed

Customer
Requirements regarding ISDM and documentation = high
Cooperativeness = medium
Problem domain knowledge = medium

The recommendation produced by the decision model was RUP for small projects (see Figure 7). This result was somewhat unexpected by the project management that favoured XP at the time. Therefore, the explanation of the recommendation that presented weaknesses and advantages of each ISDM was even more important. The explanation exposed two major weaknesses of using XP in the project. Firstly in case of using XP, there was lack of formal documentation that would be shared among the two teams and presented to the customer, and secondly, there was lack of traceability which was a project priority. Even though XP had an advantage in time to learn, RUP for small projects was considered a better choice as it offered formal documentation and facilitated traceability.

After examining the explanation of the results the project management agreed that the RUP for small projects was the better choice for their case. They acknowledged that due to their low experience in the field of ISDM they neglected some of the important aspects of ISDMs and noted that the model helped them to get a better understanding of ISDM field in a relatively short time. The case and the recommendations of the proposed decision model were additionally examined by external ISDM experts who agreed with recommendations produced by the decision model.

A light configuration of RUP for small project was actually used on the project. It enabled the companies to produce the required documentation, assure traceability and successfully complete the project. The decision to use RUP for small projects was actually seen as a compromise between the
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customer’s requirements for formal documentation and traceability, and companies’ existing development experience and initial tendency to use XP.

5.2. Case B – improving existing organisation’s ISDM

Case B was an organisation dealing in IS development. Its main field of operation was development of pre-packaged business solutions. The work was organised in four teams each working in one product or project. The typical size of their team that worked on one product was 7 to 10 members, though occasionally they worked on custom projects that involved fewer members. The leader of each team was responsible for organisation of the team’s development process. Consequentially, different informal development approaches were used in each team. The management planned to partially formalize the existing informal development process and upgrade it with selected parts of publicly or commercially available ISDMs. The main goal was to standardize their development processes which should enable: employees to easily switch between teams and simultaneously work on more products or projects, easier employment of new employees, better cooperation with other organisations, etc.

The decision model was used in two main ways. Firstly, it was used to help produce a list of recommended ISDM properties for each development team, and secondly, it was used to establish a set of suitable ISDM that could serve as a reference for improvement and standardization of the development process. Six different ISDM were considered: Scrum, Feature driven development (FDD) [29], Extreme programming (XP), Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) [35], RUP and RUP for small projects.

A list of suitable ISDM properties for each of the four development teams was created in cooperation with each team leader. The leaders were encouraged to experiment with the decision model to get better understanding of the ISDM field and the needs of their team. Our initial evaluation showed that all four teams share similar characteristics. Not surprisingly, the recommendations produced by the model for the three of the four teams were quite similar (see Figure 8). In all three cases less rigorous approaches that follow agile principles were recommended and Scrum and XP were found to be the most suitable ISDMs. However, there were important differences in the recommendations for the remaining team for which more rigorous properties were recommended and RUP for small projects was proposed as the most suitable ISDM. After performing detailed analysis of the results and discussion with the team leaders, we discovered that the leader of the fourth team had different expectations of ISDM than leaders of the other three teams. The first three leaders put emphasis on simplicity of ISDM as they believed that learning and adoption of ISDM were the largest obstacles. The opinion of the fourth leader was that learning ISDM is not so difficult, so he did not see this as an important obstacle. His expectations focused mainly on establishing traceability and formality for his projects. Consequentially, the model’s recommendation was a more rigorous ISDM.
To reach the final decision the advantages and disadvantages of the three recommended ISDM were presented to the leaders. They agreed to use Scrum as a reference ISDM. They would formalize and adapt their development process to follow basic principles of Scrum, however on projects requiring more formality they would add certain RUP’s artefacts to Scrum’s Product backlog [30] to assure better traceability.

All four project leaders found the decision model to be a useful tool that enabled them to gain understanding of appropriateness of various ISDM faster. They stressed the importance of possibility of experimentation with the model and confirmed that information offered by the decision model was relevant. The recommendations were also reviewed by external experts who validated that they are suitable for the needs of the organisation.

6. Conclusion

The analysis of related literature (e.g. [12]) and our experience shows that organisations and IT departments dealing with development of computer-based business IS often lack in-depth knowledge of ISDM field. This hampers their selection of ISDM and often limits their choice to ISDM vendors who favour their own ISDM. To improve this situation and help organisations to actively participate in the process of ISDM selection, we propose a decision model and a tool based on the decision model for help in ISDM selection.

The decision model and the tool have been applied in several practical cases confirming that they can be efficiently used to improve the ISDM selection process and help make better decision. The decision model does not substitute ISDM experts, but is merely a tool that on the one hand helps people responsible for ISDM selection to make a more informed decision and on other hand helps an ISDM expert to obtain better understanding of the
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needs of an IS development organisation. An important precondition for successful application of the decision model is that users of the decision model are cooperative and prepared to learn through experimentation with the decision model.

Our further work will focus on extension of the decision model's characteristics and rules. We intend to focus especially on ISDM that include explicit support for service oriented architecture (e.g. [13, 23]), service oriented frameworks (e.g. [36]) and approaches that support model driven architecture (e.g. [20]). Furthermore, we intend to examine possibilities to apply the decision model in the field of specialized methodologies like methodologies for building ontology (e.g. [40]), methodologies dealing in enterprise architecture (e.g. [39]), development approaches based on business rules perspective (e.g. [7, 19, 33]) and other alternative approaches and studies on existing ISDM (e.g. [22, 32]).
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Abstract. Although the literature studying software development methodologies (SDMs) lists several significant positive effects of the deployment of SDMs, investments into SDMs by the enterprises remain relatively limited. Strategic investments decisions, such as SDMs investments, are mostly taken with the goal of improving enterprise performance. In this paper a model for evaluation of the adoption of SDMs that focuses on the abovementioned SDMs impact on enterprise performance is proposed. The model was empirically tested in four case studies in software development small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Slovenia. The case studies confirmed that the use of the proposed model enabled SMEs to improve SDMs related investment and adoption decisions and enabled SMEs to invest their limited resources in the most productive and competitive way. The case study experience with the proposed model suggests that its use would also bring similar benefits to larger software development enterprises.
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1. Introduction

A SDM can be defined as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools, and documentation aids which will help the system developers in their efforts to implement a new information system [4]. In the past decades various formal SDMs emerged that were based on different underlying philosophies and were developed in both academic and commercial environments. The main motive for their creation was to provide efficient software development procedures that would produce better software for computer supported information systems at an acceptable cost. However, many enterprises dealing with software development do not use formal SDMs and rely mainly on ad hoc development procedures. Fitzgerald [21], for instance reports that 60 per cent of enterprises do not use any SDM and that only 14 per cent use a formalised commercial SDM. Different reasons for this situation have been
identified [33, 44, 59] and considerable efforts have been invested into improvement of SDM adoption in software development enterprises [20, 51, 52]. Most of these efforts considered SDM adoption as an IT decision that technicians should decide upon and often neglected the role of business management. Moreover, the assumption that SDM adoption is an IT decision is frequently encouraged by the rest of the enterprise [4]. However, application of SDM typically involves a considerable investment in time, effort and money. Therefore, it is argued that business managers in general should participate more actively in such decisions [4]. To increase business manager’s involvement in SDM investments it is important to better understand the impact of SDM on enterprise performance. However, knowing only the potential impact of a SDM procedure on enterprise performance does not enable managers to enact proper SDM related improvement actions. They also need to understand the level of adoption of a specific SDM procedure, since only sufficiently adopted SDM procedures deliver actual enterprise performance benefits. Therefore only the combined understanding of adoption of SDM procedures and their impact on enterprise performance can form the appropriate basis for managers’ investment decisions concerning SDM in the enterprises.

In order to significantly improve the managerial organising vision of what for, how and how much should SDM be used the following research questions need to be posed:

1. How can the evaluation of SDM procedure adoption and impact on enterprise performance be modelled? (RQ1)
2. Can such model identify SDM procedures with important enterprise performance benefits? (RQ2)
3. Can such model provide nontrivial information about SDM procedures that was previously unknown to managers responsible for SDM management? (RQ3)
4. Can such model improve SDM related investment and adoption decisions? (RQ4)

To answer these questions the paper starts with the review of the relevant literature in section 2. Based on this review a model is proposed that evaluates the adoption of SDM procedures and their influences on enterprise performance in section 3. Next, in section 4, the paper addresses all the methodological issues that had to be resolved before the conceptual model could be empirically tested. Finally, in section 5, the results of the multiple case study are presented and the paper concludes with a discussion about the technological and managerial implications of the results.
2. Literature review

The research on adoption of SDM and other software process innovations (SPI) in organisations dealing with software development [24, 26, 28] is often based on Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory (DOI) [45]. This universal theory attempts to explain why certain innovations spread among their potential users while others remain unused. Researchers in the field of SPI and SDM consider a SDM or its parts as an innovation and try to predict and explain target adopter attitudes and their innovation-related behaviour [23].

Beside DOI other innovation diffusion models and theories like the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [2], Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [15, 54], Perceived Characteristics of Innovating (PCI) [37], and the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [19] can be used to predict/explain adoption of innovations in the field of SDMs. These models focus on SDM adoption mostly from sociological, psychological or cultural aspects of target adopters. However, they typically do not consider business aspects of adoption that are of key importance for management decisions. On the other hand, general claims regarding the positive influence of SDM on enterprise performance have been made not only by SDM vendors (e.g. [30]) but also by different researchers (e.g. [4]). Thus this gap remains to be bridged.

The research on SDM adoption typically observes a SDM as a whole or observes only a single procedure of a SDM (e.g. procedure of unit testing), but does not consider a SDM as a composition of interrelated procedures. For the purpose of this study a SDM procedure is defined as a comprehensive unit that comprises different SDM activities, tasks, tools, documentation templates, design techniques etc. that are used to perform a specific part of software development like functional testing procedure, software documentation procedure, requirements acquisition procedure, etc. Due to the dynamic environment and constantly changing requirements it is hard to adopt only one SDM with strictly defined SDM procedures [34]. Therefore it is important to observe a SDM as a composition of interrelated procedures. This improves the understanding of the adoption of specific SDM procedures and their impact on enterprise performance. In this way the differences in adoption levels and performance impacts between different SDM procedures are not overlooked. The importance of considering a SDM as a composition of different parts is recognised also by the research in the field of situational method engineering [9, 32, 43] that attempts to construct a SDM suitable for a certain situation from procedures and other parts of different existing SDMs. As it is probable that a SDM is constructed from procedures of different SDMs, the performance and adoption of a SDM can be better studied on the level of its individual parts [51] or in our case procedures.

To determine the level of individual SDM procedures’ adoption two dimensions were measured:

1. Frequency of SDM procedure use in a case of a given opportunity (FrqUse).
2. Frequency of opportunities for SDM procedure use (FrqOpp).
Even though existing research in the field of SDM adoption commonly uses only a single frequency measure of SDM use (e.g. [27]) new research shows that such approach is inadequate when measuring the frequency of use of individual SDM procedures [51]. The inadequacy stands in the difference of opportunities for use (FrqOpp) and actual use (FrqUse) of different SDM procedures. FrqUse measures how often software developers apply a certain SDM procedure in a case that an opportunity for its use arises during the development. On the other hand FrqOpp measures how frequently an opportunity to use a certain SDM procedure arises during the software development disregarding whether the SDM procedure is actually used or not. Used alone, frequency of SDM use is of limited value as a measure because opportunities for use can vary widely. It needs to be combined with a measure of the number of opportunities for its use.

After appropriate measures of SDM adoption were developed for the proposed model adequate enterprise performance measures were selected to complete the proposed model. The most appropriate enterprise performance measures were selected on the basis of the empirical models from the literature that studies the impact of IT on enterprise performance, theories of the enterprise (firm) and the literature on (IT) project success criteria. In standard neo-classic microeconomics the enterprise is the economy’s basic unit of production that combines inputs into outputs at the lowest cost possible in order to maximize its profits [11, 12, 42]. Thus in standard micro-economic models variables of productivity (output/input) and/or profitability (profit/input) are the most widely used as measures of enterprise performance.

Therefore it cannot come as a surprise that the most established measure in the empirical literature that studies the economic impact of IT is added value per employee and its growth [16, 17]. The reason why this measure of productivity established itself over the different measures of profitability can probably be found in the fact that it allows the researchers to avoid the long lasting discussion if enterprises really behave as profit maximizers [14, 47]. When it comes to Slovenian enterprises there is ample evidence that the majority of enterprises do not behave as profit maximizers [5, 8, 41] thus the profitability measures of enterprise performance were not used. To find the appropriate enterprise performance measures a pre-case focus group of 6 SME managers was formed. The focus group found it difficult to objectively evaluate the additional added value (output) generated by a specific software part developed by using certain SDM procedures, despite the fact that the literature posits additional added value as the best enterprise performance criteria. Instead of added value managers saw costs as a more tangible measure that they routinely used to assess SDM performance. Therefore, as the managers were unable to confidently evaluate differences in outputs, the proposed model had to use the differences in costs (input) as the main productivity measure of performance (Cost).

Even though the above developed measure of enterprise performance is in accordance with the majority of empirical models studying the impact of IT on
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enterprise performance and neo-classic theory the findings of other important organizational, behavioural, managerial and strategic theories of the enterprise should not be ignored. These theories do not see enterprises as one-dimensional profit-maximizers but complex entities with many different and sometimes conflicting goals [6, 14, 22, 25, 38, 42, 46, 58]. Thus grounding the proposed model in different theories of the enterprise requires the measurement of other dimensions of enterprise performance in addition to measurement of enterprise productivity. One of these additional measures of enterprise performance that was included in the proposed model is how a SDM affects enterprises ability to reach their goals (Goal), since reaching the goals is stressed as a key measure of enterprise performance by several theories of enterprises.

Unfortunately many times the goals enterprises set themselves are far from being in line with the interests of the key environmental stakeholders (customers, business partners) [40, 53]. For this reason in addition to measuring the impact of SDM on enterprise productivity and on enterprise ability to achieve their key goals an additional dimension of SDM influence on enterprise performance was introduced. This third dimension measures how SDM benefits the environmental stakeholders through its impact on the improvement of enterprise’s products and services (Prod).

Our three goals differ from the classic iron triangle (cost, time, quality) traditionally used as (IT) project success criteria in that they incorporate all the recent findings in the relevant literature [1, 3, 31, 36, 49, 56, 57] about the iron triangle limits. Thus the success criteria were broadened to include measures of organisational strategic success and environmental stakeholder success as follows:

1. The time criterion was broadened to include the organisational (strategic) goals (Goal).
2. Instead of just scope or quality the environmental product value for the customers and business partners of the produced software [3, 7, 31] was measured (Prod).
3. From the original classic iron triangle only costs remained unmodified in the proposed model, since the managers of the pre-case focus group preferred costs as a measure of productivity to additional added value (Cost).
4. The three above developed measures of SDM impact (Cost, Goal, Prod) together with the two SDM adoption measures (FrqOpp, FrqUse) form the core of the proposed model for evaluation of SDM procedure adoption and their impact on enterprise performance. The proposed model can be seen in Figure 1.
3. The proposed model for evaluation

Figure 1 shows the three steps that were employed to study the impact of SDM procedures on enterprise performance. The first step was to catalogue SDM procedures used in the studied enterprises. In this step a focus group comprised of technical managers, SDM users and external experts made a list of all SDM procedures available to the enterprise. Technical managers were employees that had a comprehensive overview of both technical and business aspects of studied SDM procedures, while SDM users were directly involved in the use of these SDM procedures. The cataloguing process was guided by external experts that assured that a comprehensive and complete list of SDM procedures was generated. In the second step each catalogued SDM procedure was evaluated.

Fig. 1. The proposed model for evaluation of SDM procedure adoption and their impact on enterprise performance

The evaluation was performed by individual SDM users and technical managers. SDM users evaluated only frequency of use in case of given
opportunity (FrqUse) of the SDM procedures that were related to their everyday work. While frequency of opportunities for SDM procedures use (FrqOpp) was evaluated by technical managers as only they possessed sufficient knowledge about these procedures to evaluate their FrqOpp objectively. For the same reason they also evaluated the direct impact of these SDM procedures on costs (Cost), goals (Goal) and products (Prod). The last step was an in-depth discussion of results from the second step with evaluation participants. With the development of the proposed model the first research question (RQ1) posed in this paper is addressed.

There are no theoretical reasons that would limit the scalability of the proposed model concerning the number of SDM procedures evaluated and the number of evaluation participants. For this reason the usefulness of the model should not be affected by the size of the enterprises. However, due to the fact that SMEs software development enterprises are the most widespread type of software development enterprise in Slovenia their study was a priority. Therefore the paper presents case studies performed in SMEs. Nevertheless, further testing of the proposed model in larger enterprises should be performed to confirm this assumption of scalability.

4. Methodology

The research methodology is based on embedded multiple case design with replicability analysis as defined by Yin [60]. Adoption of SDM procedures and their impact on enterprise performance in different software development contexts that are common in SMEs in Slovenia were studied. SDMs were studied on level of their procedures as stated in the literature review. The study had to take into account that adoption of a SDM is a long-term process with impacts which can be observed only over longer time periods. Thus it focused on perceptions of primary characteristics of SDM procedures (adoption levels, economic impact) of key employees that have a good understanding of their SDM. Researchers in the field of IT innovation adoption often use perceived characteristics instead of directly measuring primary characteristics. According to Downs and Mohr [18] the findings of many studies, which have examined the primary characteristics of innovations, have been inconsistent, as primary attributes are intrinsic to an innovation independent of their perception by potential adopters. The behaviour of individuals, however, is predicated by how they perceive these primary attributes. Since different adopters might perceive primary characteristics in different ways, their eventual behaviours might differ. Similar approach was used also in other SDM studies [29, 51].

The proposed model was used in four different cases: a software development enterprise dealing with development of web-based applications (case A), two different software development enterprises that produce their own pre-packaged business solutions software (cases B and C), and an enterprise producing financial software (case D). The basis for the evaluation
of SDM procedure adoption (FrqUse and FrqOpp) and their impact on enterprise performance (Goal, Cost and Prod) were questionnaires that were used in each single case. They included the 2 dimensions of SDM adoption and the 3 dimensions of enterprise performance and were filled out partially by technical managers and partially by SDM users of the studied enterprises. The questions about FrqUse (how often is a SDM procedure actually used in a case of a given opportunity) and FrqOpp (how often opportunities for use of SDM procedure arise) were evaluated with 7-point ordinal scales (never=1, very seldom=2, seldom=3, sometimes=4, often=5, very often=6, always=7). The questions about SDM procedure impact on enterprise performance were also close-ended questions, however they used a seven-point Likert scale between 7 (strongly agree that a specific SDM procedures affects a specific dimension of enterprise performance) and 1 (strongly disagree that a specific SDM procedures affects a specific dimension of enterprise performance), where 0 meant neither agreement or disagreement with the statement.

The results are presented on a scatter chart comprising FrqUse as a vertical dimension and FrqOpp as a horizontal dimension. To help direct management efforts in improvement of individual SDM procedures four quadrants were formed in the scatter chart by using the medians of FrqUse and FrqOpp. Medians were used instead of means of scale because of the positive perception bias encountered during case studies which is discussed in detail in section 6. The four quadrants follow the logic suggested by Vavpotič and Bajec [51]: the first quadrant contains inefficient and unadopted SDM procedures, the second quadrant contains inefficient but adopted procedures, the third quadrant contains unadopted but efficient procedures and the fourth quarter contains adopted and efficient procedures. Efficient SDM procedures are those that have a lot of opportunities for use during the software development process (FrqOpp higher than median) while adopted SDM procedures are those that are actually used in the software development process (FrqUse higher than median).

For procedures in the first quadrant managers should investigate whether it makes sense to continue investing in them. An example of such procedure could be a procedure that is less appropriate for the needs of an organisation and has never been popular between SDM users. A possible course of action would be to discard such SDM procedures (e.g. an old procedure for system design based on structured methods in an enterprise that now uses object oriented development environment). For procedures in the second quadrant managers need to focus on creating more opportunities for their use as these procedures are already well used when an opportunity for their use arises. For instance, these can be SDM procedures that had a lot of opportunities for use in the past and are still accepted by SDM users, but are technically less appropriate for development of new systems. A recommended course of action to improve such procedure might be to replace accepted procedures with technically more appropriate procedures that do not require of SDM users to drastically change the way they work (e.g. procedures that use Enterprise generation language [39] might be introduced instead of procedures that employ Java to replace procedures based on an old
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programming language that developers are familiar with). The third quadrant shows procedures that have a lot of opportunities for use but are not used. An example could be a new procedure that is very suitable for development of new systems but are not yet accepted by SDM users. In such case managers should try to improve acceptance of such SDM procedures by additionally training and educating SDM users (e.g. procedures for test automation might be introduced, but not accepted by testers that are accustomed to manual test procedures therefore the testers should be additionally trained in the field of test automation). The fourth quadrant shows procedures that have a lot of opportunities for use and are well used by SDM users. Such procedures should be monitored so that when they fall from the fourth quadrant management can deploy an appropriate course of action (e.g. procedure for data modelling that is technically efficient and also accepted by SDM users should be monitored to detect technological advances that could make this procedure obsolete).

Although the suggested separation of SDM procedures into the four quadrants enables managers to select a general course of action [51] it does not help them to understand the value of individual SDM procedures for the enterprise which would in our opinion significantly improve managerial SDM related investment and adoption decisions (RQ4). For this reason each SDM procedure is presented by a point in one of the four quadrants of the scatter chart that is additionally described by its average evaluated impact on cost (marked as C), goal (marked as G) and product (marked as P).

Finally, the results of the evaluation and possible courses of action are discussed with the evaluation participants. In this way the evaluation participants are involved not only in the collection of facts, but also in the co-construction and interpretation of the case narrative [10].

The four cases are described in the following subsections. The cross-case discussion is included in the last subsection.

5. Case studies

5.1. Case A

Case A is a small enterprise focusing on development of web-based applications. Their target customers are enterprises that require web presence from simple web pages to more advanced customer oriented web applications like web-shops, customer web support etc. They use their own SDM that was mainly developed inside the enterprise and is based on structured SDMs [4]. It comprises 21 procedures describing activities that have to be performed and artefacts produced, for instance: testing the user interface, introducing new code into configuration management system, documenting program code, changing the data model etc. These procedures
also define various programming, testing and documenting standards. The SDM is regularly updated and modified to facilitate the application of new IT.

![Scatter chart showing evaluation of SDM procedures in Case A](image)

Fig. 2. Scatter chart showing evaluation of SDM procedures in Case A

Four technical managers having good knowledge about enterprise’s SDM procedures and their impact on enterprise’s work and four SDM users participated in the evaluation. With their help the procedures of their SDM were catalogued. Next, they individually evaluated the SDM procedures related to their work. The results of their combined evaluations are presented in a scatter chart in Figure 2 as described in the methodology section (for the purpose of clearer presentation of evaluations on the scatter chart only the integer parts of cost, goal and product evaluations are shown).

After closely examining their answers considerable differences between the 21 procedures were detected. Based on the discussion of the evaluation results the management focused on improving SDM procedures with the highest impact on cost, goals and products that were not in the fourth quadrant of the scatter chart. To illustrate the differences and the possibilities for different courses of SDM related managerial actions three individual
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procedures marked as A, B and C in Figure 2 that management selected for improvement are shown.

Procedure A is describing the use of a database schema generation tool only for generation of a new database schema. In such cases Procedure A is used every time. However, when only modifications to existing database schemas are required these modifications are preformed manually and therefore Procedure A is not used. The procedure was evaluated as having high impact on all three performance criteria since it speeded up the database schema development and improved its quality. Based on the discussion of the individual evaluations of Procedure A with the evaluation participants the management decided to adapt Procedure A to also facilitate its use for modifications of existing database schemas.

Procedure B is describing the use of project management and bug-tracking tool that was newly introduced in the development team at the time. Procedure B enabled the project participants to monitor their current work tasks schedule and to report progress. It also enabled project managers to assign work tasks more efficiently and to detect work tasks that have fallen behind the schedule. The evaluation of procedure showed that it had relatively high opportunities for use, but was not used on all projects. The management expected that the procedure would be used on larger projects while on smaller projects the work tasks would be still managed manually. However, evaluation of actual use showed that despite management expectations it was not used even on most large projects as there was significant resistance among developers. The procedure was evaluated as having high impact on all three performance criteria since it improved productivity of developers and quality of the end product by increasing the efficiency of work task allocation. It also reduced the time that developers spent at work place without actually working through better developer's reports of performed work. Based on the discussion of the individual evaluations of Procedure B with the evaluation participants the management decided to invest in additional training of developers and to make the use of the procedure mandatory for every large project.

Procedure C is describing the preparation and use of formal project development time plan. The formal project development time plan was prepared only for larger projects while on smaller projects the development time plan was presented in an informal manner. Furthermore, in both cases the plan was not kept up to date over the course of the project which resulted in its low use. The procedure was evaluated as having high impact on all three performance criteria since it enabled the management to improve the coordination and organization of the projects. Based on the results of the evaluations the management decided to require project managers to apply Procedure C in regular intervals over the project lifecycle.

As with Procedures A, B and C management used the proposed model to manage other procedures shown in Figure 2. They especially focused on procedures that were identified as having high performance benefits. This supports our second research question (RQ2). They also confirmed that the proposed model provided them with nontrivial information about SDM
procedures management (RQ3) which enabled them to significantly improve their SDM related investment and adoption decisions (RQ4).

5.2. Case B

Case B is an enterprise that builds and supports its own ERP solution for small businesses. It uses object-oriented development environment and a self-developed SDM partially grounded on simplified Rational Unified Process [30] and partially on agile methodologies [13]. It comprises 21 procedures (coincidentally the same number as in case A). These procedures are best described as well-defined comprehensive activities that also include short descriptions of artefacts produced by the activities and roles that perform the activities. In addition the SDM prescribes the use of supportive tools for requirements acquisition, task assignment and test automation. Interestingly, the majority of these tools were developed inside the enterprise and are therefore highly adapted to its needs and SDM. The SDM is only used to develop a single product, so there is not much need for SDM tailoring for different projects; however there is need to fulfil individual clients’ requirements. It is updated on a regular basis to support new trends in IT. Three technical managers and six SDM users each experienced in the use of different procedures of the enterprise’s SDM took part in the evaluation.

Similarly as in case A the procedures were catalogued first, next the evaluation participants answered the given questionnaires and finally discussed the evaluated results. After the discussion of the evaluation results the management focused on improving specific SDM procedures with the highest impact on cost, goals and products. Three individual procedures marked as A, B and C that show the course of managerial actions undertaken are presented in Figure 3. Management expected the greatest enterprise performance benefits from the improvements of these three procedures.

Procedure A is describing the use and development of common component libraries that can be reused in creation of different system functions. There are a lot of opportunities to apply this procedure except when development of custom code is required for the needs of subsystems and prototypes that use specific information technologies (e.g. technologies for integration with specific legacy systems). Although the Procedure A is often used the position of the procedure on the scatter chart shows that there is still a lot of room for improvements. Discussion of the evaluation results showed that developers do not apply all component libraries consistently since they are not familiar with some of them. Furthermore management pointed out that consistent application of all component libraries would improve product stability and maintainability and reduce the cost and time of the development, thereby allowing the company to take on additional projects. Based on these findings the management decided to strengthen the control over the produced code by introducing formal code reviews that would insure that proper component libraries are used.
Procedure B is describing how to document customer requirements for different software system functions in detail. This detailed description of software system functions is used to better understand the requirements and is typically performed only for more complex functions while less complex functions are only briefly described. The evaluation of Procedure B showed that the procedure was too cumbersome to be used for description of simpler functions therefore opportunities for its use were limited to complex procedures. Furthermore the developers did not use the procedure consistently as they perceived it as additional work that was not used by programmers in implementation phase of software development. The procedure was evaluated as having high impact on goals and product since it improved technical quality of the software and its use resulted in software that better matched customer expectations. Based on the discussion of the individual evaluations of Procedure B with the evaluation participants the management decided to simplify the procedure. For instance, they substituted parts of textual description of software functions with graphical representation of user interface. In this manner management hoped to lower the costs and increase the opportunity for use of Procedure B also for less complex software functions. Additionally, management hoped that developers would find such adapted Procedure B more useful.
Procedure C is describing the documentation of source code that betters the understanding, eases maintenance and lowers the cost of upgrades of software. The procedure has many opportunities for use, is used often and importantly impacts enterprise performance. Even though the management was satisfied with the adoption levels of this procedure they additionally wanted to expand its use on parts of the code developed for database management systems. In this way they wanted to make sure that the procedure remains firmly embedded in the fourth quadrant for the foreseeable future due to its importance for enterprise performance.

The management used the proposed model to manage other procedures shown in Figure 3 in a similar way as Procedures A, B and C. They prioritised the procedures that had a high impact on performance (RQ2) and confirmed that the proposed model provided them with nontrivial information about SDM procedures (RQ3) which enabled them to significantly improve their SDM related investment and adoption decisions (RQ4).

5.3. Case C

Case C is a mid-sized enterprise that develops its own pre-packaged business solutions for SMEs. Its speciality is that the management tries to standardize and organize its development process mainly through the use of various commercial development tools. It uses object-oriented design and development tools, an automated testing environment, tools for management of requirements and changes, tools for project management etc. As the enterprise’s development process mainly relies on the use of the development tools, the description of the SDM is relatively coarse comparing to the other three cases. It comprises eight SDM procedures that offer general description of different working fields like programming, testing, requirement acquisition etc. The SDM is grounded on Information engineering [35], though it was significantly simplified and partially reorganised to support object-oriented development environment. Three technical managers each of whom was responsible for several of the SDM procedures and five SDM users participated in the evaluation.

As in case A and B the procedures were catalogued, evaluated and results discussed by the evaluation participants. After the discussion of the evaluation results the management focused on improving specific SDM procedures. They especially focused on improving the SDM procedures with the highest impact on costs, since the competition forced them to reduce their development costs. Three individual procedures marked as A, B and C that show the course of managerial actions undertaken are presented in Figure 4. Management expected the greatest enterprise performance benefits from the improvements of these three procedures.
Procedure A is describing the approach and notation for modelling business processes. The opportunities for use of the procedure are not uncommon however there are still possibilities for improvements. The enterprise policy was to formally model only key and complex business processes while simpler business processes were purposely left out and only addressed through communication between development teams and customers in later phases of development, mainly in requirements acquisition phase and partially in implementation phase. The main motive for such policy was that the management did not want the developers to spend too much effort on business modelling but rather on design and development of programming code. The discussion showed that such policy was not always adequate since it sometimes resulted in development of different programming code for similar activities used in various business processes and functions. To reduce the cost of coding of individual activities they decided to additionally standardise the modelling of certain simpler business processes and activities which facilitates reuse of programming code. In addition the management decided to prescribe a standardised set of architectural patterns [48] for future modelling.

The previously described enterprise policy to formally model only key and complex business processes had also a strong impact on Procedure B.
Procedure B describes the approach and notation for requirements acquisition, however developers did not use it regularly and instead often preferred to use their own simpler ad-hoc approaches that were spontaneously established through long term cooperation with customers. The reason for the limited use of Procedure B was that the development teams interpreted the aforementioned policy as justification for not spending much effort on requirements acquisition for simpler business processes while key and complex business processes were in their opinion already sufficiently described through the use of Procedure A. The discussion showed that such approach caused several problems mainly related to inconsistency of the used notation [50] which resulted in misinterpretation of requirements in the implementation phase as well as difficulties in cost monitoring and project management due to the fact that such ad-hoc requirements acquisition made it hard to clearly specify projects tasks and estimate development teams workloads. To address this situation management decided that requirements should be described formally and that only tasks related directly to formally described requirements can be reported and will count as work hours done by the development team.

Procedure C describes the approach and notation for creation of logical database design that can be used for generation of a database schema in a database management system. Although the procedure assumes the use of a database modelling and generation tool it does not prescribe a specific tool. The enterprise promoted the use of several different database design tools in the past few years, however the use of the tools remained limited and simpler database schemas continued to be created and modified manually. The discussion showed that this was mostly due to general lack of deeper knowledge about any of the available tools as a significant number of potential users i.e. developers did not know how to use the tools to perform more complex tasks. To address this situation the managers decided to prescribe the use of one specific database development tool and organize an in-depth training for the developers.

Other procedures shown in Figure 4 were evaluated in a similar way as Procedures A, B and C. The priority was given to the procedures that had the highest impact on performance (RQ2). Management also confirmed that the proposed model provided them with nontrivial information about SDM procedures (RQ3). This enabled them to significantly improve their SDM related investment and adoption decisions (RQ4).

5.4. Case D

Case D is an enterprise developing financial business software. The enterprise uses a structured SDM [4] that has been considerably modified and improved over the years to support new development approaches and IT. The enterprise has a relatively long history in software development and uses a variety of IT. Their SDM is divided into three branches that are specialized for the needs of different financial software products and used by
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different developer groups. Two of the three branches of SDM are intended for projects that are completely run inside the enterprise; the remaining branch is intended for projects in which the implementation is outsourced. The SDM consists of 24 comprehensive procedures that cover different parts of work for each group of developers. Five technical managers and 15 SDM users took part in the evaluation. The selected technical managers had advanced knowledge of different procedures of their SDM and understood the procedure’s impact on enterprise performance.

The SDM procedures were catalogued, then evaluated and discussed. Three individual procedures marked as A, B and C seen in Figure 5 were considered as the best candidates for improvement by the management.

![Fig. 5. Scatter chart showing evaluation of SDM procedures in Case D](attachment:image.png)

Procedure A describes the use of a tool for database modelling and schema generation. Although the tool was not limited to modelling and generation of new databases, the Procedure A did not consider this fact and prescribed the use of the tool only for generation of new databases. The opportunities for use of Procedure A were therefore evaluated as quite limited. Furthermore, actual use of the procedure was also low due to the fact that older developers comprising the majority of workforce resisted change. They wanted to keep their “old and proven routines” of manual database
schema development. The management considered this situation very problematic since a fast enforcement of the change could create a hostile work environment. Thus they decided to address the situation as a part of a package of long-term initiatives. These initiatives were designed to lower the resistance to change [55] by lowering the average age of the developers, training the developers in the use of the prescribed procedures and reorganizing the development teams through systematic promotion of the developers open to change. Furthermore they also decided to increase the opportunities for use of Procedure A by adapting it so that it can also be used for modifications of existing database schemas.

Procedure B describes the approach to automated software testing with tool support. The opportunity to use the procedure was limited due to significant number of custom development projects, where automation of testing was considered to be too expensive. The management considered the use of test automation as a cost effective way to improve quality of pre-packaged software. However, management similarly as for Procedure A considered this to be a problematic situation and decided to address it again as part of the long-term initiatives described in the preceding paragraph.

Procedure C describes the approach of software implementation and integration. The opportunity for use was very high since the procedure can be used in every software development project except when software implementation is outsourced. Contrasting, actual use was very low. The discussion uncovered that the cause of the low use were again the established routines and ad-hoc approaches. These were already detected as the main reason for the resistance to change in the analysis of the preceding procedures A and B. For this reason Procedure C was also addressed through the mentioned long term initiatives.

Although the management was aware of significant resistance to change by the majority of older developers before using the proposed evaluation model they were not aware of the severity of the resistance to change. The realization of the problem’s severity motivated them to start the above described long-term initiatives (RQ3). Equally important, the proposed evaluation model enabled them to identify the procedures that can contribute most to enterprise performance if their use and/or opportunities for use are improved (RQ2, RQ3). This enabled them to significantly improve their SDM related investment and adoption decisions (RQ4).

6. Cross-case study results and discussion

In all four cases similar patterns were observed. The proposed model was successfully used by evaluation participants to identify SDM procedures with important enterprise performance benefits (RQ2). Even in case 3 that had the coarsest SDM procedure descriptions the identification of SDM procedures with important enterprise performance benefits was not problematic although it required more discussion. The identified SDM procedures were the ones
that then received most of the management improvement efforts which confirmed that the proposed model provides nontrivial information to the management (RQ3). Additionally, managers in all four enterprises confirmed that SDM related investment and adoption decisions were improved by use of the proposed model (RQ4). The management also confirmed the usefulness of the presentation of the proposed model in a scatter chart linking adoption levels and enterprise performance impacts of individual SDM procedures. The four cases thus clearly show the replication of results consistent to the expectations formulated in our research questions.

The application of the proposed model in practice showed that the evaluation participants on average expressed a positive bias when evaluating their SDM procedures. An exception was the FrqUse in Case D where resistance to change caused a small negative bias. The discussions showed that the evaluation participants perceived themselves as capable software developers that can tackle any procedure prescribed by the technical managers as long as they perceive it as useful. To overcome this problem of possible positive or negative bias the SDM procedures adoption needs to be observed relatively to each other and not on an absolute scale. Therefore the medians were proven to be a better option to group the SDM procedures into the four quadrants than the centres of the adoption scales.

Because of limited resources it was not possible to conduct more case studies. However, according to Yin [60] more than two cases already make a strong argument. The study was limited to software development SMEs which predominantly undertook direct revenue earning projects. Further research should broaden the spectrum of SMEs and include SMEs that also undertake other project types and also test the proposed model in larger enterprises and government institutions.

7. Conclusion and further work

The paper proposes a model for SDM evaluation that concurrently takes into account adoption levels and enterprise performance impacts of SDM procedures. The proposed model allows a software development enterprise to comprehensively evaluate its SDM procedures and to develop appropriate actions for their improvement. The proposed model has been applied in four software development SMEs. These cases showed that the proposed model can significantly improve management understanding of SDM related issues and significantly improve the management of SDM by allowing the managers to focus on the SDM procedures with highest impact on enterprise performance.

The proposed model builds on existing SDM adoption models and augments them by introducing enterprise performance impact of SDM procedures as an important additional dimension. This additional dimension enables managers to focus their actions on improving key SDM procedures and allows them to employ portfolio management practices to management
of SDM procedures. Furthermore, it offers them suggestions on how to improve SDM procedures by dividing SDM procedures into four separate groups (quadrants on a scatter chart) that require different improvement actions.

Further research should focus on the question whether the proposed model can be successfully used in larger enterprises dealing with software development. Moreover, it is possible to expand the set of SDM adoption measures by considering how frequently SDM procedures could be used in an optimally organised software development process. Such measurement could introduce the quality of an organisation as an important additional factor that moderates the interaction between SDM adoption and enterprise performance.
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Abstract. Organizations build, buy and reuse different types of technology with the intention to addressing their organizational needs, challenges and for competitive advantage. Unfortunately, the means is not the end. Instead, in some ways, it leads to complications and complexities, and more importantly, consumes more resources. Some organizations have adopted the technical architecture approach to address the challenges posed by technology deployment. The technical architecture is intended to address aspects, from strategic planning to implementation of technology infrastructures. This is to consistently effect significant technological change within the environment. The technical architecture approach facilitates and enables prioritization of analysis, development and implementation, which are based on value added business requirements and vision. It therefore allows the organization to proceed at its own pace while progressing at the same time. The paper presents model which reflects the consistent approach that adaptive enterprises could employ to build, maintain, and apply technical architecture in the computing environment. The model emphasizes a holistic approach to technical architecture deployment in the organization.

Keywords: Enterprise Architecture, Technical Architecture, Operating model, Development, Implementation.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, effort to improve on information technology (IT) strategies and operations has increased. This includes bridging the gap between IT and the business, pragmatics assessment and accessibility of technologies in addressing needs, semiotics of technology deployment, and how the technology strategy impact the vision of the organization. Specifically, the EA could be deployed to manage strategies, processes, and resources systematically, focusing on information technology and systems [1]. Some studies including Kilpeläinen [2] argue that the role of technical solutions is to support business objectives and operations. However, there has been improvement in some areas such as systems development, project
management and technology deployment [3]. Despite these improvements and efforts, organizations still find it difficult to realize and comprehend returns on their IT investments. According to Brynjolfsson [4], IT has made the MIS manager's job of justifying investments particularly difficult. He further argued that the disappointment in IT has been chronicled in articles disclosing broad negative correlations with economywide productivity and information worker productivity. Unfortunately, this makes it seem as though none of these efforts have been able to completely resolve the challenges of meeting the organization’s needs timely, and ensuring that value is achieved from the investments on IT infrastructures. These challenges could be attributed to complexities of deployment, duplications of technologies and how they intend to enable business needs [5]. As a result, many organizations have sought solutions through the deployment of technical architecture. What is even more important in achieving the technical architecture objectives is the semiotics, the understanding between human and technical actors, in the deployment of technologies. The semiotics includes the process, and how the requirements are derived in the development and implementation of the technical architecture. According to Ross et al [6], “operating model is the necessary level of business process integration and standardization for delivery goods and services”. Otherwise, the challenges could possibly be increased and prohibitive. Many organizations have developed technical architecture, but were never implemented [7].

Technical architecture is a prevailing paradigm, which questions the goals, scope, processes and roles that are considered on technological deployment and introduction of new technology infrastructure potentialities. In the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in technical and other architectures in organisations [8]. Patel [9] argues that there are many challenges which need to be addressed by IT functions; this includes planning, rapid business and environmental change. In an attempt to answer the questions (how IT infrastructure can be used to achieve business needs, as well as gain return on investment?) which the technical architecture poses, the business and IT units of the organization engages in an intensive learning experience. The former develops a thorough understanding of a model which reflects on current practices and acquire understanding of the potential of technical architecture to transform how and what work is done. Thus, standard and principles are employed. Iyamu [7] defines principles as guiding statements of positions that communicate fundamental elements, truths, rules, or qualities that must be exhibited by the organization during implementation.

The technical architecture is intended to provide the means to maintain an adaptive infrastructure through sets of principles, standards, configurations, process and governance. It ensures that existing and new information technologies and systems are maintained, selected, respectively to achieve the strategic goals of the organization [10]. Patel [9] further posits that IT governance is affected by an organization’s unique culture and working practice, and should reflect its own goals and ambitions. Hafner, et al. [11] describe IT architecture as the domain of architectures which represents an aggregate, enterprise wide model of hardware and communications
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components as well as dependencies between the technology artifacts. The architecture also drives the introduction of new technology by focusing on function and scalability, compatibility and interoperability.

The paper introduces and puts into context the modus operandi of the technical architecture as could be deployed within an organization as its architecture framework. The experience, on which this work is based, comes from the author’s work as an architect, and from working closely with other architects who have designed systems for large corporate and government departments. This will give clarity and understanding of some of the words, elements and components that are involved in the development and implementation of technical architecture. A four phase approach is adopted. Like many other frameworks, it is not a definitive guide to technical architecture modeling. It could be customized within environmental and technological context over time. The framework begins by presenting overview of the technical architecture deployment including a diagrammatical representation (Figure 1).

The remainder of the paper is structured into six sections in accordance to the phases of technical architecture deployed. The first section provides overview on the deployment of technical architecture. The second section highlights the primary objectives of the architecture. The third section covers the business strategy. The fourth and fifty sections discuss how technical architecture is developed and implemented, respectively. The paper is concluded with highlights of the contribution of the study.

2. OVERVIEW: Technical Architecture Deployment

This paper presents a methodological approach (model) for the deployment of technical architecture. As depicted in Figure 1 below. The deployment is a four-phase approach. The model starts by identifying the business-driven requirements for the technical architecture. This is the importance of the relationship between the business and IT. According to Luftman et al [12] both IT and business need to listen to one another, communicate effectively, and learn to leverage IT resources to build competitive advantage. Based on the business vision and requirements, technical architecture focuses on deriving high-level requirements to give direction and priority to its domains [13], [14]. While there is a suggested dependency among the requirements, not all requirements are necessarily – identified in earlier paths through the model. For instance, while focusing on technical architecture, an architecture team could concentrate on deriving technical architecture requirements directly from environmental or technology trend relating to business strategy. Others could find the need to develop a more robust and intuitive set of technical architecture requirements after first deriving business requirements. It is important to remember and understand that requirements directs the architecture in what they are to provide in support of the business, not how they will provide it [15].
Figure 1 illustrates the four logical phases (Objectives, Business Strategy, Development and Implementation) involved in the deployment of technical architecture. Change occurs through the development and implementation of the technical architecture. Iyamu [16] argued that the architecture is often deployed with the intention to manage technology, change from system to system, implement new technology, maintain compatibility with existing technologies, and change from one business process to another. In the context of this paper, technical architecture is defined as a logically consistent set of principles, standards and models that are derived from business strategy (business vision, requirements and contextualization) in order to guide the engineering of the organization’s information systems and technology infrastructure across the various domain architectures [17].

**Fig 1. Technical Architecture Deployment**
3. Phase One: Objectives

The objective of the technical architecture framework is to provide a baseline of the current and future states of an organization’s technology environment. One of the challenges in managing change toward the future is gaining an accurate view of the current state. This includes facilitating assessment of the impact of technology change on the current organizational environment and the conception of strategic alternatives for consideration. This led to the main aim of the paper, which provide guide for technical architecture deployment.

Conceptually, objectives of the technical architecture are to:

i. Effectively remove hardware obsolescence or vendor dependency as a requirement;

ii. Re-engineer technology artefacts in the organisation that deploys it;

iii. Enable information systems;

iv. Periodically review the systems in support of the organisation” needs; and

v. Ensure that the rapidly changing external and environmental trends are enforced to significantly change the business and technical environments within organisations.

The technical architecture requires ongoing evaluation and iterative processes to protect the major investment in information technology and systems by keeping them current with the changing environment. The next section explains the development of technical architecture, which begins with the requirements.

4. Phase Two: Requirements

The business units or divisions often have different requirements, often far apart. As a result poses challenge in attempt to map the requirements for the organisation’s common goal. Also, some of the stakeholders are actors in many units or divisions, thereby, causing conflict of interests. On another hand, technical actors also pose challenge of shared services and infrastructure.

As depicted in Figure 1, the second stage, business strategy is the primary driver for the development and implementation of technical architecture. It consists of the business vision, business requirements and contextualization. This phase is primarily influenced by factors which include organisational processes and activities, and environmental trends [18]. The trends relate to the business of the organization as well as relevant technologies that enables them.

The outcome of phase 1 (Visioning and Business strategy) as described above is articulated and translated to address business and technological
challenges in the organization. At this phase, the business strategy layer, the technical architecture is developed to the engineering of information systems and technology infrastructure in the organization. This is to enable and support processes, business logic and activities.

The components of the business strategy phase are discussed as follows:

4.1. Business Vision

As illustrated in Figure 1, this business vision is the first component of the second phase in the deployment and implementation of the technical architecture. The primarily purpose is to provide a clear vision of “business futures” by capturing the most important enterprise business strategies being pursued at the time [19]. It focuses mainly on strategic thinking about the future.

For the purpose of business visioning, the project team gathers strategic planning documentation from the business and extracts the relevant business drivers as well as high level information and application needs. Environmental trends are considered in the process and a business vision document is prepared and verified with senior management and other stakeholders.

4.2. Business Strategy

The business requirements are derived from business vision and expressed as functional statements, which give direction and priority to, among other activities, technical architecture. Aerts et al. [20] argued that a business strategy targets the goals of business processes, which the architecture is purposely deployed to addresses their realization.

Generically, the business requirements include:

- Enabling the organization to implement its strategies over time with minimal impact to ongoing service delivery and processes.
- Enabling business scalability - be able to respond and operate at the same rates in which business process and activities occur.
- Enabling the organization to compete in the economy according to technology and environmental trends.
- Delivering flexibly packaged and priced services through multiple channels at multiple geographic locations.
- Enabling governance in the computing environment.

4.3. Contextualization

At this stage of the deployment, articulation of the organization’s system into technical architecture context is performed. The context consists of the business vision and requirements of the organization, as captured at the time. The requirements are extracted into set of needs which are then used to
develop the subsequent architectural products, a set of blueprints and views of the organization. Each view is expressed in terms of components, connections and constraints, which are governed by architectural model. A key feature of the approach is the conceptual mechanism that provides traceability between views.

Once the gathering of information, requirements from the business strategy is completed, the architects begin the development of the technical architecture.

5. Phase Three: Development

The development of technical architecture is in four stages, including requirements; classification of domains; documentation; and governance principles. Technical architecture is developed for purpose, which is relative to organizational strategy. The development of the technical architecture includes four main sequential steps:

i. Technical requirements;
ii. Definition of the domains;
iii. Documentation of technologies into current-to-strategic forms; and
iv. Formulation of governance principles.

5.1. Technical Architecture Requirement

Technical architecture requirements are derived from the architectural requirements contained in the business strategy stage as they relate to the technical architecture. The requirements for technical architecture are derived from the overall business strategy as identified in the business vision, requirements and contextualized. They describe the basic functions required of the technical architecture in enabling the business drivers specified by the organization in the business strategy.

The development stage describes the components of technical architecture and their relationships. It also gives a view of the sequence involved in developing technical architecture. The above introductory paragraphs demonstrate how technical architecture could be developed and implemented, based on the empirical evidence that comes from experience. This section focuses on development, beginning with the definition.

Different definitions of the technical architecture such as Tan and Gan [21] do exist. According to Rosenberg and Stephens [22], technical architecture generally describes and defines the system and software of structure. In this study, the technical architecture is defined as a logically consistent set of principles, standards and models that:

i. Are derived from business requirements;
ii. Guide the engineering of the organisation’s information systems and technology infrastructure across the various domain architectures;
iii. Are understood and supported by senior management and lines of business of the organisation;
iv. Take into account the “full context” in which the domains of technical architecture will be applied; and
v. Enable rapid change in the organisation’s business processes and the applications that enable them.

In the development, implementation and practice of technical architecture, definition is key, it is importantly emphasized, so to understand the different entities, components, scope and boundaries of the domains of the architecture. The definition, guides the integrations, collaborations and the changes the technical architecture engineer through its development. The next subsection addresses the domain architecture including its definitions.

5.2. Technical Architecture Domains

Each domain of technical architecture consists of both technical and non-technical (such as process and people) factors. Technical architecture enables change by bridging the gap between strategic planning and implementation efforts through a strategy process that is holistic in scope. Technical architecture comprised of different types of domains, Data, Middleware, Network, Platform and Distributed architectures. Each domain has unique and specific deliverables, analysis methods, processes and participants. Table 1 provides definition (domain, description and category) of the domains. The domain architectures are created to provide principles and standards for using technologies as they are related, and to enable specific business objectives.

As expressed in the abstract and introduction sections, the technical architecture provides the means to maintain an adaptive infrastructure through sets of principles, standards, configurations, process and governance. It also drives the introduction of new technology by focusing on function and scalability, compatibility and interoperability to fulfill business and technical needs. Individual templates (Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4) are used to achieve the objectives of the technical architecture within the context of the organization needs. The templates could be manual or automated; they are used for information capturing, validation and processing of the architecture activities and deliverables.

Domain-level technical architectures contain the prescriptive elements of the technical architecture that guide the IT engineering activities within the organization. This includes the analysis, design and implementation and operations management. They provide the organization with a means to categorize related technologies for the purpose of identifying reusable technology and they consist of sets of principles and standards (industry, product, and configuration) that govern the selection and use of related technologies in specifically defined logical domains. The development phase, domains of technical architecture (Data, Middleware, Network, Platform and Distributed) are inter-dependent as they each evolve iteratively. They are
defined as in Table 1. the last column, “Process/Procedural” is guided by the same pattern.

**Table 1. Technical architecture domains**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Domains</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Technology Categories</th>
<th>Process/Procedural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Architecture</td>
<td>Defines the mechanics for managing, securing and maintaining the integrity of the organization’s significant logical entities. These entities are recorded and accounted for in the business information environment. The architecture provides standards for accessing data, as well as business objects if appropriate.</td>
<td>Data and Object Repositories, Data Encyclopedia, Data Modeling, Replication and Administration Tools, Object-Oriented Databases.</td>
<td>Based on the business requirements, principles are formulated, within which data is classified and managed; technologies selected and deployed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middleware Architecture</td>
<td>Defines the components that create an integration environment between user workstations and legacy and server environments to improve the overall usability of the distributed infrastructure. It creates uniform mechanisms for application integration independent of network and platform technologies.</td>
<td>Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), Messaging-Oriented Middleware (MOM), Object Request Brokers (ORBs), Transaction Processing (TP) Database (DB) Gateways.</td>
<td>The business and technical requirements dictates the principles and standards in the selection and deployment of technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Domains</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Technology Categories</td>
<td>Process/Procedural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Architecture</td>
<td>Provides the communication infrastructure for the distributed computing environment. It consists of logical elements, physical hardware components, carrier services, and protocols.</td>
<td>Network Hardware, Network Operating Systems, Security, Carrier and Internet Services.</td>
<td>The business and technical requirements guides the design, and management of the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Architecture</td>
<td>Defines the components of technology infrastructure, including the client and server hardware platforms; the operating systems executing on those platforms; and the database environments and interfaces supported.</td>
<td>Hardware (Workstations, Servers), Operating Systems, Database Management systems.</td>
<td>Based on the business and technology requirements, principles and standards are formulated, within which technologies are selected, deployed and managed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Architecture</td>
<td>Defines how the hardware and software components of the environment will be managed. It focuses on issues of configuration management, fault detection and isolation, testing, performance measurement, problem reporting, and software upgrades and controls.</td>
<td>Network Systems, Configuration, Storage Management and, Security, Performance Management, Capacity Planning.</td>
<td>Based on the business and technology requirements, principles and standards are formulated, within which technologies are selected, deployed and managed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actors’ enrolment in the different domains is based on skill and area of specialization. However, personal interest is a strong influencing factor as well. There are three main steps involved in creating the technical domain architectures, these are:
Creating domain architecture that represents the logical technical domains and their relationships to each other, referring to existing frameworks and modifying them accordingly, rather than creating one from scratch.

Defining domain-level principles, categorise technologies into appropriate domains, then document technology, product and configuration standards as appropriate groups complete technology research, product evaluations, and configuration designs.

Relate standards to appropriate and supported infrastructure patterns within the organisation.

Each of the technical architecture domains provides a unique capability view of the computing environment. The Data and Network domains provide the tools, models, techniques, and participants to manage the impact of change on business processes and partners; Middleware and Distributed domains enable the management of change on business system logics and applications; while the Platform domain enables the management of change on technology infrastructure.

The domain architectures represented in Table 1 have been identified as the most appropriate groupings of technologies that are required to enable and support the business drivers. These domain architectures evolve in an iterative manner as both technical and business requirements dictate. Primarily, the role of each of the domain architectures is intended to organize technologies while their usage rules to assist architects in identifying common uses of technologies, and eliminate redundancy as much as possible.

### 5.3. Classification

All technologies are grouped into domains (Table 1), which defines their strategic or non-strategic terms. A consensus among the key stakeholders is reached on the following: employees’ involvement; authenticity of technologies; where the technologies resides; in what forms and their use. Technical requirements are then defined in a technical architecture product catalogue, which contains information about the products. The rules pertaining to the individual technologies are reflected in a Table 2, per domain architecture. Table 2 is an example of a populated template of the technical architecture.

The columns may be defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Technology category</th>
<th>B. Technology</th>
<th>C. Standards</th>
<th>D. Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>refers to each of the broad logical groupings of technologies within the domain e.g. <em>data warehouse</em>.</td>
<td>refers to the actual technology involved e.g. <em>ETL (extract, transform, load) tools</em>.</td>
<td>are the (local and international) within which the products complies e.g. “<em>ODBC</em>”.</td>
<td>are the named vendor products (hardware, software, etc.) e.g. <em>Oracle Warehouse Builder</em>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. **Current / Future** indicates whether the product is currently in use or planned for use in the future.

F. **Architectural Status** is the formal status given to each product as agreed by the Architects and directly impacted stakeholder, and it is indicated as follows:

- **S** - **Strategic** *(all new development will utilise this product according to the configuration standards, and existing solutions are to migrate to or be replaced by this product where feasible)*;
- **M** - **Maintain** *(do not proliferate, maintain for as long as the product is required - there should be a replacement strategy in the 3 to 5 year timeframe)*;
- **O** - **Outdated** *(must be upgraded or replaced) or Obsolete *(must be removed)*;
- **N** - **Not supported** or not approved *(any products evaluated and rejected)*;
- **T** - **Tactical** *(interim, short-term solution for up to 3 years, to be replaced by a strategic choice)*;
- **E** - **Evaluating** *(being researched, in proof of concept phase and or being piloted - if successful, will be given tactical or strategic status - if not successful, will be given “not approved” status with supporting documentation)*.

**Configuration** standards are used to describe how the product will be used in the organisation. Software configuration standards include the release or version number to be used, installation options and configuration settings, upgrade paths and maintenance procedures. Hardware configurations should include the model name and number, configuration settings, installation procedures and any related peripheral standards. References to diagrams used to position the product, procedures, and or guidelines may be used where necessary. The positions are indicated as follows: Single user, Group users, Departmental, Few Department and Entire Organisation.

The domains of the technical architecture are standardised to ensure uniformity, assessment, evaluation and reduce complexity.

The key for the content of Table 2 above are as follows:

- **A** – Consists of one or more **B**s;
- **B** – Each **B** could have more than one **C**; and **D**, depend on the organization;
- **E** – It's either a **C** or an **F**;
- If **E** is equal to **C**, then **F** is equal to **S/N/E** and
- If **E** is equal to **F**, then **F** is equal to **S/M/O/N/T**

The last stage of the technical architecture development is the formulation of the principles. This is covered in the following section.
5.4. Domain Principles

Principles, as defined by Patel [9] as guiding statements of position that communicate fundamental elements, truths, rules, or qualities that must be exhibited by the organization. Principles are formulated from the business strategy as they pertain to the technical architecture and are further broken down into rationale, process and guidelines. This applies to all the domains of technical architecture.

The primary purpose of principles is to enable the organization to take an incremental and iterative approach of transitioning to formal modeling, while allowing it to influence decision making immediately and consistently. In the technical architecture context, principles are used as evaluation criteria in the absence of detailed models that direct decision making more discretely and comprehensively. For example, one type of architecture model is a technology domain configuration standard that details technology products and the way they are configured together to deliver a reusable building block of technical infrastructure (e.g., an application server). In the absence of a defined configuration standard, an application development team’s technical design for an application should be evaluated for its consistency with the principles dealing with applications, information, and technical infrastructure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Guideline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articulate and give a name which reflects the intention and essence of the objective of the organization.</td>
<td>Highlights potential benefits in adhering to the principle.</td>
<td>Formulated procedure to assists in achieving the rationale as set-out by the organization.</td>
<td>Specify rules and regulations that must be followed in adhering to the process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The principles lead to policies and procedures and are used to give guidance to the designers, developers and implementers of the technical architecture (Data, Middleware, Network, Platform and Distributed). The rationale for the principle is documented along with any process or procedure and guideline, which could be used when applying the principle.

The principles impact the selection, design, and implementation of software packages, application components, infrastructure deployment and business objects.

6. Phase Four: Implementation

The implementation phase consists of four stages: Gap analysis; Migration planning; Implementation planning; and Project – each of these stages is briefly described below. The technical architecture is expected to enable rapid technology-related change in the organization’s business processes and the applications that enable them. The technical architecture is dependent on:

- The business vision of the organisation, which captures the most important business strategies being pursued at the time;
- The organisational requirements which consists of high-level architectural requirements, derived from business strategies, to give direction and priority; and
- The architecture which contains sets of principles, derived mainly from best practices and trends that are relative to, and consistent across each domain architectures area within the business strategy of the organisation.

6.1. Gap Analysis

The final phase of the deployment consists of conducting gap analyses across the domain architecture areas to determine corrective action, develop prioritized migration plans and finally draw up implementation plans. Carrying out the projects in the implementation plans change the organization from the current state to future state as defined during the project.

The purpose of the gap analysis is to assess the current state of the technical architecture against the desired state as reflected by the drivers, which is covered during phase two (Business Strategy). This assessment is an iterative and ongoing process and is reflected by a checklist (objectives and business strategy) and an accompanying action plan. These assessments are stored in the technical architecture repository and made accessible to the architects and other stakeholders.
Table 4: Implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement (Future State)</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Deliverable</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Target Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The entity that defines the rationale and motivation for the task. This entity provides guidance for the scope.</td>
<td>Defines the individual tasks including the deliverables.</td>
<td>Tasks to be carried out.</td>
<td>Who carries out the tasks – architect, business units, etc.</td>
<td>Have options: (1) Not started (2) In Progress (3) Completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Migration Planning

Positioning strategy and movement from one architectural phase to another is a very complex issue. It is much more complex than simply bringing in a new vendor or new technology.

The current trends in technology architectural direction are toward higher levels of connectivity and functionality. True, the current movement in the industry is toward more “open” strategies, but if this ever occurs in reality, the building block approach to implementation will be a viable strategy.

Certainly, one of the key decision processes involved with architectural planning is the need to have a future target. Shorter-term goals can then be defined as stepping-stones to the strategic goal. Of course the problem here is that historically, information technologists have not been all that accurate in predicting product directions and timing. For example, who had in the 80s predicted the impact that PCs have on the industry, today? Or who would have predicted the explosion of the Internet?

6.3. Implementation Planning

Once the current inventory is defined, the first step in planning is to assess the strategic and technical fit of the current technologies. Strategic fit is assessed based on the technology’s contribution to business value, as defined by the business strategy. Technical fit is assessed based on the technology’s adherence to the technical architecture design principles and technology standards. This assessment enables the applications to be placed in the categories as shown in Table 4.
6.4. Project

The development and implementation project passes through this cycle multiple times. There are continuous interactions between the project implementers and the architecture. Each technical architect project is required to model the technology environment, including infrastructure configuration standards and guidelines for using standard products and configurations. The models provide both views of the recommended technology and the bases for assessing the impact of new and replacement of technologies within the context of the whole enterprise-wide technology infrastructure (rather than just within the context of the specific technology being considered).

The technical architecture is not a project, but an iterative process. The process phase ensures the operationalisation of technologies in an architected approach.

7. Conclusion

The modeling provides guidance concerning the information technology assets to knowledge workers, information processors, IT application developers, infrastructure managers, and executives. The model helps organizations to explore the factors leading to the success or failure of technical architecture in their computing environment. The paper presents a new paradigm for building technical architecture that improves the effectiveness of functional operations to include their efficiency and use of technology throughout the organization.

The contributions of the paper are from two main perspectives, methodological and practicality. The methodological contribution of the paper is through the perspective in which we gain better understanding of the procedural deployment and use of technical architecture in the computing environment. The other main contribution is the practicality, which constitutes a learning curve for information technology architects in the development and implementation of technical architecture. Based on the practicality, it is an aggregation of ideas and experience to which many architects would subscribe to. Also, it is expected to benefit the computing industry, IS researchers on the capabilities of the technical architecture involving change and through it, contributes to the body of knowledge in this sub-field.

An area recommended for future research, which this article did not cover, is the social context in the deployment (development and implementation) of the technical architecture in the organization. It would be interesting to both academics and profession to understand the interplay between various actors during the deployment of technical architecture in the organisations.

Another future research area is an understanding of the roles and impacts of both organisational structure and structures, in the deployment of technical architecture. Structures, as defined by structuration theory, according to [23],

the word „structure” must not be confused with its obvious connotation of organisational hierarchy in the English language. Giddens [24] defined structure as rules and resources in Structuration Theory.
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Abstract. Integrating prerequisite relationships, partially defined as graph components, produces a directed graph that corresponds to a well-defined and well-behaved workflow consisting only of and-splits and and-joins. Such a workflow often cannot be transformed to a structured workflow. This paper presents an approach to producing a corresponding structured workflow that will, with some adjustments in the runtime, correspond to the original unstructured workflow. The workaround is based on element cloning and on a workflow wrapper handling clones in order to avoid multiple element instances. An algorithm for finding clones and an algorithm for reducing the number of clones are proposed. Correctness of the algorithms is analyzed and some drawbacks and possible improvements are examined.
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1. Introduction

In order to follow the key guidelines for designing a business layer of an application [17] one of the tasks is to extract a workflow component that defines and coordinates multistep business processes. Although traditionally related to enterprise systems, workflow management has other applications. Applications of prerequisite relations between workflow elements can be found in merging dependencies between UML components [8], in modeling course prerequisites in a learning management systems [4][14][22], in modeling relationships between workflow sub-components of a learning management system [27] or in modeling workflow-based data for e-learning [25]. Development of proprietary workflow management software can enhance flexibility and help in avoiding limitations of existing systems in dealing with synchronization points in unstructured workflows [18], but it requires a lot of work and raises compatibility and interoperability issues. On the other hand the use of existing workflow management software induces problems during the design of the business process model, because the workflow management systems impose different syntactical restrictions on models. One of the restrictions is that the workflow model should (and often
must) be structured. Perspectives regarding this restriction vary. In [9] authors propose that workflow models should be structured in order to avoid the so-called “spaghetti business process modeling”, but there might be good reasons to use unstructured business processes [5].

In this paper an approach to avoiding unstructured workflows in prerequisite modeling using directed graphs is described. The idea was introduced in [19], but here we elaborate on how to produce a structured workflow that will, with some additional adjustments in the runtime environment, correspond to the original unstructured workflow. An overview of a related work is given in the second section. The third section describes the process of merging partially defined prerequisite relationships into a directed graph that corresponds to a workflow with only and-split and and-joins and further expands on the idea of a modification based on the graph’s vertex cloning. Finding vertices that have to be cloned is done using an original vertex labeling algorithm formally described in the fourth section. The fifth section deals with reducing the number of clones prior to transforming an integrated graph into a concrete workflow model. For the sake of presentation simplicity we use the Windows Workflow Foundation model [23] (in further text WF-model). The algorithm for reducing the clones is described in the sixth section. The seventh section proves the correctness of the proposed algorithms and the eighth section discusses their complexity. The ninth section deals with possible improvements of the proposed algorithms.

2. Related Research

In [11] authors define a well-behaved workflow as one that can never lead to a deadlock or result in multiple active instances of the same activity. Another body of research [7] defines well-formed workflows, relates them to well-behaved workflows and defines prerequisites that a well-formed workflow must have in order to be structured.

Tools for transforming a process model into a corresponding structured model [21] and for translating an unstructured workflow into a structured BPEL model [13], [2] automate the transformation, but not all models can have their structural pair. In [11] and [12] it is shown that there are well-behaved workflow models that cannot be modeled as structured workflow models. Moreover, [15] shows that a workflow containing only and-splits [24] is always well-behaved but does not have a structured mapping if it does not meet certain requirements. Intuitively expressing those requirements, in order to have a structured mapping, such workflow must have and-splits paired with corresponding and-joins in a parallel routing form [1].

An approach for prerequisite modeling in which dependencies are modeled in a tree form, which has the target element as the root node of the (sub)tree and its prerequisites as its children [8], enables direct transformation to the structured workflow, but can produce large trees with same elements in different subtrees. For such elements the same dependency subtree has to
be added several times and the tree can grow rapidly. As there might be many elements having a common prerequisite, which is quite common in course modeling, it is better to use directed graphs. The more common prerequisites exist, the more obvious the benefit of this approach is. The drawback of this idea is that such graphs usually produce unstructured workflows.

The idea how to produce a structured workflow that will, with some additional adjustments in the runtime environment, correspond to the original unstructured workflow introduced in [19] is based on workflow elements cloning (duplication), which in normal circumstances leads to multiple instances of an element but one can resolve these in the runtime. As clones will formally be different elements, the formal verification techniques will treat such a workflow as a structured workflow. Although this approach also introduces duplicates, their number should be significantly less than using trees due to common split and merge points.

3. Partially Defined Prerequisite Relationships

Each prerequisite relationship can be graphically presented as a directed arc between two vertices. Direction of the arc defines the dependency of a target vertex upon a source vertex. The vertices and arcs form a single (not necessarily connected) integrated directed graph in which each vertex can have one or more incoming and outgoing arcs. Each component of a graph with one source and one sink vertex can be paired with a well-formed workflow model containing only and-splits and and-joins. Fig. 1 shows this straightforward process of transformation from a directed graph into a well-formed workflow model. Each vertex having two or more outgoing arcs is presented with one workflow element connected to an and-split with outgoing arcs moved from the vertex to an and-split. Each vertex having two or more incoming arc is presented with one and-join and one workflow element, where incoming arcs are moved to the and-join.

![Diagram](image_url)

Fig. 1. From a directed graph to a well-formed workflow model

With some modifications described later in this section, it is guaranteed that the integrated graph will be connected and will have one source and one sink.
vertex and therefore can be represented with one well-formed workflow. In the remainder of the paper, workflow models will be depicted as directed graphs without explicitly shown and-split and and-join elements in order to simplify the figures.

The duplication of vertices [11] in the process of transformation of simple workflows without parallelism into structured workflows cannot be directly applied because it would lead to multiple instances of certain elements. If it can be guaranteed that multiple instances are handled in the way that only one of them is effectively executed during the runtime, then the corresponding structured workflow can be created. We propose cloning common vertices (workflow elements) and putting them into parallel branches. Concrete implementation of the workflow model must ensure that the corresponding clones behave as a single element and that no data duplication occurs in the runtime. This can be ensured by building a workflow wrapper that would expose only unique instances of elements to other layers of the application.

In order to briefly illustrate the idea, two graphs are shown in the Fig. 2. The graph on the left hand side corresponds to an unstructured workflow. If the vertex C is cloned into two instances C1 and C2, and if C1 is prerequisite for E and C2 is prerequisite for F the outcome is a structured workflow model presented in the graph on the right hand side. The graph on the right hand side is equivalent to a structured workflow that can be easily transformed into a WF-model (or any other concrete workflow model). In the runtime it has to be guaranteed that C1 and C2 are treated as a single instance of C. After the integration, vertices such as vertex C in this example have to be labeled in order to be cloned later in the process of the WF-model creation.

The complete modeling process consists of several steps as shown in the Fig. 3. Firstly, partially defined prerequisite relationships have to be merged into an integrated graph.

The efficient way of doing the initial integration is to represent the graph with an adjacency matrix. Vertices have to be uniquely mapped to positive numbers ranging from 1 and the total number of the vertices. Creating adjacency matrix eases the detection of (in terms of prerequisites) illicit situations, such as the existence of graph cycles of length 1 and 2. In order to find cycles of length more than 2, algorithms shown in [10] or [20] can be used. The latter is suitable when short cycles are expected.
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As the goal is to find at least one cycle and since the topological order is necessary for the next steps of the process, the better approach would be to use the algorithm for incremental cycle detection and topological ordering shown in [6].

![Diagram of workflow creation algorithm](image)

**Fig. 3.** Phases of the workflow creation algorithm

After creating the adjacency matrix and completing the detection of cycles, the algorithm proceeds with arcs removal. Due to transitivity of prerequisite relation, there is a possibility that some of the arcs could be removed. In a nutshell, if for some arc $a = (A, B)$ an alternative path from vertex $A$ to vertex $B$ exists, then the arc $a$ can be removed because it is redundant. For example arc $a = (A, B)$ in the **Fig. 4** is removed since $A$ is a transitive predecessor of $B$ via $C$ and $D$.\(^1\) This step is similar to the transitive reduction of a graph [3].

![Diagram of redundant arc removal](image)

**Fig. 4.** Removing a redundant arc from A to B

\(^1\) In terms of logic, the situation from **Fig. 4** can be expressed as $B => A$, $B => D$, $D => C$, $C => A$, which is equivalent to $B => D$, $D => C$, $C => A$. ($B => A$ is a surplus)
An alternative to cycle detection and transitive prerequisites removal is the use of algorithms for Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT). Each arc $a=(i,j)$ means that $i$ is a prerequisite for $j$ and such dependency can be logically represented as $j$ entails $i$. The logic implication $j\Rightarrow i$ is evaluated to false only in case that $j$ is true and $i$ is false which corresponds to the situation where some activity is started without its prerequisite being finished. All other combinations (both false, both true, only the prerequisite has finished) are considered to be valid. Other options can be the algorithms presented in [16] and [26], but as prerequisite relationships produce only and-splits and and-joins the initial approach is enough.

Depending on the arrangement of the prerequisites it might happen that a graph is not connected which is not suitable for the algorithm steps that should follow. Therefore, after the reduction of arcs algorithm, two new vertices have to be added to the graph: Start and End. Start vertex will be connected with all vertices having number of inward arcs equal to zero in such a way that Start is their predecessor. All vertices having their outward degree equal to zero will be connected with the End vertex in such way that End is their successor. Consequently, it is guaranteed that the graph is connected that is essential for the vertex labeling algorithm, illustrated in the next section.

4. The Vertex Labeling Algorithm

The vertex labeling algorithm can be applied to a directed graph $G = (V, A)$ with the set of vertices $V$ and set of directed arcs $A$ according to the following presumptions:

- Graph $G$ is connected and there are no cycles in the graph
- There is only one start vertex $v \in V$ such that its indegree $\deg^-(v) = 0$
- There is only one end vertex $v \in V$ such that its outdegree $\deg^+(v) = 0$
- For each pair of vertices $p \in V$ and $q \in V$ such that exists an arc between them ($a \in A$, $a = (p, q)$) there is no other path $p_1v_2..v_kq$ ($v_i \in V$) from $p$ to $q$ in graph $G$.

Cycle detection, arcs reduction and the introduction of Start and End vertices ensure that the previous presumptions are satisfied.

**Definition 1.** Vertex label is a string that contains only natural numbers and dots.

Set of all possible labels is marked with $L$. Mapping $\ell: V \rightarrow L$, where $L \subseteq \mathbb{N}$, assigns one or more labels to each vertex in the graph. The vertex labeling algorithm is presented in the Table 1.

Labeling starts from the End vertex that receives label 1 and is added to the set of "open" vertices. Open vertex is a vertex that still has not forwarded all its labels to its predecessors. The labeling algorithm will in each step take a
new vertex from the set of open vertices. The chosen vertex will forward its labels to its predecessors according to the following rules.

- If the vertex has only one predecessor then all its labels are added to the predecessor’s label set without being changed.
- If the current vertex has N predecessors (N ≥ 2) then each label is concatenated with \( i \) where \( i \) is a predecessor’s order number. In this way the first predecessor in the order will receive all vertex labels concatenated with \( .1 \). For the second predecessor \( .2 \) will be concatenated and same principle respectively applies to all other predecessors until the \( N \)-th predecessor which receives labels concatenated with \( .N \). The current vertex will be removed from the set of open vertices and its predecessors will be added to the set.

Table 1. Vertex labeling algorithm

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Assign label ‘1’ to ( \text{End} ) vertex and add it to the open vertices set ( \ell(\text{End}) := {'1'}, O := {'End'} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Let ( curr ) be the last vertex in the topological order of set ( O ) and let ( P ) be a set of its predecessors in the graph. ( curr := w \in O ) such that ( v &lt; w, \forall v \in O, v \neq w ). ( P := {v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>If (</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a random or depth first algorithm is applied in choosing a new vertex in each step of the algorithm, the chosen vertex could be added to and removed from the set of open vertices several times depending of the vertex order and the number of its successors. This can be solved by tagging the labels as they are forwarded. Instead, we choose to take vertices in a reversed topological order, which ensures that at the time of dealing with a vertex all its successors have already forwarded their labels.
An example of the vertex labeling algorithm is shown in the Fig. 5. Presuming the topological order was Start, 9, 4, 1, 8, 2, 5, 10, 7, 6, 3, End, in the first step of the algorithm, label 1 is assigned to End vertex and End is added to the set of open vertices. Vertex End has 3 predecessors – 3, 6 and 7 respectively. As End has more than one predecessor, label 1 is suffixed with .1 and added to the label set of vertex 3, to label set of vertex 6 with suffix .2 and to label set of vertex 7 with suffix .3. After that, vertex End is removed from the set of open vertices and vertices 3, 6 and 7 are added to that set. Vertex 3 is the last in the topological order of all open vertices and it is processed in the next step. It has only one predecessor (vertex 5) and its labels (the only label is 1.1) are added to vertex 5 without modification. Vertex 3 is removed from the set of open vertices and vertex 5 is added to the set. The process proceeds further with vertex 6 (that copies its label to vertex 10) and after that with vertex 7. At this point the set of open vertices consists of
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vertices 5 and 10. Vertex 10 is processed because it is behind vertex 5 in the topological order. Vertex 10 has two predecessors and each of them receives labels from vertex 10. This way, vertex 5 receives 1.2.1 and 1.3.1 and vertex 9 receives 1.2.2 and 1.3.2. Step 2 is repeated until the Start vertex with no predecessors is processed making the set of open vertices empty.

5. The Label Reduction Algorithm

Since the cardinality of a vertex label set is the number of the clones of the vertex while producing a WF-model, it is reasonable to reduce the cardinality of each set when possible. A brief look at the Fig. 5 leads to a conclusion that vertices 1 and 5 should have the same labels. There is no arc from vertex 1 that is not joined in vertex 5 and there is no inbound arc for vertex 5 that cannot be traced back to vertex 1. For example, a part of the WF-model is presented in the Fig. 6 where parallel activities occur after vertex 1 followed by activity created for vertex 5 that was added after the synchronization point. Therefore label set of vertex 1 can be reduced to have same labels as vertex 5.

![Fig. 6. WF-model for excerpt of graph from Fig. 5](image)

**Definition 2.** Function $\text{level}: \mathcal{L} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ (where $\mathcal{L}$ is the set of all possible labels) is defined as the number of dots inside a label.
In our example, \( \text{level} (1) \) is 0 and \( \text{level} (1.3.1.1) \) is 3. The relationship between labels will be expressed as a parent-child and an ancestor-successor relation. For instance, label 1.3.1.1 is a child of label 1.3.1 and a successor of label 1. Vice versa, label 1 is an ancestor of labels 1.3.1 and 1.3.1.1, while label 1.3.1 is a parent of label 1.3.1.1.

**Definition 3.** Label \( l \) is a parent of label \( m \) if \( \text{level}(m) = \text{level}(l) + 1 \) and \( l \) and \( m \) are the same until the last dot in both labels.

**Definition 4.** Label \( l \) is an ancestor of label \( m \) if \( l \) is a parent of \( m \) or there exists a chain of labels \( l_1, \ldots, l_n \) such that \( l \) is a parent of \( l_1 \), \( l_2 \) is a parent of \( l_2 \), \ldots, and \( l_n \) is a parent of \( m \).

The basic idea behind the label reduction algorithm is to replace labels with their common parent. The replacements are done for vertices having all children of a particular parent label. For example, if all children of label 1.2 in a graph are labels 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3 then for all vertices that contain all those three labels, those three labels are replaced with 1.2.

The label reduction algorithm groups labels by value of level function and starts checking labels backwards from the next to the last level until it comes to the first level where the return value of function \( \text{level} \) for the first level is equal to zero. For each label \( l \) in current level (marked as set \( U \) in the following algorithm), set \( S \) is a set containing all children of the label \( l \). The next step is finding all vertices (set \( V' \)) that contain all labels from the set \( S \). This way, vertices containing all children of the label \( l \) are found and for those vertices the replacement can be done. In the end, for each vertex from set \( V' \), all labels from the set \( S \) are removed from its label set and label \( l \) is added.

The algorithm continues until all labels on all levels have been checked, i.e. until label 1 (the only label at the level 0) is checked. Formal definition of the algorithm follows in the Table 2.

**Table 2.** Label reduction algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>( \text{curr}_\text{level} := \max_{l \in \mathcal{L}} \text{level}(l) - 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Let ( U ) be the set of all labels from current level ( U := { l \in \mathcal{L} \mid \text{level}(l) = \text{curr}_\text{level} } ) for each label ( l ) from set ( U ) do S := ( { m \mid m \in \mathcal{L} \text{ such that } l \text{ is a parent of } m } ) If ( S \neq \emptyset ) then ( V' := { v \mid v \in V \text{ such that } m \in \ell(v), \forall m \in S } ) for each ( v \in V' ) do ( \ell(v) := (\ell(v) \setminus S) \cup { l } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>( \text{curr}_\text{level} := \text{curr}_\text{level} - 1 ) If ( \text{curr}_\text{level} \geq 0 ) repeat step 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the graph from the Fig. 5 label reduction occur for the vertices 1, 4 and Start. Labels 1.3.1.1 and 1.3.1.2 are replaced with 1.3.1, labels 1.2.1.1 and 1.2.1.2 are replaced with 1.2.1 and labels 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are replaced with 1.1. Next replacements occur only for the vertex Start. Newly added labels 1.3.1 and label 1.3.2 are replaced with 1.3. Newly added labels 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 are replaced with 1.2. Therefore, a new replacement can be done. Labels 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are replaced with 1.

After the algorithm ends, vertex Start must only contain label 1. Fig. 7 shows the graph after the label reduction has been applied to the graph in the Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. An example of a graph after the reduction of labels
Fig. 8. WF-model for the labeled graph from Fig. 7
After the labels have been reduced, a WF-model can be created. Some vertices will be cloned and the corresponding WF-elements will be added as several parallel branches. WF-model for the previous example is presented in the Fig. 8 where the elements are named with C_{vertex number}, parallel activities are named with PA_{label name} and branches of parallel activities are named with B_{label name}. In case a vertex had to be cloned, inst_{clone instance number} is appended to the element name in order to ensure that the element names remain unique. The principle of the WF-model creation is described in the next section.

### 6. WF-model Creation

Each element of a created WF-model will be either an activity that represents a clone of a vertex in the labeled graph or a built-in activity (ParallelActivity or SequenceActivity). In every WF-model at least one (main) sequence must exist, which contains all elements having label 1. For any other label corresponding new parallel activities and parallel branches will be created and assigned to the particular label. For example, vertex with the label 1.3.1.2 would be added in a branch assigned to the label 1.3.1.2. If such a branch does not exist it is created as a branch of a parallel activity assigned to the label 1.3.1. If such a parallel activity does not exist, it is created in the branch assigned to the label 1.3.1. This procedure is recursive and finishes on the main sequence assigned to the label 1. Names of the activities must be unique and follow variable naming rules in which parallel activities are prefixed with PA_ and branches of parallel activities take prefix B_.

For the graph from the Fig. 7 a label is uniquely assigned to a particular parallel branch in Fig. 8 and branch where an activity for a vertex will be added can be uniquely determined. It is important to note that a label does not have to uniquely identify a branch as it can be seen in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Label is rather a indicator where a particular element would be nested within the workflow relative to its current position. The main benefit of this principle is that label set can be further reduced.

Vertices from the graph are processed in the topological order, which ensures that all merge points are added after its parents. For instance, a topological sort for the graph in Fig. 9 can be Start,1,2,5,3,4,6,7,8,End. The algorithm starts by adding vertex 1 with label 1 (WF-element has name C_1) to the main sequence activity. Afterwards, an element representing vertex 2 with label 1.1 is processed and must be added to the branch assigned to label 1.1. As such branch still does not exist and a parallel branch assigned to label 1 does not exist, a new parallel activity (named PA_1) is added to the main sequence and assigned to label 1. Subsequently branch of a parallel activity PA_1 is created, named B_1_1 and assigned to label 1.1 upon which WF element for vertex 2 is added to the newly created branch.
Similarly, element that represents vertex 5 is added to the branch $B_{1.2}$ assigned to label 1.2. Vertex 3 has label 1.1.1, which means that there must exist a branch assigned to label 1.1.1 as a branch of a parallel activity assigned to 1.1. As both do not initially exist, they will be created. The same procedure follows for all other vertices until vertex 6 is reached. Vertex 6 is the synchronization point of branches 1.1 and 1.2. As it has label 1 it will be added as the next child of the main sequence (after parallel activities). It is important to note that appearance of a label that is an ancestor of an existing label causes that all mappings between successor labels and parallel activities and branches get removed. These way vertices 7 and 8 are not added to the "old" branches $B_{1.1}$ and $B_{1.2}$ respectively, but a new parallel activity $PA_{1}\_inst1$ is created containing branches $B_{1.1}\_inst1$ and $B_{1.2}\_inst1$. $PA_{1}\_inst1$ is added to the main sequence after the element $C_{6}$. The new mapping for labels 1.1 and 1.2 is active until the next occurrence of label 1. WF-model of the graph in the Fig. 9 is shown in the Fig. 10.

If a vertex has more than one label, previously described steps are repeated for each label.
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Fig. 10. An WF-model for the labeled graph in Fig. 9
Pseudo code for the WF-model creation algorithm is given in the Table 3. Prior to the formal definition of the algorithm two mappings must are defined.

**Definition 5.**

\( p : \mathcal{L} \rightarrow \mathcal{PA} \) is mapping between a particular label and the assigned parallel activity, where \( \mathcal{L} \) is a set of all labels and \( \mathcal{PA} \) is set of all parallel activities in WF-model

\( b : \mathcal{L} \rightarrow \mathcal{B} \) is mapping between a particular label and the assigned branch, where \( \mathcal{L} \) is a set of all labels and \( \mathcal{B} \) is a set of all branches for parallel activities in WF-model

with \( b(1) \) initially defined in order to assign the main sequence to label 1.

**Table 3.** The WF-model creation algorithm based on a labeled graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Let ( G(V, A) ) is a graph labeled according to the algorithms from Table 1 and Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for i:=1 to i(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu ) := ( i^{th} ) element from the topological order of the graph ( G )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for each label ( l \in \mathcal{L}(\nu) ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D := { m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( D \neq \emptyset ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for each ( m \in D ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p(m) := \text{undefined} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b(m) := \text{undefined} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( b(l) ) is not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createBranch(( l ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add element ( C_{\nu^2} ) in branch ( b(l) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recursive function `createBranch` creates a branch for a given label. It depends on the function for creating parallel activity. Both functions are described in the next table.

---

2 Name of the element can contain suffix \(_\text{instX}\) where \( X \) is the number of elements already created for vertex \( \nu \)
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Table 4. The algorithm for creating a branch and parallel activity for a given label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>createBranch(i)</code></td>
<td>If <code>p(parent(i))</code> is not defined, create a branch as a branch of parallel activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>createParallelActivity(m)</code></td>
<td>If <code>b(m)</code> is not defined, create parallel activity as a next activity in branch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Correctness of the Workflow Creation Algorithm

In order to prove the correctness of the workflow creation algorithm it is necessary to prove two main claims. The first one is that algorithms for graph integration, arc reduction, vertex labeling and label reducing preserve all of the initial prerequisite relationships and create no new prerequisites. The second one is that the WF-model creation algorithm creates correct sequences and parallel activities.

By looking into the steps of the complete process of workflow creation it becomes clear that the first two steps only transform the partially defined prerequisites into a graph representation without any modifications. The third step (arc reduction) removes arcs representing prerequisite relationships that are already present through transitivity of some other prerequisites. The graph is modified but the meaning has not been changed – all prerequisites are kept either in the original relationship or as a set of transitive prerequisite relationships.

To show the correctness for the remaining algorithm steps (labeling, label reduction and WF-model creation) the following claims should be proven:

- All vertices are in correct order, which means that all prerequisite relationships are satisfied.
- Execution of each element depends only on its prerequisites; i.e. there is no waiting for elements which are not prerequisites.

From the design of the WF-model it is obvious that in order to have two elements run in parallel, it is imperative that their labels are not in an ancestor-successor relationship. The vice versa statement does not have to be valid (see Fig. 10, labels 1.1 and 1.2). The claim is formally stated through the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** The non existence of an ancestor-successor relationship between labels `l_x` and `l_y`, where `l_x ≠ l_y`, is required in order to have a WF-

---

3 Name of the element can contain suffix `instX` where X is the number of elements already created for vertex v.
element for vertex X with label \( l_x \) and a WF-element for vertex Y with label \( l_y \) both running in parallel.

Proof: Without loss of generality it can be assumed that vertex X is before vertex Y in the topological order. There are two possible cases that must be discussed. In the first case there is no vertex between X and Y in the topological order having a label which is a common ancestor of labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \). The second case is that such vertex exists which shows that the presumption about non existence of the ancestor-successor relationship is not enough to run the elements in parallel.

Case I. According to the algorithm presented in the Table 3, the branches of parallel activities are created in a way that a branch \( B \) assigned to label \( l \) is branch of the parallel activity PA assigned to label \( \text{parent}(l) \). Parallel activity PA is added to the branch assigned to label \( \text{parent}(l) \) which is a branch of the parallel activity assigned to label \( \text{parent}(\text{parent}(l)) \) etc. Creating activity for vertex X with label \( l_x \) will create (if such does not already exists) a branch assigned to the label \( l_x \). The same principle applies to the vertex Y with the label \( l_y \). If \( l_x = l_y \) then it is the same branch and X and Y are in the same branch which also means they are in the same execution line. If \( l_x \) is an ancestor of \( l_y \) then, according to previously described algorithm, the branch assigned to the label \( l_x \) is contained inside the branch assigned to the label \( l_x \). If \( l_x \) is an ancestor of the label \( l_x \) it means that branch assigned to the label \( l_y \) already exists and activity representing a clone of the element Y is added to the end of that branch which means that Y is a synchronization point for branches contained in the branch assigned to \( l_y \) putting X and Y in the same execution line. If \( l_x \) and \( l_y \) are not in an ancestor-successor relationship then it is obvious that they can be run in parallel.

Case II. Appearance of label \( l \) that is a common ancestor of labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \), according to the algorithm from the Table 3, causes all assignments between branches and successors of the label \( l \) to be removed. As such, assignments for labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \) are also removed. The clone of vertex with label \( l \), such as one between X and Y, is a synchronization point for all branches that have been assigned to the labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \). This fact causes that when an element for the vertex Y is going to be created it gets added to the newly created branch assigned to \( l_y \) and that branch is a part of the branch assigned to the label \( l \) and, as such, is in the same line of execution with X.

As an outcome from the proof of the Theorem 1, Corollary 2 follows directly.

**Corollary 2.** Clone of a vertex X with label \( l_x \) and clone of a vertex Y with label \( l_y \) run in parallel if \( l_x \neq l_y \), labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \) are not in an ancestor-successor relationship and there are no vertices between X and Y in a topological order with a label that is common ancestor of labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \).
By observing not only a single clone, but all clones of a vertex it can be stated that two vertices are in the same line of execution if for each clone of one vertex exists a clone of the second vertex such that those two clones are in the same line of execution. If not, these vertices can be run in parallel. For example, for the graph from the Fig. 7 vertices 4 and 10 are in the same line of execution because for each label of vertex 10 (labels are 1.2 and 1.3) exists a label of vertex 4 (labels are 1.1, 1.2.1, 1.3.1) in an ancestor-succesor relationship with that label. Vertices 9 and 3 represent an opposite situation. With Lemma 4 it will be shown that it is enough to find just one pair of labels in an ancestor-successor relationship so to conclude that the two vertices are in the same line of execution.

**Corollary 3.** For a WF-model created immediately after the vertex labeling algorithm, two vertices X and Y are in the same line of execution if and only if for each pair of labels \( l_x \in \ell (X) \) and \( l_y \in \ell (Y) \) label \( l_x \) is equal to \( l_y \) or label \( l_x \) is an ancestor of label \( l_y \) or label \( l_y \) is ancestor of label \( l_x \).

**Proof:** The first direction follows directly from the Corollary 2 because there are no vertices between X and Y in a topological order having a label which is a common ancestor of labels \( l_x \) and \( l_y \). Therefore \( l_x \) and \( l_y \) must be in an ancestor-successor relationship. The second direction follows from the Theorem 1, due to fact that nonexistence of an ancestor-successor relationship between labels is required to have two clones run in parallel. If all labels are in an ancestor-successor relationship then no pair of clones of vertices X and Y can be run in parallel, hence vertices X and Y are in the same line of execution.

**Lemma 4.** After the vertex labeling algorithm and before the labels reduction algorithm, for each two vertices X and Y, such that X is predecessor of Y, and for each label \( l_y \in \ell (Y) \) exists a label \( l_x \in \ell (X) \) such that either \( l_y = l_x \) or \( l_x \) is an ancestor of \( l_y \).

**Proof:** Case I. Let X be an immediate predecessor of Y. If X is the only immediate predecessor of Y then all labels of vertex Y are added to set of labels of vertex X without any modification and in this case is \( \ell (Y) \subset \ell (X) \). From this it immediately follows that for each label \( l_y \in \ell (Y) \) exists a label \( l_x \in \ell (X) \) such that \( l_y = l_x \). If the vertex Y has two or more immediate predecessors and the vertex X is the i-th predecessor of Y then each label of the vertex Y is suffixed with \( .i \) while adding to label set of the vertex X. Therefore, for each label \( l_y \in \ell (Y) \) there is a label \( l_x.i \) in \( \ell (X) \).

Case II. Let X be a non-immediate predecessor of Y. Then there exists a path \( X v_1 v_2..v_n Y \) in the graph. Labels from the vertex Y are transferred to \( v_n \) from the vertex \( v_n \) to the vertex \( v_{n-1} \) and so on until the vertex X. In each step one of the two possible situations from the first case can be applied. Therefore for each label \( l_x \in \ell (Y) \) either exists a label \( l_x \in \ell (X) \) such that \( l_y = l_x \) (in case all vertices in the path had only one immediate predecessor) or \( l_y \)
Lemma 5. After the vertex labeling algorithm two vertices cannot be in the same line of execution if one vertex is not a predecessor of the other.

Proof: Let vertices X and Y be in the same line of execution, but such that neither X is a predecessor of Y, nor Y is a predecessor of X. Let vertex Z be the first (in the topological order) common successor of the vertices X and Y. Such a vertex must exist because the graph is a connected graph having at least vertex $\text{End}$ as such a vertex. Since X and Y are according to the presumption in different ancestry lines, after transferring labels from the vertex Z to its predecessors, ancestry lines toward vertex X have received labels of the vertex Z with the suffix $.i$, and ancestry line toward the vertex Y has received labels of the vertex Z with the suffix $.j$. As there was no label reduction, vertices X and Y have labels that are not in an ancestor-successor relationship and according to the Corollary 3 cannot be in the same line of execution which is in the contradiction with the assumption. Therefore X must be a predecessor of Y or Y must be a predecessor of X.

Lemma 4 shows that before the label reduction all predecessors and successors of a vertex (and according to the Lemma 5 only these) are in the same line of execution with the vertex due to the existence of an ancestor-successor relationship between their labels. It has to be shown that the label reduction algorithm keeps the execution line.

Lemma 6. Two vertices X and Y are in the same line of execution after the label reduction algorithm if and only if they were in the same line of execution before the label reduction algorithm.

Proof: $\Rightarrow$ Let vertices X and Y be in the same line of execution after the label reduction algorithm. If it is assumed that X and Y were not in the same execution line before the label reduction, then their lines of execution split at their common ancestor and join in the first (in the topological order) common successor. As labels coming from the common successor are propagated to two different lines of execution with different suffixes, neither one element in the different ancestry lines (including X and Y) cannot have all children of a label $\mathcal{l}$ from the common successor’s label set and that is true for each label $\mathcal{l}$ of the common successor. Therefore X and Y cannot reduce their label set to have same labels as those in the label set in the other execution line or to become their ancestors or successors. According to the Lemma 3 this means that they were in the different lines of execution and no label reduction could occur.

$\Leftarrow$ Let vertices X and Y be in the same line of execution before the label reduction algorithm and let, without loss of generality, X be a predecessor of Y. This means that before the label reduction each label $l_x \in \ell (Y)$ was equal to a label $l_y \in \ell (X)$ or $l_y$ was an ancestor of the label $l_x$. Label reduction algorithm can change the label set of the vertex X and/or the vertex Y and
three different mutual relationships between the vertices in the same line of execution have to be observed.

In the first one, every path from the vertex Start to the vertex Y includes the vertex X and every path from the vertex Start to the vertex End such that includes the vertex X also includes the vertex Y (e.g. vertices 1 and 5 from Fig. 5). In this case, after the label reduction algorithm vertices X and Y will have the same labels because X contains all children of labels originated by copoing labels of the vertex Y to its predecessors.

In the second case each path from the vertex Start to the vertex Y includes the vertex X, but there exists a path from the vertex Start to the vertex End that includes the vertex X and does not include the vertex Y (e.g. vertices 1 and 2 from the Fig. 5). If the vertex X had contained labels that have the same parent as the labels of the vertex Y, X's label set would be reduced and those labels would be replaced with their parents. In the successive reduction it may happen that for a label \( l_y \) its corresponding label \( l_x \) is swapped with a label that is an ancestor of \( l_y \). Therefore the new label is also in an ancestor-successor relationship with the label \( l_x \), and according to the Lemma 3, vertices are still in the same line of execution.

The third case is represented with a situation in which there exists a path from the vertex Start to the vertex Y which does not include the vertex X (e.g. vertices 4 and 7 from the Fig. 5). (The existence of the vertex Y in any path from the vertex Start through X to the vertex End is irrelevant.) In this case the vertex X in the label reduction algorithm cannot remove a label \( l_x \) that is a successor of a label \( l_y \) in another ancestry line and as such is not an element of \( l(X) \) and therefore the relationship between X and Y has not been changed.

**Theorem 7.** Every clone of a graph’s vertices transformed into WF-activities depends only on its predecessors in the graph and no clones can be executed before all predecessor clones have been finished.

Proof: The Lemma 4 proves that all labels of a vertex are propagated to its predecessors and no predecessors of the vertex are omitted. This means that all predecessors are in the same line of execution before the label reduction. Lemma 5 proves that for each vertex, a vertex in the same line of execution cannot exist if it was not a predecessor of a successor of the vertex. Lemma 6 ensures that the label reduction algorithm keeps the line of execution, which means that all predecessors are preserved and no new dependencies have been added. Mutual vertical order of the clones inside the WF-model is ensured using topological ordering.
8. Algorithms Complexity

Complexity of the presented algorithms depends on the number of (different) labels, which is dependent not only on the number of vertices and arcs in a graph, but also on the graph’s structure. As the worst case for a particular algorithm step can lead to significant simplification of another step in the process, in this section we give main guidelines on how to calculate the number of labels and which implementations to use in order to reduce the complexity of the presented algorithms. It is important to stress out that the given complexity is the upper bound and it can be far from the average complexity.

In the step 2 of the vertex labeling algorithm from the Table 1, each vertex having indegree greater than one creates new labels in the graph. A contribution of the vertex to the number of new labels in a graph is a product of the cardinality of the vertex label set and the number of the inbound arcs. The cardinality of a vertex label set represents the number of different paths from that vertex to the End vertex and can be calculated as a sum of cardinalities of label sets of its successors. For a vertex \(v\) in a graph \(G = (V, A)\) this contribution of a vertex \(v\) can be expressed with the following formula

\[
c(v) = \begin{cases} 
\deg^-(v) \cdot |\ell(v)|, & \deg^-(v) > 1, v \neq \text{End} \\
\deg^-(\text{End}), & \deg^-(v) > 1, v = \text{End} \\
0, & \deg^-(v) = 1
\end{cases}
\]

where

\[
|\ell(v)| = \sum_{w \in S} |\ell(w)|
\]

and \(S = \{ w \mid \exists \alpha \in A \text{ such that } \alpha = (v, w) \}\).

This way, total number of different labels in the graph is equal to the sum of contributions of all vertices incremented by one due to the label 1 initially added to graph and assigned to the vertex End.

\[
|\mathcal{L}| = 1 + \sum_{v \in \mathcal{E}} c(v)
\]

In the vertex labeling algorithm from the Table 1, a sub-step of the step 2 is executed \(|A|\) times, where \(|A|\) is the number of arcs in the graph. The complexity of the algorithm then depends on the implementation of relationship between labels and vertices, implementation of the union operation (with concatenation) and the number of labels in a vertex.

As it is shown later in this section, it is convenient to implement vertex label set as a hash table and store all labels in a tree, where each node additionally contains a pointer to the workflow branch assigned to the label and a hash table of pointers to vertices that have the label in its label set. If the tree is balanced then the addition of a new node to the tree has complexity of \(O(\log |\mathcal{L}|)\) and the addition of a new vertex pointer into the hash table for the retrieved node can be done in constant time. As insertion of a new vertex in
the set of open vertices in such a way that vertices are always sorted by
topological order and producing the union of labels is linear in relation to the
number of vertices and the number of labels respectively, it can be claimed
that the complexity of the vertex labeling algorithm is \(O(|A| \times (|L| + |A|))\).

With labels stored in the tree, the label reduction algorithm can be
implemented as an inorder tree traversal in which for each non-leaf node a
slightly modified step 2 from the Table 2 is executed. In that case finding the
set \(V'\) for label \(l\) in step 2 from the Table 2 is, complexity-wise, equal to
finding the intersection of all hash tables with vertices pointers to the children
of the node traversed and each intersection can be executed with linear
complexity. Replacement of children labels with label \(l\) for all vertices from the
set \(V'\) is done with the following single step: for a vertex from intersection and
for a child label \(m\) of the label \(l\), \(m\) is deleted from the vertex label set, and
vertex pointer is deleted from the hash table in the node \(m\). As the deletion
from hash table can be done in constant time and as this occurs for each
vertex and each label in each step of a traversal process, the complexity is
\(O(|V| \times |L|^2)\).

A single step of the inner loop in the WF-model creation algorithm consists
of removing the existing mapping, creating a new branch and adding an
element to the branch. This step is executed \(\sum_{v \in V} \ell(v)\) times. If the tree is
balanced, finding an assigned branch to a label is done in logarithmic
complexity. When a mapping between a label and a branch has to be
removed, the pointer to the branch has to be deleted from the tree. Instead of
deleting pointers to the branches in entire subtree, to save on complexity it is
easy to delete just the pointer in root of the subtree. This implies that the
creation of a new branch has to be modified in such a way that, except
assigning new pointer to a node, the deletion of all pointers in the child has to
be done. According to this, it can be stated that complexity of the WF-creation
algorithm is \(O\left(\sum_{v \in V} \ell(v) \times \log |L|\right)\).

9. Possible Improvements of the Algorithm

Although the algorithm from the Table 2 reduces the number of clones, there
are some drawbacks to it. The Fig. 8 shows that the two rightmost branches
with labels \(B\_1\_2\) and \(B\_1\_3\) are almost the same, except for the elements
\(C\_6\) and \(C\_7\). The presented WF-model can be improved by deferring the
parallel split just before the elements \(C\_6\) and \(C\_7\). In that case all previous
elements can be added to the common branch. Hence, the possible
improvement consists of merging the parts of parallel branches that share the
same parent parallel activity. In our example this means that branches
assigned to labels 1.2 and 1.3 are the same (i.e. 1.3 can be replaced with 1.2)
for all vertices before the vertex 10 (including vertex 10). Therefore, for the
labels in those vertices, starting pattern 1.3 could be replaced with 1.2. For all
vertices after the vertex 10 label 1.2 should be replaced with 1.2.1 and 1.3
should be replaced with 1.2.2.
It turns out that the more “regular” a graph is (in terms of adequately paired and-splits and and-joins) the surplus of the clones becomes more obvious. By looking at the Fig. 11 one can notice that after the label reduction, label set of the vertex 3 has been reduced from \{1.1, 1.2\} to \{1\}, but the same thing does not apply to the vertices 1 and 2. Their label sets can be reduced by just replacing starting patterns of the labels which will, in turn, produce the graph shown in the Fig. 12.

**Fig. 11.** A graph after the vertex labeling and the same graph after the label reduction algorithm

**Fig. 12.** Optimal labeling solution for the graph on the left hand side in the Fig. 11

Proof of these claims is based on a proof of the Theorem 8 which deals with an improvement that can be done for these vertices where the label set has not been reduced but contains two or more labels that have same parent as the vertex 10 in the Fig. 7. Replacing more labels with the same parent...
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starts from the vertex containing those labels and propagates replacements upwards to the Start vertex or until the first vertex without these labels.

**Theorem 8.** Let the label set of a vertex \( v \) contains a subset \( O=\{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \) of labels that have same parent and let \( l_i \) be the first among them in the lexicographic order. If the starting pattern \( l X \) is replaced with \( l_i X \) for the labels of the vertex \( v \) and the labels of \( v \)'s predecessors and the starting pattern \( l_i \) is replaced with \( l.k \) in the labels of \( v \)'s successors, where \( k \) is the position of \( l_i \) inside the set \( O \), then it can be claimed the line of execution has been kept.

**Proof:** Without the loss of generality it can be claimed that the vertex \( v \) contains two labels \( l.i \ l.j \), where \( l \) is the mutual prefix of the labels and \( i<j \). All predecessors of \( v \), among other labels received from their other successors, have labels with the patterns \( l.i.suffix \ l.j.suffix \), where suffix is a string of dots and numbers that were concatenated during the labeling algorithm. (Optionally, \( v \) can have other labels that do not start with \( l \) and, for those labels, in \( v \)'s predecessors will exist labels, with an appended suffix, that are the successors of those labels so \( v \) is in the same line of execution with its predecessors). By replacing prefix \( l.j \) with \( l.i \) in the vertex \( v \) and in its predecessors, it is possible that a label set of a particular vertex gets reduced, but line of execution will be kept because for each label of the vertex \( v \) there exists a label in his predecessors in an ancestor-successor relationship with label from the vertex \( v \). It remains to be shown that replacing prefix \( l.i \) with \( l.i.1 \) and \( l.j \) with \( l.i.2 \) in all labels in \( v \)'s successor keeps the line of execution.

The vertex \( v \) has labels \( l.i \) and \( l.j \) which means that at least one successor of the vertex \( v \) containing label \( l \) exists. That successor has at least one more predecessor and that predecessor contains label \( l.k \) (in any other situation the label reduction algorithm would reduce labels \( l.i \ l.j \) with label \( l \) in the vertex \( v \)). The replacement of \( l.i \) with \( l.i.1 \) and \( l.j \) with \( l.i.2 \) implies that branches assigned to labels \( l.i.1 \ l.i.2 \) join one step before the join with a branch assigned to \( l.k \) (and any other branches).

If set \( O \) had more than two labels, the proof is similar.

Although this improvement can reduce the number of the labels, it significantly raises complexity as it adds labels of the higher value of a level function after the level has already been processed. Appearance of those labels requires algorithm reset and several re-runs.

10. Conclusion

Dividing prerequisite relationships into partially defined components helps maintaining a relationship between elements and increases readability. Nevertheless, as shown in the introductory example, even for simple models it may be impossible to transform the integrated graph directly into a real workflow model with an existing workflow modeling language because such
Boris Milašinović and Krešimir Fertalj

workflow models do not have to be structured. As an opposite to developing proprietary workflow management software to support unstructured models, an approach consisting of using existing workflow management software is proposed. The approach consists of element cloning (duplication) and a workflow wrapper ensuring the clones are shown as unique elements in the runtime and no data duplication occurs. The description of the wrapper is out of the scope of this paper.

The paper presented the steps for the integration of prerequisite relationships into directed graphs and algorithms for vertex labeling and label reduction. Initial algorithms and enhancements are presented and their correctness has been proved. Furthermore, the complexity of the algorithms has been discussed and the worst case complexity has been given, with the remark that finding average complexities would require extensive tests since the worst case in one of the algorithm’s steps can significantly reduce complexity of another step.
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Abstract. The maintenance of a software system represents an important part in its lifetime. In general, each software system is the subject of different kinds of changes. Bug fixes and a new functionality extensions are the most common reasons for a change. Usually, a change is accomplished by source code modifications. To make such a modification, correct understanding the current state of a system is required. This paper presents the innovative approach to the simplification of program comprehension. Based on the presented method, the affected software system is analysed and metamodel for the selected feature is created. The feature represents functional aspect of a system being the subject of the analysis and change. The main benefit is that by focusing on well known (and precisely described) parts of program implementation, it is possible to create metamodel for implementation parts automatically. The level of metamodel is at a higher level of abstraction than implementation.
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1. Introduction

Software systems help us with many everyday tasks. Since none software system is perfect, sooner or later there is demand for a change. Software systems often model a real world situation. That is why changes in real world result in state, in which software system (which was satisfactory in the past) is becoming insufficient. To bring such system to the sufficient state again, it has to be changed. The most common reasons for a change are bug fixes and additions of a new functionality. It is more common to change the existing system than to create a new from scratch. Software system maintenance and evolution consumes up to 80 percent of system’s lifetime [16]. To perform a maintenance, it is necessary to understand details related to the requested change correctly. Without sufficient knowledge, it is possible to
break functionality of a system. Therefore a program comprehension is the prerequisite for program maintenance. After understanding the request for a change, the relevant implementation code fragments have to be identified. Just after that these fragments can be safely modified. As a software system is growing, it is more and more difficult to locate code intended for maintenance. This problem raises also with fluctuation of developers.

In this paper, we propose a new architecture for improving a program comprehension, based on utilization of well known classes used in object-oriented program. We claim that for these classes it is possible to define accurate localization algorithm. This algorithm, in combination with a predefined feature knowledge base, maps the selected program feature at a higher level of abstraction automatically. Moreover, this mapping is performed in runtime.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methodology for automatic abstraction of selected feature. Section 3 presents the experiment developed using Java programming language. Section 4 covers the related works. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and presents future work.

2. Feature Metamodel at Higher Level of Abstraction

Existing tools for dynamic analysis and visualization of system execution are mostly generic solutions. Visualization result is difficult to use, since it is closer to implementation level than to application domain level. To get application domain specific visualization, link between application domain concept and code implementation must exist. This link between different levels of abstraction is not explicitly represented in a program code. When reading and understanding program by a developer, this link is built up using previous developer's experiences and knowledge (about problem domain, programming techniques, algorithms, data structures, etc.). To reproduce this activity automatically, a kind of knowledge base describing link between different levels of abstraction must be established.

In this paper, we will focus on how to abstract systems constructed in object-oriented manner. A program developed in object-oriented language is typically defined by group of classes and their instances – objects. Objects communicate to each other by sending messages. Relationships between classes and objects are defined by program code. Let’s define \( V \) as a set of all existing classes (1) and \( P \) as a set of classes used in object-oriented program (2). Figure 1 represents a program created in object-oriented language.

\[
V = \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \} \\
(1)
\]

\[
P = \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m \}, P \subset V \\
(2)
\]

To understand object-oriented program, a developer has to read used classes and understand their relations and meanings. By term understanding we mean “ability of explaining the program, its structure, its behaviour, its effects on its operational context, and its relationships to application domain in terms that are
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**Fig. 1.** Object-oriented program using classes $p_i$

*qualitatively different from the tokens used to construct the source code of the program* [2]. It is essential to move implementation level knowledge to a higher level of abstraction. As mentioned above, to make the translation from one level to another, extensive knowledge — a *knowledge base* — is required. Complete knowledge base should contain information about all classes, all application domains and about their relationship. Since usually new classes are defined, it is impossible to prepare complete knowledge base.

However, there is a group of software components, which are well known and their amount is limited — components defined in software libraries. Defining knowledge base which contains information about software libraries, it is possible automatically create the transformation between the implementation level and higher level of abstraction, i.e. such that implements features comprised in libraries.

Modern object oriented software development platforms provides a comprehensive set of its own standard class libraries. Let’s designate $K$ as a set of known classes, i.e. all classes with known names and meaning. $K$ is a subset of set $V$, of all classes. (3). Let’s define $K'$ as a set of known classes, which are used in the program (4).

$$K = \{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_r\}, K \subset V \quad (3)$$

$$K' = \{k'_1, k'_2, \ldots, k'_s\}, K' = P \cap K \quad (4)$$

When using classes from standard library, the program becomes easier readable and understandable (Fig. 2).

Let’s define aspect of the program as a group of known classes used in the program, which relates to one logical part (from higher level abstraction point of
view). Aspect of the program is a subset of program’s features, since it contains only features based on known classes. Since the program may contain several aspects, $A$ is subset of $K'$ (5). By defining a knowledge base for known classes and by analyzing program for the way of using these classes, it is possible to define a function $f$, which maps an aspect of the program to model $M$, which can be created at a higher level of abstraction than implementation level (Fig. 3, equation 6).

$$A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_t\}, A \subset K'$$

$$M = f(A)$$

In implementation, the knowledge base and the function $f$ will be presented by combination of tracking algorithm and metamodel builder algorithm. Both algorithms will be specific for each feature.

Proposed system architecture is described in fig. 4. Since there are two separate systems (base system and tool), where one react about the other, it is convenient to use a metalevel architecture. Base level is represented by a legacy software system. This system is a subject to analyse. Metalevel represents the tool. Base level system is automatically enhanced with code tracing system runtime execution. Based on tracing results and utilizing knowledge base, the metasystem automatically builds a metamodel of specified feature. This metamodel describes feature implementation at a higher level of abstraction.
Fig. 3. Object-oriented program using classes $p_i$ and known classes $k_i$ and $a_i$. By examining the way of use of classes $a_i$, it is possible to create model $M$ at a higher level of abstraction.

Fig. 4. Metamodel creation using aspect-oriented approach.
3. Tool for Feature Metamodel Building

To validate usefulness of our proposal, we have constructed experimental tool, which automatically builds up metamodel for several predefined features. The experiment is performed using Java programming language. This language was chosen because of its wide use and its rich standard library (Java Class Library).

To extend base level application with tracking code, we decided to use aspect-oriented approach. AOP ability for extending existing code with a new functionality is very helpful for techniques depending on metadata – it is possible to extend base system with monitoring code [25]. This new code will create execution traces used to build metamodel.

Process of extending base level application with monitoring code is defined in knowledge base in form of AOP aspects. For each feature, the knowledge base contains information about its implementation – classes and methods used, as well as the way of using these classes and methods. Aspects defined in the knowledge base trace execution and usage of specified classes and methods at the base level of application. According to the traced information, algorithm (also defined in the knowledge base) builds up corresponding metamodel. Aspects and algorithm building metamodel are specific for each modelled feature.

One scenario supported by the experiment is modelling the feature for input/output streams. A stream can be defined as a sequence of data. A stream can represent many different kinds of sources and destinations, including disk files, devices, other programs, and memory arrays. Basic classes used to work with streams are abstract classes `java.io.InputStream`, `java.io.OutputStream`, that work with bytes, and `java.io.Reader` and `java.io.Writer`, that work on characters. Different extensions of these classes allow different kinds of stream transformations. Among others, class `java.io.ByteArrayInputStream` allows reading bytes from byte array, `java.io.FileInputStream` allows reading bytes from file, `java.io.FilterInputStream` allows stream transformations, `java.util.zip.GZIPInputStream` decompresses stream data, etc. In the knowledge base used in experiment, the description of these classes is defined. One recognized way of using these classes is chaining their instances (instance of one class is used as constructor parameter for another one). This is common way for defining the chain of classes used to process the specific stream. For example, stream is read from a file, then it is decrypted and finally decompressed.

Described feature of input/output streams is modelled as the chain of filters used with a stream (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. Metamodel for input/output streams.](image-url)
To build such metamodel automatically, all invocations of mentioned classes’ constructors must be traced. Metamodel is created according to traced sequence of constructor invocations. Algorithm building metamodel must consider only related invocations (connected through constructor argument). Finally, the tool displays graphical representation of created metamodel (Fig. 6).

4. Related Works

The work presented in this paper addresses the issue for improving program comprehension by automatic metamodel abstraction.

According to a new design principle of open implementation a software module allows its clients to control its implementation strategy [13].

Open implementation contains besides main interface (providing functionality) also meta-interface through which a client tunes the implementation underlying the primary interface. The wide use of open implementation principle is metalevel architecture, see [15].

In general, a metalevel architecture consists of different levels, where one level is controlled by another one. From viewpoint of program represented as a set of objects, it is possible to define several terms in the area of metalevel architectures. Application describing a problem being solved is located at domain level. Domain objects are objects of this application. These objects describe the problem being solved. Domain object protocol defines operations (called domain operations) provided by domain object.

Except a domain level there exists a metalevel, which provides a space for metaobjects. Metaobjects describe, control, implement or modify domain objects. In case of multilevel architecture, metaobject can control another metaobjects. A metaobject protocol (MOP) is object-oriented interface allowing communication between objects at domain level and objects at metalevel. It defines application programming interface which can be used to work with metaobjects. Finally, metaobject operation is operation from metaobject protocol.
The technology of aspect-oriented programming which allows modularization of crosscutting concerns \cite{14}, ability for adding a new functionality to an existing program code \cite{25} has been used in our solution as the basic technology for our runtime abstraction.

For maintenance tasks, the first step to be done before a change itself is identifying and understanding program code relevant to the requested change. Identifying parts of source code, that correspond to functional part of program, is known as feature or concept location \cite{32}. Feature or concept can be defined as cohesive set of functionality \cite{31}. Each feature represents a well understood abstraction of a system’s problem domain \cite{28}. It exists at runtime as a collaboration of objects, exchanging messages to achieve a specific goal. The main difference between concepts and features is, that the user can exercise the latter (hence the notion of concept is more general than the notion of feature) \cite{18}. In this work, we focused on features. Features are usually described by the requirements of a software system. Typically, users formulate their requirements, change requests or error reports in terms of features \cite{21}.

Finding relations between features and source code takes important part in our program comprehension. Feature location is the process of identifying mappings between domain level concepts and their implementations in source code (it identifies code fragments that implements specific feature) \cite{24}. The maintenance request, expressed usually in natural language and using the domain level terminology is the input of mapping and a set of components that implement the feature \cite{4} is the output. The input and output of the location process belong to different levels of abstraction (domain level on one side, implementation level on the other side). To make the transformation from one level to another, extensive knowledge is required (problem domain, programming techniques, algorithms, data structures, etc.). Since features are not explicitly represented in source code, the features identification is a difficult task. It is traditionally an intuitive and informal process, based on past experiences.

In general, feature location can be static, dynamic or hybrid. The static techniques of feature identification doesn’t need execution of subject program – these techniques instead focus on searching in source code. The feature (or concept) location process can be defined as follows \cite{19}:

1. feature formulation (usually in natural language)
2. query formulation and execution based on the intermediary representation
3. investigation of results

First approaches simply utilized pattern matching tools (such as Unix utility grep). This basic principle was improved in several ways \cite{4} \cite{7} \cite{20} \cite{33} \cite{29} \cite{10} \cite{11}. Improvements include extending the search process with usage of advanced information retrieval methods, or creating different ways of graphical visualisation of query results.

The dynamic technique of feature identification analyzes execution traces of subject program. These techniques are important especially for object-oriented and dynamic languages. With these, it is nearly impossible to obtain a complete
understanding of the system only by inspecting the source code [28]. Object-
oriented characteristics such as inheritance and polymorphism make it difficult
to understand runtime behavior of the system only by inspecting source code.
Finally, hybrid (combined) feature location techniques utilize both - execution
trace and source code information. Usually, static information is used to filter
the execution traces.

Works [23] [30] [17] use Java Debug Interface to collect execution traces. Using this approach is complicated and leads to performance penalty – so we
decided for the use of AOP to create execution traces. In [8] a set of instru-
mentation aspects is defined that add code to a given Java program to collect
enough tracing information such that the program can be reverse engineered.
In this approach, every method invocation is intercepted and may be recorded.
Since recording each method invocation would yield too much data to be an-
alyzed, the recorder may be customized using a filter expression. However, to
define filter expression, implementation level knowledge is required.

Common approach to handle a big amount of execution trace data is its
visualization. Standards provided by execution trace analysis are sequence di-
agrams and mapping method calls to source files. Sequence diagrams, while
originally devised as a notation used during analysis and design, can be also
very useful in program comprehension – through the visualization of execu-
tion call traces. Reverse-engineered sequence diagrams based on dynamic call
traces are typically very large, therefore several techniques to handle theirs size
were introduced [1].

Works [12] [3] use aspect-oriented programming to instrument executed pro-
gram with a new code, which collects information about program execution.
Collected data are presented as UML sequential diagrams. Paper [22] summa-
rizes experiences with the development of a reverse engineering tool for UML
sequence diagrams. Author states that the development of a tool supporting the
reconstruction of the behavior of a running software system must address the
major areas of data collection, representation of this data in a suitable meta-
model, and finally its graphical representation. Work [1] provides an overview of
sequence diagram tools.

Paper [9] proposes a reverse-engineering tool suite to build precise class
diagrams from Java programs. The tool uses both static and dynamic data to
infer relationships among classes and interfaces. Work [3] describes class di-
grams used to create metamodels. These metamodels holds collected data
and model resulting diagrams.

Besides UML diagrams, several tools uses own specific way of data visual-
ization. Paper [5] proposes trace visualization techniques based on the massive
technique that supports animation of feature behavior. The approach ex-
erts a third dimension to visually represent the dynamic information, namely
object instantiations and message sends. Work [26] describes user views of the
execution that are specific to the program being understood and to the particular
problem.
Described ways of dynamic analysis and visualization of system execution are
generic solutions. Such approaches are often difficult to use, since it is
impossible to have only one simple general visualization suitable for different
kinds of specific behaviours. Therefore to use such tools, user must understand
(often complex) visualization output, which is closer to implementation level than to
application domain level. As stated in [26] and [27], understanding the software
behavior is a unique problem requiring a specialized solution and a visualiza-
tion.

Our approach comes out from the fact introduced above. One of our aims
was to provide feature specific visualization, which will be closer to application
domain level than to implementation level. To create such a visualization, fea-
ture specific model is built up during dynamic analysis of system execution.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The paper presents a new approach to automatic feature mapping between
different levels of abstraction. The proposed method utilizes knowledge of stan-
dard class libraries. The experimental tool based on this method has been de-
veloped, to prove the ability for automatic feature visualization at a higher level
of abstraction than that of the implementation. Based on the usage of known
classes, the tool is able to automatically track down selected predefined fea-
ture of existing application and create its metamodel. Since the metamodel is
specific for tracked feature, also its visualization can be closer to application do-
main and better describes given problem (in contrary to generic visualizations).
Predefined knowledge base substitutes developer’s knowledge.

The development of such automatic tool is not so simple. The main difficulty
is associated with knowledge base construction – for each recognized feature
there must be aspects defined to trace feature implementation and algorithms
to model traced implementation details in metamodel. The level of difficulty of
aspects and algorithms depends on the specific feature. On the other side, once
the tool is developed, it can be used to locate predefined features from any exis-
ting application using compatible version of libraries. It is even possible to use
the tool with application with no source code available (in case of using load-
time weaving of aspects). The prerequisite is just the compatibility of application
programming interface.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to the automated design of the initial conceptual database model. The UML activity diagram, as a frequently used business process modeling notation, is used as the starting point for the automated generation of the UML class diagram representing the conceptual database model. Formal rules for automated generation cover the automatic extraction of business objects and business process participants, as well as the automatic generation of corresponding classes and their associations. Based on these rules we have implemented an automatic generator and evaluated it on a real business model.
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1. Introduction

The database design process mainly undergoes the following phases: requirements analysis, conceptual design, logical design and physical design. The main goal of conceptual database design is to provide an overall description of data on a high level of abstraction in the entire system. The corresponding model is usually called the conceptual database model (CDM) and represents a semantic data model. The related literature is more focused on conceptual design than on other design phases, considering it to be the most important design phase since the following phases are usually straightforward transformations of the model from the previous one. Because of that, the automatization of CDM design has been the subject of research for many years.

Starting with Chen's eleven heuristic rules [10] for the translation of information requirements specified in a natural language (English) into an E-R diagram, a lot of research has been done in the field of natural language processing (NLP) on extracting knowledge from requirements specifications and automating CDM design. At present, a natural language is the most frequently used language for requirements specifications and the majority of approaches to automated CDM design are NLP-based approaches. However, the effectiveness and limitations of NLP-based approaches are usually deeply related to the source language since they depend on the size and complexity of the grammar used and the scope of lexicon. Consequently, the utilization of linguistics-based
approaches, which are presently mainly related to the English and German languages, is questionable for other languages with more complex morphology and some non-NLP-based alternatives are more desirable.

Currently, there are several non-NLP-based alternatives to the automated CDM design, such as approaches taking a collection of forms \[36, 3, 11, 12, 21\] or diagrammatic requirements models \[1\] as the basis for automated design instead of requirements specifications expressed in a natural language. There are also several proposals taking business process models \[15, 19, 32, 31, 7\] as the starting basis, but with modest achievements in automated CDM generation. A more detailed overview of the related work is provided later in the paper.

The fact that business modeling and database design often use different notations, which usually don’t conform to the same or common metamodel, poses a particular problem and challenge in the automated CDM design based on a business model. Business modeling is usually characterized by process-oriented notations, such as IDEF0 \[24\], EPC \[35\], Petri nets \[30\], BPMN \[39\], etc. On the other hand, the E-R notation, introduced by Chen \[9\], or one of its modifications such as IE \[22\], is traditionally used for conceptual database modeling, while the development of UML has seen an increasing use of the UML class diagram as well \[23\]. Different, i.e. non-harmonized notations are one of the reasons for a fairly small number of papers in the field. One of the ways to overcome this problem is the use of UML for both business modeling and database design. In this paper we present an approach to the automated design of the initial CDM\(^1\) using the unified UML-based notation.

Another reason for the fairly small number of papers in the field, besides different and/or non-harmonized notations, is related to the semantic capacity of business models which has not been completely explored yet and should be exploited for the automated CDM design. Inspired by \[15\] and some subsequent proposals \[4, 31, 37, 7, 6, 5\], in this paper we explore the semantic capacity of the business process model represented by the UML activity diagram (AD), and define the formal rules for automated design of the initial CDM represented by the UML class diagram (CD). The proposed approach is based on: (i) automatic extraction of business entities (participants and objects) from the source AD, and (ii) automatic generation of corresponding classes and their associations (participant-object and object-object associations) in the target CD.

This paper is structured as follows. After the introduction, the second section presents the AD as the source model, while the third section presents the CD as the target model. The fourth section presents an analysis of the semantic capacity of the AD, and provides the formal rules for automated generation of the initial CDM. The experimental results, including qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the implemented automated CDM generator, are given in the fifth section. The sixth section presents the related work. Finally, we conclude the paper and highlight the directions for further research.

\(^1\) Since the presented approach is currently focused on the automated generation of proper structure of the target data model that could be refined manually afterwards, we use the term initial CDM.
2. Detailed Activity Diagram

The AD is a widely accepted business process modeling notation [20] and there are a large number of papers dealing with the formalization of semantics and the suitability analysis of the AD for business modeling [34]. The very rich semantics of the AD allows modeling business processes at different levels of abstraction and detail, from the macroactivity diagram, used in developing the initial business model for the rough specification of a business process, to the detailed activity diagram, used for the detailed specification of a business process in later stages of business modeling.

In this paper we consider a detailed activity diagram (DAD) which represents activities at least at complete level (related excerpt from the UML superstructure [28] is shown in Fig. 1), i.e.

- each step in the realization of the given business process is represented by a corresponding action node (OpaqueAction) and will be shortly referred to as action in the rest of the paper;
- each action is performed by a particular business process participant that plays some business role modeled by a corresponding activity partition (usually called swimlane). In the rest of the paper, a business process participant is shortly referred to as participant. It can be external (e.g. buyer, customer, etc.) or internal (e.g. business worker, working group, organization unit, etc.). Since the responsibility of a particular participant (i.e. corresponding business role) is modeled with one swimlane, we have as many swimlanes as there are different participants involved in the process represented by the given DAD;
- each action may have a number of inputs and/or outputs represented by object nodes (CentralBufferNode) that can be in different states in the given business process. In the rest of the paper they are referred to as input objects and output objects, respectively;
- objects and actions are connected with object flows (ObjectFlow). An object flow is a kind of activity edge which is directed from an input object toward the corresponding action (input object flow) or from an action toward the corresponding output object (output object flow); and
- each object flow has a weight attribute, whose value is by default one. In UML semantics, the object flow weight represents the minimum number of tokens that must traverse the edge at the same time. We assume that the weight of an object flow represents the total number of objects required for an action if they are input objects, or the total number of objects created in an action if they are output objects. An unlimited weight (*) is used if the number of input/output objects is not a constant.

The fact that an action is performed by some participant is represented in both corresponding DAD elements, i.e. the inPartition attribute of the corresponding action contains the identifier of the related swimlane, while the node attribute of the given swimlane contains the identifiers of all actions performed by the given participant.
The fact that an action has an input object is represented in all three corresponding DAD elements, i.e. the source and target attributes of the given input object flow contain the identifiers of the given object and action, respectively, while the outgoing attribute of the given object and the incoming attribute of the given action contain the identifier of the given input object flow.

The fact that an action has an output object is similarly represented, i.e. the source and target attributes of the given output object flow contain the identifiers of the given action and object, respectively, while the outgoing attribute of the given action and the incoming attribute of the given object contain the identifier of the given output object flow.

Based on the previous description of business process representation by the AD, the DAD can be formally defined as follows.

**Definition 1. (Detailed activity diagram)** Let \( P, A, O \) and \( F \) be sets of participants, actions, objects and object flows in some business process, respectively. The detailed activity diagram, denoted by \( DAD(P, A, O, F) \), is a UML activity diagram with the following properties:

1. Each action \( a \in A \) is performed by only one participant \( p \in P \), i.e.
   \[
   \forall p \in P, \forall a \in A \mid a \in node(p) \Rightarrow \text{inPartition}(a) = \{p\};
   \]

2. Each input object flow \( if \in F_I \subseteq F \) is an object flow directed from exactly one input object \( io \in O_I \subseteq O \) toward exactly one action \( a \in A \), i.e.
   \[
   \forall io \in O_I, \forall a \in A, \forall if \in F_I \mid if \in \text{outgoing}(io) \land if \in \text{incoming}(a) \Rightarrow \text{source}(if) = io \land \text{target}(if) = a;
   \]

3. Each output object flow \( of \in F_O \subseteq F \) is an object flow directed from exactly one action \( a \in A \) toward exactly one output object \( oo \in O_O \subseteq O \), i.e.
   \[
   \forall a \in A, \forall oo \in O_O, \forall of \in F_O \mid of \in \text{outgoing}(a) \land of \in \text{incoming}(oo) \Rightarrow \text{source}(of) = a \land \text{target}(of) = oo.
   \]
Figure 2 depicts the sample DAD that will be used throughout this paper as the source business process model. Although it represents a simplified version of the DAD representing the typical business process of order acquisition followed by the delivery of ordered items, it is sufficiently illustrative to cover the most important concepts and basic rules for automated CDM design.

Although the presented workflow is quite intuitive, we still provide a short description. The given business process starts with the customer’s request for a new order delivery. Based on that request, the commercial creates a corresponding new order header containing all relevant data and allows the customer to specify order details based on catalog items. After that, the commercial confirms the specified order details and makes the decision. If the order is acceptable, the order header will be marked as accepted. Otherwise, it will be canceled. After the order is accepted, the stockman collects stock items for all confirmed order details. All prepared items will be controlled and packed into a
single delivery and delivered by the driver. Finally, the given business process ends with the reception of the delivery by the corresponding customer.

3. Class Diagram as the Initial CDM

We use the CD to represent the CDM in an attempt to unify notations for both business modeling and CDM design. The UML metamodel excerpt from the UML infrastructure [27], required for the representation of the CDM, is shown in Fig. 3.

Since the target CD is to represent the conceptual model of a relational database, each generated class will not contain operations, but only a set of owned attributes (data members). Since the presented approach is currently focused on automated generation of proper structure of the target model, each generated class will, if necessary, contain only one attribute named \textit{id}, which represents a primary key. Additionally, all generated associations will be binary associations.

Definition 2. (Conceptual database model) Let $\mathcal{E}$ and $\mathcal{R}$ be sets of classes and their associations, respectively. The conceptual database model, denoted by $\text{CDM}(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R})$, is a UML class diagram with the following properties:

1. each entity set is modeled by a corresponding class $e \in \mathcal{E}$ of the same name, whose each \textit{ownedAttribute} (Property) corresponds to an attribute of the given entity set, and
2. each relationship is modeled by a corresponding binary association $r \in \mathcal{R}$ of the same name, whose two \textit{memberEnd} attributes (Property) represent source and target association ends with the appropriate multiplicity corresponding to respective relationship cardinalities.

![Diagram of UML metamodel excerpt for CDM representation](image-url)
4. Semantic capacity of DAD and rules for CDM design

This section presents an analysis of the semantic capacity of the DAD for automated generation of the CDM. Formal rules cover the extraction of business entities (participants and objects) from the DAD and automated generation of corresponding classes and their associations. At present, we distinguish two groups of associations. The first group are participant-object associations generated based on the actions performed by a particular participant on concrete object(s). The second group are object-object associations generated for the actions that have both input and output objects.

4.1. Automated extraction of participants

Each business role in the given business process is represented by a corresponding swimlane in the DAD and there are as many swimlanes as there are different types of participants involved in the process. For example, in the sample DAD there are four different roles. The CUSTOMER is an external role, while the COMMERCIAL, STOCKMAN and DRIVER are internal roles.

Each role is performed by a particular participant. With time, i.e. with multiple executions of the given business process, the same role may/will be performed by many different participants. External roles are a typical example. In the sample DAD, the CUSTOMER is an abstraction of all customers. For example, in one instance of the business process we have one particular customer, but in some other subsequent execution, the customer could be some other person or company. Similarly, the given business system may have many workers/units performing the same internal role. For example, the given business system may have many drivers. In each execution of the sample business process, one of them plays the DRIVER role and delivers items to the particular customer. In some other case, some other driver will deliver ordered items to the same or some other customer.

To conclude, each role is an abstraction of a number of entities of the same type. That implies that each role should be represented by the corresponding entity type in the target CDM, i.e. each swimlane (participant) from the DAD is to be mapped into the corresponding class of the same name in the target CDM, which is formally expressed by the next rule.

Rule 1. (Extraction of participants) Rule $T_P$ maps participant $p \in \mathcal{P}$ into class $e_P \in \mathcal{E}_P \subseteq \mathcal{E}$:

\[
T_P : \text{DAD}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{O}, \mathcal{F}) \mapsto \text{CDM}(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}) \leftarrow e_P = T_P(p) \quad \text{def} \quad e_P = \{ e_p \mid \text{name}(e_p) = \text{name}(p) \}.
\]

Set $\mathcal{E}_P$ of classes generated for all $p \in \mathcal{P}$ is as follows:

\[
\mathcal{E}_P = \{ e_p \in \mathcal{E} \mid e_p = T_P(p), \ p \in \mathcal{P} \}.
\]

Application of the previous rule to the sample DAD is to result in the creation of four classes: CUSTOMER, COMMERCIAL, STOCKMAN and DRIVER.
4.2. Automated extraction of objects

During the execution of a business process, participants perform actions and use different objects. We distinguish two categories of objects.

The first category is generated objects, i.e. objects created in the given process. For example, the Request object is one of generated objects in the sample DAD, since it is created by a particular customer. In each subsequent execution of the given business process, one new request will be created by the same or some other customer. Other generated objects in the sample DAD are: OrderHeader, OrderDetail and Delivery.

After they are created, generated objects may appear to be the input objects in other actions that may use them to create some other generated objects (e.g. an order header is created based on the customer’s request) or change their states (e.g. after the specification, each order detail is to be confirmed by the commercial).

The second category is existing objects, i.e. objects that are not created in the given process but in some other process. They exist independently of the given business process. Such objects can be used for the creation of generated objects. For example, in the sample DAD, the CatalogItem is one type of existing objects which are used for the order details specification by the customer (each order detail is specified based on one catalog item). Existing objects may also be modified (may change their states) by the execution of some action, like the StockItem objects which are collected by the stockman and later packed into the delivery.

Based on the previous considerations we can formally define existing and generated objects, since that is important for further DAD analysis.

**Definition 3. (Existing object)** Existing object $eo \in O_X \subseteq O$ is an object which is not created in the given process but in some other process, i.e.

$$\forall eo \in O_X \Rightarrow \exists of \in F_0 | target(of) = eo,$$

or alternatively

$$eo \in O_X = \{ o \in O \mid incoming(o) = \emptyset \}.$$

**Definition 4. (Generated object)** Generated object $go \in O_G \subseteq O$ is an object created in the given process, that is an object which is not “existing”, i.e.

$$go \in O_G = \{ o \in O \mid o \notin O_X \}.$$

In each execution of the given business process, participants deal with one or many (specified by the weight attribute of the corresponding object flow) instances of the specified objects. Even in case of manipulation with one single instance, in the course of time, i.e. with multiple executions of the given business process, many instances of particular object type will be used. To conclude, each object is an abstraction of many entities of the same type. That implies that each object should be represented by the corresponding entity type in the target CDM, i.e. each generated and each existing object from the DAD is to be mapped into a corresponding class of the same name in the target CDM, which is formally expressed by the next rule.
Rule 2. (Extraction of objects) Rule $T_O$ maps object $o \in O$ into class $e_O \in E_O \subseteq E$:

$$T_O : DAD(P, A, O, F) \mapsto CDM(E, R) \overset{def}{\iff} e_O = T_O(o)$$

Set $E_O$ of classes created for all generated and existing objects $o \in O_G \cup O_X$ in the given business process is as follows:

$$E_O = \{ e_O \in E \mid e_O = T_O(o), \ o \in O_G \cup O_X \}.$$ 

Application of the previous rule to the sample DAD is to result in the creation of four classes for generated objects: Request, OrderHeader, OrderDetail and Delivery, as well as two classes for existing objects: CatalogItem and StockItem.

4.3. Automated generation of participant-object associations

The first group of associations is participant-object associations which can be generated based on the actions that participants perform on objects. There are several typical patterns in the DAD that should be analyzed taking into account the distinction between generated and existing objects.

Participant-generated object associations. Firstly, we will consider the associations of classes representing participants and generated objects.

As defined earlier, a generated object is an object which is created in some action performed by a particular participant. In the given business process, some action may result in the creation of one or many generated objects of the same type (Fig. 4a), as specified by the weight attribute of the corresponding output object flow. In the course of time, i.e. with multiple executions of the given business process, the same or some other participant playing the same role will create many generated objects of the same type. Each generated object depends on exactly one participant that performs the given action and creates such object(s). This implies that such action is to be mapped from the DAD into the binary association of classes corresponding to the particular participant and generated object in the target CDM with the “1:*” cardinality. For example, in the sample DAD, some customer requests a new delivery by issuing a new request. With time, the same customer may have many requests and all these requests will be related only to this customer.

The first rule for automated generation of associations between classes corresponding to participants and generated objects defines the mapping of actions that create objects into corresponding associations. Consequently, these associations in the target CDM represent the fact that some objects are created by a particular participant. 

Each of these associations may have their own attributes (i.e. timestamp, etc.). Due to the “1:*” cardinality, all these attributes will be attributes of the classes corresponding to the generated objects. Presently, we are focused on the proper structure of the target CDM and automated generation of attributes will be part of our future work.
Rule 3. *(Creation of objects)* Let action \( a \in A \), performed by participant \( p \in P \), create object \( o \in O \). Rule \( T_{PGO} \) maps triplet \( (p, a, o) \) into association \( r_{PGO} \in R_{PGO} \subseteq R \) between classes \( e_P \) and \( e_G \) corresponding to the given participant and generated object, respectively:

\[
T_{PGO} : DAD(P, A, O, F) \mapsto CDM(E, R) \quad \overset{def}{=} \quad r_{PGO} = T_{PGO}(p, a, o)
\]

\[
T_{PGO}(p, a, o) \overset{def}{=} r_{PGO} \mid \left( \begin{array}{l}
\text{name}(r_{PGO}) = \text{name}(a) \land \\
\text{memberEnd}(r_{PGO}) = \{\text{source}, \text{target}\} \mid \\
\text{type}(\text{source}) = e_P \land \text{multiplicity}(\text{source}) = 1 \land \\
\text{type}(\text{target}) = e_G \land \text{multiplicity}(\text{target}) = \ast
\end{array} \right).
\]

Let \( O_{GO}(a) \subseteq O \) be the set of all generated objects of action \( a \in A \). Then set \( R_{PGO}(a) \) of all "participant-generated object" associations, generated for all \( o \in O_{GO}(a) \) for the given action \( a \in A \), is as follows:

\[
R_{PGO}(a) = \left\{ r_{PGO} \in R \mid r_{PGO} = T_{PGO}(p, a, o), \; o \in O_{GO}(a) \right\}.
\]

Total set \( R_{PGO} \) of "participant-generated object" associations representing facts of object creation for the entire DAD represents the union of all \( R_{PGO}(a) \) sets

\[
R_{PGO} = \bigcup_{a \in A} R_{PGO}(a).
\]

Application of the previous rule to the sample DAD will result in the creation of associations for the following triplets: \(<\text{CUSTOMER}, \text{Requesting}, \text{Request}>\>, \,<\text{COMMERCIAL}, \text{HeaderCreation}, \text{OrderHeader}>\>, \,<\text{CUSTOMER}, \text{Specification}, \text{OrderDetail}>\> \text{ and } \,<\text{STOCKMAN}, \text{Pack&Control}, \text{Delivery}>\>.

**Fig. 4.** Typical DAD patterns for generated objects and mapping into CDM
Each generated object may appear to be the input object in some other action performed by the same participant (Fig. 4b). In the course of time, the given participant will perform such action many times and each time on a different input object generated in some previous action. This implies that such action is to be mapped from the DAD into the binary association of classes corresponding to the given participant and given input object in the target CDM with the "$1:*" cardinality. For example, in the sample DAD, the customer receives delivery. With time, the same customer may receive many deliveries and all these deliveries will be related only to this customer.

More generally, each generated object may constitute the input object in several different actions performed by the same participant (Fig. 4c) or some other participants (Fig. 4d). For example, in the sample DAD, the order header is the input object in several subsequent actions: it is used for specification of order details (performed by the customer), it is the subject of cancelation or acceptance (performed by the commercial), and it is also used for preparing delivery (performed by the stockman). Based on the previous considerations, each of these actions with the same input generated object(s), is to be mapped into the binary association of classes corresponding to the particular participant and given input object(s) in the target CDM with the "$1:*" cardinality.

The second rule for the automated generation of associations between classes corresponding to participants and generated objects defines the mapping of actions with generated objects as inputs into corresponding associations. Consequently, these associations in the target CDM represent the fact that some generated objects are used by a particular participant.

**Rule 4. (Usage of generated objects)** Let action $a \in A$, performed by participant $p \in P$, have generated input object $o \in O_G$. Rule $T_{PGI}$ maps triplet $(p,a,o)$ into association $r_{PGI} \in R_{PGI} \subseteq R$ between classes $e_P$ and $e_G$ corresponding to the given participant and input object, respectively:

$$T_{PGI} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R) \overset{def}= r_{PGI} = T_{PGI}((p,a,o))$$

$$T_{PGI}(p,a,o) \overset{def}= r_{PGI} | \begin{align*}
(name(r_{PGI}) &= name(a) \land \\
(memberEnd(r_{PGI}) &= \{source, target\} | \\
type(source) &= e_P \land multiplicity(source) = 1 \land \\
type(target) &= e_G \land multiplicity(target) = \ast )
\end{align*}$$

Let $O_{GI}(a) \subseteq O$ be the set of all generated input objects of action $a \in A$. Then set $R_{PGI}(a)$ of all "participant-generated object" associations, generated for all $o \in O_{GI}(a)$ for the given action $a \in A$, is as follows:

$$R_{PGI}(a) = \{ r_{PGI} \in R \mid r_{PGI} = T_{PGI}((p,a,o)), \ o \in O_{GI}(a) \}.$$

Total set $R_{PGI}$ of "participant-generated object" associations representing facts of generated objects usages for the entire DAD represents the union of all $R_{PGI}(a)$ sets

$$R_{PGI} = \bigcup_{a \in A} R_{PGI}(a).$$
Finally, total set $R_{PG}$ of "participant-generated object" associations for the entire DAD represents the union of the $R_{PGO}$ and $R_{PGI}$ sets

$$R_{PG} = R_{PGO} \cup R_{PGI}.$$ 

Some action having a generated object as an input object may change its state and such object can be used in other subsequent actions. For example, in the sample DAD, the commercial accepts an order header changing its state from new to accepted and that accepted order header is later used for preparing delivery. It is the same generated object, but in different states. Different states are represented by different attribute values and don’t affect the structure of the target CDM. That implies that the previous rule is relevant for all generated input objects regardless of their states\(^3\). In this way, application of the previous rule to the sample DAD will result in the creation of associations for the following triplets: <COMMERCIAL, HeaderCreation, Request>, <CUSTOMER, Specification, OrderHeader>, <COMMERCIAL, Confirmation, OrderDetail>, <COMMERCIAL, Cancelation, OrderHeader>, <COMMERCIAL, Acceptance, OrderHeader>, <STOCKMAN, Collecting, OrderDetail>, <STOCKMAN, Pack&Control, OrderHeader>, <DRIVER, Delivering, Delivery> and <CUSTOMER, Reception, Delivery>.

**Participant-existing object associations.** As earlier defined, existing objects are objects which are not created in the given business process, but in some other process. We distinguish three typical usages of existing objects.

Firstly, they may be used as input objects in actions without changing their state, i.e. actions which result in creating generated objects based on existing objects. Such existing object in the sample DAD is the CatalogItem used for the specification of order details. The statement that some participant uses some existing object for the creation of some generated object contains three main facts: (i) participant creates some new object, (ii) some new object will be generated based on some existing object, and (iii) participant uses some existing object. Each fact can be represented by a corresponding association. However, these three facts are not mutually independent and just two associations will suffice. The third association will be redundant (if we know that the given customer specified the order details based on catalog items, we indirectly know that (s)he used those catalog items). The first fact has been already covered by the rule for the automated generation of participant-generated object associations. The second fact is more significant than the third fact and will be represented by an object-object association\(^4\). Consequently, there is no need for the automated generation of association of classes corresponding to the given participant and such existing object.

\(^3\) It is possible that the state of some generated object is not specified at all. For example, some object is naturally in state new after the creation, but that doesn’t need to be explicitly specified.

\(^4\) Automated generation of object-object associations is the subject of the next section.
The second typical usage of existing objects is the *activation*. It represents the fact that some existing object(s) constitute(s) the input in some action that changes its/their state. This implies that the given action has the input and output objects of the same name. The input object state (initial state of the given existing object(s) before the execution of the given action) is typically not depicted, while the output object state (state of the given object(s) after the action execution) is typically depicted, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Collecting stock items is an example of the existing object activation in the sample DAD. The stockman collects stock items and prepares them for packing and delivering. (S)he takes the items from the stock and changes their state into *prepared*.

The term *activation* is used for two reasons: (i) such objects exist independently of the given business process in some *idle* state before the *activation*, and (ii) typically (but not necessarily), *activation* represents the initial usage of such existing objects in the business process, since the *activated* existing objects, after the *activation*, usually constitute the input objects in subsequent actions.

**Definition 5. (Existing object activation)** Let \( \mathcal{O}_I(a) \) and \( \mathcal{O}_O(a) \) represent the sets of input and output objects of action \( a \in \mathcal{A} \), respectively. Action \( a \), performed by participant \( p \in \mathcal{P} \), represents the activation \( \alpha(p, a, eo) \) of existing object \( eo \in \mathcal{O}_I(a) \) if there is an output object \( oo \in \mathcal{O}_O(a) \) such that \( \text{name}(oo) = \text{name}(eo) \).

By performing an activation, the given participant may activate one or many existing objects of the given type (specified by the weight attribute of the corresponding object flows). With time, the same participant may activate many existing objects. On the other hand, the same existing object(s) is/are activated by one participant in the given business process, but with time, it is possible that the same existing object will be activated many times by many different participants (some book in the library may be borrowed many times by many library members). Consequently, if we consider *activation* as a relationship between participants and existing objects, then its cardinality is \( * : * \). Since activation typically has its own attributes (e.g. state attributes, activation timestamp, etc.), we will not represent it as an association whose source and target end multiplicities equal \( * : * \), but as a separate class associated with both corresponding classes (participant and object) by two \( * : 1 \) associations (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. Existing object activation and corresponding CDM representation](image-url)
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Rule 5. (Activation of existing objects) Composite rule $T_{PEA}$, consisting of three rules $T_{PEA}^{(1)}$, $T_{PEA}^{(2)}$ and $T_{PEA}^{(3)}$, defines the mapping of activation $α(p,a, eo)$ into a corresponding activation class and its associations.

Rule $T_{PEA}^{(1)}$ maps activation $α(p,a, eo)$ into activation class $e_A \in E' \subseteq E$:

$$T_{PEA}^{(1)} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R) \xrightarrow{def} e_A = T_{PEA}^{(1)}(α(p,a, eo))$$

$$T_{PEA}^{(1)}(α(p,a, eo)) \xrightarrow{def} e_A \ | \ (name(e_A) = name(eo) + name(a)).$$

Rule $T_{PEA}^{(2)}$ maps activation $α(p,a, eo)$ into association $r_{PA} \in R_{PA} \subseteq R$ between classes $e_P$ and $e_A$ corresponding to the given participant and activation, respectively:

$$T_{PEA}^{(2)} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R) \xrightarrow{def} r_{PA} = T_{PEA}^{(2)}(α(p,a, eo))$$

$$T_{PEA}^{(2)}(α(p,a, eo)) \xrightarrow{def} r_{PA} \ | \ (name(r_{PA}) = name(a) \land$$

$$memberEnd(r_{PA}) = \{source,target\} \land$$

$$type(source) = e_P \land multiplicity(source) = 1 \land$$

$$type(target) = e_A \land multiplicity(target) = *) \}.$$}

Rule $T_{PEA}^{(3)}$ maps activation $α(p,a, eo)$ into association $r_{E,A} \in R_{E,A} \subseteq R$ between classes $e_X$ and $e_A$ corresponding to the given existing object and activation, respectively:

$$T_{PEA}^{(3)} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R) \xrightarrow{def} r_{E,A} = T_{PEA}^{(3)}(α(p,a, eo))$$

$$T_{PEA}^{(3)}(α(p,a, eo)) \xrightarrow{def} r_{E,A} \ | \ (name(r_{E,A}) = name(a) \land$$

$$memberEnd(r_{E,A}) = \{source,target\} \land$$

$$type(source) = e_X \land multiplicity(source) = 1 \land$$

$$type(target) = e_A \land multiplicity(target) = *) \}.$$}

Let $X$ be the set of all activations $α(p,a, eo)$ in the given $DAD(P,A,O,F)$. The $E_A$, $R_{PA}$ and $R_{E,A}$ sets of classes and corresponding associations, created for all activations $α(p,a, eo) \in X$, are as follows:

$$E_A = \{ e_A \in E \ | \ e_A = T_{PEA}^{(1)}(α(p,a, eo)), \ α(p,a, eo) \in X \} ,$$

$$R_{PA} = \{ r_{PA} \in R \ | \ r_{PA} = T_{PEA}^{(2)}(α(p,a, eo)), \ α(p,a, eo) \in X \} ,$$

$$R_{E,A} = \{ r_{E,A} \in R \ | \ r_{E,A} = T_{PEA}^{(3)}(α(p,a, eo)), \ α(p,a, eo) \in X \} .$$

There is only one activation $<STOCKMAN,Collecting,StockItem>$ in the sample DAD. Application of the $T_{PEA}$ rule will result in the creation of an activation class $<StockItem_Collecting>$ as well as two associations with classes corresponding to the given participant $<STOCKMAN,StockItem_Collecting>$ and existing object $<StockItem,StockItem_Collecting>$. The third typical usage of an existing object appears after activation when the activated existing object constitutes the input object in some subsequent actions performed by the same and/or some other participant(s), as illustrated
in Fig. 6. For example (sample DAD), after collecting, stock items are prepared (i.e. activated from the stock) for packing and constitute the input objects in the subsequent Pack&Control action.

If an activated existing object constitute the input object in some subsequent action, then the given activated object is related to exactly one participant who performs that action. With time, the given participant will perform such action many times. Each time it may be performed on the same existing object, but also on some other activated existing object of the same type (e.g. the same library member may borrow the same book many times, as well as many different books). This implies that the cardinality of the relationship between the given participant and activated existing object is to be "1:*". To be able to define the formal rule that maps such action into the association of corresponding classes, the target class that corresponds to the given activated existing object is to be determined. The given participant performs the action with some concrete existing input object that was previously activated, i.e. (s)he is not related to any object of the given type, but to the particular activated object. This implies that the target class should be the class corresponding to the activation of the given object, but not the class representing all objects of the given type.

5 Associated activation class, representing the fact of activation of existing objects of the given type, is a weak entity type since each activation existentially depends on some concrete existing object. The primary key of this entity set will consist of the existing object identifier (i.e. primary key of the existing object) and some discriminator (e.g. activation timestamp). Each activation also depends on some concrete participant, but not existentially (if we suppose a slightly different business process metamodel that enables models containing only actions and objects, but without participants, activation will depend only on the existing object, i.e. there is no activation without some existing object). Since the associated activation class contains complete identity information about the activated objects, as well as a set of other attributes representing the state of the activated objects, we can conclude that the associated activation class constitutes the relevant representation of the activated existing objects.
Consequently, an action representing the usage of activated existing object(s) in the DAD is to be mapped into the binary association of classes corresponding to the particular participant and activation of the given input existing object(s) in the target CDM with the “1:*” cardinality (Fig. 6).

**Rule 6. (Usage of activated existing objects)** Let action $a \in A$, performed by participant $p \in P$, have activated existing input object $o \in O$. Rule $T_{PEI}$ maps triplet $(p, a, o)$ into association $r_{PEI} \in R_{PEI} \subseteq R$ between classes $e_P$ and $e_A$ corresponding to the given participant and activation of the existing input object, respectively:

$$T_{PEI} : DAD(P, A, O, F) \mapsto CDM(E, R) \defeq r_{PEI} = T_{PEI}((p, a, o))$$

$$T_{PEI}( (p, a, o) ) \defeq r_{PEI} \mid (\text{name}(r_{PEI}) = \text{name}(a) \land$$

$$\text{memberEnd}(r_{PEI}) = \{\text{source, target}\} \land$$

$$\text{type(source)} = e_P \land \text{multiplicity(source)} = 1 \land$$

$$\text{type(target)} = e_A \land \text{multiplicity(target)} = \ast )$$

Let $O_A(a) \subseteq O$ be the set of all activated existing input objects of action $a \in A$. Then set $R_{PEI}(a)$ of all “participant-existing object” associations, generated for all $o \in O_A(a)$ for the given action $a \in A$, is as follows:

$$R_{PEI}(a) = \{r_{PEI} \in R \mid r_{PEI} = T_{PEI}((p, a, o)), o \in O_A(a)\}.$$

Total set $R_{PEI}$ of “participant-existing object” associations representing facts of activated existing objects usages, represents the union of all $R_{PEI}(a)$ sets

$$R_{PEI} = \bigcup_{a \in A} R_{PEI}(a).$$

Total set $R_{PE}$ of “participant-existing object” associations represents the union of $R_{PEA}$ and $R_{PEI}$ sets. Finally, total set $R_{PO}$ of “participant-object” associations for the entire DAD represents the union of all “participant-generated object” and “participant-existing object” associations, i.e.

$$R_{PO} = R_{PG} \cup R_{PE} = R_{PGO} \cup R_{PGI} \cup R_{PEA} \cup R_{PEI}.$$

The previous rule is relevant for the $<\text{STOCKMAN, Pack&Control, Stock-Item}>$ triplet in the sample DAD. Its application will result in the creation of one association in the target CDM between classes $\text{STOCKMAN}$ and $\text{StockItem}_\text{Collecting}$ that correspond to the given participant and existing object activation.

Some action having an activated existing object as the input object may change its state and such object can be used in other subsequent actions. This case is not depicted in the sample DAD, but it is possible. By dividing the Pack&Control action into two separate subsequent actions, Check and Pack, each prepared stock item will be firstly checked before packing, i.e. action Check will change the state of each activated object from prepared to checked. It is the same activated existing object, but in different states. Since different states are represented by different attribute values, this case doesn’t affect the structure of the target CDM and there is no need for additional associations (analogy with generated objects usage).
4.4. Automated generation of object-object associations

The second group of associations is object-object associations, i.e. associations between classes representing business objects. They can be automatically generated based on actions that have both input and output objects by direct mapping of these actions into the respective associations.

Actions with input and output objects may be classified based on the number of different types of input and output objects. There are several possible situations (Fig. 7) and they are as follows: (i) single input - single output (SISO) actions, (ii) multi input - single output (MISO) actions, (iii) single input - multi output (SIMO) actions, and (iv) multi input - multi output (MIMO) actions.

In the sample DAD, an example of SISO actions is the HeaderCreation action, since it has input object(s) of exactly one type (Request) and output object(s) of exactly one type (OrderHeader). In the given example, each execution of this action takes exactly one customer's request and creates exactly one order header. However, generally it is possible that some SISO action takes more than one input object of the same type and/or has more than one output object of the same type, which is denoted by the weight attribute. Although the Confirmation, Cancelation, Acceptance and Delivering actions have the input and output objects of exactly one type, they don’t belong to the SISO category since each of these actions has input and output objects of the same type (they only change the objects' states). Such actions have already been covered by the previous rules (Rule 4 and Rule 6).

The Specification action represents the first example of MISO actions in the sample DAD. This action, which has input objects of two different types (OrderHeader and CatalogItem), results in the creation of one or many objects of the third type (OrderDetail). The second MISO action is the Pack&Control action, also having input objects of two different types (OrderHeader and StockItem) and resulting in the creation of one object of the third type (Delivery). Although the Collecting action has input objects of two different types (OrderDetail and StockItem), it doesn’t belong to the MISO category. It represents the activation of the StockItem objects (already covered by Rule 5) and actually belongs to the SISO category (one or many stock items are prepared for each confirmed order detail).

Fig. 7. Classification of actions: (a) SISO, (b) MISO, (c) SIMO, and (d) MIMO
There are no SIMO and MIMO examples in the sample DAD, but they are possible. For example, in the production unit of the given business system, separation of some mixture into its components constitutes a SIMO action. Such action has object(s) of exactly one type (mixture) and as many different types of output objects as there are different types of components in the mixture. If we add machine(s) required for the separation (machine, as an existing object, will constitute an additional input object), or some previously prepared containers for packing separated components (prepared containers, be they generated and/or activated existing objects, will also constitute additional input objects), then such SIMO action becomes a MIMO action.

Generally, input objects may be: (i) generated \((\text{io}_G \in O_G)\), (ii) activated existing \((\text{io}_A \in O^*_A)\), i.e. existing objects that have been already activated by some previous action in the given business process, and (iii) non-activated existing \((\text{io}_X \in O^*_X)\), i.e. existing objects that have not been activated in the given business process. On the other hand, output objects may be: (i) generated \((\text{oo}_G)\), and (ii) activated existing \((\text{oo}_A)\). Classes \(e_G \in E_G\) and \(e_X \in E_X\) in the target CDM, corresponding to generated and non-activated existing objects, respectively, are created by Rule 2 (extraction of objects), while classes \(e_A \in E_A\), corresponding to activated existing objects, are created by Rule 5 (activation of existing objects). These classes will constitute the source and target classes in the mapping of SISO, MISO, SIMO and MIMO actions into the corresponding object-object associations.

SISO actions. Firstly we will consider SISO actions. SISO cases and the corresponding transformation rules are illustrated in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8. Illustration of transformation rules for SISO actions](image-url)
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Each output object (be it generated or activated existing) depends on as many input objects as is the weight of the given input object flow. Thus, if the weight of the corresponding input object flow equals "1", then the given output object depends on exactly one input object and the multiplicity of the respective source association end (corresponding to the input object) is exactly "1". If the input weight equals "*", then the given output object depends on many input objects and the multiplicity of the respective source association end is "*". If the input weight is a literal $n$ ($n > 1$), then the given output object depends on exactly $n$ input objects (like personal data containing data about two cities, where the first city represents the place of birth, while the second city represents the place of residence). In that case we have exactly $n$ associations, where each association has the source end multiplicity equal to "1".

If the input object(s) is/are non-activated existing object(s), i.e. $io_X$, then the target end multiplicity (which corresponds to the output object) of each association always equals "*" and doesn’t depend on the weight of the output object flow, because even in cases when the output weight is exactly "1", with time, the same existing input object may be used in the creation/activation of many output objects.

If the input object(s) is/are generated or activated existing object(s), i.e. $io_G$ or $io_A$, then the target end multiplicity depends only on the weight of the output object flow. If the output weight is exactly "1", then exactly one output object depends on $io_G$ or $io_A$ and the target end multiplicity should be exactly "1". Otherwise, the target end multiplicity should be "*" because more than one output object depend on given input object(s).

**Rule 7. (Object-object associations for SISO actions)** Let $a \in A$ be a SISO action with input object(s) $io \in O_G \cup O^X \cup O_A^X$ and output object(s) $oo \in O_O$, where $if \in F_I$ and $of \in F_O$ represent corresponding input and output object flows whose weights are denoted by $w_{io}$ and $w_{of}$, respectively. Rule $T_{siso}^{OO}$ maps SISO tuple $(io, if, a, of, oo)$ into set $R_{siso}^{OO}(a)$ containing exactly $n \in \mathbb{N}$ associations between classes $e_{IO}$ and $e_{OO}$:

$$T_{siso}^{OO} : \mathcal{DAD}(P, A, O, F) \rightarrow \mathcal{CM}(E, R) \overset{def}{=} R_{siso}^{OO}(a) = T_{siso}^{OO}((io, if, a, of, oo))$$

$$R_{siso}^{OO}(a) = \{ r_{io}^{(j)} \in R \mid r_{io}^{(j)} = T_{siso}^{OO}((io, if, a, of, oo)), j = 1, \ldots, n \}$$

$$T_{siso}^{OO}((io, if, a, of, oo)) \overset{def}{=} r_{io} \mid \left( \text{name}(r_{io}) = \text{name}(a) \land \left( \text{memberEnd}(r_{io}) = \{\text{source}, \text{target}\} \land \text{type}(source) = e_{IO} \land \text{multiplicity}(source) = m_s \land \text{type}(target) = e_{OO} \land \text{multiplicity}(target) = m_t \right) \right)$$

where the corresponding source and target classes $e_{IO}$ and $e_{OO}$ are given with:

$$e_{IO} = \begin{cases} e_G, \, io \in O_G \\ e_X, \, io \in O^X \\ e_A, \, io \in O_A^X \end{cases}$$

$$e_{OO} = \begin{cases} e_G, \, oo \in O_G \\ e_A, \, oo \in O_A^X \end{cases}$$

while the corresponding source and target association end multiplicities and the total number of associations are as follows:
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\[ m_s = \begin{cases} \ast, & w_{sf} = \ast \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad m_t = \begin{cases} \ast, & w_{tf} \neq 1 \lor io \in \mathcal{O}_X^\ast \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad n = \begin{cases} 1, & w_{nf} \in \{1, \ast\} \\ \ast, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

Application of the previous rule to the first sample SISO action (Header-Creation) will result in the creation of a binary association between the classes corresponding to the input and output objects (Request and OrderHeader) with the "1:1" cardinality since both input and output objects are generated and the weight of corresponding object flows equals "1". Application to the de facto SISO action (Collecting) will result in the creation of a binary association between the class corresponding to the input object (OrderDetail) and class corresponding to the activation of the output object (StockItem_Collecting) with the "1:*" cardinality, since the input is a generated object and the output is an activated existing object, while the weights of the corresponding object flows are "1" and "*", respectively.

MISO actions. Each MISO action has input objects of more than one type and it creates output objects of exactly one type. Since all input objects are required for the start of an action, we assume that the output object(s) depend(s) on all these input objects, i.e. output object(s) is/are directly related to each of the input objects. For example, in the sample DAD (Pack&Control), each delivery (represented by output object type Delivery) is related to one order (represented by the first input object type OrderHeader) and contains many items (represented by the second input object type StockItem). Similarly, for the second sample MISO action (Specification), all order details (represented by output object type OrderDetail) belong to a particular order (represented by the first input object type OrderHeader) and each of them is specified based on a concrete catalog item (represented by the second input object type CatalogItem). This implies that SISO rule $T_\text{OO}^{\text{MISO}}$ should be independently applied to each input object(s) - output object(s) pair of MISO action, as depicted in Fig. 9 (a).

![Fig. 9. Application of SISO transformation rule for MISO (a) and SIMO (b) actions](image)
Rule 8. (Object-object associations for MISO actions) Let \( a \in A \) be a MISO action with \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of input objects \( io_1, \ldots, io_m \in O_I \) and output object(s) \( oo \in O_O \), where \( if_1, \ldots, if_m \in F_I \) and \( of \in F_O \) constitute the corresponding input and output object flows, respectively. Let \( \mathcal{M}(a) = \{ (io_k, if_k, a, of, oo), 1 \leq k \leq m \} \) be the set of all SISO tuples for the given action \( a \in A \). Rule \( T_{O_O}^{miso} \) maps the \( \mathcal{M}(a) \) set into the \( R_{O_O}^{miso}(a) \) set of corresponding associations for the given action:

\[
T_{O_O}^{miso} : \mathcal{D}AD(P, A, O, F) \rightarrow \mathcal{C}M(E, R) \quad \text{def} \quad R_{O_O}^{miso}(a) = T_{O_O}^{miso}(\mathcal{M}(a))
\]

\[
R_{O_O}^{miso}(a) = \bigcup_{1 \leq k \leq m} R_{O_O}^{(k)}(a), \quad R_{O_O}^{(k)}(a) = T_{O_O}^{miso}( (io_k, if_k, a, of, oo) ).
\]

The \( T_{O_O}^{miso} \) rule is a general rule relevant to all single output actions, since a SISO action is just a special case of MISO actions \((m = 1)\).

Application of the previous rule to the first MISO action (Pack&Control) in the sample DAD will result in the creation of two binary associations: (i) "1:1" association between classes corresponding to the input (OrderHeader) and output object (Delivery), and (ii) "*:1" association between the class corresponding to the activation of input objects (StockItem_Collecting) and the class corresponding to the output object (Delivery). Similarly, application to the second sample SIMO action (Specification) will result in the creation of the following two binary associations: (i) "1:*" association between classes corresponding to the input (OrderHeader) and output object (OrderDetail), and (ii) "1:*" association between classes corresponding to the input (CatalogItem) and output object (OrderDetail).

SIMO actions. A SIMO action has input objects of exactly one type and output objects of more than one different type. Since the given action is to result in the creation/activation of all output objects, we assume that each output object is directly related to the given input object(s). This implies that SISO rule \( T_{O_O}^{miso} \) should also be independently applied to each input object(s) - output object(s) pair of a SIMO action, as illustrated in Fig. 9 (b).

Rule 9. (Object-object associations for SIMO actions) Let \( a \in A \) be a SIMO action with input object(s) \( io \in O_I \) as well as \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of output objects \( oo_1, \ldots, oo_n \in O_O \), where \( if \in F_I \) and \( of_1, \ldots, of_n \in F_O \) represent the corresponding input and output object flows, respectively. Let \( \mathcal{M}(a) = \{ (io, if, a, of_k, oo_k), 1 \leq k \leq n \} \) be the set of all SISO tuples for the given action \( a \in A \). Rule \( T_{O_O}^{simo} \) maps the \( \mathcal{M}(a) \) set into the \( R_{O_O}^{simo}(a) \) set of corresponding associations for the given action:

\[
T_{O_O}^{simo} : \mathcal{D}AD(P, A, O, F) \rightarrow \mathcal{C}M(E, R) \quad \text{def} \quad R_{O_O}^{simo}(a) = T_{O_O}^{simo}(\mathcal{M}(a))
\]

\[
R_{O_O}^{simo}(a) = \bigcup_{1 \leq k \leq n} R_{O_O}^{(k)}(a), \quad R_{O_O}^{(k)}(a) = T_{O_O}^{simo}( (io, if, a, of_k, oo_k) ).
\]
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**MIMO actions.** A MIMO action has \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of input and \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of output objects.

Following the same analogy as for MISO actions, we can conclude that each output object of MIMO action depends on each input object. This implies that each MIMO action can be considered as a set of \( n \) concurrent MISO actions. For example, a supposed MIMO action (separation of components) can be treated as a set of several MISO actions such that each MISO action represent extraction of one component from the input mixture. In this way each separated component depends on the input mixture as well as the separation machine. Similarly, following the same analogy as for SIMO actions, each MIMO action can also be considered as a set of \( m \) concurrent SIMO actions.

Since each MISO action can be considered as a set of \( m \) SISO actions, each MIMO action can be considered as a set of \( m \times n \) SISO actions. Consequently, the \( T^m_{\text{SISO}} \) rule should be applied to all these SISO tuples of a MIMO action.

**Rule 10. (Object-object associations for MIMO actions)** Let \( a \in A \) be a MIMO action with \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of input objects \( io_1, \ldots, io_m \in O_I \) and \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of output objects \( oo_1, \ldots, oo_n \in O_O \), where \( if_1, \ldots, if_m \in F_I \) and \( of_1, \ldots, of_n \in F_O \) constitute the corresponding input and output object flows, respectively. Let \( M(a) = \{ (io_j, if_j, a, of_k, oo_k) \mid 1 \leq j \leq m, 1 \leq k \leq n \} \) be the set of all SISO tuples for the given action \( a \in A \). Rule \( T^m_{\text{SISO}} \) maps the \( M(a) \) set into the \( R^m_{\text{SISO}}(a) \) set of corresponding associations for the given action:

\[
T^m_{\text{SISO}} : \mathcal{A} \mathcal{D}(P, A, O, F) \mapsto \mathcal{C} \mathcal{M}(E, R) \overset{\text{def}}{=} R^m_{\text{SISO}}(a) = T^m_{\text{SISO}}(M(a))
\]

\[
R^m_{\text{SISO}}(a) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \bigcup_{1 \leq j \leq m} R^{(j, k)}_{\text{SISO}}(a), \quad R^{(j, k)}_{\text{SISO}}(a) = T^{\text{SISO}}(\langle io_j, if_j, a, of_k, oo_k \rangle).
\]

MISO and SIMO actions represent special cases of MIMO actions (for MISO actions \( n = 1 \), for SIMO actions \( m = 1 \)). Consequently, the aforementioned Rule 10 (MIMO actions) and basic Rule 7 (SISO actions) constitute general rules for mapping actions with both input and output objects into the corresponding object-object associations.

**4.5. Order of application of the rules**

The process of the automated CDM design, i.e. the proper order of application of the rules, is determined by the mutual dependence of the rules. Generally, the rules that create classes are to be applied before the rules for automated generation of associations since the associations cannot be generated if there are no previously generated classes. However, some rules are mutually independent and can be applied in any order.

More concretely, the rules that create classes for the extracted participants (Rule 1) and objects (Rule 2) are to be applied before the rules for automated generation of associations (Rules 3-10). These two rules for automated generation of classes can be applied in any order due to their mutual independence.
The rules for automated generation of participant-generated object (Rules 3-4) and participant-existing object (Rules 5-6) associations are also mutually independent and can be applied in any order, too. It is only important that the rule for mapping activation of existing objects (Rule 5) be applied before the rule for the usage of activated existing objects (Rule 6).

The rules for automated generation of participant-object associations (particularly Rule 5) are to be applied before the rules for automated generation of object-object associations (Rules 7-10) since the rule for mapping activation of existing objects results in the creation of an activation class that may be used in automated generation of object-object associations.

Finally, the automated generation of all object-object associations can be performed by applying the MIMO rule (Rule 10) that uses the basic SISO rule (Rule 7).

5. Experimental Results

Automated generator. The target automated generator of the initial CDM is implemented as a Topcased\textsuperscript{7} [38] plugin named ADBdesign whose prototype has already been presented in [7]. This improved release implements all previously formally specified rules.

The functionality of the Topcased platform and the implemented generator is based on the standard UML2 Eclipse plugin as the EMF\textsuperscript{8} - based \cite{8} implementation of the UML 2.1 specification for the Eclipse platform, which enables visual UML modeling, as well as the program generation of UML diagrams, and ensures a satisfactory visualization of automatically generated diagrams. Each UML diagram in the Topcased model is represented by two files of the same name, but different extensions. The .uml file contains the XMI\textsuperscript{9} representation of the diagram, while the .umldi file describes its visualization.

The implementation is based on the combination of the DOM XML parser for the source diagram analysis and the UML2 factory \cite{17} for the target diagram generation. The generator processes the source .uml file containing the DAD description and generates the target .uml file containing the CDM representation. The visualization of the automatically generated CDM, i.e. generation of the corresponding .umldi file, is performed by using the integrated Topcased functionality for the automatic visualization.

\textsuperscript{6} As previously mentioned, MISO and SIMO actions are special cases of MIMO actions and, consequently, all object-object associations can be generated by applying the MIMO rule.

\textsuperscript{7} Toolkit in OPeN-source for Critical Application & SystEms Development

\textsuperscript{8} Eclipse Modeling Framework

\textsuperscript{9} XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) \cite{25} is the OMG standard for platform independent metadata interchange enabling the serialization of MOF (Meta-Object Facility)-based models and metamodels into XML and vice versa, the visualization of MOF-based models and metamodels from XML.
Automatically generated sample CDM. The implemented generator has been applied to the sample DAD (Fig. 2). The visualization result of the automatically created CDM is depicted in Fig. 10.

The implemented generator has created all 11 classes, as was expected during the analysis of the sample DAD, and they are as follows: (i) four classes corresponding to the participants, (ii) four classes corresponding to the generated objects, (iii) two classes corresponding to the existing objects, and (iv) one class corresponding to the activation of the existing objects. An overview of all automatically generated classes is given in Table 1.

The implemented generator has created all 22 associations, as was expected based on the analysis of the sample DAD. An overview of all automatically generated associations is given in Table 2.

Table 1. Overview of automatically generated classes based on sample DAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Automatically generated classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1: ( T_0 ) (participants)</td>
<td>( E_D = { \text{CUSTOMER, COMMERCIAL, STOCKMAN, DRIVER} } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: ( T_O ) (generated objects)</td>
<td>( E_G = { \text{Request, OrderHeader, OrderDetail, Delivery} } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3: ( T_O ) (existing objects)</td>
<td>( E_X = { \text{CatalogItem, StockItem} } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5: ( T_{PA} ) (activation of existing objects)</td>
<td>( E_A = { \text{StockItem_Collecting} } )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first group of generated associations is *participant-object* associations and they are as follows: (i) four associations corresponding to the creation of generated objects (Rule 3: \(T_{PGO}\)), (ii) nine associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects (Rule 4: \(T_{PGI}\)), (iii) two associations related to the activation of existing objects (Rule 5: \(T_{PEA}^{(2)}\) and \(T_{PEA}^{(3)}\)), and (iv) one association corresponding to the usage of activated existing objects (Rule 6: \(T_{PEI}\)).

The second group of generated associations is *object-object* associations and they are as follows: (i) two associations corresponding to the SISO actions (Rule 7: \(T_{siso}^{OO}\)), and (ii) four associations corresponding to the MISO actions (Rule 8: \(T_{miso}^{OO}\)).

### Table 2. Overview of automatically generated associations based on sample DAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>source name</th>
<th>target name</th>
<th>cardinality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#3 ((T_{PGO}))</td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Requesting</td>
<td>Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>HeaderCreation</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 ((T_{PGI}))</td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>HeaderCreation</td>
<td>Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>Cancelation</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRIVER</td>
<td>Delivering</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 ((T_{PEA}^{(2,3)}))</td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StockItem</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 ((T_{PEI}))</td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 ((T_{siso}^{OO}))</td>
<td>Request</td>
<td>HeaderCreation</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8 ((T_{miso}^{OO}))</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CatalogItem</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Qualitative evaluation.\footnote{ComSIS Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2012.}  
The fact that the implemented generator has generated all classes and associations, as was expected during the identification of semantic capacity of the DAD and application of formal rules to the sample DAD, proves that the generator has been implemented in accordance with formal rules, but doesn’t prove that the automatically generated CDM is appro-
appropriate for the given business system, nor does it show the degree of compliance with some manually designed CDM for the same business system. Hence, an evaluation of the automatically generated CDM will be more desirable and more important as well.

Presently there are only few implemented automated CDM generators taking UML AD as the basis. Besides our recent ADBdesign prototype [7] and ATL\(^{10}\)-based implementations [5, 6] with modest achievements in automated generation of associations, as far as we know, there is only one (QVT\(^{11}\)-based) implementation [31]. Due to its ability only for automated generation of classes corresponding to business process participants and business objects, we are unable to compare our generator with others in automated CDM design based on the same referent business models.

On the other hand, it is possible to compare an automatically generated CDM with a manually designed CDM for the same business system. However, following the well-known Conway’s law [13], independent work of several database designers will result in the creation of several different CDMs for the same system, and according to Date [14], the problem of finding the logical design that is incontestably the right one is still a rather intractable problem. Consequently, the objectivity of comparison of the given automatically generated CDM with some manually designed CDM for the same system is questionable since the degree of compliance will differ from one case to another. Thus, in order to obtain some reliable evaluation of the automatically generated CDM, we will evaluate its usability from the database designer’s point of view, i.e. whether the automatically generated concepts are suitable and correctly generated to be retained in the design of the target CDM for the given business system. A similar case study-based qualitative evaluation was also used for the evaluation of NLP-based approach by Chen [10] and later by some other authors.

**Evaluation of automatically generated classes.** All classes corresponding to the participants and business objects are suitable and could be retained without any change (existence of both classes CatalogItem and StockItem is also acceptable, for example in case of different series of the same product type, etc.). Even activation class StockItem_Collecting, despite its “synthetic” name, is also acceptable to be retained but with a changed name since it actually represents the delivery details, i.e. delivered items. Hence, all automatically generated classes could be retained in the target CDM.

The previous considerations and preliminary experimental results of the generator’s application to several different DADs in different business domains as well, imply that: (i) implemented generator doesn’t “overgenerate” classes, i.e. there are no classes that could be considered as surplus, and (ii) synthetic naming of activation classes, which usually differs from the naming in manual CDM design, doesn’t have a substantial importance for some generated classes to be considered as unacceptable to be retained in the target CDM.

\(^{10}\) ATLAS Transformation Language [18]

\(^{11}\) Query/View/Transformation [26]
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Preliminary experimental results also imply that the identified semantic capacity of the DAD and formally specified transformation rules cover the automated generation of the majority of classes of the target CDM. Other classes, such as subclasses, unions, components and other advanced (EER) concepts, are the subject of future work.

Evaluation of automatically generated associations. All four associations corresponding to the creations of generated objects (Rule 3), as well as both associations of the activation class with the classes corresponding to the given participant and existing object (Rule 5), are completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change.

Some of the participant-object associations that correspond to the usage of generated objects (Rule 4) may be considered as redundant associations in the automatically generated CDM. For example, the HeaderCreation association between classes COMMERCIAL and Request is redundant, since these two classes are also associated via the OrderHeader class and corresponding associations that are more significant. Similarly, the Specification association between classes CUSTOMER and OrderHeader is redundant since these classes are also associated via the OrderDetail class, as well as the Collecting association between classes STOCKMAN and OrderDetail since they are also associated via the StockItem_Collecting class. These three redundant associations, although generated with correct cardinalities, may be considered as overgenerated, i.e. surplus. Although they may constitute a surplus, it is better that the generator automatically generates them since it is easier for the designer to remove some surplus concept from the automatically generated model that is not incorrectly generated, than to add some new concept (database designers sometimes introduce redundant associations to achieve better performances in data retrieval, etc.).

Two of the six remaining associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects (Rule 4) are generated with partly incorrect cardinalities. Both (Cancelation and Acceptance) have the source end multiplicity equal to “1”. Although that could be corrected by changing the incorrect source end multiplicities to “0..1” in both associations (e.g. some order may be canceled, but not necessarily), it is better to consider one of them as surplus and remove it (both associations are related to the fact of cancelation/acceptance and only one of them is sufficient). In this way, the remaining association will be completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change. Hence, one of these two associations is incorrect and constitutes a real surplus in the target CDM. This flaw is related to some control patterns (e.g. decision/merge and fork/join) that are presently not covered and will be part of future work.

The other four associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects are completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change.

Previous considerations related to the associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects are also relevant to the associations corresponding to the usage of activated existing objects (Rule 6). There is only one such associ-
ation in the automatically generated sample CDM. Since it is redundant, it may be also considered as overgenerated.

Both object-object associations corresponding to the SISO actions in the sample DAD (Rule 7), as well as all four associations corresponding to the MISO actions (Rule 8), are completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change (even "1:*" cardinality of the Collecting association is acceptable, for example in case when many delivered items with their own serial numbers correspond to the same order detail). Hence, all six object-object associations are correct and appropriate to be retained in the target CDM.

The preliminary experimental results of the generator's application to several different DADs in different business domains as well, imply that: (i) implemented generator "overgenerates" only small number of participant-object associations corresponding to the usage of generated and activated existing objects (these associations truly exist, but they are redundant and could be removed manually or retained for some other reason), and (ii) implemented generator generates (but not necessarily) some partly incorrect surplus associations in case of some control patterns (e.g. decision/merge and fork/join).

The preliminary results also imply that the identified semantic capacity of the DAD and formally specified transformation rules cover the automated generation of the majority of associations of the target CDM. Some of them (e.g. generalizations) presently may be considered as the subject of further transformations of the automatically generated initial CDM and they will be part of future work.

It is possible that some object-object associations cannot be automatically generated based on one single DAD, but they should exist in the target CDM. However, bearing in mind that the future generator will process the business model of the whole business system (business model of an entire business system contains several DADs representing several different business processes), it is possible that some of the missing object-object associations will be automatically generated based on other DADs. For example, in the target CDM for the given business system, classes CatalogItem and StockItem should be associated with "1:*" cardinality. This association cannot be automatically generated based on sample DAD, but it will be generated based on the DAD representing the production in the given business system.

Quantitative evaluation. All previously implemented CDM generators (as already mentioned, there are only few implementations) are presented without corresponding quantitative evaluation results.

There are several measures adopted for the evaluation of NLP-based CDM generators. We have adopted some of them that were introduced by Harmain & Gaizauskas [16] and Omar et al. [29] to perform the quantitative evaluation of the implemented generator based on the sample CDM.

Recall represents the percentage of all concepts in the target CDM that is automatically generated (percentage of all classes that is automatically
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generated and percentage of all associations that is automatically generated). According to [29], it may be defined as

\[
Recall = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{correct}} + N_{\text{missing}}} \cdot 100\% ,
\]

where \(N_{\text{correct}}\) represents the number of correctly generated concepts, while \(N_{\text{missing}}\) represents the number of concepts in the target model that are not automatically generated.

**Precision** represents the percentage of correctly generated concepts in the automatically generated CDM (percentage of correctly generated classes and percentage of correctly generated associations). According to [16], it may be defined as

\[
Precision = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{correct}} + N_{\text{incorrect}}} \cdot 100\% ,
\]

where \(N_{\text{incorrect}}\) represents the number of incorrectly generated concepts, while \(N_{\text{correct}}\) is the same as previous.

Basic metrics and calculated measures for the sample CDM are given in Table 3, where \(N_{\text{generated}}\) represents the total number of automatically generated concepts, while others are same as previous. Number of correctly generated associations is given as \(17+4\), since all 21 associations are evaluated as correct, but four of them may be considered as surplus. Just one association is evaluated as incorrect and just one association is missing.

The preliminary quantitative evaluation results, after the application of the implemented generator to several different DADs in different business domains, imply that the proposed approach has very high overall recall and precision, usually 90-100%. An extensive and objectified evaluation of the approach, based on statistically reliable number of models and with statistically reliable number of designers, will be part of future work.

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation based on sample CDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Metrics &amp; Measures</th>
<th>(N_{\text{generated}})</th>
<th>(N_{\text{correct}})</th>
<th>(N_{\text{incorrect}})</th>
<th>(N_{\text{missing}})</th>
<th>Recall [%]</th>
<th>Precision [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associations</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17+4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Related Work

Although the idea of CDM design based on the business model is not very new, there are only few papers presenting the implemented automatic generator and providing experimental results, while the others just give the method overview.

The target CDM in our approach is represented by the UML CD. However, the CD is dominantly used for modeling the static structure of software systems at different levels of abstraction with different degrees of implementation.
details. In the context of model driven software development, the CD is used from the analysis level, which is computationally independent, to the platform specific level. The analysis level CD is usually also called domain model and corresponds to the initial conceptual model of the relational database that is the subject of our paper. Consequently, this survey of related work covers more widely the automated generation of the CD based on business models without restriction only to the UML AD that represents the source model in our approach.

Garcia Molina et al. were the first to propose an approach to the transition from AD-based business models to the initial conceptual model [15]. They proposed the direct mapping of all information objects (business objects) from the AD into the respective classes in the target CD and creation of class associations based on the business rules informally specified in the supplementary glossary, which is not a suitable basis for automatic generation.

Besides the mapping of business objects, Rodriguez et al. proposed the mapping of all business process participants into the corresponding classes in CDM, and provided the corresponding QVT-based implementation [31]. That was the first automatic CD generator based on AD, although it had the ability only to generate classes. They also proposed some refinement rules for further transformations and creation of composite aggregations of automatically generated classes corresponding to partitions and superpartitions.

Following the previous two approaches, Suarez et al. proposed an improvement in creating class associations [37]. They proposed creating associations for actions that have input and output objects by the direct mapping of these actions into respective associations between the classes corresponding to input and output objects. This proposal can be used for the automated generation of associations, but has limitations related to the automated generation of association multiplicity since they didn’t propose any explicit rule.

Yet another paper [2] takes the UML AD as the basis for the creation of the CD. Proposing the mapping of the whole AD into the one single class, this paper doesn’t belong to the group of all previous papers since such mapping isn’t suitable if the AD is used for business process modeling.

The majority of related papers take the AD as the basis for CD design. However, there are also some other papers taking BPMN-based business process models as the basis, but presently they only provide guidelines [32] and ontology-based tool assistance [33] for the extraction of classes only.

The paper by Kamimura et al. [19] presents an approach to CDM design based on business model, but with source and target notations that differ from the approach presented in this paper. They propose a detailed algorithm for generating the E-R diagram using the well-disciplined IDEF0-based business model, but without an actual implementation.

In our previous papers, we firstly presented an example of the manual use-case-driven approach to CDM design based on the creation of classes corresponding to the extracted participants and business objects from the DAD and the creation of some participant-object associations [4]. This approach was the
basis for the ADBdesign prototype [7] and its equivalent ATL-based implementation [6]. However, these attempts had flaws regarding the cardinality of the generated associations since all business objects were treated without making a distinction between existing and generated objects. Additionally, in these papers the semantic capacity of UML AD was not sufficiently identified to enable definition of the transformation rules for automated generation of object-object associations. Recently, we have been considering the semantic capacity of object flows and actions for automated generation of associations and have performed an analysis related to: (i) the nature of action nodes based on the number of different types of input and output objects, and (ii) the weight of object flows. By introducing the classification of actions into SISO, MISO, SIMO and MIMO actions and making a distinction between existing and generated input objects, we have defined the formal rules for generation of object-object associations [5]. However, in that paper we did not consider the activation of existing objects and the subsequent usage of activated existing objects.

This paper includes the results from our previous papers in the field and further develops and more completely and thoroughly presents the entire approach to automated design of the initial CDM based on the business process model represented by the DAD, by covering: (i) the extraction of business process participants and business objects, followed by the automated generation of corresponding classes, (ii) the extraction of action nodes and object flows, followed by the automated generation of participant-object and object-object associations with respect to the distinction between generated business objects (business objects that are generated in the given business process) and existing business objects (business objects that are not generated in the given business process and exist independently of the given business process), as well as the activation of existing objects and the subsequent usage of activated existing objects in the given business process.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Inspired by some previous papers presenting approaches to CDM design based on business process models, that have mainly resulted in the automated generation of classes and limited set of their associations in the CD representing the CDM, the main objective of our research is the identification of the semantic capacity of the AD and the definition of rules for automated CDM design.

We have identified the part of the UML metamodel that is commonly used for AD-based business process modeling (we use the DAD term), as well as the part commonly used for the CD-based CDM. Based on formal definitions of the source DAD and target CD and some previous proposals, we have firstly defined two formal rules for the automated extraction of participants and business objects and creation of corresponding classes.

By following the recently made distinction between existing and generated business objects, we have considered their typical occurrences in business processes and defined four rules for automated generation of participant-object.
associations. Two of them cover typical manipulations with generated objects (creation and subsequent usage of created objects), while the other two formal rules cover typical manipulations with existing objects (activation and subsequent usage of activated objects).

Introduction of the activation concept enables a similar treatment of activated existing objects and generated objects and enables the application of rules for automated generation of object-object associations as well. We have defined four formal rules for automated generation of object-object associations covering four possible cases (SISO, MISO, SIMO, MIMO) of actions having input and output objects. Since MISO and SIMO actions represent special cases of MIMO actions, each action with input and output objects is considered as a MIMO action and treated as a set of concurrent SISO actions. Such assumption enables the SISO rule to constitute the basic rule that can be applied to each action with input and output objects.

Based on these formal rules we have implemented an automated CDM generator as a Topcased plug-in named ADBdesign. The implemented generator has been applied to the sample business process model. The results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the generator’s application to the sample model, as well as the preliminary results of application to some other business process models in different business domains, show that the generator is able to generate a very high percentage of the target CDM (recall usually exceeds 90%) and has a very high precision (over 90% of all automatically generated concepts are usually correct). The performed analysis proves that the UML AD has the semantic capacity for automated generation of the proper structure of the target CDM.

All formal rules for automated CDM design have been defined for UML AD-based business process models. Since all these rules have been derived based on typical business process patterns and typical usages of business objects in business processes, they can also be easily adopted for application to some other business process modeling notations.

The future work will be focused on the extension of the covered UML meta-model for business model representation and further identification of its semantic capacity for automated CDM design. The influence of control patterns, such as alternative (decision/merge) and concurrent control flows (fork/join), which are presently not considered, will also be part of future work.

Presently, the implemented generator is able to process only one single DAD representing the business model of one business process in the business system. The future work will be also focused on extending formal rules to the whole business model (business system typically has more than one business process and the corresponding business model usually contains more than one DAD) and implementing the automated CDM generator that will be able to process whole business model and automatically generate the CDM for the whole business system.
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Abstract. This paper presents an analysis of organizational changes perceived by the employees in the organizations where Technology Enhanced Learning was facilitated by tools such as wiki, (we)blog, Internet forum and social network, practice often considered as E-learning 2.0. Our research focuses on the technologically advanced organizations, leaders in the ICT and IS adoption. We specifically observe the perception of influence on the organizational structure, organizational culture and the knowledge management processes in the organization. Our findings are that the TEL tools are perceived to have a noteworthy impact on the organizational change in the three mentioned areas, and that the perception of change significantly differs depending on whether the employees are regular or are not regular users for organizational structure and knowledge management processes.
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1. Introduction

Contemporary organizations are influenced by an exponentially growing volume of technological changes. Outstanding among those technological changes is the change in information and communication technologies (ICT), sometimes suitably called a revolution. In an overall scope of ICT applied in the organizations we can find the technologies that support learning processes, which is logical, since knowledge is based on information. The technological support to any learning activity is in its widest terms dubbed Technology Enhanced Learning (hereinafter: TEL). The research in this field covers mostly technological and academic application aspects, but the literature analyzing the impact on the organizations is scarce. The concept of TEL is specific in its wider scope, limited to neither academic nor other educational applications. Therefore the term has been chosen instead of E-
learning 2.0 although, from the technological aspect, E-learning 2.0 is more appropriate due to social network usage and Web 2.0 technologies. In this paper we will analyze the impact that technologies commonly used for TEL have on organizational structure, culture and knowledge management processes, describing TEL in business environment. In a host of other technologies, TEL is facilitated today by Wikis, forums, blogs [1], social networks and other interactive technologies that allow the teacher, the learner and the administration functions [2], but is not limited to the mentioned technologies used as example in the case of this research.

Different aspects of organization have been connected to technology since the beginnings of the scientific approach to management, to mention e.g., Frederick Winslow Taylor, but the groundbreaking work was that of Joan Woodward [3], in which relations were established between the success of the organization and the conformity of the organizational structure, on one side, and technology, on the other. Some criticism also emerged as Aston group estimated that the impact of technology on the organization is more limited than it was stated in Woodward's earlier research [4]. The research that followed only reconfirmed the links of organizational structures with technology, and introduced new factors, in addition to purely technologic artifacts, namely, the recurrent social practices in technology implementation and the community of users [5]. The contemporary research finds the influence of organizational structures and technology to be complementary [6] and reconfirms the existence of the relationship between technology and the governing structure [7,8].

In accordance with the previous analysis, we found theoretical background to study the impact that specific technologies and tools, common in TEL, have on organizations. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed:

**H1:** The perception of TEL tools usage impact on the organizational structure significantly differs between the employee groups pursuing regular and non-regular TEL usage

**H2:** The perception of TEL tools usage impact on the organizational culture is significantly different between employee groups with regular and non-regular TEL usage

**H3:** The perception of TEL tools usage impact on knowledge management practices in organization is significantly different between employee groups with regular and non-regular TEL usage

### 2. Methods

In order to empirically check whether there is any perceived influence that the implementation of TEL tools has on organizational changes, we have conducted a survey among the employees in knowledge based industries.
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(e.g. software engineering, business analysis, consulting, high education, design) that are supposed to use the TEL tools widely. Since the term TEL is not well known to the population, tools like wiki, forums, blog and social networking were explicitly presented to respondents as Web 2.0 concepts that can be used as TEL tools. The organizations to serve as samples were carefully chosen in order to represent the population of technology advanced organizations. Overall, we have gathered 55 responses online and 45 responses in paper as a response to more than 250 invitations. There were 6 questionnaires with missing values. This survey was part of a larger research effort that also included a dissemination of Web 2.0 and TEL tools and loyalty shifts from the company as an entity to industry as a group of connected individuals somewhat resembling a medieval guild (without restrictions), which in turn might be the topic of future papers.

The survey consisted of a descriptive part, where respondents stated their industry, working experience, company size, average number of forum, wiki, blog and social networks used for the sake of job tasks and open comments. A large number of interviewed personnel in our sample was working in software engineering/development (26), education (15), marketing related professions (14) or high education (12). The total working experience ranged between six months and 30 years, the mean being 6.18 years and the standard deviation amounting to 4.70. The respondents evaluated their perception of influence on the structure, the culture and the knowledge management practices on a scale from 1-10, where 1 was described as an extremely low and 10 as an extremely high influence.

Important terms were described for the convenience of respondents, and definitions were proposed on questionnaire in order to ensure the understanding among parties. The organizational structure was defined as a formal system of hierarchy, coordination, communication and control in the company. The organizational culture was defined as a system of beliefs, values, customs, behaviours and traditions shared by employees that defines the ways in which they interact with each other and with other stakeholders. The knowledge management was defined as a range of strategies and practices used in an organization to identify, create, represent, distribute, and enable the adoption of knowledge.

Finally, a definition need to be provided for both the regular and a non-regular implementation of TEL tools mentioned in the introduction and in the hypotheses. Since literature does not provide an explicit range of chosen sets of tools, we have suggested a border in the light of the frequency analysis described in the results section and the common sense at 5 uses of TEL tools per week. That point was chosen as a border in the light of the analysis of six user groups and on the assumption that a significant usage should in average considered to be at least once per day, i.e. at least five times per week. Also, it is in accordance with our sample median of 6, and therefore such division gives us roughly the same group size, needed for a further statistical analysis.

The original survey with explanations in electronic form is available at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/JBC969J. First, the chosen variables were
analyzed using the descriptive statistics, and the frequency analysis. The gathered data did not yield any conclusive directions towards the model as in the case of using a linear or other regressions with several experimented models, and the results suggest that the included factors do a good job in explaining part of the dependent variable variance, but that more factors should be incorporated in the model. This will be one of the main guidelines in our future research. To further examine our hypothesis a t-test has been used to determine a statistically significant difference since this is the method recommended in the cases when samples are relatively small [9] as stated by Krishnawamy et al, p352.

3. Results

Regarding the use of the selected TEL tools, the respondents offered 94 valid responses, the resultant mean of which was 22.77 and the median was 6 uses per week, with the standard deviation of 36.27. The descriptive statistics is presented in Table 1, and bar chart of average uses per week on the x-axis with the percentage of users on the y-axis is presented in the following figure.

Table 1. How often do respondents use Web 2.0 features weekly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>22.7713</td>
<td>36.26935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Bar chart for the frequency of use per week by the percentage of users

When we analyze influence on the structure, the culture and the knowledge management in the organization, results differ. On a 1 to 10 scale, where 1 means the least influence, and 10 means the most influence, the average for the entire sample was 3.87, with a standard deviation of 2.42. This is quite a low value, and can be explained as the perception of the interviewed employees in technologically advanced industries that mentioned concepts
have a below-moderate influence upon the organizational structure. Electronic ties of all sorts, including collaborative networks are found to be loosening the constraints of the organizational structure [10]. The influence of computer networks on the organizational structure is already elaborated, and it is concluded that computer networks (including collaborative networks) enable the emergence of new organizational forms [11]. The perceptions of the employees about the influence of the mentioned concepts on culture are higher; the respondents offered an average grade of 4.67, with a standard deviation of 2.56. This could be interpreted as the perception that the mentioned Web 2.0 concepts have a moderate influence on the organizational culture. Major influence, as was expected, was perceived to be that on the knowledge management, where the average grade is 5.52, with a standard deviation of 2.75. The processed data are presented in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Perception of partial influences descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perceived influence on structure</th>
<th>Perceived influence on culture</th>
<th>Perceived influence on knowledge management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.423</td>
<td>2.556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we want to differentiate the results on the use of the mentioned TEL tools in detail, we can select six logically grouped clusters that are similar in size, and given in the following table with selected comments specific to the respective groups. If we analyze the perception of the influence on those groups, we will find that there is some correlation between the usage and the perception of influence on structure, culture and knowledge management. The overall perception of influence on structure also grows as usage grows, with the exception of the sixth group. The culture shows mixed results, while the influence of knowledge management suggests a strong growing trend, with the exception of the third group. The disruption of steady growth that is especially evident in the case of the perceived influence upon the culture could have a twofold explanation. It might indicate that employees perceive changes in the organizational culture differently from the changes the structure and knowledge in the context of an increased Web 2.0 usage, or it might be the consequence of other, non-measured features in this specific sample. In order to recheck the actual reason a new study can be conducted, focused on organizational culture, and possibly on a larger sample. The overall results presented in the "Perceived total influence" column of table 4 are the sum of the perceived influences for the culture, the structure and knowledge management (in each of the six groups). Such transformation of several Likert-based scales by the summation displays an acceptable internal
consistency according to George and Mallery [12] with Cronbach’s Alpha value of .785. The goal was to present one aggregate measurement indicating the overall changes in organization. The results are presented in the table 4.

**Table 3. Qualitative description of user groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly usage (user groups)</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Example comments on usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0-2] (1)</td>
<td>Non-users</td>
<td>&quot;I prefer other sources&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I use only basic corporate intranet&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2-4] (2)</td>
<td>Occasional users</td>
<td>&quot;I use it when I have a problem&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I consult other people about their experience in working with some equipment and I use the information I get in sales&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-10] (3)</td>
<td>Moderate users</td>
<td>&quot;More often when I have a problem&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;At least once a day&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10-16] (4)</td>
<td>Regular users</td>
<td>&quot;Every time I have a problem, and for contacts&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I have to search for a solution on corporate blogs because of the lack of knowledge among colleagues in my organization&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;A few times a day for information purposes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16-60] (5)</td>
<td>Frequent users</td>
<td>&quot;…we have in-house wiki knowledge base, when I have problem, I visit forums…&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I follow many blogs, I don't visit them only when I have a problem&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(60-] (6)</td>
<td>Intense users</td>
<td>&quot;I use the wiki, forums and social networks to look for some answers, and to keep informed about business, etc.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;More than 15 times a day I look f wiki, forums, keep informed about business over social networks&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Analysis of perceived influence in six groups of users**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly usage (user groups)</th>
<th>No. of surveyed users</th>
<th>Perceived influence on structure</th>
<th>Perceived influence on culture</th>
<th>Perceived influence on knowledge management</th>
<th>Perceived total influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0-2] (1)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>10.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2-4] (2)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>14.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-10] (3)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>11.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10-16] (4)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16-60] (5)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>17.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(60-] (6)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>16.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A further analysis is aimed to be conducted on two groups, since the presented six groups are not a sufficient sample for significant statistical results to be obtained. In the light of the previous analysis, the dividing point
was chosen to be at 5 uses of TEL tools per week. The first group covers the respondents who use the TEL tools less than five times per week (the group with a lower usage frequency), while the second covers the employees that use those concepts five or more times per week (the group with a higher usage frequency). The conclusions are similar to those of the previous analysis. The first group has lower mean levels as to the influence on the structure, the culture and the knowledge management. The difference between the mean values for the perceived influence in all three groups can be observed in the following two tables.

Table 5. Mean and median analysis on segment with lower usage of TEL tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1 (less than five uses per week)</th>
<th>Perceived influence on structure</th>
<th>Perceived influence on culture</th>
<th>Perceived influence on knowledge management</th>
<th>Frequency of weekly usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 2 (five or more uses per week)</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Perceived influence on culture</th>
<th>Perceived influence on knowledge management</th>
<th>Frequency of weekly usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>41.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 gives us an insight into the perception that employees who use TEL tools less than five times per day have about the influence of those tools on the organizational structure, culture and knowledge management. We can see that the mean of the perceived influence on the structure is rather low, 3.20 out of 10. The perception of influence on culture the employees report is somewhat increased, and in case of the wikis, blogs, forums and social networks the mean of the influence amounts to 4.36 out of 10. Knowledge management is perceived as most connected, and the mean of the influence in this group is 4.88. The median values follow a similar trend, and the standard deviation is rather low. The employees in this group use the mentioned tools 2.01 times per week on average, and the standard deviation of that usage is again relatively low for this group. If we compare these results with the group 2 we can see that there is almost a linear increase in the perceived influence on all three variables, and still the order of the perceived influence is the same, however, this time the values are 4.56 out of 10 for the structure, 4.87 out of 10 for the culture, and 6.13 for the knowledge management. The average frequency of usage is much higher, it amounts to 38.15 times per week, while the standard deviation is relatively higher in
comparison with the first group. In the light of these findings we have performed a t-test to see if differences between those two groups, the one with the average usage frequency of the TEL tools like wikis, blogs, forums and social networks below five times per week, and the other, with more than five uses per week show any statistical significance. The following table presents the results for the structure, the culture and the knowledge management practices, respectively.

**Table 6.** T-test for perceived influence on organizational structure, culture and knowledge management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-test for perceived influence on structure, culture and knowledge management with 5 as the cutting point</th>
<th>Levene's Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived influence on structure</td>
<td>3.178</td>
<td>.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived influence on culture</td>
<td>.583</td>
<td>.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived influence on knowledge management</td>
<td>.971</td>
<td>.327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.** T-test for perceived influence on culture with 10 as the cutting point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-test for perceived influence on culture with 10 as the cutting point</th>
<th>Levene's Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived influence on culture</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.847</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the table 7 results are presented for the culture, separately analyzed with the cutting point of ten uses per week, in order to propose explanations for non-significant differences presented in the previous table. Descriptive statistics show that group with ten or more uses per week (41 respondent) have mean of variable perceived influence on culture of 5.29 and standard deviation of 2.571, while the group with less than ten TEL tools uses per week (52 respondents) has mean 4.15 and standard deviation of 2.5 for the same variable.

4. Discussion

The results presented in the above tables describe the employees’ perceptions but we also presume that the described results are rather accurate in the description of the real influence, on the ground of the assumption that the employee perception is often the best way to measure the less tangible organizational phenomena. In performing their daily tasks the employees get a direct insight into the organization, with estimations that are often correct. Even if not so, the employee perception can materialize as “self-fulfilling” prophecy as explained by Merton [13] and if some trend is perceived as not to have any influence on their organization, it most probably is so. Also, Wanous et al. [14] maintain that a cynical and negative perception of organizational change by employees contributes to its failure, so if employees think that those tools are insignificant and have no influence, it will probably prove to be so in the organizational changes in reality.

This paper is however concerned with three hypotheses presented in first part of the paper, connected to the results given in Table 5 as descriptive guidelines, and also to the results in Table 6 for the statistical significance of the mean difference for groups with a lower and a higher usage of the TEL tools. As described in the methods section, the t-test was used for statistical analysis. The results are relevant in verifying Hypothesis 1 (related to the structure) and Hypothesis 3 (the knowledge management), but do not support Hypothesis 2. This is all on the basis of our definition of the regular and the non-regular usages. A further discussion on results is presented in the joint description of the results, the theoretical review of the organizational impact in general and then in the review of the three parts together.

4.1. Description of results

If we interpret Levene's test for equality of variances, we can confirm the assumption that two groups in Table 6 have equal variances in all three cases and therefore follow and present the related results. The T statistics in the case of the perceived influence on the structure has the value of 2.744, with 92 degrees of freedom and two tailed significance of 0.007. Therefore we can conclude (p<0.01) that there is a statistically significant difference in the
means of the variable perceived influence on the structure. The second hypothesis states that the perception of the TEL tools usage impact on the organizational culture significantly differs between employee groups with the regular and the non-regular TEL usages. However, the results presented in Table 6 are not supportive to that hypothesis. The T-statistics has a relatively small value of -0.942, with 91 degrees of freedom and two-tailed significance of 0.349. Also, a 95% confidence interval of the difference is quite indicative, because values include zero. Therefore, we cannot confirm the second hypothesis. That is quite in contrast with the theoretical outline and with our expectations, and the explanation for this is given further on in the analysis.

The third hypothesis states that the perception of TEL tools usage impact on the knowledge management practices in the organization is significantly different between the employee groups with the regular and the non-regular TEL usages. The results with t-statistics value of 2.211, 92 degrees of freedom and two-tailed significance of 0.029 indicate that there is a statistically significant difference between the two group means. Hence we can conclude (p<0.05) that the perception of influence the TEL tools have on the knowledge management practices significantly differs between the group that has a regular and the group that has a non-regular usage of the TEL tools.

Our empirical findings concur with the theory in the structure and knowledge management processes, but not in the culture. Several reasons for this have been proposed: the cutting point of five uses per week is not representative, and the function of the perceived influence is not linear, or our sample has not been large enough, or the respondents who filled in the e-survey might have had some problems in understanding the organizational culture. In order to check those assumptions, we have performed an analysis with a cutting point of 10, defining the non-regular usage as that which occurs less than 10 times per week, and the regular usage as one that occurs more than 10 times per week. The results, presented in Table 7 again point towards the assumption of equal variances, and this time the t-statistics with the value of 2.154, with 91 degrees of freedom and two-tailed significance of 0.034 leads to the conclusion (p<0.05) that there is a statistically significant difference in the means of variable perceived influence on culture.

4.2. Theoretical review of impact of Forums, Blogs, Wikis, Social networks and other Web 2.0 based TEL tools on organization

All Web 2.0 tools, including those selected for this paper as favorable for TEL, enable companies to explore new ways to cultivate and exploit knowledge sharing with customers, suppliers and partners [15]. According to McKinsey [16], companies use tools like Wikis, Blogs or Social Networks, because they are important in supporting their market position as well as in addressing customers’ demands. These Web 2.0 tools can improve the organizational and the individual performance, however, they also encounter several problems, mainly of organizational nature. Knowledge intensive industries,
such as software development companies, are quickly developing, involving many people working in different phases and activities. Knowledge in such companies is diverse and steadily growing. Organizations have problems identifying the content, location, and usage of the knowledge [17]. The employees with assigned tasks in such organizations have to communicate, collaborate, and coordinate internally in working groups, but also externally with other groups, even outside organizational borders.

As regards the enhancement of learning in business, the benefits of collaborative tools have been elaborately studied [18,19,20] even during the early years of the Internet application [21]. Collaboration as part of learning which can be significantly enhanced by ICT can be described as sharing of common business goals by employees. It helps the organization get over any physical boundaries imposed on it by departments, functions, and levels of hierarchy [22]. The development of an accessible and economically efficient technology for dealing with vast amounts of explicit and partly tacit knowledge was one of the directions of the influence the Internet has imposed on organizational changes. Tools for advanced practices of knowledge creation and distribution are often available at little or even no direct cost as open source solutions and are not reserved any more for top tier companies. The perception of changes that the Internet related technologies imply on organizations, business and other aspects of our lives has been compared several times to changes caused by the printing press [23,24] or, more modestly, by the telegraph [25]. The improvements in the nature of the web continued to influence not only the knowledge in the organizations, but also the culture and the structure.

4.3. Influence on organizational structure - theoretical and empirical outline

The discussed difference in the perception of organizational change is in accord with the current view on the organizational structure. Nadler and Tuchman [26], viewing the organization as an information processing entity, find several important relations between the organizational structure and the technology used for information processing in the organization. Relations between the ICT and the formalization of the organization and its structure have also been observed [27,28,29,30,31]. New forms of learning highlight knowledge as one of the most important resources in the organization influencing authority, power, hierarchy, coordination and collaboration mechanisms, and hence organizational structure. A case study on Infostud, the company that owns several leading Serbian web portals, shows the relation between knowledge sharing and the TEL and the organizational structure. The problems caused by a fast-pace growth of the company were solved by technological enhancement of learning process in the organization. To support knowledge creation and sharing, this company has developed a system represented by the internal web site, where the employees interact, present ideas and can read the procedures and work instructions, the
knowledge database with advanced search options, and the internal messaging system. In order to develop an appropriate culture, they have changed the reward system towards supporting the desired values. Consequently, they have changed the reporting system and communication, influencing the organizational structure.

4.4. Influence on organizational culture - theoretical and empirical outline

The previously discussed results do not entirely fit into the existing theoretical framework regarding the organizational culture. The organizational culture, as a soft organizational concept should be more influenced by the change in the interaction among the employees. The mentioned tools allow for a much better interaction, and form something that Camarinha-Matos et al. [32] define as a collaborative network - a network consisting of a variety of entities (e.g. organizations and people) that are largely autonomous, geographically distributed, and heterogeneous in terms of their operating environment, culture, social capital and goals, but collaborate to better achieve common or compatible goals, thus jointly generating value. This concept has a large intersection with organizational culture. The relations between general ICT usage and the soft, cultural aspects of the organization, such as the management styles [33], the team interaction [34], the management orientation [35], learning in organization [36] or team collaboration [37] have been widely elaborated on in the literature.

A case study on one of fastest growing Serbian companies, Mozzartbet, is not in accordance with the results presented in Table 6, since it has found out that wiki, among other features, has a significant impact upon the organizational culture in that company [38] via employee behaviour. It is viewed as one of contributing factors to a relaxed and academic organizational culture in the IT department. The collaboration in problem solving is observed in different processes in the organizations, not only in case of wiki, and the conflicts on the technical issues among employees using wiki are mostly functional. In such an environment, the IT department of Mozzartbet, one of the major users of wiki, is more creative, more responsive to clients' needs, results in higher job satisfaction among the employees, a usual case in the organizations where a functional conflict is part of the culture [39]. Other features of culture in the IT department fit in a relaxed, academic culture frame, such as a low power distance, a flexible approach to working time, a relaxed general attitude, and a constant development of interpersonal relations among employees, not characteristic for other departments in the same company where technology enhanced learning and collaboration is not common practice. A reciprocal influence of the organizational culture on the TEL tools application was also observed in that company. The application of wiki as a tool for knowledge sharing was affected by cultural expectations determining which knowledge should be shared within the organization and which should be hoarded by individuals [40], and by features indirectly related
to the organizational culture, such as the reward system and the communication with senior management.

4.5. Influence on knowledge management practices - theoretical and empirical outline

The results regarding the influence on the knowledge management adhere to the current theories and practices. Wiki allows for a large number of autonomous, heterogeneous and geographically distributed individuals and organizations to collaborate and jointly generate or record knowledge. On the Internet forum, the same entities can collaborate, but with much more interaction to find a solution to a problem, and generate, combine or share knowledge. Knowledge interactions among employees can be facilitated by the Internet forum, as a communication and collaboration tool for the development of a knowledge support system for dynamic manufacturing networks [41]. Interactive blogs are rather similar to forums, but in the context of TEL they are characterized by a more individual tone and more control. A collaborative blog allows for the multiple users to share knowledge, thus providing a collaborative network. The social networks, those business oriented in particular, can bond interested parties, creating a network of resources that can be used to solve complex business problems. Social networks connect virtual organizations [42,43], and the process is alleviated technically by the Internet social networks. Therefore our results regarding the knowledge management practices comply with the existing work in the field. Further, the published case study concerning the Mozzartbet company is in accordance with conclusions regarding the knowledge management. Wiki is, among other tools, used in that company in order to enhance the learning process, as a tool which allows the users not only to access its contents but also to change the contents online [44]. The knowledge regarding the system development is gathered in more than 1100 articles using an JSPWiki open source solution.

Simultaneously with the quantitative data gathering, the Internet forum “labelsecurity.org” was used to start discussions on the mentioned topics and gather a qualitative input. This forum is one of the major tools in collaboration and knowledge sharing on high technologies in Southeast Europe, and has a community of more than 275.000 registered members. We conducted a discussion and information exchange while the research was in progress rather than after its completion, as described by Pastore [45]. The discussion was partly aimed at the topics defined for this research. Several respondents indicated that their status in the enterprise can be affected by their being active in the usage of the mentioned tools, confirmed by examples where activity was aimed at solving practical problems in the company. New cultural norms were also described, e.g. during the job interview, the managers inquired into the applicants’ acquaintance with the forum, blog or other virtual community activities. Such behaviour was accepted as appropriate and beneficial to the company, providing more information about the candidate for
the reviewer and resulting in a better selection process. Also, several responses indicated that the structure, culture and other organizational features reciprocally influence the application of wikis, blogs, forums and social networks to the benefit of the company, e.g. the organizational aversion toward those tools or cultural norms that regard it as leisure activities.

5. Conclusion

It is not often noticed that the learning process is undergoing a change in magnitude unparalleled since the dawn of the human civilization. In paradigm, the process of learning among humans has undergone few changes since the Paleolithic hunters taught younger tribe members. The concept was that distinguished individuals with knowledge presented their knowledge using the theory and practical examples to a group of individuals that presumably lacked that knowledge. The development of writing was another way to partly store that knowledge and communicate it without an interaction with the knowledge-bearer, and effective printing technologies made it applicable to wider social groups. Today, TEL allows for the forming of collaborative networks and generates knowledge in interaction among participants with much more efficiency due to technology enablers, creating an effective and efficient knowledge system that is more than a mere sum of its components. It brings another paradigm change that could lead to even more important advances than the previous ones. Therefore, we can expect that such change will also have an impact upon the organizational phenomena.

We can conclude that the application of modern learning technologies, predominantly of the ICT domain is a novel and promising field. In addition to the issues concerned with core principles and technologies, a large number of lateral questions arise. The impact on the organization is one of those questions, and we hope that this paper will shed some light on them. Based on this research, we conclude that the application of the TEL tools selected as representative for business organizations is perceived as a noteworthy impact on the change of the organizational structure, the culture and the knowledge management processes in the organization. Also, we can see the differences in the perception reported by the groups as related to the usage frequency of those tools. The differences are evident in mean values, but are of a statistical significance only for the structure and the knowledge management processes. If we however choose a different cutting point in 10 uses per week, the difference in the perception of influence on the culture change also becomes statistically significant.

We suggest that further research on this matter should be aimed at description of changes that are observed as influenced by the TEL tools in this paper. Specific aspects of the structure, like centralization, job division, coordination, control, departmentalization or formalization, to name just a few, could be analyzed under the influence of those tools. Also, the change in the
knowledge management processes and its specific parts, like knowledge mapping, creation or sharing could be documented. Further research should especially be aimed at clearing out the perception of influence on the organizational culture change. There is also a large number of other characteristics in the organization that could be changed by the impact of the TEL tools application, that can form more elaborated model in future research.
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Abstract. With amount of information on the web, users often require functionality able to filter the content according to their preferences. To solve the problem of overwhelmed users we propose a content-based recommender. Our method for the personalized recommendation is dedicated to the domain of news on the Web. We propose an effective representation of news and a user model which are used to recommend dynamically changing large number of text documents. We work with the vector representation of the news and hierarchical representation of similarities among items. Our representation is designed with aim to effectively estimate user needs and generate personalized list of items in information space. This approach is unique thanks its low complexity and ability to work in real-time with no visible delay for the user. To evaluate our approach we experimented with real information space of largest Slovak newspaper and simulated recommending.
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1. Introduction

Web has become perhaps the most important source of knowledge since day by day more and more information is available in the Web. But within the amounts of webpages, documents, pictures, videos or music we often miss what we really need. The amount of news which is published every hour becomes increasingly overwhelming. Furthermore, not only in the case of news, we often find duplicity or several information sources covering the same topics. The users are sensitive to the recency of information and their interests are also changing over time along with the content of the Web.

The logical consequence of such insufficiency is personalization of the information provided on the Web. One basic technique for personalization is the sorting information in the Web or in specific domains, to somehow improve user experience. This requires understanding of user needs and preferences and thus user modeling, which enables us to process information,
documents and even multimedia content on the web in new ways and with greater accuracy.

Moreover, there is another motivation which leads more and more companies to adapt to user needs. Overwhelmed customers are less likely to buy what they really want when they are not able to find it. On the other hand, everyone who takes interest in offers which are directly adapted to their needs is a potential customer. Suggesting products, videos, music or news has become important for web users but also for web service providers. Recommender systems have been designed and deployed on the Web to improve user comfort and increase profits. But there are still many areas where to improve recommender systems [1].

The problem with recommending items on the Web lies in searching for a combination of users and items. We often discover user interests by monitoring user behavior, i.e. what users search, what they comment on or what they have already purchased. Item recommendation includes two groups of approaches - collaborative recommendation and content based recommendation.

The idea of collaborative recommendation is in discovering similarities among users and subsequently recommending items according to similar user preferences. This approach uses similar users to search for items which have been displayed and could be interesting for the current user. The content based approach, which we focus on, discovers similarity between items based on their description and recommends items similar to those which have been already accepted by a given user (e.g., bought or viewed).

Both approaches introduce new challenges that must be addressed in practical applications, where a combination of both approaches is most often used to address particular problems of single approaches.

In this article, we present a content-based approach for recommending news, which is a very interesting topic since there are many readers who look for interesting information and want to read news comfortably. In every moment there are approximately 20 thousand active users. In combination with around 250 new articles each day we work with nontrivial real data. It makes it effectively impossible for every reader to read all new articles or search for interesting ones. We address this challenge by designing a recommender system in the news articles domain which reduces reader effort during search for articles covering specific topics.

We work with text documents and employ automatic extraction of keywords, named entities and other important terms. Text processing and similarity calculation are discussed in section 3. Our method is a combination of two separate approaches which were experimentally evaluated on the same dataset. First, we focus on similarity between text documents and combine it with another approach where we focus on the representation of document similarity and a user model. We describe our method for content-based recommendation in section 4 and present the evaluation of our work in section 5.
2. Related Work

Several approaches for recommendation and filtering have been proposed since early nineties. Two basic concepts are often mixed together to bring better results [5], [20]. Collaborative recommendation exploits social elements, when users are grouped into clusters based on their previous activity (preferences, habits, etc.). Recommendation is based on the assumption that items liked by other similar users are also potentially interesting for the current user (Fig. 1). This is also the main drawback of collaborative recommendation, as items not rated by a critical amount of users cannot be recommended. This is critical for high dynamic domains such as news recommending as with frequent changes of the information space recommended items can be obsolete before it achieves necessary popularity to be recommended. Despite this drawback, collaborative recommendation is probably the most used approach today [6,26].

The main goal of content-based based personalization is to identify similar items – to create “clusters” of items instead of users based on associated features (attributes) of the processed items. Recommendation returns similar items to the items positively ranked before (Fig. 2). This type of recommendation is successful in well-structured domains like movies, news etc. [2]. One drawback of content-based personalization is the need for effective and sufficiently expressive item representation as effective similarity computation plays a crucial role (often also being highly domain dependent). News recommendation and filtering is presently a current research topic with focus on two types of word similarity algorithms: statistical measures based on corpus and semantic distance based on hierarchical organization [30]. These can be further extended by paraphrase identification, vector approximation [31]. Standard methods and their extensions are widely used including n-grams, longest common subsequence, measuring shared syntax or text “fingerprints” [19], [23].

Fig. 1. Collaborative recommendation approach [26]. Users are grouped based on their similarity (visited sites, age, hobbies etc.). We recommend Item 4 to the User A because it is the only one Item liked by other similar users and not visited by User A.
A lot of approaches use semantic nearness of documents [22], often based on the WordNet dictionary [32], what is a significant problem when non-English content is processed and fast computation is needed. Various metrics for similarity computation such as Cosine similarity, Euclidean distance, Jaccard Index and many others have been proposed [4].

Text similarity computation in news article domain is however not a developed area. There are various projects in the field of text summarization [9], text classification [24] or categorization [21], latent semantic analysis or SOM [32]. Vector representation of text is widely used in many approaches and by several systems [15], where it is not used for hierarchical or weighting purposes.

The definition of similarity in news recommendation systems has so far been somewhat unclear. For example, similarity can be defined based on news content (similar to plagiarism), or based on the “topic” of a news article, and its definition is extremely important when recommendation lists are created [36].

There are several content-based news recommendation systems. The OTS system [34] provides content-based and collaborative personalization based on association rules and a user interest table. The system works offline because of the large amount of processed data, and users have to choose interesting articles manually.

PURE [35] is designed to recommend medicine articles from a repository to which about 1000 new articles are added daily. Users have to create their own profile by defining interesting articles and the system then recommends new articles based on a classification taxonomy and Expectation-Maximization algorithm once per day.

NewsMe [33] is an adaptive recommendation system based on an open user model, which monitors 81 RSS channels from 21 sources. The core of recommendation method is based on the Nearest Neighbor algorithm. Brusilovsky has shown that a manually and explicitly populated open user model usually results in worse recommendation results in the news domain. Other systems also work with user location to provide location based recommendation [14].
GoogleNews handles thousands of users and articles per day. Three basic approaches are used for recommendation generation: MinHash clustering, Probabilistic latent semantic indexing and co-visitation counts [8], which have all been adapted to the Map-Reduce architecture employed by Google.

Daily Learner [2] is designed to provide adaptive news access based on implicit and explicit user feedback via standard a web interface and also via mobile devices. The user model consists of long-term and short-term user interests and uses k-NN and Naïve Bayes for recommendation.

Content-based approaches suffer from computation complexity, which can be addressed by adding more computational power or finding ways to reduce it. This is important with respect to article information value, which often decreases rapidly. Overspecialization is usually omitted. Recommendation methods should consider returning different numbers of articles for topics, when for example only football is recommended, and also work towards recommendation variability (i.e., prevent too homogenous recommendations) as users likely need not read 10 articles on a topic.

3. Representing News

When recommending news, based on their content, it is necessary to focus on the article content representation effectiveness, because of its high complexity. Besides effective article content representation, effective similarity representation and computation is also needed.

Two aspects must be considered - we try to maximize the useful information extracted from article content, and also need to minimize the amount of processed data (article words). These needs are combined in order to compute fast and accurate content similarity, which is used in personalized recommendation.

3.1. Construction of the Representative Article Vector

The main limiting factor for fast similarity estimation is compact and high precision article vector representation. We propose a vector, which consists of 5 basic parts described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>TF of title words in the content</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Names/Places</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Article vector comprises lemmatized words from the article’s title. It consists of approximately 5 words (based on a 150,000 Slovak article dataset). We
estimate that the title should be a good describing attribute in most occurrences.

**Term frequency of title words in the content**

We use term frequency to estimate the confidence. If the title is abstract and does not correspond to article content (misleading titles etc.), we easily discover this situation. Term frequency is computed as:

\[
tf_i = \frac{n_i}{\sum_k n_k}
\]

where \(tf_i\) is the term frequency for term \(i\) (a term from the title) and \(n_i\) is the number of occurrences of term \(i\) in the document (article content) and \(\sum_k n_k\) is the sum of occurrences of all terms in the document.

**Keywords**

Keywords consist of the 10 most relevant keywords for an article. Although many news portals store a list of keywords for every article, these are unfortunately usually at different abstraction level in different portals. This disadvantage can be solved by introducing a custom keywords list, which can be obtained via TF-IDF list calculated over the dataset (100,000 Slovak news articles from the news portal SME.SK). We can reduce the high dimensionality by removing any words except nouns and names. The keywords extraction approach can be easily replaced by any keywords extraction service, while the time consumption issue should be considered.

**Category**

We include a “tree-based” category vector with weights. This vector is constructed based on a portal specific category hierarchy (optional). The category is important for similarity search, when articles from one category are evaluated as more similar. The weight for every category is estimated as:

\[
n=1
\]

\[
\text{For } i=|\text{Category}| \text{ downto 0 do}
\]

\[
\text{weight}_i = 1/n
\]

\[
n=n*2
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

For example, let us consider three articles \(A\), \(B\), \(C\) and four categories \(C_1\), \(C_2\), \(C_3\), and \(C_4\), where the article \(A\) and \(B\) correspond to categories \(C_1\), \(C_2\), \(C_3\) and article \(C\) to categories \(C_1\), \(C_2\), \(C_4\). Then the vector for every article is represented in Table 2 and Fig. 3. As we can see, articles \(A\) and \(B\) would be more similar then the article \(C\). Values in the Table 2 are computed using proposed algorithm.
Table 2. Article Category Vector Representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Example hierarchy of news portal categories.

Names/Places
We include names and places extracted from article content. We extract names or place during the preprocessing stage since our method does not remove full-stops or uppercase letters. We identify names or places as words starting with an upper-case letter without a full-stop before it in the text stream (precision=0.934, recall=0.863). Alternatively, other name extractor systems for English language can be used [10].

3.2. Similarity Computation

For similarity calculation we employ cosine similarity and Jaccard index computation, which is widely used in information retrieval tasks [29]. The similarity of two articles $A$, $B$ is computed as:

$$\text{Jaccard index} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Jaccard index was chosen based on our experiments. We used two datasets. The first were articles from news portal (1000 articles), which had assigned (by author) at last one similar article. The second was manually annotated dataset (100 articles). The expert assigned the similarity level (1-5) for each pair.

We computed list of similar articles for every article in the dataset and compared these to the similarity assigned by authors or experts. We calculated precision, recall and F-Score for every dataset and proposed
content representation. Results were compared [18] to standard text mining method TF-IDF as shown in Table 3.

**Table 3. The Similarity metrics comparison.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>SME.SK</th>
<th>Manually annotated dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cosine similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see there is a huge increase of precision and recall using proposed content representation. Poor results for the real “similar” dataset obtained directly from news portal can be explained by not accurate and incomplete information on the news portal. An author of a new article chooses none, one or two similar articles intuitively nowadays, and our method found probably more similar articles. Based on these results we decided to use Jaccard index because of the better results – computation complexity and F-Measure.

Every part of the article vector has its own global weight. By changing this weight we adjust the calculated similarity and its precision. Since we calculate article similarity online in a fast way, we can dynamically change these weights to obtain new results. For example if a user reads all recommended articles, we can change the weight of the category part to zero and recalculate similarity to obtain a new set of similar articles from different categories.

### 4. Personalized News Recommendation

Based on the proposed approach to article representation, we compute similarity between articles. To personalize news we work with large numbers of articles which are possibly interesting to individual users. We have devised a method to efficiently model user preferences and recommend interesting articles via hierarchical representation based on the aforementioned vector representation of articles and similarity computation. We designed this representation to support incremental addition of new articles and enable real time computation of article similarity.

#### 4.1. Tree Representation to Store News

The main aim of our representation is to group articles using their similarity. A typical usage scenario is the retrieval of a list of similar articles to a selected article. Using a similarity matrix is unfeasible due to its high memory complexity and has difficulty of real-time recommendation with the large
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number of articles in our dataset (we have more than 250 new news articles daily).

We use binary tree to represent similarity relations. Our motivation to use tree structure is low time complexity of storing and retrieving items and its ability to be created incrementally. In our approach we follow the simple concept where real articles act as leaf nodes. The hierarchy itself is generated over these articles and is used for representation of metadata to access similar articles (see Fig. 4).

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 4.** The hierarchy is built over real articles. Connections are made based on similarity between articles. Closer articles are more similar than articles which are further apart. Metadocuments acts as clusters created by aggregating their child nodes.

Our relations hierarchy is incrementally built similarly to the hierarchy presented by Sahoo [25]. In our hierarchy, we rely on a repository which contains current articles and also assume that they are properly organized. A set of words extracted from articles and normalized is used as features to compute similarity between articles. Each node in the tree is labeled by a set of features, while edges in the tree represent the hierarchy which keeps similar articles nearby. We designed our representation as a hierarchy where:

- real articles are placed at the lowest level of the tree as leaf nodes,
- features are spread to upper levels of the hierarchy structure,
- similarity is stored in the hierarchy itself.

The hierarchy is built incrementally, when an article is downloaded as soon as it was published and added to the hierarchy structure. We use special nodes (metadocuments) to aggregate information (union of features) stored in the children documents. Metadocument itself is also represented as proposed vector of features used for real articles (title words, keywords, category, names and places). This is important especially for applications where real-time retrieval is needed (e.g., recommenders). With every new article we modify the tree to satisfy the rule that more similar articles are closer in its structure. Fetching similar articles is then only an issue of locating nearby nodes. The built hierarchy is large, but on the other hand it is compensated by the fast storage and retrieval processes.

When a new article is processed and ready to be added to the structure we:
- locate a place in the tree where to add the article,
- add the article at the correct place and adjust edges in the hierarchy,
- modify the rest of the structure which is affected by the new article.

Searching for the best position for a new article starts at the root of the tree. We proceed step by step through each node where every node has assigned vector representation which describe real articles occurring in the corresponding subtree. The decision on placing the article is made using the Jaccard's similarity (higher similarity wins). Tree traversal ends once a leaf node is reached or the calculated similarity is almost equal for each branch.

To insert a new article we split the branch at a designated place, where the article should be inserted, and append a new node for the new article. We also modify the parents of the new node by spreading information about the new article and aggregating features as needed (i.e., unify features as shown in Fig. 5).

We use all of the features extracted from news articles. To prevent too many of the features at the top of the tree (root), we discard selected features (features with low TF-IDF) when they are spread to the root. We presume that every feature is relevant, but features which are rare do not affect the decision process at the beginning of search. We reduce these rare features because their weight is low. We calculate the weight as the ratio of feature occurrence and occurrence of other features. Rare features are spread only if they reach a weight comparable to other features which is more likely to happen deeper in the tree.

**Fig. 5.** In the first step we find the best place to insert a new article (left picture), which is added at the correct position in the second step. Metadata are created for the new node (right picture) and features are propagated to the root.

**4.2. Modeling User Preferences Using Tree Representation**

We discover interests of individual users by monitoring the activity of each reader. Similarly to the work by Carvalho et al. [7] we analyze records of users’ activity. Articles that readers view are located in the hierarchical structure we described above, which contains relations between similar articles. We discover user interests by using the records of user activity and the hierarchy. During recommendation we constrain the number of recommended articles to a limited number in order to prevent information overload. We also seek equilibrium between recency and relevancy to maximize recommendation precision.
A prerequisite for our method is that each individual has some interests, what can be easily verified using the history of article views for particular readers and evaluating their interest in certain categories or sections of the news portal.

Similarly, there are identifiable fields of interests for each reader, for who it makes sense to explore other interests based on the calculated similarity between articles. We substitute this metadata (categories) created by editors with the hierarchy of similarity relations which provides our own metadata.

There are several options how to calculate similarity based on the content itself. There are also sophisticated methods, which are able to determine semantic similarity [11]. However, simple text similarity is often used in news recommendation with good results [17]. We use Jaccard’s similarity to calculate article similarity with the aforementioned customization of vector-based article representation.

Figure 6 shows our method for discovering of reader interests. Here we present our understanding of user profile [13] in the hierarchical form. We use the tree structure created using the similarity of articles and records of user activity. We have a hierarchy of nodes which effectively represents similarity of real articles even without actual similarity calculation between particular pairs. Thick edges are paths from the displayed article to the root of the tree. Nodes where thick edges merge denote fields of interests.

In this way, we discover interests for each user using their reading history. One user interest corresponds to one node in the tree which is used to define a hierarchical set of articles belonging to this interest (articles in the subtree).

When considering a reader’s fields of interests we compare granularity of the interests depending on the depth where the node in the tree is located. Fields of interest that are closer to the leaves of the tree are more focused on a particular topic (e.g., articles about hockey). Fields of interest that are closer to the root correspond to more general topics (e.g., articles about sport).
4.3. Recommendation Generation

Recommending specific articles using our proposed hierarchical structure is a matter of selecting articles based on several reader interests. We first find the relevant interests for a particular reader, and calculate the relevance of the interest as the ratio of articles displayed from this interest and all articles belonging to the interest. Thus, we are able to sort interests and prepare for the selection of appropriate articles. Figure 7 shows the selection of interesting articles for a specific reader. Highlighted articles, which the user has read, are used to determine the relevance of his interest, while other articles are potentially interesting for the reader.

Fig. 7. Selecting interesting articles. Displayed articles are on the same branch as a candidate for recommendation.

In order to avoid overspecialization, we penalize the recommendation of overly similar interests, since otherwise the recommended articles would likely be very similar to those already viewed.

Because readers often have problems with long lists of recommendations [3], we choose articles that cover all relevant reader interests but are from distinct fields.

We also integrated time as an attribute in the computation of the list of recommendations, as it is a very important attribute, which indicates whether the interest that we discovered is outdated or current. Specifically in the news domain, time and recency are crucial. We store this additional information in our hierarchical structure and thus can find the latest article which was added for each branch of the tree. The time attribute is propagated as the maximum of two sub-branches. This way we efficiently identify the most recent article and the time when it was published. The interest is then as relevant as the last added article. We thus combine time relevancy and the content relevancy to create a combined list of recommended articles. Articles are not eliminated based on time recency, however aged articles are penalized. The tree contains all published articles (potentially interesting for some readers). We decide not to eliminate old articles because these could be still used for recommendation. We designed our method to work with huge amount of
articles with low complexity. Even higher number of articles stored in the tree does not affect the time needed to recommend.

Fig. 8. Compiling the list of recommendations includes selection of most relevant articles based on content relevance and based on time. Articles in rows belong to the same field of interest; the most relevant interest is at the top. The most recent articles for each interest are on the left.

Fig. 9. Corresponding tree to the example of the recommendation compilation (Figure 8). Values $t$ and $c$ represent time and content relevancy for the specific user.

Figure 8 shows our method described in these steps:
- Selection of articles viewed by a reader
- Discovery of areas of interests in the tree
- Selection of unread articles for each interest
- Sorting articles by time for a particular interest
Creation of an interest matrix
Compiling the columns of the interest matrix into recommendations (Figure 8). Corresponding binary tree is shown in Figure 9.
The list of recommendations covers user interests but is designed to recommend at most 10 items per request to avoid choice overload [3] with articles covering several topics prioritizing recent articles.
We create the list of recommendations in real-time thanks to our similarity hierarchy which we use to represent relations between articles. In practice, we need to change the whole matrix only in cases where a user initiates a new session, or exhausts the recommendation list.

5. Evaluation
We proposed a method for effective content-based news recommendation. We designed this method to help readers to find interesting news and worked with more alternatives which we experimentally compared. We devised a data structure which we used to facilitate the sorting of text documents based on their similarity. Since the most interesting parameters for similarity computation are the used metrics, we experimented with different approaches to examine the effect on the quality of recommendation.
For our experiment, we used an interval of 14 days of user activity on the news portal SME.SK. We monitored articles which were viewed by users and have recorded over million unique users who had displayed over 12 million articles. We also added articles which were not viewed by users but were published during the interval. These additional articles belong to those which were not found by users but could be interesting. During preprocessing, we filtered out users who were not active and read only few articles during these 14 days, and also users who were too active (e.g., possibly the crawlers of search engines) thus reducing the noise caused by outlier users.
Our experiment was conducted using these records which were split into two subsets – one used for training our approach, and another for testing its accuracy. We used the training set to predict articles for every user who had been active in the test set. The predicted activity and real activity was then compared in via standard precision / recall metrics [12].
We started with simple bag of words which was used to represent and compare text documents. Later we worked with more sophisticated text preprocessing techniques, which have an important role in similarity search, because they can significantly reduce the search space. This part of the process is highly language dependent. Our experiments are performed in the Slovak language, which is one of the most complicated languages (declension of nouns, verbs etc.). The architecture of the system is variable, so preprocessing for Slovak language can be easily replaced by other languages and their methods (e.g., the Porter algorithm). Since maximum reduction of the article words dimensions and performance optimization are paramount, effective preprocessing played a critical role.
We first removed stop-words via a static list of words which are frequently used using TF-IDF under threshold output [28]. As the main part of the preprocessing of Slovak language articles we used text lemmatization, which cannot be algorithmically solved and needs to use a dictionary of lemmas. The result we received is a lemmatized (basic form) bag of words for every article.

Preprocessing of text is followed by the generation of the aforementioned vector representation for each article. In comparison to the whole article text which we firstly used to represent articles, we experimented with the vector components (metadata) and their weights (title words – 0.2, keywords – 0.3, category – 0.1, names and places – 0.4). We used different combinations of components to find the most appropriate components and how they affected the precision of our method during news recommendation. We placed these values as weight by experimentation. We used evolutionary algorithms as the approach for obtaining appropriate values. We placed fitness function as the similarity accuracy for articles.

We rebuilt the tree representation of article similarity and performed evaluation of our method for several combinations. We focused on the simple bag of words approach and then our vector representation where we observed the impact of names and places which were extracted from text on recommendation (see Table 4 for results).

We compared predicted user interest and articles viewed in the test set using a combination of category and section metadata, i.e. we did not compare exact articles but fields of interest which were covered by the combination of category and section where an article belonged. We chose this approach, because there were many articles on the same topic and users had no chance to read them all even if they were actually interested in the topic since one article on the same topic was often sufficient. To cover a topic we only compared the section and category of suggested articles and viewed articles. There were 420 valid options to choose this combination; therefore we guessed 1 combination out of 420 when predicting a topic.

### Table 4. Comparison of the simple bag of words approach and vector based article representation during news recommendation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test interval [hours]</th>
<th>1 h</th>
<th>4 h</th>
<th>10 h</th>
<th>24 h</th>
<th>48 h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag of words similarity calculation</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1-Measure</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector based similarity calculation</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1-Measure</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our experiments indicate little to no improvement for shorter intervals. Predicting interests for 1 hour means to score only few articles. The average number of articles viewed by one user (from the set of active users) is 5 per
hour. Precision in such cases is very low, hence recall is high. We recommend 10 articles what means that there is greater chance to cover all interests for small intervals.

We observed more interesting improvement for longer intervals. When recommending articles to cover topics in 48 consecutive hours the precision of our method is relatively high. Besides the reduction of article representation complexity, we also achieved improvement in precision and recall for these longer intervals. In Figure 10 we present distribution of precision (number of correct recommendations).

We implemented proposed approaches in Ruby 1.9.2 language on Rails 2 platform. Experiments were executed on Dual Core 2.1 GHz, 2GB RAM. Data structure was simulated in MySQL database using native indexing. The average adding time of article into the proposed tree representation was approximately 2s with logarithmical tendency of time increment. By this achievement we fulfilled our aim to keep the time complexity low, even if the number of articles is high. Time complexity is important especially in this domain of news recommendation where recency of articles which are recommended counts.

![Fig. 10. Distribution of the readers by precision of the recommender. Shown values are for a 48 hour recommendation window over the test set.](image)

6. Conclusion and Future Work

When recommending news several aspects have to be considered, such as the domain of news portals which is highly dynamic often requiring the use of content based methods. We compute article similarity at publication time instead of waiting for user ratings. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of the
Effective Hierarchical Vector-based News Representation for Personalized Recommendation

news domain is also visible in the number of articles (i.e., huge amounts of data) and the need for freshness (i.e., quick response to new articles). Recommender systems often use tags and meta-tags assigned to articles by authors or editors to provide an extra source of information, which can improve similarity computation. However, the so called “tunnel - vision” should be avoided and recommenders should consider various article topics in order to avoid overspecialization.

Our contribution is the effective and expressive article content representation, and binary tree representation of article similarity and user interests, which in combination enables real-time content-based recommendation in highly dynamic domains. The proposed approach ensures that overspecialization and very similar articles recommendation are avoided.

Every article vector consists of five sub-vectors based on the article part used for their construction. Every part has its own weight, which can be dynamically changed to rearrange similar articles list to enable fast personalization. Based on this computed similarity the binary-tree is constructed incrementally. Our tree representation allows us to mine user interests with various granularities depending on tree depth, and also overcome “tunnel-vision” and consider the freshness of articles in relevance computation.

We performed several experiments with real news portal data and have shown that the proposed method brings improvement especially for longer window intervals. There was no or only little improvement in the one and four hour test window, which can be explained by the lack of user activity for such a short time period. Beyond this, the proposed approach reduces the complexity of the similarity computation process significantly as we can compute recommendations in real time.

Limitations of proposed approach include well known cold start problem, since we cannot perform recommendation without sufficient user preference data. A combination with recommendation based on behavior of large number of readers (e.g. news popularity) is viable alternative to overcome this limitation. We currently work on mixed collaborative content-based recommendation as a merge of content-based approach described in this paper and collaborative approach which employs several strategies for recommending news based on implicit positive and negative feedback while reading [27]. A combination of several approaches including multiple-interests in the group recommendation approach is natural step in such research. We also plan to include in recommendation new sources of information about user context [16] such as time, mood, and location.
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Abstract. This study proposes a concept extraction and clustering method, which improves Topic Keyword Clustering by using Log Likelihood Ratio for semantic correlation and Bisection K-Means for document clustering. Two value-added services are proposed to show how this approach can benefit information retrieval (IR) systems. The first service focuses on the organization and visual presentation of search results by clustering and bibliographic coupling. The second one aims at constructing virtual research communities and recommending significant papers to researchers. In addition to the two services, this study conducts quantitative and qualitative evaluations to show the feasibility of the proposed method; moreover, comparison with the previous approach is also performed. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the proposed method for search result organization reaches 80%, outperforming Topic Keyword Clustering. Both the precision and recall of virtual community construction are higher than 70%, and the accuracy of paper recommendation is almost 90%.

Keywords: information retrieval, concept extraction, document clustering, virtual community, social network analysis, bibliographic coupling.
1. Introduction

In the digital library era, information retrieval (IR) systems become essential for researchers to discover literature on particular subjects. Two major concerns when a researcher uses IR systems are how to filter out irrelevant documents and how to discover latest or significant documents.

IR systems have been used in digital libraries for decades, and various approaches, such as query reformulation/expansion [1], have been applied to improve the search quality. However, it is not easy for IR systems to correctly identify information need of every individual within a few queries. Personalized search is one solution, but analyzing collected personal information (e.g. search log, click-through history) has to be done in advance. Moreover, one well-known problem of IR systems is the representation of search results, which are usually in an item-by-item list view. Even for a veteran, such kind of representation takes time to filter out irrelevant documents. This study focuses on refining the organization of results by clustering. Search results are clustered by concepts; in addition, clusters and relationships between clusters are represented in a visual form. Users can have an overview of the search result concepts, easily identifying which groups are closer to their interests, and then look into the group for literatures.

Besides better representation of search results, researchers also use IR systems to find out latest or important documents in their research areas. These documents are either highly cited or written by significant authors in particular areas, and provide the latest research trends or basic knowledge of a research domain. Citation databases [2] such as SCI/SSCI/A&HCI, Scopus, and Google Scholar can provide information on highly cited documents. This study tackles this issue by constructing a social network of authors from their co-authoring relationship so as to construct virtual research communities and find out representative authors in a research area. Then the system will recommend documents to the authors themselves or those who are interested in an author's documents.

This study extracts concepts from textual information of documents. A concept comprises a group of terms and is constructed on the basis of word co-occurrence statistics. On the basis of the extracted concepts, two value-added IR services that exploit clustering, citation relations, and social information among authors are developed for solving the two preceding issues. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related works. Section 3 provides an overview of the value-added IR services proposed by this study, and elaborates the core mechanism for concept extraction and clustering. Section 4 proposes the service for the organization and visual representation of search results. Section 5 presents the service for virtual research community construction and paper recommendation. Section 6 describes the evaluation, and Section 7 draws a brief conclusion and future work.
2. Related Works

This section reviews three topics related to this study, including document clustering, social network analysis, and different representations of search results.

2.1. Document Clustering

Among the various types of clustering techniques [3], hierarchical and partitional clustering are the most common. Hierarchical clustering often provides better results, but the time complexity is the vital issue. In contrast, partitional clustering methods, such as k-means [4], are more efficient than hierarchical methods, but the proper number of clusters is hard to define in advance.

Though lots of efforts had been devoted to document clustering research, there are still various issues discussed in these years, including clustering techniques [5], similarity metrics [6], online Web document clustering [7], local optimal problem [8], knowledge aided document clustering [9], etc. One of the most common issues of document clustering is that there are too many words and phrases in the corpus, and a high-dimensional clustering is usually time-consuming [5]. Many approaches are proposed to improve traditional document clustering. Some try to select representative features to represent a document, and perform document clustering based on these features. For example, Iliopoulos et al. proposed TEXTQUEST\(^1\) for Medline document clustering [11]. TEXTQUEST is based on statistical treatment of words, and TF-IDF is used to extract important words from abstracts. Each Medline abstract is represented as a vector, which is used as input for the document clustering.

Some approaches use word clusters to improve the quality of document clustering. For example, Slonim and Tishby [12] use word clusters to capture the mutual information [13] about a set of documents. The experiments on a corpus comprising 20 newsgroups show that word clusters are helpful in document clustering. Another example is Topic Keyword Clustering [14]. Firstly, Topic Keyword Clustering retrieves keywords from documents and clusters them to obtain concept clusters. Secondly, it computes the similarity of each keyword cluster and each document, and finally assigns each document to the most similar keyword cluster to achieve document clustering. This study modifies Topic Keyword Clustering to organize search results and find out virtual research communities.

\(^1\) http://www.textquest.de/
2.2. Social Network Analysis

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a method based on sociometry for studying into social organizations, people relationships and interactions. Moreno quantizes people relationships and interactions, and represents the interactions and distances between people in a social network graph [15]. The vertices and edges in the social network graph represent social actors and the relationships of social actors, respectively. The properties of a social network graph can be described by global graph metrics and individual actor properties [16]. Global graph metrics describes the characteristics of a social network as a whole, e.g. average node distance, the number of components (fully connected subgraphs), clusters, etc. Individual actor properties cover actor distance, position in a cluster, etc. This graph representation allows applying graph theory [17] to analyze the tangled interaction of a society. Graph theory models objects and their relationships in mathematical structure for analyzing. In graph theory, objects are modeled as vertices, and the relationships of pairwise objects are modeled as directed or undirected edges, and the weight of edges represents the relationship degree. Graph theory is used in various applications, such as discovering implicit people relationships and exploring diseases propagation. Besides, with various metrics, researchers can know more about a social network and the significance of a member in the network.

Tyler et al. [18] use email to construct a social network in graph representation, and employ Betweenness Centrality to analyze communities in the network. Mika [19] proposes a system named Flink, which analyzes Web pages, emails, research papers and FOAF (Friend of a Friend) data to find out the social network of researchers, and visualizes the network and the ontology of a research area. Liu et al. [16] uses ACM, IEEE and JCDL (ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries) publications as corpus for analyzing the co-author relationships; Liu et al. construct the social network of researchers and propose AuthorRank to compare with PageRank [20]. POLYPHONET uses participants of Japan Society of Artificial Intelligence conferences and their publications to explore their research interests and compute the context similarity for constructing social network relationships [21].

2.3. Different Representations of Search Results

The most common scenario that a user utilizes an IR system is – after submitting a query, the system returns a list of results to the user, and the user has to filter out unnecessary results in the list. Many systems pay a lot of efforts to provide better representation of results for users. Facet analysis is an example, which organizes results according to various types of criteria, such as publication date, topics, author, and publisher. Fig. 1 shows the
interface of a federated search system called MetaLib\(^2\), which not only returns
a list of search results, but also displays the facet criteria (including clustering) at the right side. Users can look into an interesting group by clicking any facet hyperlink.

---

\(^2\) [http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/category/MetaLibOverview](http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/category/MetaLibOverview)
EBSCOhost\(^3\) provides a visual representation of search results, as shown in Fig. 2. Users can click a result group to expand its sub-groups and result documents.

Google.com also provides “wonder wheel” view of search results (Fig. 3), which is similar to what EBSCOhost provides. Users can click a topic group on a wheel border to expand more detail results.

Grokker.com presents the results in a graphical view, as depicted in Fig. 4. Grokker.com organizes search results from Yahoo!, Wikipedia, and Amazon Books in a graphical interface. Each group is labeled with a keyword which helps users to figure out the concept of the group and to judge whether the group is relevant to their information need.

These systems provide alternative organizations of search results to users, and save users’ time on filtering out irrelevant results. However, these systems do not provide their users with sufficient relationship information among topic groups or virtual research communities.

\(^3\) http://search.ebscohost.com/
3. Value-Added IR Services Based on Concept Extraction and Clustering

First, this section describes the system architecture of the IR system with the two value-added services proposed in Section 4 and Section 5. Then, the core mechanism for the two value-added services, concept extraction and clustering, will be elaborated.

3.1. System Architecture

As shown in Fig. 5, an IR system stores document items. Each item has an internal representation and is indexed for efficient retrieval. For each new item, preprocessing tasks such as tokenization, lowercasing, stop words removing, part of speech (POS) tagging, and stemming [1] are conducted for extracting important features for the item; and these features, usually called index terms or keywords\(^4\), and their weights (e.g. TF-IDF) associated with the item are inserted into the index. When a user submits a query, the system analyzes the user’s information need and translates the information need into a formal query. The IR system then exploits the index to find relevant items, which are traditionally returned in an item-by-item list view.

\(^4\) Hereafter, features, keywords, index terms, and terms are used interchangeably.
Fig. 5. System architecture of an IR system.

Fig. 6. System architecture of an IR system with proposed value added services.
Concept Extraction and Clustering for Search Result Organization and Virtual Community Construction

This study aims at utilizing concept extraction and clustering to provide value-added services in an information retrieval system. These value-added services cover two aspects. The first reorganizes listed retrieval results into a graphical representation for intuitive browsing, and the second analyzes the relationships between authors of document items to generate virtual communities for item recommendation. The architecture of these proposed value-added services of an IR system is illustrated in Fig. 6. The following subsection will describe the core technique of these value-added services, concept-based extraction and clustering. The two value-added services will be explicated in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.

3.2. Concept Extraction and Clustering

Concept extraction and clustering is the core technique of the proposed value-added IR services. A concept comprises a group of terms and is constructed on the basis of word co-occurrence statistics. The underlying assumption is that words co-occurring in a passage (such as document or paragraph) are likely to be in some sense similar or related in semantics [1]. The following subsections explicate how to conduct concept clustering, which is based on Topic Keyword Clustering [14].

3.2.1. Computing Semantic Relationship

The semantic relationship of two terms is based on their co-occurrences in a certain passage, for example, co-occurrences in the same paragraph. Different applications may choose different types of passages to judge word co-occurrences; furthermore, different applications may choose different methods to compute the semantic relationship of two terms. This study considers the co-occurrences in the same sentence and a few bibliographic fields like title and keyword fields. Instead of mutual information (MI), which is used in Topic Keyword Clustering, this study exploits Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) [22][23] for computing the relationship between terms \( i \) and \( j \), \( r_{ij} \) and keeps the confidence of \( r_{ij} \) larger than 99.9%. The main reason this study uses LLR is that MI is more proper for judging the independent degree rather than relative degree of two terms [34].

3.2.2. Concept Extraction and Clustering

After semantic relationships of terms (features) are computed, the concept extraction process is applied to construct concept clusters. The detailed processes are described below.
3.2.2.1. Feature Network Construction

1. Constructing draft feature network

In the draft feature network, each vertex represents a feature, and the weighted edge represents the relationship of two features, which is computed in 0. Fig. 7 shows the idea of future network construction, and Fig. 7 (a) represents the draft feature network.

2. Removing insignificant edges and vertices

Insignificant edges and vertices may cause noises during concept extraction. To remove insignificant edges, edges with weight less than the threshold, which is defined as the average weight of edges in the network, are removed. For experimental comparison of Topic Keyword Clustering and our approach, this study follows the parameter and threshold settings of Topic Keyword Clustering.

![Fig. 7. Example of concept extraction and clustering [14]](image)

The weight of each vertex is $CW_i$, where $r_{ij}$ is the relationship of two term vertices $V_i$ and $V_j$ computed in 3.2.1, and $m$ is the number of vertices connected to $V_i$. For example, in Fig. 7 (a), the vertex “story” is connected by “news” and “filtering”, so the weight of “story”, $CW_{story}$, is the average weight...
of the two connected edges (i.e. the average of relationships of story-news and story-filtering).

\[ CW_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} r_{ij}}{m} \]  

(1)

To remove insignificant vertices, the threshold is the average weight of all vertices. Fig. 7 (b) shows the network after removing insignificant edges and vertices.

3.2.2.2. Concept Extraction and Concept Cluster Generation

1. k-Nearest neighbor (knn) grouping [24]

Each vertex and its \( k \) nearest neighbors can be grouped as a connected graph, named candidate feature unit. Different values of \( k \) affect the number of candidate feature units. A larger \( k \) results in fewer units, and each unit contains more features. If there are too many features in a candidate feature unit, its concept may not be well expressed, and the significance represented by each feature is also reduced. This study follows the setting of Topic Keyword Clustering and lets \( k = 2 \). Fig. 7 (c) shows an example containing four candidate feature units.

2. Candidate Feature Subgroups Generation

Except the edges that cross two candidate feature units, out-linked edges from each candidate feature unit are recovered to form candidate feature subgroups. The weight of a subgroup is the sum of edge weights \( W_{G_m} \), where \( G_m \) represents a candidate feature subgroup \( m \), and \( r_{ij} \) is the weight of an edge.

\[ W_{G_m} = \sum_{r_{ij} \in G_m} r_{ij} \]  

(2)

3. Candidate Feature Subgroups Merging

The goal of subgroups merging is to reduce the number of subgroups by a greedy algorithm. The two most inter-connected subgroups are merged iteratively till the inter-connected degrees of all subgroup pairs are less than the threshold (empirically chooses 0.5 in this study). The degree of inter-connected subgroups, \( RI(G_i, G_j) \), is computed as follows.

\[ RI(G_i, G_j) = \frac{|W_{E[G_i,G_j]}|}{|W_{G_i}| + |W_{G_j}|} \]  

(3)
$W_{E(G_i, G_j)}$ is the sum of the weights of the inter-connected edges of the two candidate feature subgroups, $G_i$ and $G_j$. If $RI$ is larger than the threshold, it indicates that the two subgroups are significantly related and should be merged. For example, in Fig. 7 (d), the two subgroups {digital library, SOM, self-organizing map} and {document collection, filtering, content-based} are merged.

$$\left( \sum_{g \in E(G)} r_{ij} \right) / \left| E(G) \right|$$

$$AS(G) = \left( E(G) \right)$$

$$CD(G) = \sqrt{V(G) \times V(G) - 1} / 2$$

$$CW = CD(G) \times AS(G)$$

4. Concept Clusters Generation

Subgroups with more features usually cover more documents, and a different amount of documents may affect the accuracy of clustering. To reduce the number of different documents in each subgroup, the concept weight of each subgroup $(CW)$ should be considered.

$CW$ is computed by multiplying the average edge weight $(AS)$ and the connected density $(CD)$. If the concept weight of a subgroup is less than the average or the number of features is larger than the average (as the threshold setting in Topic Keyword Clustering), the most non-related feature is removed. And, the final results are the concept clusters.

4. Search Result Organization

The first value-added IR service utilizing the concept extraction and clustering method in Section 3 lies in presenting search results in a graphical form. To demonstrate this service, a corpus containing about 500 "Information Retrieval" related documents from CiteSeer is used. Three bibliographic fields, title, abstract and citations, are collected for each document in this corpus. The average length of abstracts is about 1000 words.

4.1. Concept Extraction

Before concept extraction, pre-processing is applied to title and abstract fields, and terms appearing in more than 8% of documents or less than three

\footnote{http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/}
times are filtered out. The concept extraction algorithm mentioned in Section 3.2 is then applied to the remaining terms for constructing concept groups.

This value-added service only considers the co-occurrences in the same sentence of the title and abstract fields. As mentioned previously, Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) is used for computing the relationship between terms \(i\) and \(j\), \(r_{ij}\); in addition, to emphasize the importance of the title filed, terms co-occur in the title field are doubly weighted.

### 4.2. Document Clustering and Post-processing

After concept groups are generated, this study represents each document as a vector. Each element in the vector represents the semantic similarity of a document and a concept group. Documents can then be grouped by clustering these semantic similarity vectors. The detail of document clustering and the post processing are described in the following subsections.

#### 4.2.1. Semantic Similarity Vector and Document Clustering

According to Section 3.2, \(M\) concept clusters can be generated and there are \(n\) features in total. A document \(D_j\) and a concept cluster \(C_m\) can be represented as vectors by these \(n\) features.

\[
D_j = (w_{j1}, w_{j2}, w_{j3}, ..., w_{jn}) \] where \(j = 1, 2, 3, ..., N\)

\(w_{ji}\) the weights of the feature \(i\) (estimated as TF-IDF)

\(N\): \# of documents in corpus

\(C_k = (t_{k1}, t_{k2}, t_{k3}, ..., t_{kn})\) where \(k = 1, 2, 3, ..., M\)

\[
(5)
\]

\[
t_{ki} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{If term } i \in C_k \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

This study uses cosine similarity to compute the similarity between a document and a concept cluster. In this manner, each document \(D_j\) can also be represented as a vector of semantic similarities with all concepts, \(SD_j\). \(SD_j\) also represents the degree of how well a document covers a concept.

\[
SD_j = \left( sim(D_j, C_1), sim(D_j, C_2), sim(D_j, C_3), ..., sim(D_j, C_M) \right)
\]
Bisection k-Means algorithm [25] is then applied to perform document clustering. After document clustering, post-processing, including labeling, cluster relationship construction, and visualization, are applied.

### 4.2.2. Labeling

Visualization of document clustering usually applies labeling to help users understand the concepts and meanings of each cluster. In this study, the following steps are applied to choose proper labels:

- Select the top 10 weighted features from each cluster;
- In the 10 features, nouns and noun phrases are selected;
- Choose the top 2 weighted candidates as the final labels.

### 4.2.3. Cluster Relation Construction

Besides labeling, the relation of documents is also helpful to understand relationships of clusters. As CiteSeer preserves the references made by each document, this study exploits the idea of bibliographic coupling [26] to establish the relation between clusters. The similarity of documents cited by two documents can be computed, and then the similarity can be used to construct the citation relation of the two documents. Furthermore, the citation relations of clusters can be computed and used in visualization. The similarity of cited documents for two documents is computed as follows:

1. **Hyperlinks (URL) of cited documents**

   URLs of cited documents are considered in higher priority. In CiteSeer, most documents cited by a document have hyperlinks, and can be accessed through these links. A hyperlink URL can be treated as the unique id of the document. Then the citation similarity of two documents, \( \text{linksim}_{ij} \), can be computed, where \( d_i \) and \( d_j \) are two documents, and \( \text{link}(d_i) \) and \( \text{link}(d_j) \) are links to their cited documents, respectively.

   \[
   \text{linksim}_{ij} = \frac{|\text{link}(d_i) \cap \text{link}(d_j)|}{\min(\|\text{link}(d_i)\|, \|\text{link}(d_j)\|)}
   \] (7)

2. **Titles of cited documents**

   If the URL of a cited document is lost or there are multiple different hyperlinks of a cited document, the abovementioned citation similarity of two documents is affected. To fix the error, titles of cited documents should be considered. After pre-processing and vectorization, the similarity of titles, \( \text{textsimsim} \), can be computed by cosine similarity.
The preceding two similarities, \( \text{linksim} \) and \( \text{textsim} \), are linearly combined to obtain the citation similarity \( DR(i,j) \) of two documents \( d_i \) and \( d_j \), and this study chooses \( \alpha = 0.5 \) empirically.

\[
DR(i,j) = \alpha \cdot (\text{linksim}_{i,j}) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot (\text{textsim}_{i,j})
\]

(8)

Citation relation of clusters is computed based on the citation similarity of documents. If \( C_m \) contains \( d_i \), \( C_n \) contains \( d_i \), and the citation similarity of \( d_i \) and \( d_i \), \( DR(i,j) \), is larger than threshold, \( \theta \) (0.5, empirically chosen in this work), the citation count of \( C_m \) and \( C_n \) is increased by 1. Then, the cluster similarity of \( C_m \) and \( C_n \), \( CR(m,n) \), can be computed.

\[
CR(m,n) = \frac{\# \text{ of document pairs } (d_i,d_j) \text{ that } DR(i,j) > \theta}{\max(|C_m|,|C_n|)}
\]

(9)

4.2.4. Cluster Visualization

Two visualization methods are exploited to represent the clustering result, and Table 1 shows the comparison of the proposed approach and other existed approaches mentioned in Section 2.3. The first method is used for inner document cluster representation, and Fig. 8 is an example. Each circle in Fig. 8 represents a cluster, and the more documents a cluster contains, the larger its radius is.

**Table 1.** Visual representation comparison of the proposed approach and others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept label</th>
<th>Inner Cluster</th>
<th>Inter Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
<td>Radius of circle for cluster size.</td>
<td>Radar graph to show cluster relations. Cluster relation degrees are labeled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different color for inner-cluster similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaLib</td>
<td>Numeric label for cluster size.</td>
<td>No relations are shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSCOhost</td>
<td>Topic grouping only</td>
<td>Hierarchy-like structure for cluster relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google wonder wheel</td>
<td>Topic grouping only</td>
<td>Network-like graph for cluster relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grokker.com</td>
<td>Radius of circle for cluster size.</td>
<td>Hierarchy-like structure for cluster relations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the color of a pie represents the similarity / homogeneity of documents in a cluster, the darker the more similar / homogeneous they are.
Besides, the text above a circle is the generated labels of a cluster. In Fig. 8, the document similarity of the cluster “collaborative filtering” is the highest, followed by “speech Recognition”, “self-organizing map”, and “decision tree” is the lowest.

All the approach mentioned in Section 2.3 and the proposed approach provide document clustering/grouping according to the topics, but only MetaLib, Grokker.com and the proposed approach provides the amount information of each clusters/groups. MetaLib uses numeric label; Grokker.com and our proposed approach uses graphical view (the size of circles) to represent the cluster/group size. Besides, only our proposed approach uses different colors to represents the inner-cluster similarity.

**Fig. 8.** Chart for cluster visualization.

The second method is a radar map for representing the relationships between clusters. In Fig. 9, the labels, “self-organizing map” and “document collection”, represent the concept of a cluster. Each apex represents a related cluster. The relation degree of two clusters can be realized easily by the radar map; in this example, the “text categorization and relevance feedback” cluster has the highest degree relation with the cluster labeled with “self-organizing map” and “document collection”.

As shown in Table 1, except MetaLib, all the approaches in Section 2.3 and the proposed approach provide the information of topic cluster/group relationship. EBSCOhost and Grokker.com model this information in a hierarchy-like representation, and Google wonder wheel models in a network-like representation. However, only our approach provides the relationship degree to users in a radar graph representation.

---
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5. Virtual Community Generation and Paper Recommendation

The second value-added IR service concerns the generation of virtual research communities and the recommendation of papers based on the virtual communities. To demonstrate this service, a corpus comprising 226 research papers from the institutional repository of National Chiao Tung University (NCTUIR) is used, and four bibliographic fields, title, abstract, keyword and author, are collected for each paper in this corpus.

5.1. Author Model

Each term used in a paper is assumed to relate to the paper’s concept, and also has a relationship to each author. The author model uses the relationship of terms and authors to model the research interests of authors. The relationship of terms and authors can be computed by TF-IAF (Term Frequency-Inverse Author Frequency). [27]

\[ tf_{ij} = \frac{freq_i}{freq} \] (10)

Fig. 9. Radar map for cluster relation representation.

---

6 http://ir.lib.nctu.edu.tw/
\[ iaf_i = \log_2 \frac{N}{n_i} \text{, where } N: \# \text{ of total authors,} \]
\[ n_i: \# \text{ of authors who use term } i \]
\[ w_{ij} = \begin{cases} tf_{ij} \times ia & , \text{if term } i \text{ is associated with author } j \\ 0 & , \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]
\[ U_j = (w_{1j}, w_{2j}, ..., w_{mj}), \text{ where } m \text{ is the number of terms} \]

After computing TF-IAF, the research interests of an author \( j \) can be represented as a vector, \( U_j \). The author model is the collection of authors, and can be represented as a matrix, \( U \).

\[
U = \begin{bmatrix}
U_1 \\
U_2 \\
U_3 \\
\vdots \\
U_N
\end{bmatrix}, \text{ where } N \text{ is the total number of authors} \quad (11)
\]

### 5.2. Concept Clustering and Labeling

This value-added service only considers the co-occurrences in the same sentence of the title and abstract fields. As mentioned previously, Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) is used for computing the relationship between terms \( i \) and \( j \), \( r_{ij} \); in addition, to emphasize the importance of the title field, terms co-occur in the title field are doubly weighted.

The method introduced in Section 3.2 is used to gain the concept clusters. This value-added service considers the co-occurrences in the same sentence, and in the same keyword and/or title fields of a research paper. As mentioned previously, Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) is used for computing the relationship between terms \( i \) and \( j \), \( r_{ij} \); in addition, to emphasize the importance of the title and keyword fields, the semantic relationship of terms co-occurring in the title and/or keyword fields equals to 1.0.

After concept clustering, each research cluster \( C_k \) can be represented as a vector.

\[
C_k = (t_{k1}, t_{k2}, t_{k3}, ..., t_{kn}), \text{ where } n \text{ is the number of terms}, \quad (12)
\]
and
\[ t_{ki} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if term } i \in C_k \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

Similar to Section 4.2.2, labeling is also applied for helping users to realize the concept of each research cluster. Table 2 shows the labels, keywords, and keyword weights of a few example research cluster.

**Table 2. Concept clusters and their keywords and relative weights.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept label</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Keyword weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Computing</td>
<td>MANET, mobile ad hoc network, route, mobile computing, wireless network</td>
<td>351.1895, 152.5828, 140.446, 126.5852, 95.5504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>genetic algorithm, dynamic linkage discovery, particle swarm optimization, GA, economic dispatch</td>
<td>97.3025, 66.415, 53.332, 41.3458, 27.0827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Network</td>
<td>neural network, optimization problem, constraint, energy function</td>
<td>72.7728, 49.7963, 43.1446, 38.9312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5.3. Virtual Community Construction**

**5.3.1. Author Social Network**

Author social network is constructed from the co-author relationship, and the relative degree of two authors is calculated by Jaccard coefficient [28]. First, the author-paper relationship can be represented as a matrix, \( W_{ij} \). As illustrated in Fig. 10, there are three authors, \( u_1 \sim u_3 \), four papers, \( d_1 \sim d_4 \), and each edge connecting an author and a paper represents the author-paper relationship.

\[ W_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if user } i \text{ is one of the authors in paper } j \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]  (13)
The co-author relationship, $S$, can be computed by $S = W \times W^T$, and each element $S_{ij}$ represents the number of papers co-authored by $i$ and $j$. Fig. 11 is the co-author relationship of Fig. 10.

$$W = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

This study applies Jaccard coefficient to measure the similarity between two authors, and it is defined as the ratio of the number of co-author papers over the number of the union of each author's publication.

$$J(U_i, U_j) = \frac{S_{ij}}{|S_i| + |S_j| - S_{ij}} \tag{14}$$

Where $|S_i|$ and $|S_j|$ represents the amount of papers authored by author $i$ and $j$, respectively. Applying Jaccard coefficient can also normalize the main diagonal of $S$ to 1. Fig. 12 is the $S$ after applying Jaccard coefficient, named $S'$. As the co-authoring relationship may affect each author too much, a parameter $\alpha$ ($0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$) can be added to adjust the co-author relationship matrix, $S'$. If $\alpha$ is closer to zero, the co-authoring relationship exerts less effect to each author. The adjusted co-author relationship matrix is $R$, and each element $R_{ij}$ can be represented as follows.

$$R_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } i = j \\ \alpha \times S_{ij}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{15}$$
5.3.2. Author Clustering and Paper Recommendation

This study models authors and terms using the author model. The author model $U$ is represented as an $N \times m$ matrix, where $N$ is the number of authors and $m$ is the number of terms. Each row in $U$ shows how an author uses terms in his/her research papers. For taking the co-author factor into account, the updated author model $U'$ is the product of the adjusted co-author relationship matrix ($R$) and $U$. Each row in $U'$ represents the relationship of an author and all terms when the co-author relationship is considered.

$$U = \begin{bmatrix} w_{11} & \cdots & w_{1m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ w_{N1} & \cdots & w_{Nm} \end{bmatrix}$$

$$U' = R \times U = \begin{bmatrix} R_{11} & \cdots & R_{1N} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ R_{N1} & \cdots & R_{NN} \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} w_{11} & \cdots & w_{1m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ w_{N1} & \cdots & w_{Nm} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} w'_{11} & \cdots & w'_{1m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ w'_{N1} & \cdots & w'_{Nm} \end{bmatrix} \quad (16)$$

The similarity of author $j$ and each concept, $SU_{jk}$, can be calculated by cosine similarity, and it also represents author $j$'s preference for concept $k$. The set of $SU_{jk}$ is $SU_j$, the concept preference vector of author $j$.

$$SU_j = \{ SU_{jk} \mid SU_{jk} = \text{sim}(U'_j, C_k), k = 1, 2, \ldots, p \}, \quad (17)$$

where $j = 1, 2, \ldots, N$; $p$ is the total number of clusters

$U'_j$ is a row of $U'$, representing the relationship of author $j$ and all keywords. $C_k$, introduced in Section 4.3, is the vector representation of cluster $k$.

If $SU_{jk}$ is larger than a pre-defined threshold, it means that author $j$ has an apparent preference for concept $k$, and author $j$ should be assigned to
concept $k$. Each author cluster represents a virtual research community with a specific concept. The threshold used in this work is the average value of the similarity of an author and a cluster.

Virtual research communities and co-author relationship can be used to assist users in knowing the distribution of virtual research communities and identify significant researchers of each community. Furthermore, with the graph representation of virtual communities, SNA metrics mentioned in Section 2.2 can be computed. While virtual research communities are constructed, authors in the same virtual research community have similar research interests. Researchers can be recommended according to the relationship of each community and their information need. In this work, two approaches are proposed for recommending papers to authors in the NCTUIR, and the two approaches can be easily extended to any users who are interested in the papers collected in the NCTUIR.

1. Recommendation by personal interests
   If an author wants to find out some papers related to his/her research interests, the system can recommend him/her the top $n$ ($n=5$ in this work) similar papers from the author's virtual communities, except the author's previous works. Cosine similarity of the author model and papers in the author's communities is used to find out the top $n$ papers for recommendation.

2. Recommendation by community
   If an author wants to find out some representative papers of a specific virtual research community, the system can recommend him/her the top $n$ ($n=5$ in this work) relevant papers. The relevant degree of a paper and a community is calculated by the cosine similarity of the paper and the community.

6. Evaluation

This section describes experiment setting and evaluation measurements for the two services presented in Section 4 and Section 5. In addition, some discussions about the proposed approach and legacy methods are also elaborated.

---

7 Due to space limitation, the description of SNA metrics for the authors in the NCTUIR is omitted.
6.1. Evaluation for Graphical Representation of Search Results

The corpus containing 541 "Information Retrieval"-related documents is employed to compare our proposed approach with Topic Keyword Clustering. This study applies three evaluations. Firstly, domain experts classify documents into groups in advance, and then the clustering results of the proposed approach and Topic Keyword Clustering are evaluated with these paper classes by entropy, purity, recall and f-measure [29]. The second evaluation compares the compactness and separation of clustering results. In the last evaluation, the similarity values of papers calculated by the proposed approach and Topic Keyword Clustering are compared with the labelling decided by domain experts.

6.1.1. Entropy, Purity, Recall and F-measure

Domain experts classify all papers into 35 groups in advance, and four common evaluation methods – purity, recall, entropy and f-measure, are applied to evaluate the clustering results. The evaluation results are shown in Table 3, and our method is better than Topic Keyword Clustering (less is better in Entropy estimation).

Table 3. Evaluation of clustering results by proposed method and Topic Keyword Clustering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of clusters Estimation</th>
<th>Topic Keyword Clustering</th>
<th>Our Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity</td>
<td>0.3008</td>
<td>0.4084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.3239</td>
<td>0.2569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>2.6289</td>
<td>2.0581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-measure</td>
<td>0.2472</td>
<td>0.2971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.2. Compactness and Separation Degrees

Table 4 shows the compactness (Cmp), separation (Sep), and overall cluster quality (Ocq) of clustering results [30].

\[
Ocq(\beta) = \beta \cdot Cmp + (1 - \beta) \cdot Sep
\]  

(18)

This study treats compactness and separation with the same weight, and chooses \( \beta = 0.5 \), and smaller \( Ocq \) value is better. Although the separation of 75 and 100 clusters using Topic Keyword Clustering is better, our method still leads in the overall cluster quality.
### Table 4. Compactness, separation degree, and overall cluster quality of clustering results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of clusters</th>
<th>Topic Keyword Clustering</th>
<th>Our Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.9217</td>
<td>0.4914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.8520</td>
<td>0.4350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.7841</td>
<td>0.3806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compactness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.6086</td>
<td>0.5031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.4820</td>
<td>0.4991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.4531</td>
<td>0.4911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall cluster quality</td>
<td>0.7652</td>
<td>0.4973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6670</td>
<td>0.4671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6186</td>
<td>0.4358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1.3. Document Pair Similarity

In this evaluation, two domain experts were asked to label the similarity of 200 random document pairs, and the results is depicted in Table 5. Kappa statistics [31] is applied to evaluate the agreement, and the kappa value is 0.8584 (confidence level: 95%, confidence interval: 0.7893~0.9305), which means high agreement [32]. Consequently, the 186 documents (97+89) agreed by both experts are used for similarity evaluation. Topic Keyword Clustering and our method are evaluated and compared with domain experts’ judgement.

Table 6 shows the evaluation results, and according to this table, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy can be computed [33], as illustrated in Table 7. It is easy to find that our method is better than Topic Keyword Clustering.

### Table 5. Similarity agreement results of domain experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert A</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>97 (90.65%)</td>
<td>10 (9.35%)</td>
<td>107 (53.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 (4.3%)</td>
<td>89 (95.7%)</td>
<td>93 (46.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101 (51.5%)</td>
<td>99 (49.5%)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Similarity agreement evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity Evaluation</th>
<th>Domain Experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic Keyword Clustering</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 7. Accuracy of clustering results and domain experts’ labeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic Keyword Clustering</td>
<td>0.2247</td>
<td>0.9485</td>
<td>0.6022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
<td>0.6405</td>
<td>0.9691</td>
<td>0.8118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.4. Discussion

According to 6.1.1 – 6.1.3, our method is better than Topic Keyword Clustering. The differences of the two methods are as shown in Table 8, and the major differences are semantic correlation and the document clustering algorithm.

Table 8. Difference between proposed approach and Topic Keyword Clustering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Topic Keyword Clustering</th>
<th>Proposed Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Correlation</td>
<td>Mutual Information</td>
<td>Log likelihood ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Clustering</td>
<td>k-nearest neighbor graph approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Clustering</td>
<td>Cosine similarity measurement</td>
<td>Bisection k-Means</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Topic Keyword Clustering uses mutual information (MI) to compute the semantic correlation, and our method uses LLR. The main reason is that MI is proper for judging the independent degree of two terms, but not proper for the relative (dependent) degree of two terms [34]. Table 9 shows an instance of concept subgroups computed by MI and LLR. The concept subgroup computed by MI contains more features, but the concepts of features are less identical, such as “part-of-speech” and "markov model". On the other hand, by LLR, these two feature terms, "part-of-speech" and "markov model", belongs to different concept subgroups, and the concept of each concept subgroup are more consistent.

Table 9. Concept subgroups computed by MI and LLR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mutual information</th>
<th>Log likelihood ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>part-of-speech tagging, tagger, institute, markov, text segmentation, markov model, estimation, disambiguation, information retrieval ir, workshop, resolution, tagging, rule-based, probability, series</td>
<td>part-of-speech tagger, part-of-speech tagging, text segmentation, story, tagger markov, markov model, threshold, relevance feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a document contains multiple concepts, the clustering algorithm used in our method (Bisection k-Means) has better results than Topic Keyword Clustering (cosine similarity). The main reason is that Topic
Keyword Clustering only maps a document to the most similar cluster, but our method maps a document to a similarity vector of every concept subgroup. Thus, if two documents contain common or similar concepts, these two documents can be considered as similar documents. Table 10 is a real example, documents A and B are two search results using “machine learning” as query. In the experiment, our proposed method clusters documents A and B together, but Topic Keyword Clustering assigns them into different groups.

Table 10. Two searching result documents using “machine learning” as keyword.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title: using reinforcement learning to spider the web efficiently</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>consider the task of exploring the web in order to find pages of a particular kind or on a particular topic. this task arises in the construction of search engines and web knowledge bases. this paper argues that the creation of efficient web spiders is best framed and solved by reinforcement learning, a branch of machine learning that concerns itself with optimal sequential decision making. one strength of reinforcement learning is that it provides a formalism for measuring the utility of actions that give benefit only in the future. we present an algorithm for learning a value function that maps hyperlinks to future discounted reward by using naive bayes text classifiers. experiments on two real-world spidering tasks show a three-fold improvement in spidering efficiency over traditional breadth-first search, and up to a two-fold improvement over reinforcement learning with immediate reward only. keywords: reinforcement learning, text classification, world wide web, spidering.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title: A machine learning approach to building domain-specific search engines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>domain-specific search engines are becoming increasingly popular because they offer increased accuracy and extra features not possible with general, web-wide search engines. unfortunately, they are also difficult and time-consuming to maintain. this paper proposes the use of machine learning techniques to greatly automate the creation and maintenance of domain-specific search engines. we describe new research in reinforcement learning, text classification and information extraction that enables efficient spidering, populates topic hierarchies, and identifies informative text segments. using these techniques, we have built a demonstration system: a publicly-available search engine for computer science research papers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2. Evaluation for Virtual Community Generation and Paper Recommendation

The corpus used for virtual research community generation contains 235 authors and 226 papers stored in the NCTUIR, and all the authors and papers are computer science major. The evaluation contains two parts. The first one evaluates the result of author clustering, and the other one evaluates the accuracy of paper recommendation.

Table 11. Research concept clusters and relative labels and representative keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class label</th>
<th>Cluster label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Communication</td>
<td>Mobile Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PIM-SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bandwidth Requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network Motif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brick Motif Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPDNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divide-and-conquer Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Graphics</td>
<td>Content-based Image Retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watershed Segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toboggan Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Retrieval</td>
<td>Semantic Query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer System</td>
<td>Memory Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parallel Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Security</td>
<td>End-to-end Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Theory</td>
<td>Interconnection Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
<td>Reliability Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.1. Evaluation of Author Clustering

The NCTUIR does not provide classifications of research areas in advance, so this study asks two domain experts to partition the formed concept clusters into classes. Domain experts create a total of 8 classes, and Table 11 lists the class labels and the labels of the contained clusters for all the 8 classes. After concept classes are created, three domain experts then assign all the 235 authors into these classes, and the result is shown in Table 12. If there's an author not similar to any research area class, he/she would be assigned to “others” class.

Table 12. Author classification by domain experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class label</th>
<th># of authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Communication</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Retrieval</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer System</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Graphics</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Security</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Theory</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correctness of author clustering is evaluated by precision and recall [35]. The relative degree of two authors is calculated by Jaccard coefficient, and is adjusted by a parameter, $\alpha$, whose range is from 0 to 1. If $\alpha$ is 0, it means that the author clustering process does not take social relationship into consideration.

Table 13. Recall and precision of author clustering with different $\alpha$ value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$ value</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13 and Fig. 13 show the recall and precision while adjusting $\alpha$ from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. According to the results, precision is about 0.7 and
various $\alpha$ values do not significantly affect precision. Recall is about 0.78 while $\alpha$ is larger than 0.3. These show our approach is able to cluster authors to proper research communities. However, when $\alpha$ is small (<0.3), the recall is apparently worse, so 0.3 is chosen as the parameter of Jaccard coefficient for the following evaluation.

![Graph of recall and precision of author clustering with different $\alpha$ value.](image)

**Fig. 13.** Graph of recall and precision of author clustering with different $\alpha$ value.

### 6.2.2. Accuracy of Paper Recommendation

This evaluation uses different scenarios for paper recommendation. Each scenario represents a single user with identical information need. The recommended papers are evaluated by two domain experts, and Kappa Statistics is used for calculating the accuracy of paper recommendation. There are 219 papers recommended to two domain experts for evaluation, and the relevance judgement results of two domain experts is as Table 14.

**Table 14.** Relevance judgment results of domain experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert B</th>
<th>Expert A</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30 (13.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>189 (86.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(9.6%)

(4.1%)

(8.5.4%)

(86.3%)
The kappa value is 0.764, and the strength of agreement is substantial. Besides, for the 208 papers with the same relevance judgements of the two domain experts, the accuracy, $187/208 = 89.9\%$, is apparently good.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This study shows the application of concept extraction and clustering in IR systems. The contribution is two fold. Firstly, the modified concept extraction and clustering method outperforms the original Topic Keyword Clustering. Secondly, from the application aspect, the proposed method facilitates the organization and visualization of search results, and the provision of virtual research communities and paper recommendation for researchers.

Concept extraction and clustering is the core mechanism of this study. A concept is defined as a group of terms whose co-occurrence statistics reveal their similarity in semantics. The proposed approach modifies the original Topic Keyword Clustering. It treats terms and the relationships of term pairs as vertices and edges of a graph. Removing insignificant vertices and edges, and merging similar concept sub-groups generate the concept groups. The proposed method has better performance than Topic Keyword Clustering, and the evaluation results provide evidences. The main reason is, instead of MI used in Topic Keyword Clustering, LLR is applied to calculate semantic correlation. Furthermore, Topic Keyword Clustering assigns a document to a single concept group; on the other hand, the proposed method may assign a document to more than one concept groups with high similarity.

To well organize search results, concepts should be extracted from the corpus in advance. Then, documents are clustered according to the similarities of documents and concepts. Citation relations and labelling are also applied for assisting users to realize the concept of each cluster and the intra- and inter-relations among clusters.

For providing virtual research communities and paper recommendation, the author model is created to maintain author-term relationships. Second, the social information, i.e. co-author relationship, is applied to adjust the author model. Then, author clustering is done by assigning authors to concept groups according to the similarity of the updated author model and concept groups. Finally, each author cluster is a virtual research community, and each virtual community can provide users with information on representative researchers and papers. Besides, according to user’s research interests, proper papers in a virtual community can be recommended.

The proposed concept extraction and clustering method generates concepts in a flat level and do not consider the hierarchical structure inside a concept group. With a hierarchical structure, users are able to know more details of a research concept when they track down deeply. For this purpose, the future study will track the process of concept group generation and the relationships of subgroups, and use ontology to model the hierarchical structure of groups. Besides, although at least two domain experts are asked
to do qualitative evaluation, we will apply more experts for more rigorous evaluation in the future.
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Abstract. A new method for decision making that uses the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator in the aggregation of the information is presented. It is used a concept that is known in the literature as the index of maximum and minimum level (IMAM). This index is based on distance measures and other techniques that are useful for decision making. By using the OWA operator in the IMAM, we form a new aggregation operator that we call the ordered weighted averaging index of maximum and minimum level (OWAIMAM) operator. The main advantage is that it provides a parameterized family of aggregation operators between the minimum and the maximum and a wide range of special cases. Then, the decision maker may take decisions according to his degree of optimism and considering ideals in the decision process. A further extension of this approach is presented by using hybrid averages and Choquet integrals. We also develop an application of the new approach in a multi-person decision-making problem regarding the selection of strategies.
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1. Introduction

The index of maximum and minimum (IMAM) level [1] is a very useful technique that provides similar results with the Hamming distance with some differences that makes it more complete. It includes the Hamming distance and the adequacy coefficient [2-6] in the same formulation. Since its appearance, it has been used in a wide range of applications such as fuzzy set theory, business decisions and multicriteria decision making [7-8]. Often, we prefer to use the normalized IMAM (NIMAM) because we want an average result of all the individual comparisons. This type of index is also known as the weighted IMAM (WIMAM) when we prefer to give different degrees of importance to the individual comparisons instead of giving them the same importance.
Sometimes, when calculating the NIMAM, it would be interesting to consider the attitudinal character of the decision maker. A very useful tool for aggregating the information considering the attitudinal character of the decision maker is the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator [9]. The OWA operator is an aggregation operator that includes the maximum, the minimum and the average criteria, as special cases. It has been used in a wide range of applications [10-21].

The aim of this paper is to present a new type of IMAM operator that uses the OWA operator in the aggregation process. We call this new aggregation operator, the ordered weighted averaging index of maximum and minimum level (OWAIMAM) operator. The fundamental characteristic of this index is that it normalizes the IMAM with the OWA operator. Therefore, it is possible to develop a more general IMAM that includes the maximum, the minimum and the NIMAM, as special cases. The main advantage of the OWAIMAM is the possibility of over or under estimate the results of an aggregation in order to take a decision according to a certain degree of optimism. Then, in a decision making problem, the decision maker will be able to take decisions according to his degree of optimism. Some of its main properties and different families of OWAIMAM operators are studied.

A further extension of this approach is presented by using the hybrid average [22-27]. The main advantage of this approach is that it uses the weighted average and the OWA operator in the same formulation. Thus, it is possible to consider the subjective probability and the attitudinal character of the decision maker. We call it the hybrid averaging IMAM (HAIMAM) operator. Moreover, we generalize this approach by using Choquet integrals [28-32] obtaining the Choquet integral IMAM aggregation (CIIMAMA). Thus, a more robust and general formulation of the IMAM operator is obtained.

We also develop an application of this new method in a business multi-person decision-making problem. This decision-making model can be summarized in one aggregation operator called the multi-person OWAIMAM (MP-OWAIMAM) operator. We apply it in the selection of strategies because this problem can be considered as a general one that includes a wide range of business situations. Note that other applications could be developed such as in human resource management, supplier selection and product management. For further information on other decision-making methods, refer, e.g., to [33-42].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some basic concepts such as the OWA operator and the IMAM are described. Section 3 presents the OWAIMAM operator and Section 4 analyzes some of its families. Section 5 presents an extension by using the hybrid average and Section 6 a generalization by using Choquet integrals. In Section 7 a multi-person decision-making model is presented and in Section 8 an application of the new approach in the selection of strategies. Finally, Section 9 summarizes the main findings of the paper.
2. Preliminaries

In this Section, we briefly review some basic concepts to be used throughout the paper such as the IMAM and the OWA operator.

2.1. The Index of Maximum and Minimum Level

The NIMAM [1] is an index used for calculating the differences between two elements, two sets, etc. In decision making, it is very useful for comparing alternatives in different business decision making problems such as financial management, human resource management, product management, etc. In fuzzy set theory, it can be useful, for example, for the calculation of distances between fuzzy sets, interval-valued fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, etc. It is a very useful technique that provides similar results than the Hamming distance but with some differences that makes it more complete. Basically, it can be defined as a measure that includes the Hamming distance and the adequacy coefficient [2-6] in the same formulation. For two sets $P$ and $P_j$, it can be defined as follows.

**Definition 1.** A NIMAM of dimension $n$ is a mapping $K: [0, 1]^n \times [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1]$ such that:

$$K (P, P_j) = \frac{1}{u+v} \left[ \sum_{i} (\mu_i(u) - \mu_{i}^{(j)}(u)) + \sum_{v} (0 \vee (\mu_i(v) - \mu_{i}^{(j)}(v))) \right]$$

where $\mu$ and $\mu^{(j)}$ are the $i$th arguments of the sets $P$ and $P_j$ respectively, $u$ and $v$ are the number of elements used with the Hamming distance and with the dual adequacy coefficient, respectively, and $u + v = n$.

Sometimes, when normalizing the IMAM it is better to give different weights to each individual element. Then, the index is known as the WIMAM. It can be defined as follows.

**Definition 2.** A WIMAM of dimension $n$ is a mapping $K: [0, 1]^n \times [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1]$ that has an associated weighting vector $W$ of dimension $n$ with the following properties:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} Z_i = 1 \text{ with } \sum_{u} Z_i(u) + \sum_{v} Z_i(v) = 1$$

$$Z_i \in [0, 1]$$

and such that:

$$K (P, P_j) = \quad (2)$$
\[
\sum_u Z_i(u) \times \left| \mu_i(u) - \mu^{(j)}_i(u) \right| + \sum_v Z_i(v) \times \left[ 0 \times (\mu_i(v) - \mu^{(j)}_i(v)) \right],
\]

where \( \mu_i \) and \( \mu^{(j)}_i \) are the \( i \)th arguments of the sets \( P \) and \( P_j \) respectively, \( u \) and \( v \) are the number of elements used with the Hamming distance and with the dual adequacy coefficient, respectively, and \( u + v = n \).

Note that if \( u = n \), the WIMAM operator becomes the usual weighted Hamming distance (WHD) that can be defined as follows.

**Definition 3.** A weighted Hamming distance of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( WHD: [0, 1]^n \times [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1] \) that has an associated weighting vector \( W \) of dimension \( n \) with \( W = \sum_{j=1}^n w_j = 1 \) and \( w_j \in [0, 1] \), such that:

\[
WHD(A, B) = \left( \sum_{j=1}^n w_j \times |a_j - b_j| \right),
\]

where \( a_j \) and \( b_j \) are the \( j \)th arguments of the sets \( A \) and \( B \) respectively.

Moreover, the WIMAM operator accomplishes similar properties than the distance measures [29] although it does not always accomplish commutativity, from the perspective of a distance measure, because it uses norms in the aggregation process. In this case we have that a WIMAM aggregation fulfills:

Non-negativity: \( K(A_1, A_2) \geq 0 \).
Reflexivity: \( K(A_1, A_1) = 0 \).
Triangle inequality: \( K(A_1, A_2) + K(A_2, A_3) \geq K(A_1, A_3) \).

2.2. The OWA Operator

The OWA operator [9] provides a parameterized family of aggregation operators which have been used in many applications. It can be defined as follows.

**Definition 4.** An OWA operator of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( OWA: R^n \rightarrow R \) that has an associated weighting vector \( W \) of dimension \( n \) having the properties:

\[
w_j \in [0, 1] \quad \sum_{j=1}^n w_j = 1
\]

and such that:
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\[ \text{OWA} \left( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \right) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j, \]

where \( b_j \) is the \( j \)th largest of the \( a_i \).

From a generalized perspective of the reordering step it is possible to distinguish between the descending OWA (DOWA) operator and the ascending OWA (AOWA) operator. Note that the weights of these two operators are related by \( w_j = w^*_{n-j+1} \), where \( w_j \) is the \( j \)th weight of the DOWA and \( w^*_{n-j+1} \) the \( j \)th weight of the AOWA operator. For further properties and applications on the OWA operator, refer, e.g., to [10,21,43-45].

3. The OWAIMAM Operator

In this Section, the use of the OWA operator in the IMAM operator is introduced. We call it the ordered weighted averaging index of maximum and minimum level (OWAIMAM). It can be defined as follows.

**Definition 5.** An OWAIMAM operator of dimension \( n \), is a mapping \( \text{OWAIMAM} : [0, 1]^n \times [0, 1]^n \to [0, 1] \) that has an associated weighting vector \( W \), with \( w_j \in [0, 1] \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \), such that:

\[ \text{OWAIMAM} \left( \langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle \right) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j K_j, \]

where \( K_j \) represents the \( j \)th largest of all the \( |x_i - y_i| \) and the \( [0 \lor (x_i - y_i)] \).

In the following, a simple numerical example concerning the aggregation process with the OWAIMAM operator is presented.

**Example 1.** Assume the following arguments in an aggregation process: \( X = (0.3, 0.4, 0.8, 0.6) \), \( Y = (0.5, 0.7, 0.3, 0.7) \). Assume the following weighting vector \( W = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) \). If we calculate the similarity between \( X \) and \( Y \) using the OWAIMAM operator, we get the following. Assume that the first two arguments have to be treated with the Hamming distance and the other two with the dual adequacy coefficient.

\[ \text{OWAIMAM} \left( X, Y \right) = 0.1 \times [0 \lor (0.8 - 0.3)] + 0.2 \times |0.4 - 0.7| + 0.3 \times |0.3 - 0.5| + 0.4 \times [0 \lor (0.6 - 0.7)] = 0.17. \]

Note that from a generalized perspective of the reordering step it is possible to distinguish between descending and ascending orders. The weights of these operators are related by \( w_j = w^*_{n-j+1} \), where \( w_j \) is the \( j \)th weight of the descending OWAIMAM (DOWAIMAM) and \( w^*_{n-j+1} \) the \( j \)th weight of the ascending OWAIMAM (AOWAIMAM) operator.
If $K$ is a vector corresponding to the ordered arguments $K_j$, we shall call this the ordered argument vector, and $W^T$ is the transpose of the weighting vector, then the OWAIMAM can be expressed as:

$$OWAIMAM((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = W^T K.$$  

(6)

Note that if the weighting vector is not normalized, i.e., $W = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \neq 1$, then, the OWAIMAM operator can be expressed as:

$$OWAIMAM((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = \frac{1}{W} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j K_j.$$  

(7)

Analogously to the OWAIMAM operator, we can suggest a removal index that it is a dual of the OWAIMAM because $Q((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = 1 - K((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n))$. We refer to it as the ordered weighted averaging dual index of maximum and minimum level (OWADIMAM). Note that it can be seen as a dissimilarity measure. It is defined as follows.

**Definition 6.** An OWADIMAM operator of dimension $n$, is a mapping $OWADIMAM: [0, 1]^n \times [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1]$ that has an associated weighting vector $W$, with $w_j \in [0, 1]$ and the sum of the weights is equal to 1, then:

$$OWADIMAM((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j Q_j,$$

(8)

where $Q_j$ represents the $j$th largest of all the $[1 - |x_i - y_i|]$ and the $[1 \wedge (1 - x_i + y_i)]$; with $k = 1, 2, \ldots, m$.

The final result will be a number between $[0, 1]$. Note that in this case the recommendation is to select the lowest value as the best result.

In this case, we can also distinguish between the descending OWADIMAM (DOWADIMAM) and the ascending OWADIMAM (AOWADIMAM) operator.

Note also that the OWAIMAM operator follows the usual methodology of the aggregation operators. Thus, it is commutative, monotonic, bounded, idempotent, nonnegative and reflexive. As we can see, it accomplishes the usual properties excepting commutativity from the perspective of a distance measure because of the use of norms in the aggregation. These properties can be proved with the following theorems.

**Theorem 1 (Monotonicity).** Assume $f$ is the OWAIMAM operator, if $|x_i - y_i| \geq |u_i - v_i|$, for all $i$, then:

$$f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) \geq f((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)).$$

(9)

Proof. Let
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\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j K_j , \quad (10) \]

\[ f((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j Q_j . \quad (11) \]

Since \(|x_i - y_i| \geq |u_i - v_i|\), for all \(i\), it follows that, \(K_j \geq Q_j\), and then

\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) \geq f((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)). \]

**Theorem 2** (Commutativity). Assume \(f\) is the OWAIMAM operator, then:

\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = f((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)). \quad (12) \]

where \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\) is any permutation of the arguments \((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)\).

**Proof.** Let

\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j K_j , \quad (13) \]

\[ f((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j Q_j . \quad (14) \]

Since \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\) is a permutation of \((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)\), we have \(K_j = Q_j\), for all \(j\), and then

\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = f((u_1, v_1), (u_2, v_2), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)). \]

**Theorem 3** (Idempotency). Assume \(f\) is the OWAIMAM operator, if \(|x_i - y_i| = |x - y|\), for all \(i\), then:

\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = |x - y|. \quad (15) \]

**Proof.** Since \(|x_i - y_i| = |x - y|\), for all \(i\),

\[ f((x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j K_j = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j |x - y| = |x - y| \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j . \quad (16) \]

Since \(\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1\),

\[ f((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = |x - y|. \]
Theorem 4 (Bounded). Assume $f$ is the OWAIMAM operator, then:

\[ \min\{|x_i - y_i|\} \leq f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) \leq \max\{|x_i - y_i|\}. \quad (17) \]

Proof. Let $\max\{|x_i - y_i|\} = b$, and $\min\{|x_i - y_i|\} = a$, then

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_J \leq b \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j, \quad (18) \]

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_J \geq a \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j. \quad (19) \]

Since $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$,

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) \leq b. \quad (20) \]

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) \geq a. \quad (21) \]

Therefore,

\[ \min\{|x_i - y_i|\} \leq f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) \leq \max\{|x_i - y_i|\}. \quad \blacksquare \]

Theorem 5 (Nonnegativity). Assume $f$ is the IOWAD operator, then:

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) \geq 0. \quad (22) \]

Proof. Let

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j, \quad (23) \]

Since $|x_i - y_i| \geq 0$, for all $i$, we obtain

\[ f(\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) \geq 0. \quad \blacksquare \]

Theorem 6 (Reflexivity). Assume $f$ is the IOWAD operator, then:

\[ f(\langle x_1, x_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, x_n \rangle) = 0. \quad (24) \]

Proof. Let

\[ f(\langle x_1, x_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, x_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j, \quad (25) \]
Since $x_i = x_i$, $|x_i - x_i| = 0$, for all $i$, therefore,

$$f(\langle x_1, x_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, x_n \rangle) = 0.$$  

A further interesting feature to consider in the OWAIMAM operator is the unification point with distance measures. The unification point between the IMAM and the Hamming distance appears when $x_i \geq y_i$ for all $i$. In the OWAIMAM operator, we find a similar situation with the difference that now the unification is with the ordered weighted averaging distance (OWAD) operator [6]. Then, we get the following.

**Theorem 7.** Assume $\text{OWAD} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle)$ is the OWAD operator and $\text{OWADIMAM} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle)$ the OWAIMAM operator. If $x_i \geq y_i$ for all $i$, then:

$$\text{OWAD} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \text{OWADIMAM} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle).$$  

Proof. Let

$$\text{OWAD} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j,$$

$$\text{OWADIMAM} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j Q_j.$$  

Since $x_i \geq y_i$ for all $i$, $[0 \lor (x_i - y_i)] = (x_i - y_i)$ for all $i$, then

$$\text{OWADIMAM} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j (x_i - y_i) = \text{OWAD} (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_n, y_n \rangle).$$  

As we can see, the unification with the Hamming distance is found with the dual IMAM. Note that it is possible to distinguish between different types of unifications depending on the problem analyzed such as partial and total unification point. The partial unification point appears if at least one of the alternatives but not all of them is in a situation of unification point and the total unification point appears if all the alternatives accomplish the conditions of the unification point. Note that it is straightforward to prove these unifications by looking to [5,46] and following Theorem 7.

Another interesting issue to analyze is the different measures used to characterize the weighting vector of the OWAIMAM operator. Based on the measures developed for the OWA operator in [9,19], they can be defined as follows. For the attitudinal character, we get the following:
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\[
\alpha(W) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} \right).
\]

(29)

It can be shown that \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \). Note that for the optimistic criteria \( \alpha(W) = 1 \), for the pessimistic criteria \( \alpha(W) = 0 \), and for the average criteria \( \alpha(W) = 0.5 \).

The dispersion is a measure that provides the type of information being used. It can be defined as follows.

\[
H(W) = -\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \ln(w_j).
\]

(30)

For example, if \( w_j = 1 \) for some \( j \), then \( H(W) = 0 \), and the least amount of information is used. If \( w_j = 1/n \) for all \( j \), then, the amount of information used is maximum. The divergence can be defined as follows.

\[
\text{Div}(W) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} - \alpha(W) \right)^2.
\]

(31)

Note that the divergence can also be formulated with an ascending order in a similar way as it has been shown in the attitudinal character.

4. Families of OWAIMAM Operators

The OWAIMAM operator provides a parameterized family of aggregation operators. Therefore, it includes a wide range of special cases. In Table 1, some of these families of OWAIMAM operators are presented.

For more information on these and other families of OWAIMAM operators that are based on the OWA methodology, refer, e.g., to [9,15,17,47-49].

In the following, the main features of the families presented in Table 1 are commented.

Table 1. Families of OWAIMAM operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic families</th>
<th>Weighting vector W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The OWA operator</td>
<td>• Maximum and Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Hamming distance</td>
<td>• NIMAM and WIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The OWAD operator</td>
<td>• Olympic-OWAIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The adequacy coefficient</td>
<td>• Window-OWAIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The OWAAC operator</td>
<td>• S-OWAIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Etc.</td>
<td>• Centered-OWAIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• BUM function – OWAIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Nonmonotonic-OWAIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Remark 1. If the second set is empty, the OWAIMAM operator becomes the OWA operator. If all the individual similarities use the Hamming distance, we get the OWAD operator [6] and if all of them use the adequacy coefficient, we obtain the ordered weighted averaging adequacy coefficient (OWAAC) operator [5].

Remark 2. The maximum is obtained if \( w_j = 1 \) and \( w_k = 0 \), for all \( j \neq 1 \) and the minimum if \( w_n = 1 \) and \( w_j = 0 \), for all \( j \neq n \). More generally, if \( w_k = 1 \) and \( w_j = 0 \), for all \( j \neq k \), we get, OWAIMAM \((\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle, \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle x_m, y_m \rangle)\) = \( b_n \), where \( b_k \) is the \( k \)th largest argument \( a_i \). The NIMAM is formed when \( w_j = 1/n \), and \( w_j = 1/n \), for all \( a_i \). The WIMAM is obtained when \( w_j = 1/n \), for all \( a_i \). Note that the construction of the WIMAM from the OWAIMAM is artificial in the sense that it considers the importance of the attributes while the OWAIMAM focuses on the degree of optimism of the aggregation.

Remark 3. The olympic-OWAIMAM is found when \( w_j = w_n = 0 \), and for all others \( w_j = 1/(n - 2) \). Note that it is possible to present a general form of the olympic-OWAIMAM considering that \( w_j = 0 \) for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, k, n, n - 1, \ldots, n - k + 1 \); and for all others \( w_j = 1/(n - 2k) \), where \( k < n/2 \). Note that if \( k = 1 \), then, this general form becomes the usual olympic-OWAIMAM. If \( k = (n - 1)/2 \), then, it becomes the median-OWAIMAM aggregation. That is, if \( n \) is odd we assign \( w_n \) = \( 1/(n/2) \) and \( w_j = 0 \) for all others. If \( n \) is even we assign \( w_n \) = \( 1/(n/2) \) and \( w_j = 0 \) for all others.

Remark 4. Additionally, it is also possible to form the contrary case of the general olympic-OWAIMAM operator. This case is obtained when \( w_j = (1/(2k)) \) for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n, n - 1, \ldots, n - k + 1 \); and \( w_j = 0 \), for all others, where \( k < n/2 \). Note that if \( k = 1 \), then, the contrary case of the median-OWAIMAM is obtained.

Remark 5. The window-OWAIMAM can be formed. It is obtained when \( w_j = 1/(n - 2k) \) for \( k \leq j^* \leq k + m - 1 \) and \( w_j = 0 \) for \( j^* > k + m \) and \( j^* < k \). Note that \( k \) and \( m \) must be positive integers such that \( k + m - 1 \leq n \). Also note that if \( m = k = 1 \), the window-OWAIMAM becomes the maximum and if \( m = 1, k = n \), it becomes the minimum. And if \( m = n \) and \( k = 1 \), it is obtained the NIMAM.

Remark 6. A further interesting family is the S-OWAIMAM operator [49]. It can be classified in three classes: the “orlike”, the “andlike” and the generalized S-OWAIMAM operator. The generalized S-OWAIMAM operator is obtained when \( w_j = (1/n)(1 - (\alpha + \beta)) + \alpha, w_n = (1/n)(1 - (\alpha + \beta)) + \beta \), and \( w_j = (1/n)(1 - (\alpha + \beta)) \) for \( j = 2 \) to \( n - 1 \) where \( \alpha, \beta \in [0, 1] \) and \( \alpha + \beta \leq 1 \). Note that if \( \alpha = 0 \), the generalized S-OWAIMAM operator becomes the “andlike” S-OWAIMAM operator and if \( \beta = 0 \), it becomes the “orlike” S-OWAIMAM operator. Also note that if \( \alpha + \beta = 1 \), we get the Hurwicz IMAM criteria.
Remark 7. Another family of aggregation operator that could be used is the centered-OWAIMAM operator. An OWAIMAM operator is defined as a centered aggregation operator if it is symmetric, inclusive and strongly decaying. It is symmetric if \( w_j = w_{n-j+1} \). It is inclusive if \( w_j > 0 \). It is strongly decaying when \( i < j \leq (n + 1)/2 \) then \( w_i < w_j \) and when \( i > j \geq (n + 1)/2 \) then \( w_i < w_j \). Note that it is possible to consider a softening of the third condition by using \( w_i \leq w_j \) instead of \( w_i < w_j \) and it is possible to remove the second condition.

Remark 8. Another interesting method for determining the OWAIMAM weights is the functional method. It can be described as follows. Let \( f \) be a function \( f: [0, 1] \to [0, 1] \) such that \( f(0) = f(1) \) and \( f(x) \geq f(y) \) for \( x > y \). We call this function a basic unit interval monotonic function (BUM). Using this BUM function we form the OWAIMAM weights \( w_j \) for \( j = 1 \) to \( n \) as

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad w_j \in [0, 1].
\]

Remark 9. Another interesting family is the nonmonotonic-OWAIMAM operator based on [18]. It is possible to form it when at least one of the weights \( w_j \) is lower than 0 and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \). Note that a key aspect of this operator is that it does not always accomplish the monotonicity property. Then, this property could not be included in this special type of the OWAIMAM operator.

5. Using the Hybrid Average in the IMAM Operator

A further generalization of the OWAIMAM operator can be introduced by using the HA operator [26]. Thus, we can use in the IMAM operator, the weighted average and the OWA operator, considering both the attitudinal character of the decision maker and its subjective probability (or degree of importance). This new approach is called the hybrid averaging IMAM (HAIMAM) operator. Before defining the HAIMAM operator, let us briefly recall the definition of the HA operator.

Definition 7. A HA operator of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( HA: R^n \to R \) that has an associated weighting vector \( W \) of dimension \( n \) with \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \) and \( w_j \in [0, 1] \), such that:
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\[ HA (a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j, \]  

where \( b_j \) is the \( j \)th largest of the \( a_i \), \( a_i = n \omega_i a_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), \( \omega = (\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_n) \) is the weighting vector of the \( a_i \), with \( \omega_i \in [0, 1] \) and the sum of the weights is 1.

With this introduction, the HAIMAM operator can be introduced as follows.

**Definition 8.** A HAIMAM operator of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( HAIMAM: [0, 1]^n \times [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1] \) that has an associated weighting vector \( W \) of dimension \( n \) with \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \) and \( w_j \in [0, 1] \), such that:

\[ HAIMAM (a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j K_j, \]  

where \( K_j \) represents the \( j \)th largest of all the \( |x_i - y|_* = n \omega_i |x_i - y| \) and the \( 0 \lor (x_i - y) \) with \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), \( \omega = (\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_n) \) is the weighting vector of the \( a_i \), with \( \omega_i \in [0, 1] \) and the sum of the weights is 1.

As we can see, if \( w_j = 1/n \), for all \( j \), we obtain the WIMAM operator and if \( \omega_i = 1/n \), for all \( i \), the OWAIMAM operator. If \( w_j = 1/n \) and \( \omega_i = 1/n \), for all \( i \) and \( j \), the NIMAM operator is obtained.

The HAIMAM operator accomplishes similar properties than the OWAIMAM operator. However, it is not idempotent nor commutative.

Moreover, we can also study a wide range of families of HAIMAM operators following the methodology explained in Section 4.

---

6. Choquet Integrals in the IMAM Operator

By using Choquet integrals [28-32], another generalization of the IMAM operator can be developed. It is called the Choquet integral IMAM aggregation (CIIMAMA). Before introducing this new result, let us define the concept of fuzzy measure and the discrete Choquet integral. The fuzzy measure was introduced by Sugeno [50] and it can be defined as follows.

**Definition 9.** Let \( X \) be a universal set \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) and \( P(X) \) the power set of \( X \). A fuzzy measure on \( X \) is a set function on \( m: P(X) \rightarrow [0, 1] \), that satisfies the following conditions:

\[ m(\emptyset) = 0, m(X) = 1 \] (boundary conditions) and

If \( A, B \in P(X) \) and \( A \subseteq B \), then \( m(A) \leq m(B) \) (monotonicity).
The discrete Choquet integral [28] can be defined in the following way.

**Definition 10.** Let \( f \) be a positive real-valued function \( f \colon X \to \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( m \) be a fuzzy measure on \( X \). The (discrete) Choquet integral of \( f \) with respect to \( m \) is:

\[
C_m (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(i) \left[ m(A_{(i)}) - m(A_{(i-1)}) \right],
\]

(35)

where (·) indicates a permutation on domain and range \( X \) such that \( f(1) \geq f(2) \geq \ldots \geq f(n) \), i.e. \( f(1) \) is the \( i \)th largest value in the finite set \( \{ f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n \} \), \( A_{(i)} = \{ x(i), \ldots, x(n) \} \) for \( i \geq 1 \) and \( A_{(0)} = \emptyset \) being \( \{ x(1), \ldots, x(n) \} \) in the domain of \( f \) such that \( f(x(i)) = f(i) \).

With this information, we can present the CIIMAMA operator as an aggregation operator that uses the Choquet integral and the IMAM operator in the same formulation. It can be defined as follows.

**Definition 11.** Let \( m \) be a fuzzy measure on \( X \). A Choquet integral index of maximum and minimum level aggregation (CIIMAMA) operator of dimension \( n \) is a function \( CIIMAMA \colon \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \), such that:

\[
CIIMAMA ((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} b_j \left[ m(A_{(j)}) - m(A_{(j-1)}) \right],
\]

(36)

where \( b_j \) is the \( j \)th largest of all the \( |x_i - y_j| \) and the \( [0 \lor (x_i - y_j)] \), the \( x_i \) and the \( y_j \) are the argument variables of the sets \( X = \{ x_1, \ldots, x_n \} \) and \( Y = \{ y_1, \ldots, y_n \} \), \( A_{(i)} = \{ x(i), \ldots, x(n) \} \) for \( i \geq 1 \) and \( A_{(0)} = \emptyset \).

This approach can be generalized by using generalized and quasi-arithmetic means [15,17]. For example, by using quasi-arithmetic means, we get the quasi-arithmetic Choquet integral index of maximum and minimum level aggregation (Quasi-CIIMAMA) operator. It can be defined as follows.

**Definition 12.** Let \( m \) be a fuzzy measure on \( X \). A Quasi-CIIMAMA operator of dimension \( n \) is a function \( QICDIA \colon \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \), such that:

\[
QICDIA ((u_1, x_1, y_1), \ldots, (u_n, x_n, y_n)) = g^{-1} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} g(b_j) \left[ m(A_{(j)}) - m(A_{(j-1)}) \right] \right),
\]

(37)

where \( g \) is a strictly continuous monotonic function, \( b_j \) is the \( j \)th largest of all the \( |x_i - y_j| \) and the \( [0 \lor (x_i - y_j)] \), the \( x_i \) and the \( y_j \) are the argument variables of the sets \( X = \{ x_1, \ldots, x_n \} \) and \( Y = \{ y_1, \ldots, y_n \} \), \( A_{(i)} = \{ x(i), \ldots, x(n) \} \) for \( i \geq 1 \) and \( A_{(0)} = \emptyset \).
7. Multi-Person Decision Making with the OWAIMAM Operator

The OWAIMAM operator can be applied in a wide range of fields. In this paper, we consider a decision-making application in the selection of strategies by using a multi-person analysis. Note that in the literature we find a wide range of methods for decision making [43,45,51-53]. The process to follow can be summarized as follows.

**Step 1:** Let $A = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n\}$ be a set of finite alternatives, $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\}$ a set of finite characteristics (or attributes), forming the matrix $(x_{hi})_{m \times n}$. Let $E = \{E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_p\}$ be a finite set of decision makers. Let $V = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_p)$ be the weighting vector of the decision makers such that $\sum_{k=1}^{p} v_k = 1$ and $v_k \in [0, 1]$. Each decision maker provides his own payoff matrix $(x_{hi}(k))_{m \times n}$.

**Step 2:** Calculate the ideal values of each characteristic in order to form the ideal strategy shown in Table 2. Note that the ideal strategy is an unreal strategy where we imagine an optimal situation where we are able to reach all our objectives, perfectly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Ideal strategy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $I = \begin{array}{cccc}
C_1 & C_2 & \ldots & C_i & \ldots & C_n \\
\end{array}$ |

where $I$ is the ideal strategy expressed by a fuzzy subset, $C_i$ is the $i$th characteristic to consider and $y_i \in [0, 1]$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$, is a number between 0 and 1 for the $i$th characteristic. Each decision maker provides his own ideal strategy $y_i(1)$.

**Step 3:** Calculate the weighting vector $W$ to be used in the OWAIMAM aggregation for each alternative $h$ and characteristic $i$. Note that $W = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)$ such that $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$ and $w_j \in [0, 1]$.

**Step 4:** Comparison between the ideal strategy and the different characteristics considered using the OWAIMAM operator for each expert (person).

**Step 5:** Use the weighted average (WA) to aggregate the information of the decision makers $E$ by using the weighting vector $V$. The result is the collective payoff matrix $(x_{hi}, y_{hi})_{m \times n}$. Thus, $(x_{hi}, y_{hi}) = \sum_{k=1}^{p} v_k (x_{hi}^k, y_{hi}^k)$. Note that $(x_{hi}, y_{hi})$ represents either $|x_{hi} - y_{hi}|$ or $[0 \vee (x_{hi} - y_{hi})]$, for the comparison of each tuple of arguments.

**Step 6:** Calculate the aggregated results by using the OWAIMAM operator explained in Eq. (4). Consider different types of OWAIMAM operators by using different expressions in the weighting vector as it has been explained in Section 4.

**Step 7:** Select the alternative(s) that provides the best result(s). Moreover, establish a ranking of the alternatives from the most to the less preferred alternative in order to be able to consider more than one selection.
Note that this decision-making process can be summarized using the following aggregation operator that is called the multi-person – OWAIMAM (MP-OWAIMAM) operator.

**Definition 13.** A MP-OWAIMAM operator is an aggregation operator that has a weighting vector $V$ of dimension $p$ with $\sum_{k=1}^{p} v_k = 1$ and $v_k \in [0, 1]$ and a weighting vector $W$ of dimension $n$ with $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$ and $w_j \in [0, 1]$, such that:

$$f (((x_1^1, \ldots, x_1^p), (y_1^1, \ldots, y_1^p)), \ldots, ((x_n^1, \ldots, x_n^p), (y_n^1, \ldots, y_n^p))) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j,$$

(38)

where $b_j$ is the $j$th largest of all the similarities $(x, y)$ (either $|x_i - y|$ or $[0 \lor (x_i - y)]$, $(x, y) = \sum_{k=1}^{p} v_k (x_k^i, y_k^i)$, $(x, y)$ is the argument variable provided by each person (or expert) represented in the form of individual similarities.

The MP-OWAIMAM operator has similar properties than those explained in Section 3 such as the measures for characterizing the weighting vector $W$, the distinction between descending and ascending orders, and so on.

The MP-OWAIMAM operator includes a wide range of particular cases following the methodology explained in Section 4. Thus, we can find as special cases:

- The multi-person – normalized Hamming distance (MP-NHD) operator.
- The multi-person – weighted Hamming distance (MP-WHD) operator.
- The multi-person – OWAD (MP-OWAD) operator.
- The multi-person – normalized adequacy coefficient (MP-NAC) operator.
- The multi-person – weighted adequacy coefficient (MP-WAC) operator.
- The multi-person – OWAAC (MP-OWAAC) operator.

Additionally, it is possible to consider more complex formulations by using other types of aggregation operators in the aggregation of the experts opinion because in Definition 12, we assume that the experts opinions are aggregated by using the WA operator. Moreover, note that it is possible to develop a similar model by using Choquet integrals obtaining the multi-person – CIIMAMA (MP-CIIMAMA) operator and by using hybrid averages, obtaining the multi-person – HAIMAM (MP-HAIMAM) operator.

### 8. Numerical Example

In the following, we are going to present an illustrative example where we will see the applicability of the new approach. We consider a decision making problem regarding the selection of strategies. Different types of OWAIMAM
operators such as the NIMAM, the WIMAM, the OWAIMAM, the AOWAIMAM and the olympic-OWAIMAM are used. The dual results are also considered.

Assume an enterprise that operates in Europe and in North America is considering an expansion for the next year and they consider 5 strategies to follow.

- \(A_1\): Expand to Asian market.
- \(A_2\): Expand to the South American market.
- \(A_3\): Expand to the African market.
- \(A_4\): Expand to the Oceanian market.
- \(A_6\): Do not develop any expansion.

In order to evaluate these strategies, the company has brought together a group of experts. They consider different characteristics about the strategies that can be summarized in the following ones: \(C_1 = \text{Risk of the strategy}\); \(C_2 = \text{Difficulty}\); \(C_3 = \text{Benefits in the short term}\); \(C_4 = \text{Benefits in the mid term}\); \(C_5 = \text{Benefits in the long term}\); \(C_6 = \text{Other characteristics}\).

### Table 3. Payoff matrix – Expert 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(A_1)</th>
<th>(A_2)</th>
<th>(A_3)</th>
<th>(A_4)</th>
<th>(A_5)</th>
<th>(A_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C_1)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_2)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_3)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_4)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_5)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_6)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Payoff matrix – Expert 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(A_1)</th>
<th>(A_2)</th>
<th>(A_3)</th>
<th>(A_4)</th>
<th>(A_5)</th>
<th>(A_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C_1)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_2)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_3)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_4)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_5)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_6)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Payoff matrix – Expert 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(A_1)</th>
<th>(A_2)</th>
<th>(A_3)</th>
<th>(A_4)</th>
<th>(A_5)</th>
<th>(A_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C_1)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_2)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_3)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_4)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_5)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_6)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The group of experts of the company is constituted by three persons that give its own opinion regarding the results obtained with each strategy. The results are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5. Note that the results are valuations (numbers) between 0 and 1.

According to the objectives of the decision-maker, each expert establishes his own ideal strategy. The results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Collective results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
<th>$C_3$</th>
<th>$C_4$</th>
<th>$C_5$</th>
<th>$C_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_6$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this information, we can aggregate it in order to make a decision. First, the information of the three experts is aggregated in order to obtain a collective matrix represented in the form of individual similarities between the available alternatives and the ideal ones. We use the WA to obtain this matrix and assuming that $V = (0.2, 0.4, 0.4)$. The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Ideal strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
<th>$C_3$</th>
<th>$C_4$</th>
<th>$C_5$</th>
<th>$C_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_3$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The group of experts considers the following weighting vector for all the cases: $W = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3)$. In this example, we assume that the group of experts considers the three first characteristics with the Hamming distance and the other three with the adequacy coefficient. The usefulness of the IMAM is that we can use the Hamming distance or the adequacy coefficient depending on the particular interests of the decision maker in the analysis.

With this information, we can aggregate the expected results in order to obtain a representative result for each alternative. First, we consider the NIMAM, the WIMAM, the OWAIMAM, the AOWAIMAM and the olympic-OWAIMAM. Note that in the olympic-OWAIMAM, we consider $w_1 = w_6 = 0$, and for all others $w_j = 1/(n - 2)$. Then, in this case, we have: $w_2 = w_3 = w_4 = w_5 = 0.25$. The results are shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Aggregated results 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NIMAM</th>
<th>WIMAM</th>
<th>OWAIMAM</th>
<th>AOWAIMAM</th>
<th>Olympic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.2425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, the results obtained by using the OWADIMAM operator are considered. Obviously, the results obtained are the dual of the previous ones. The results are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Aggregated results 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NDIMAM</th>
<th>WDIMAM</th>
<th>OWADIMAM</th>
<th>AOWADIMAM</th>
<th>Olympic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.8175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.7575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.7125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, depending on the aggregation operator used the results are different. A6 is optimal choice with the NIMAM and the AOWAIMAM operator, A1 with the olympic-OWAIMAM, A4 with the WIMAM and A2 with the OWAIMAM operator. Obviously, the same results are found with the dual indexes.

Another interesting issue is to establish an ordering of the alternatives. Note that this is useful when we want to consider more than one alternative. The results are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Ordering of the strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>Ordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIMAM</td>
<td>A6 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5</td>
<td>NDIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIMAM</td>
<td>A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A1</td>
<td>WDIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWAIMAM</td>
<td>A4 A1 A2 A3 A5 A6</td>
<td>OWADIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOWAIMAM</td>
<td>A6 A1 A4 A3 A2 A5</td>
<td>AOWADIMAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic</td>
<td>A1 A2 A6 A5 A3 A4</td>
<td>Olympic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, depending on the aggregation operator used, the ordering of the strategies is different. Thus, these results may lead to different decisions.
9. Conclusions

We have analyzed the use of the OWA operator in the index of maximum and minimum level. As a result, we have obtained a new aggregation operator: the OWAIMAM operator. This operator is very useful because it provides a parameterized family of aggregation operators in the IMAM operator that includes the maximum, the minimum and the average. The main advantage of the OWAIMAM is that we can manipulate the neutrality of the aggregation so the decision maker can be more or less optimistic according to his interests. We have studied some of its main properties.

We have further extended the OWAIMAM operator by using the HA operator, obtaining the HAIMAM operator. We have seen that this operator is more general because it includes the weighted average and the OWA operator in the same formulation.

We have also studied another extension by using the Choquet integral. We have called it the CIIMAMA operator. Moreover, we have presented a further generalization by using quasi-arithmetic means, the Quasi-CIIMAMA operator.

We have applied the new approach in a multi-person decision-making problem about selection of strategies. We have seen that sometimes, depending on the particular type of OWAIMAM operator used, the results are different. Thus, the decisions of the decision maker may be also different. Moreover, we have developed the MP-OWAIMAM operator as a more general aggregation operator for the multi-person decision-making process.

In future research, we expect to develop further extensions of the OWAIMAM operator by adding new characteristics in the problem such as the use of order inducing variables and applying it to other decision making problems such as product management and investment selection.
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A Generic Parser for Strings and Trees

Riad S Jabri

Abstract. In this paper, we propose a two fold generic parser. First, it simulates the behavior of multiple parsing automata. Second, it parses strings drawn from either a context free grammar, a regular tree grammar, or from both. The proposed parser is based on an approach that defines an extended version of an automaton, called position-parsing automaton (PPA) using concepts from LR and regular tree automata, combined with a newly introduced concept, called state instantiation and transition cloning. It is constructed as a direct mapping from a grammar, represented in an expanded list format. However, PPA is a non-deterministic automaton with a generic bottom-up parsing behavior. Hence, it is efficiently transformed into a reduced one (RBA). The proposed parser is then constructed to simulate the run of the RBA automaton on input strings derived from a respective grammar. Without loss of generality, the proposed parser is used within the framework of pattern matching and code generation. Comparisons with similar and well-known approaches, such as LR and RI, have shown that our parsing algorithm is conceptually simpler and requires less space and states.

Keywords: bottom-up automata, parsing, regular tree grammars.

1. Introduction

Without loss of generality, in this paper we propose a generic parser within the framework of code generators, in which machine instructions are specified by patterns that are drawn either from context-free grammars (LALR), regular tree grammars or from rewrite systems [1, 4, 5, 12, 15]. Pattern matching is then performed using respective parsing automata to generate an optimal set of machine instructions [6, 15]. The LALR parsing automata are efficient but too restrictive to handle patterns drawn from ambiguous context-free grammars. In contrast, the tree parsers are not restrictive but their optimization is a complex task. Approaches to handle ambiguous context-free grammars have been suggested in [14]. However, they are not intended to handle regular tree grammars. On the other hand, approaches to combine LR parsing and bottom-up tree parsing do exist, such as the one suggested in [9]. It is based on transforming a tree automaton recognizing a regular tree
language to a pushdown automaton recognizing the same language in postfix notation. In addition to the transformation overhead, this approach assumes that the transformed grammar is in normal form, deterministic and without hidden-left and right recursion [9]. Hence, there is a need for a parsing approach that admits ambiguous grammar and maintains the efficiency of LALR parsers and the expressive power of tree parsers. To satisfy such a need, we propose an approach for a hybrid parsing of both general context-free and regular tree grammars. According to the proposed approach, and as a framework for parsing, a generic grammar (GG) is defined as one that can be either instantiated by a context-free grammar or by a regular tree grammar. GG is then represented in an expanded list format (PLF). As such, PLF constitutes a prefix representation of derivation trees for the grammar GG, where the ranked terminals are considered as nonterminals and the recursive terminal symbols are terminalized. Hence, the repeated expansion in the derivation trees is incorporated as recursion-invocation and recursion-termination. The recursion-invocation constitutes an $\epsilon$-transition from the recursive occurrence to its respective head, while recursion-termination implies an $\epsilon$-transition from the recursive-head to its respective occurrence. Hence, the recursive occurrence initiates a derivation/reduction path as the one initiated by its respective head and considered as an instance of the original one. To distinguish between instances initiated by different recursive occurrences, an instance-identifier (ID) is assigned to each initiated path. Therefore, PLF with incorporated recursion implies initiation and termination of derivations/reductions paths, as well as respective instances of these paths. A nondeterministic parsing automaton, called position parsing automaton (PPA), is then constructed in terms of a set of state instances and respective parsing actions as a direct mapping from the PLF of the production respective to the start symbol $S$ of GG. PPA is defined based on a newly introduced concept of state and transition instances. According to such concept, each PPA state $(q, (\text{inst}))$ is defined with an implicit index $(\text{inst}) = \epsilon$. State instances are then created and terminated by appending and deleting instance-identifiers (ID) atop of the index (inst). The PPA transitions are augmented by semantic-actions that are performed at run time to create and terminate instances of PPA states and transitions in accordance to the incorporated recursion-invocation and recursion-termination. In addition to the newly introduced concept of state and transition instantiation, the states and transitions of the PPA automaton are defined based on combined concepts from LR (0) automata, regular tree automata. PPA has been adopted in [8] to construct a pattern matcher, where its parsing behavior has been adapted and synchronized with pattern matching and code selection. In this research, we emphasize the generality and soundness of PPA parsing behavior. Hence, we extend its behavior to cover subtle grammar cases. This includes direct and indirect (hidden) left / right recursion and ambiguous grammars with shift/reduce and reduce/reduce conflicts. In addition, we optimize its mapping from PLF by following a concurrent and a gradual construction approach for both PLF and PPA. As a simulator for tree parsing automata, finite automata and shift–reduce automata, the generic behavior of
PPA has been enriched by conceptual explanation, theory and graphical representation. However, PPA is a nondeterministic automaton. To obtain a more deterministic parsing behavior, PPA is efficiently transformed into a reduced one, called RBA, according to a proposed subset construction approach. The RBA automaton is represented by a parsing table that specifies the parsing actions respective to a given state and each input symbol. A parser is then constructed to simulate the run the RBA automaton on strings derived from a generic grammar. Furthermore, the proposed parser is based on formalizing the parsing process and its solution in a way that guarantees its soundness, generalization and its efficient implementation. This was demonstrated by the proposed theory and by the respective implementation algorithms.

Our parsing approach is motivated by reduction incorporated parsing introduced in [2, 3] and further developed in [10, 14]. According to these approaches, a finite automaton for terminalized grammar (RIA) is constructed to handle the regular parts of the language. Such automaton is then extended by recursive call automaton (RCA) to handle recursion. However, the suggested automaton in [2,3] does not handle hidden left recursion. In addition, the construction approach is based on by hand generated terminalization. Once terminalization has been detected, RCA is constructed. In [14] RIA has been extended to handle hidden-left recursion, while in [10] an automatic computation for terminalization has been suggested. In contrast, our approach handles hidden and direct left/right recursion. Terminalization is handled as recursion-invocation and recursion-termination during the concurrent construction of PLF and PPA. In addition, and rather than, the static creation of RCA, an instance is dynamically created during parsing. This achieved by the newly introduced concept of state instantiations and embedded semantic actions. Furthermore, our approach is embedded by appropriate concepts to parse regular trees. Further comparisons with these approaches and similar ones are given in Section 6.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries. Section 3 presents the proposed parsing approach, followed by the definitions of the newly introduced concepts. This includes the proposed nondeterministic parsing automaton (PPA) and the theory on which it is based. Section 4 presents the PPA construction algorithm. Section 5 presents the subset construction and subsequently the proposed parser, followed by a discussion and a conclusion that are given in section 6 and section 7 respectively.

2. Preliminaries

For our further discussions, we assume the following definitions based on the ones given in [1, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15].

**Definition 1.** The 4-tuple \( G = (\Sigma, N, P, S) \) defines a context-free grammar, where:
• Σ is an alphabet of terminal symbols.
• N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols, where S ∈ N is the start symbol.
• P is a finite set of productions p having the form p: A → V, where A ∈ N and V ∈ (Σ ∪ N)*.

Definition 2. A ranked alphabet Σ is a finite set of symbols (operators, constructors) such that each member of Σ has a nonnegative integer, called a rank (arity). The rank is defined by the function arity: Σ → N, where
• N denotes the set of natural numbers.
• The terminals having a rank ≥ 1 are called operators and the ones having a rank = 0 are called constants.
• The members of Σ are grouped into the subsets Σ₀, ..., Σ_n such that Σ_n = {a ∈ Σ | arity (a) = i, i ∈ (0,1,...,n)}.

Definition 3. A tree language over Σ, denoted by T(Σ), consists of all possible terms that are inductively defined as:
• If a ∈ Σ₀ then a ∈ T(Σ)
• If t₁, ..., t_n ∈ T(Σ) and a ∈ Σ_n then a (t₁, ..., t_n) ∈ T(Σ).
• These terms represent trees with internal nodes and leaves labeled by operators and constants respectively. The number of children of a node labeled by an operator a is arity (a).

Definition 4. (Regular tree grammar). The 4-tuple G = (Σ, N, P, S) defines a regular tree grammar, where:
• Σ is a ranked alphabet
• N is a finite set of nonterminals with an assumed rank = 0, where S ∈ N is the start symbol.
• P is a finite set of productions p having the form p: A → V, where A ∈ N and V ∈ T(Σ ∪ N) is a prefix encoding of a tree over (Σ ∪ N).

We denote A and V by LHS(p) and RHS(p), to represent the left hand side and the right hand side of the production p respectively. Given p: A → V and t₁ ∈ T(Σ ∪ N), we say t₁ derives t₂ ∈ T(Σ ∪ N) in one-step, denoted by t₁ ⇒ t₂, if LHS (p) ∈ t₁ and RHS (p) ∈ t₂. Applying zero or more such derivation steps on t₁ is denoted by t₁ ⇒* t₂, where each step derives a tree t ∈ T(Σ ∪ N).

Definition 5. (Regular tree language). The language generated by the grammar G is defined by the set L(G) = {t | t ∈ T(Σ) and S ⇒* t}.

Definition 6. (Regular tree parsing). Parsing a tree t ∈ L(G) is the process of constructing a possible S- derivation tree for t, which is inductively defined as a tree with a root labeled by the start grammar symbol S and with children labeled by the RHS(S), where:
• The children labeled by terminals ∈ Σ₀ are leaves. The children labeled by nonterminals are interior nodes and constitute roots for V-derivation trees, each one of which is inductively defined as S-derivation tree.
The children labeled by ranked terminals $\in \Sigma_n$ are interior nodes and constitute roots for sub trees, each one of which is inductively defined as S-derivation tree. However, the children of such sub trees are labeled by the grammar symbols composing the arity of their respective roots.

**Definition 7.** Generic Grammar (GG) A generic grammar is a 4-tuple $GG= (\Sigma, N, P, S)$ that is either instantiated by a context-free grammar, as given by Definition 1, or by a regular tree grammar, as given by Definition 4. However, the ranked terminals are nonterminalized as given by Definition 8. Subsequently, in our further discussion, we use the following generic terms.

- **Derivation tree (DT):** Denotes either an S-derivation tree or a classical one for the context free grammars.
- **String:** Denotes either a prefix encoding of the input trees or sentences generated by a context free grammar.

**Definition 8.** Given a $(t_1,...,t_n) \in T(\Sigma)$, the ranked terminal $(a \in \Sigma_n)$ is nonterminalized as $a \rightarrow t_1...t_n$, where each ranked terminal in $(t_1,..., t_n)$ is inductively nonterminalized.

**Example 1.** Given $GG = (\Sigma, N, P, S)$, it can be instantiated with a regular tree grammar as follows:

- $\Sigma = \{\Sigma_0, \Sigma_1, \Sigma_2\}$, where $\Sigma_0 = \{c\}$, $\Sigma_1 = \{m\}$ and $\Sigma_2 = \{+\}$
- $N = \{R\}$, $R = S$ and $P= \{ R \rightarrow +(m(c),R) | + (m(R),R) | c \}$
- Such grammar generates strings (trees) of the forms: $c$, $+ (m(c), c)$, $+$ $(m(R), R)$, $+$ $(m(c), c)$.
- GG can be instantiated with a context-free grammar as follows:
  - $\Sigma = \{a, b, c\}$; $N = \{S, A, B\}$ and $S$ is the start symbol
  - $P = \{ S \rightarrow A b , A \rightarrow a B , B \rightarrow c | c B \}$
  - Such grammar generates strings (sentences) of the forms: $acb$, $accb$, $accccb$, ...

3. **The proposed parsing approach**

Given a generic grammar $GG$, we propose a parsing approach based on simulating the run of a reduced bottom–up automaton (RBA) on strings generated by $GG$. RBA is obtained as result of a subset construction applied on a proposed nondeterministic automaton (PPA). Such automaton is an extended version of a one introduced in [8]. It is constructed in terms of a set of states and parsing actions as a direct mapping from the production respective to the start symbol $S$ of $GG$, which is represented in the expanded list format (PLF). According to PLF, a production $p$: $A \rightarrow \alpha$ in $GG$ is defined as $PLF (A) = A (\alpha )$, where each nonterminal $A$ in $\alpha$ is inductively replaced by the PLF respective to its corresponding production(s). The
recursive occurrence of the symbol A in RHS (p) is not replaced by a corresponding PLF. Only, it is designated as recursive instance of its respective head. In addition, each grammar symbol in PLF is assigned a doted integer as an index to reflect its occurrence order (position), as well as its nesting depth. As such, PLF constitutes a prefix representation of derivation trees for the grammar GG, where the repeated expansion in the derivation trees is represented as an incorporated recursion. Further, the positions assigned to the grammar symbols of PLF represent their paths in a respective derivation tree. Hence, the types of the grammar symbols and their occurrence order in PLF imply derivation/reduction relationships. The PPA states and parsing actions are then defined based on such relationships, using concepts from tree parsing and shift-reduce automata that are combined with newly introduced ones to handle the incorporation of recursion in PLF. Such concepts include state-instantiation, transition-cloning and transitions having embedded semantic-actions. In this section, we present the PLF form and PPA automaton. In the following sections, we present the subset construction of PPA into the reduced RBA automaton and the proposed parser. In addition and where appropriate, we present theory to demonstrate the generality and the soundness of the proposed approach. However, we immediately present an example to illustrate the proposed approach and to facilitate our further discussion.

Example 2. Consider the grammar of Example 1. A PLF form respective to the start grammar symbol S is defined as PLF (S) = S0 (A1 (a1.1, B1.2 (c1.2.1)), b2). It is a prefix representation of the derivation tree for GG, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The grammar symbols are attached an index to represent their respective positions, for example: The index (0) attached to S, defines S as a head and the indexes assigned to A and b indicate that they constitute the first and the second subordinates of S respectively.

![Fig. 1.](image-url)
The derivations/reductions implied by PLF (S) are shown in Fig.1 (b) in terms of the nested paths $S_0 \xrightarrow{\epsilon} A_1 (a_{1,1} \xrightarrow{\epsilon} B_{1,2} (c_{1,2,1}) \xrightarrow{r} B_{1,2} ) \xrightarrow{r} A_1 ) \xrightarrow{\epsilon} b_2 \xrightarrow{r} S_0$, where the outermost path indicates the derivation $S_0 \Rightarrow A_1 b_2$ and the reduction to $S_0$. The innermost paths indicate the derivations $A_1 \Rightarrow a_{1,1} B_{1,2}$ and $B_{1,2} \Rightarrow c_{1,2,1}$ as well as the reductions to $B_{1,2}$ and $A_1$. Further, the derivations are performed according to the rightmost derivation first, and the reductions according to the leftmost phrase first. Hence, a bottom-up parsing automaton (PPA), as shown in Fig. 1(c), can be constructed by a direct mapping from PLF(S) as the tuple $(T, q_{in}, q_{fin}, Q, SPA, RPA)$, where:

- $T = (\Sigma \cup \epsilon)$ is the input alphabet, where $\Sigma$ represent strings generated by the GG grammar.
- $Q$ is the set of PPA states, where $q_{in}$ and $q_{fin}$ are the initial and the final ones.
- SPA and RPA are the sets of shift and reduce parsing actions respectively.

The PPA construction proceeds as follows:

- Each grammar symbol $V \in (\Sigma \cup N)$ is represented by a pair of abstract ones, defined as $(V^i, V^f)$, to indicate a prediction and an acceptance of $V$ in an assumed parsing. Consequently, respective PPA states are defined by the pair $(q^i = V^i, q^f = V^f)$, where: $q^i$ is an initial state instantiated by $V^i$ and acts as a predictor (scanner) for $V$. The state $q^f$ is a final one, instantiated by $V^f$ and acts as its respective acceptor. Hence, the PPA states are constructed by the set $Q = \{ (q^i = V^i, q^f = V^f ) | V \in PLF (p(S)) \}$. For example, Fig. 2(c) shows a transition graph constructed in terms of a set of nodes instantiated by respective grammar symbols from PLF(p(S)). These nodes constitute the set $Q$. For simplicity, the symbols $(q^i, q^f)$ and $(V^i, V^f)$ are interchangeably used to denote respective PPA states.

- The derivations/reductions implied by PLF (S) are mapped into respective PPA parsing actions as follows:
  - The $\epsilon$-transitions are mapped into the set $\{ (\sigma (q_1, \epsilon) = q_j) \} \in SPA$, for example the $\epsilon$ -transitions $S_0 \xrightarrow{\epsilon} A_1^i, b_2^j \xrightarrow{r} S_0^i$ and $a_{1,1}^f \xrightarrow{\epsilon} B_{1,2}^i$ are mapped into $\sigma (S_0^i, \epsilon) = A_1^i; \sigma (b_2^j, \epsilon) = S_0^i$ and $\sigma (a_{1,1}^f, \epsilon) = B_{1,2}^i$. Such parsing actions represent the following: $\epsilon$ -transitions from the states instantiated by head grammar symbols to the states of their immediate subordinates; $\epsilon$ -transitions from the states of last subordinates to the states of their respective heads; and $\epsilon$ -transitions from states of grammar symbols to the states of their respective successors (siblings).
  - The derivations of terminal symbols are mapped into the set $\{ (\sigma (q_1, V = q_j) ) \} \in SPA$ of respective move-transitions defined between their corresponding pairs of initial and final
states. For example, the derivation of the symbols $a$ and $c$ are mapped into the move-transitions $\sigma(q_1, a) = a_{1.1}^i$ and $\sigma(c_{1.2.1}^i, a) = c_{1.2.1}^i$.

- The reduce-transitions $\xrightarrow{\text{reduce}}$ indicate reductions to LHSs of the productions for respective nonterminal symbols. Hence, these transitions are mapped by the set $\{ \delta(q, V) = \text{reduce}(p) | V \in N, q = V \text{ and } V \text{ is LHS of } p \}$ of reduce parsing actions for final states of their respective nonterminals. For example, the reduce-transition $b_2^f \xrightarrow{\text{reduce}} S_0^f$ is mapped as the reduce parsing action $\delta(S_0^f, S) = \text{reduce}(S \rightarrow A b)$.

Once PPA has been constructed, a subset construction ($\varepsilon$-closure) is then applied on the resulting automaton to obtain a reduced one (RBA), as shown in Fig.2, where:

- The RBA states are constructed as the set $Q = \{ q_0 = (S_0^i, A_1^i, a_{1.1}^i), q_1 = (C_{1.21}^i, B_{1.2}^i, a_{1.1}^i), q_2 = (b_2^i, A_1^i, B_{1.2}^i, c_{1.2.1}^i), q_3 = (S_0^f, b_2^f) \}$ of $\varepsilon$-closures.

- The RBA parsing actions are constructed as shift parsing actions defined by the set $SPA = \{ \zeta(q_0, a) = q_1, \zeta(q_1, c) = q_2, \zeta(q_2, b) = q_3 \}$ and reduce parsing actions defined by the set $RPA = \{ \delta(q_2, B) = \text{reduce}(B \rightarrow c), \delta(q_3, S) = \text{reduce}(S \rightarrow Ab) \}$.

- Finally, the run of RBA on the input acb proceeds according to the transitions $q_0 \xrightarrow{a} q_1 \xrightarrow{c} q_2 \xrightarrow{b} q_3$, where the reductions $B \rightarrow c$, $A \rightarrow aB$ and $S \rightarrow Ab$ are performed at the states $q_2$, $q_2$ and $q_3$ respectively.

![Fig. 2. RBA automaton for the grammar of Example 1](image)

Example 2 demonstrates the proposed parsing approach using a simple context-free grammar. However, such approach handles regular tree grammars and subtle cases such as embedded recursion and grammar productions with different alternatives, as presented in the following sections.

### 3.1. The production list format (PLF)

Let the 4-tuple $(\Sigma, N, P, S)$ be a GG grammar, where: $\langle p : A \rightarrow \alpha \rangle \in P$ and $\alpha = (V1\ldots Vj\ldots Vn) \in (\Sigma \cup N)^*$. We inductively define the production list format respective to $p$ as $\text{PLF}(A) = A(\text{PLF}(V1)), \ldots, \text{PLF}(Vj), \ldots, \text{PLF}(Vn))$, where:

- Each nonterminal $Vj$ is replaced by the $\text{PLF}(Vj)$ defined for its respective production.
Each ranked terminal $V_j$ is rewritten by its respective PLF $(V_j)$, defined as
$PLF (V_j) = (PLF (V_{j1}),...,PLF (V_{ji}),...,PLF (V_{jn}))$, where: $V_j (V_{j1}, V_{ji},...,V_{jn}) \in T(\Sigma \cup N)$.

$PLF(V_j) = V_j$, if $V_j \in \Sigma$.

Each grammar symbol in PLF $(A)$ is assigned an index reflecting the position at which it occurs within PLF $(A)$. The index is computed using a function $(IND)$ that is inductively defined as:
- $IND (V_j) = \{ \varepsilon \}$, if $V_j \in \Sigma$.
- $IND (PLF(V_j)) = \{0, 1, IND (PLF (V_{1j})),...,n. IND (PLF (V_{nj})))$, if $V_j \in N$ and $\exists$ a production $(V_j \rightarrow V_{1j}... V_{nj} ) \in P$.
- $IND (PLF(V_j)) = \{ \varepsilon, 1. IND (PLF (V_{1j})),...,n. IND (PLF (V_{nj})))$, if $V_j \in \Sigma n$ and $V_j(V_{1j}... V_{nj} ) \in T(\Sigma \cup N)$.

To cover the alternative productions and the productions having embedded recursion, the definition for PLF is extended as follows:

Let $(p: A \rightarrow \alpha)$ be a production having recursion, where $\alpha= V_1...A_i...V_n$.

The PLF respective to $p$ is defined as $PLF (A) = A_{\alpha+0} (PLF (V_1),..., A_{\alpha+i} ,...,PLF ( V_n))$, where the grammar symbol $A$ is expanded by its definition (production) while its respective recursive-occurrence $A_i$ is rewritten, without further expansion (terminalized). In addition, the head $A_{\alpha+0}$ and the recursive-occurrence $A_{\alpha+i}$ are designated by appending the mark ($r*$) as a prefix to their respective index.

Let $(p: A \rightarrow \alpha_n)$ be a production with alternatives. We represent $p$ as $A\rightarrow A(1) | A(2) |...|A(j)|...| A(n)$, where $A(j) \rightarrow \alpha_j$ is the alternative $(j)$. The PLF form respective to $p$ is then defined as $PLF (A) = A_0 ((PLF (A (1)) |....| PLF (A (n)))$, where the grammar symbols of different alternatives are designated by the number of the alternative to which they belong. However, they are indexed according to their positions in the designated alternative.

PLF in its extended form constitutes a prefix representation of alternative derivation trees with incorporated recursion. Hence, it implies alternative sequences of derivations and reductions, where the embedded recursion is incorporated as recursion-invocation and recursion-termination. The recursion-invocation constitutes an $\varepsilon$-transition from the recursive occurrence to its respective head, while recursion-termination implies an $\varepsilon$-transition from the recursive-head to its respective occurrence. Hence, the recursive occurrence initiates a derivation/reduction path as the one initiated by its respective head and considered as an instance of the original one. To distinguish between instances initiated by different recursive occurrences, an instance-identifier $(ID)$ is assigned to each initiated path.

**Example 3.** Let $GG$ be a regular tree grammar as given in Example1. A PLF form respective to the start symbol $R$ is defined as

$PLF (R) = Rr^*_0 (PLF (R (1)) \big| PLF (R (2))) \big| PLF (R(3)))$.

$PLF (R(1) = Rr^*_0 (1) (+_{r_1} (m_{1,1}(1) (c_{1,1.1}(1)), Rr^*_1(1)))$;

$PLF (R(2) = Rr^*_0 (2) (+_{r_2} (m_{1,1}(2)(Rr^*_1(2)), Rr^*_2(2)))$ and
PLF \((R(3) = Rr_0(3)c_1(3))\).

PLF\((R)\) is a prefix representation of three alternative derivation trees with incorporated recursion, as shown in Fig. 3, where \(Rr_{1.2}(1), Rr_{1.1.1}(2)\) and \(Rr_{1.2}(2)\) designate such recursion. Consequently, PLF\((R)\) implies three alternative sequences of derivations and reductions as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Derivations trees respective to the grammar of Example 3

Fig. 4. The derivations/reductions implied by PLF respective to the grammar \((3)\).

The recursion-invocation is denoted by \(ri\) and constitutes the \(\varepsilon\)-transition from \(Rr_{1.2}(1) \rightarrow^{ri} Rr_0\), while the recursion-termination is denoted by \(rt\) and constitutes the \(\varepsilon\)-transition \(Rr_0 \rightarrow^{rt} Rr_{1.2}(1)\). Hence, the recursive occurrence \((Rr_{1.2}(1))\) initiates a derivation/reduction path as the one initiated by its respective head \((Rr_0)\). An instance-identifier (ID) is assigned to the initiated path from \(Rr_{1.2}(1)\) as \(ID = Rr_{1.2}(1)\), while the original one has \(ID = \varepsilon\). The instantiated path ends upon a reduction to the recursive-head, where then recursion-termination is performed. Hence, PLF with incorporated recursion implies initiation and termination of derivations/reductions paths, as well as respective instances of these paths.
3.2. The position parsing automata (PPA)

PPA is a nondeterministic automaton constructed in terms of a set of states and parsing actions respective to a GG grammar, represented in its expanded list format PLF(S). For example, Fig. 5 shows PPA respective to the grammar of Example 3. As such, PPA is defined as given below based on the following concepts and assumptions for its respective states and parsing actions:

- GG is either instantiated by a context-free grammar or as a regular tree grammar. The set of productions P is generic and is either instantiated with grammar productions or ranked trees (terms). Hence, PPA includes parsing actions respective to the derivations and reductions of ranked trees. The derivations include shifting (reading) the subordinates of their respective ranked terminal. The reductions indicate the completion of such read. Therefore, reading the subordinates of a given ranked terminal are considered as a respective reduction, denoted by coherent-read, for example the string m(c) represents the ranked terminal m. Its respective derivations / reductions as shown in Fig.4 are: m_{1.1}(1) \xrightarrow{\epsilon} m_{1.1}(1). They include an \epsilon-transition and a reduce-transition which are mapped into the PPA states m_{1.1}(1), c_{1.1}(1), c_{1.1.1}(1) and c_{1.1.1.1}(1) as shown in Fig. 5 with the following parsing actions: \sigma(m_{1.1}(1), \epsilon) = c_{1.1.1.1}(1) \in \text{SPA}, \sigma(c_{1.1}(1), c) = c_{1.1.1}(1) \in \text{SPA}, \sigma(c_{1.1.1}(1), \epsilon) =
PLF (S) implies instances of alternative derivations/reductions, distinguished by respective instance identifiers (ID), as explained in Example 3. Therefore, such PLF is mapped into instances of alternative of PPA states and parsing actions. Such mapping proceeds as given in Example 2, where PPA is formulated as the tuple (T, q_{in}, q_{fin}, Q, SPA, RPA). However, it is extended to include instances of alternative states and parsing actions as follows:

- The set Q = \{(q_{p1} = V_{p1}, q_{p2} = V_{p2}) | V_{p} \in \text{PLF (S)}\} of PPA states, as given in Example 1, is extended by the concept of a state-instance to have the form Q = \{(q_{p1}(alt)(inst) = V_{p1}(alt)(inst)), (q_{p2}(alt)(inst) = V_{p2}(alt)(inst))\}, where the index (alt) represents the alternative to which each pair of states (q_{p1}, q_{p2}) belongs and (inst) is an implicit index to represent different instances of the pair.

- To handle the initiation and termination of instances of PPA states, the specifications of the parsing actions SPA and RPA are extended by semantic actions which are performed at run time as integral parts of the performed transitions and reductions. Thus, SPA and RBA are specified as SPA = \{\sigma (q_{i}(alt)(inst), V) = q_{2}(alt)(inst)) :: \{ semantic-action\} and RPA = \{\delta (q_{i}(alt)(inst), V) = \text{reduce(p(V)) :: \{ semantic-action\}}\}.

The specified semantic-actions constitute program segments defined in accordance with recursion-invocation and recursion-termination as follows:

- The recursion-invocation is initiated by a transition of the form: \sigma (q (alt)(inst), V) = (q_{i}(alt)(inst)), where q_{i} is a state which immediately precedes the one respective to a recursive-occurrence(q_{i}(alt)(inst)). The \epsilon-transition \sigma (q_{i}(alt)(inst), \epsilon) = (q_{i0}(alt)(inst)) :: \{ recursion-initiation \} is then performed to the
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respective recursive-head \( q_0(alt)(inst) \), where recursion-initiation is a semantic-action defined as: \( \text{Top}(\text{inst}(q_0)) = \text{ID}(q_0) \) to push the instance-identifier atop of the implied index \( \text{inst} \) of \( q_0 \). Further on, instances of PPA states are subsequently created according to the transitions respective to \( q_0 \). Such creation is achieved by augmenting each transition \( \sigma(q(alt)(inst), V) = q(alt)(inst)) \in \text{SPA} \) by an implicit semantic-action defined as \( \text{Top}(\text{inst}(q)) = \text{ID}(q) \) to propagate the instance-identifier from \( q \) to \( q \). Hence any transition \( \sigma(q(alt)(inst), V) = q(alt)(inst)) \in \text{SPA} \) will propagate \( \text{ID}(q) \) and a respective instance of a derivation/reduction path will be established.

For example, and considering Fig. 4, the PPA transition which initiates an instance of the path \( Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1) \rightarrow Rr^{*}_{0} \) is: \( \sigma(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1)(\varepsilon), \varepsilon) = Rr^{*}_{0}(\varepsilon) \) \{recursion-initiation\} \in \text{SPA} \), where the \( \varepsilon \)-transition to \( Rr^{0} \) and \{recursion-initiation\} are performed. As a result, the instance-identifier \( Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1) \) of the initiated path is pushed atop of \( \text{ins} \) respective to \( Rr^{*}_{0}(\varepsilon) \). Subsequent transitions in accordance with current input are then performed. These transitions create instances of PPA states respective to the initiated derivations/reductions. Assuming an input (c), the subsequent PPA transitions, are: \( Rr^{*}_{0}(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1)) \rightarrow \varepsilon \rightarrow (Rr^{*}_{0}(3)(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1))) \rightarrow (c_{1,1.1}(3)(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1))) \rightarrow \varepsilon \rightarrow c_{1,1.1.1}(3)(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1)) \), as shown in Fig.5.

The recursion-termination is established by a transition from a state which immediately precedes the one respective to final state of a recursive-head, where then an \( \varepsilon \)-transition is performed to the final state respective recursive-occurrence. Hence, the reduce parsing action respective to the final state \( q \) of a recursive-head is extended by semantic-action, denoted by recursion-termination to execute a program segment \{IF \( \text{Top}(\text{ID}(q)) \neq \varepsilon \) \{t = \text{Pop}(\text{ID}(q)); perform \( \varepsilon \)-transition to \( t \}\} that terminates the initiated path and returns the control \( \varepsilon \)-transition to \( q \)\} to the final state respective to a recursive-occurrence. For example, and assuming an input (c) the above-illustrated path is terminated by the following sequence of PPA parsing actions: \( \sigma(c_{1,1.1}(1)(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1)), \varepsilon) = Rr^{0.1}(3)(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1)), \sigma(Rr^{0.1}(3)(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1), \varepsilon) = Rr^{0.1}(\varepsilon)(Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1)) \). Once a transition to \( Rr^{0.1}(3) \) has taken place, the reduce parsing action \( \delta(Rr^{0.1}(3), R(3)) = \text{reduce}(R \rightarrow c):\{\text{recursion-termination}\} \) and the augmented semantic-action are performed. As a result, \( Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1) \) is popped from \( \text{inst} \) respective to \( Rr^{0.1}(3) \), and \( \varepsilon \)-transition to \( Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1) \) is performed. In addition, \( \text{inst} \) respective to \( Rr^{*}_{1.2}(1) \) is established as \( c \).

To handle direct and indirect left recursion, the recursive-heads, the recursive-occurrences and their mutual \( \varepsilon \)-transitions are designated as cyclic. The cyclic \( \varepsilon \)-transitions and \{recursion-initiation\} are not performed. Instead, an instance of the recursive-head is created with respect to the recursive-occurrence as having all the transitions other
than the cyclic ones. In addition to its transitions, a cyclic recursion-termination (CRT) is added to the parsing actions of the final states respective to the recursive-heads. CRT constitutes a default \( \epsilon \) -transitions to the final states respective to the recursive-occurrences, as illustrated later by Example 9.

Based on the above assumptions, the definition of PPA is formalized as follows:

**Definition 9.** (Position Parsing Automaton). Let \( (\Sigma, N, P, S) \) be a GG grammar and \( \text{PLF}(S) \) be the PLF form respective to the start grammar symbol \( S \). The 5-tuple \( \text{PPA}(p) = (T, Q, q_{in}, q_{fin}, \text{SA}, \text{SPA}, \text{RPA}, \text{CR}) \) constitutes an extended definition for the position parsing automaton (PPA), where:

1. \( T = (\Sigma \cup \epsilon) \) and \( \Sigma \) represent strings generated by the GG grammar.
2. \( q_{in} \) and \( q_{fin} \) are the initial and final states.
3. \( Q = \bigcup_{l=1}^{n} (q_{p}^{l}(\text{alt})(\epsilon)) = V_{p}^{l}(\text{alt})(\epsilon), q_{p}^{f}(\text{alt})(\epsilon) = V_{p}^{f}(\text{alt})(\epsilon) \) is the set the PPA states respective to the individual grammar symbols \( V_{p} \) in \( n \) alternatives of \( \text{PLF}(p(S)) \). Having a stack-structured index (inst), each PPA state constitutes a runtime nested state-instance created by PPA parsing actions in accordance with a dynamically incorporated recursion. Initially the PPA states are created with (inst) = (\( \epsilon \)).
4. \( \text{SA} = \{\text{recursion-initiation, instance-propagation, recursion-termination}\} \) is a set of semantic-actions that are responsible for initiation, creation and termination of instances of PPA states and transitions with respect to embedded recursion. These actions are embedded within the PPA parsing actions, and executed when such actions are applied during parsing.
5. \( \text{SPA}: \sigma_{i} (q_{1}(\text{Alt})(\text{inst}), V) = q_{2}(\text{Alt})(\text{inst}) :: \{\text{semantic-action}\} \) is a move parsing action that specifies the subsequent PPA state \( q_{2} \in Q \) for a given state \( q_{1} \in Q \) and a given grammar symbol \( V \in T \). In addition, and whenever the transition is applied during parsing, the transition performs instance-propagation as implied semantic action and (semantic-action) \( \in \text{SA} \) as explicit one, if the transition is augmented with the later.
6. \( \text{RPA}: \delta_{j} (q(\text{Alt})(\text{inst}), V) = \text{reduce}(r) :: \{\text{semantic-action}\} \) is a reduce parsing action that performs a reduction rule \( r \), for every \( V \in N \), \( q \in Q \) such that \( q \) is the respective state to \( V_{p} \) and \( V \) is the LHS \( r \). RPA performs the indicated (semantic-action), if the reduction is associated with such action.
7. \( \text{CR}: \lambda (q(\text{Alt})(\text{inst}), V) = \text{coherent read} \ V \ (V_{1} \ldots V_{n}) \) is a parsing action, defined for every \( V \in \Sigma_{n} \) and \( q \in Q \) such that \( q \) is the respective state to \( V \). It represents the completion of the parsing process for the ranked terminal symbol \( V \) and its subordinate symbols \( (V_{1} \ldots V_{n}) \).

Based on the presented definition for the PPA, its construction is reduced to a direct mapping from the PLF (S) using the function: \( M(\text{PLF}(S)) \rightarrow \{\text{PPA.Q, PPA, PPA.SPA, PPA.RPA, PPA.CR}\} \), where \( M(\text{PLF}(S)) \) performs two major steps. In each step, it scans \( \text{PLF}(S) \) from left to right and considers the grammar symbols of each alternative of \( \text{PLF}(S) \) according to their occurrence order. However, the first step constructs the set of PPA states \( \{\text{PPA.Q}\} \) as union of the ones respective to the start symbol \( S_{r^{0}} \) and to the grammar symbols of each alternative PLF \( (P(S(j)) \). Hence, \( \text{PPA.Q} \) is
constructed as the set \((q_{in} = S_{r_0^{-1}}), (q_{fin} = S_{r_0^{-1}}), \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \bigcup_{j}((q_i^{-1}(\text{alt}) (\epsilon)) = V(I(j)) (ID)\), \((q_i^{-1}(\text{alt}) (\epsilon)) = V(I(j)) (\text{alt}) (\epsilon)\)). The second step establishes the PPA parsing actions for the start symbol \(S_{r_0}\) and for each grammar symbol \(V_i(j)\) in every alternative PLF \((S(j))\), according to their order and using Definition 9 as a mapping scheme.

### 3.3. Soundness and generality of the PPA construction

Let the 4-tuple \((\Sigma, N, P, S)\) be a GG grammar, where \(A \rightarrow \alpha \in P\) and \((\alpha \in T(\Sigma \cup N) \lor \alpha \in (\Sigma \cup N)))\). The constructed automaton PPA = \((T, Q, q_{in}, q_{fin}, SPA, RPA, CR)\) using the mapping function \(M\) (PLF \((A)\), as given in section 3.2, constitutes a two fold generic parsing automaton. First, its parsing behavior simulates tree parsing automata and shift–reduce automata, but with reduced stack activities. Second, it parses hybrid strings drawn from a given type of grammar, augmented by definitions from another type of a grammar, for examples:

- A context-free grammar augmented by constructs from regular tree grammar.
- A regular tree grammar extended by context- free grammar constructs.

The validity of the PPA properties and the soundness of its construction approach are demonstrated by the following lemmas.

**Lemma 1.** PPA constitutes a bottom up parsing automaton that simulates shift – reduce automata.

**Proof.** Let GG be instantiated by a context-free G. Let a rightmost derivation be \((S \Rightarrow \beta Aw \Rightarrow \beta \eta Yw \Rightarrow \beta \eta \chi w)\). In shift-reduce parser, the reductions are performed according to the right most derivations, but in a reverse order. Thus, the reduction to \(Y\) is performed followed by one to \(A\). In our approach, the above rightmost derivation is simulated by the following sequence of transitions: \(S^{i} \xrightarrow{c} ... \xrightarrow{\text{First}(\beta)} \xrightarrow{...} \text{Last}(\beta^{f}) \xrightarrow{A^{i} \xrightarrow{c} \text{First}(\eta)} \xrightarrow{...} \text{Last}(\eta^{f}) \xrightarrow{Y^{i} \xrightarrow{c} ... \xrightarrow{c} Y^{f}} \xrightarrow{A^{i} \xrightarrow{c} \text{First}(w)} \xrightarrow{...} \text{Last}(w^{f}), \) where \(Y^{f}\) occurs before \(A^{f}\), that is, the reduction to \(Y\) is performed first. Thus, the reductions performed by our automata are according to the rightmost derivations, but in reverse order. Further more, a handle in a shift-reduce parser is defined as the right side of a production that is formed on the top of the parsing stack [1]. Once, such a handle is formed a reduction is performed. For this purpose, the parser performs the following stack activities: push subsequent terminal (input) symbols, pop parsing stack symbols formed as a handle and push its respective nonterminal. In contrast, the PPA shift activity is defined as \(c\)-transition and move transition on a terminal symbol. A handle is
formed as a result of a sequence of transitions between the initial and the final states of a respective nonterminal. Subsequently, PPA reduction to a respective nonterminal is performed upon the \( \varepsilon \)-transition from the final state of the last handle’s symbol to the final state of the respective nonterminal, for example, the sequence \( (Y^i \xrightarrow{\varepsilon} c^i \xrightarrow{\varepsilon} Y^f) \) forms the handle (c) respective to (Y). Upon the \( \varepsilon \)-transition from \( c^f \) to \( Y^f \), the reduction to Y is performed. Hence, PPA simulates a shift-reduce automaton. Furthermore, it parses the regular parts of the language as a finite automaton. However, it behaves as a pushdown automaton by using state instantiation with an instance identifier organized as a stack to handle recursion.

**Lemma 2** PPA constitutes a bottom up parsing automaton that simulates the run of regular tree automata.

**Proof.** Let GG be instantiated by a regular tree grammar, where \( \Sigma_0 = (b, x, y) \) \( \Sigma_2 = c, (S, A) \in N \) and \( P = \{ S \rightarrow cAb, A \rightarrow xy \} \). Let \( S \rightarrow cAb \Rightarrow cxyb \) be a GG derivation. Let a bottom-up regular tree automaton be defined by the 4-tuple \( RA = (\Sigma, Q, \delta, Q_f) \), where: \( \Sigma \) is the input (ranked) alphabet, \( Q \) is a set of automaton states, \( \delta = \{ Q \times \Sigma \times Q \mid |j| \geq 0 \} \) is a set of transitions and \( Q_f \) is a set of final states. RA constructs S-derivation tree for \( cxyb \) as composed of sub trees constructed according to the following order: \( A(x, y), c(A, b) \) and \( S(c) \). Such construction is obtained a result of the following transitions: \( (q_x, x), (q_A, A, q_x, q_y) \), \( (q_b, b) \), \( (q_c, c, q_A, q_b) \) and \( (q_S, S, q_c) \). On other hand, the run of PPA on \( cxyb \) simulates the same construction order, but according to the following sequence of states transitions: \( S_f^0 \rightarrow c^i_f \rightarrow \rightarrow A^i_1 \rightarrow x^i_{1.1} \rightarrow y^i_{1.1.2} \rightarrow y^i_{1.2.2} \rightarrow A^i_{1.1} \rightarrow b^i_{1.2} \rightarrow b^i_{1.2} \rightarrow c^i_1 \rightarrow S^i_1 \), where: the reductions: \( A \rightarrow xy, c \rightarrow Ab \) (coherent read) and \( S \rightarrow c(\cdot AB) \) are performed at \( A^i_{1.1}, c^i_1 \) and \( S^i_0 \) respectively. Thus, the reduction order represents a rightmost derivation in reverse order and it is equivalent to the bottom-up construction of the S-derivation tree. Furthermore, RA and PPA have the same interpretation of their transitions with respect to the input \( cxyb \). For example, the RA transitions \( (q_x, x) \) and \( (q_A, A, q_x, q_y) \) are considered as the mappings \( x \rightarrow q_x \) and \( (A, q_x, q_y) \rightarrow q_A \). In contrast, the respective PPA transitions: \( x^i_{1.1} \rightarrow x^f_{1.1} \) and \( A^i_1 \rightarrow A^f_1 \), with implied reduction \( A \rightarrow xy \), are considered as the mappings: \( x \rightarrow x^f_{1.1} \) and \( (A, x^i_{1.1}, y^i_{1.1.2}) \rightarrow A^f_1 \) respectively.

4. The PPA construction algorithm

Given a GG grammar, PPA (S) is then constructed as a direct mapping from its respective PLF(S), using the mapping function M (PLF(S)) as discussed in section 3. However, such function performs two passes (steps) over a fully expanded PLF(S). During the first pass, the PPA states are constructed, while
during second one the PPA parsing actions are constructed. Since PLF(S) is prefix representations of derivation trees respective to GG, its full expansion is equivalent to the construction of such trees. In this section, we propose an alternative but more efficient approach and derive a respective construction algorithm. The proposed approach is a one-pass and based on applying M (PLF(S)) over PLF(S) while it is being expanded in incremental way. For this purpose, we consider a non-expanded form of PLF(S) and a respective but partially constructed PPA as follows:

- Let $S \rightarrow \alpha$, where $\alpha = (V1...Vj...Vn) \in (\Sigma \cup N)$. A non inductive form of PLF(S) is defined as :

- NPLF(S) = $S_0 (V1p_1...Vjp_i...Vnp)$, where NPLF(S) implies a derivation sub tree, denoted PDT (S), with a root labeled by $S_0$ and children labeled by $V1p_1, ..., Vjp_i, ..., Vnp$.

- A partially constructed PPA (PPPA) respective to NPLF(S) is defined as the one that is obtained as a result of applying a modified version of M(NPLF(S)) over PDT(S). Such version is defined as a mapping function $M(S_0, \text{Children(PDT(S))})$ which assumes that the states respective to the root of PDT ($S_0$) has been created and performs the following:

  - Create PPA states respective to the children of PDT(V1p_1...Vjp_i...Vnp)

  - Establish the parsing actions that cover the transitions between the root and children; the transitions between the children; and the transitions of the states instantiated by recursive occurrences of the grammar symbols.

The construction of PPA is then proceeds according to Algorithm 1 as given below. Assuming an input consisting of the NPLF forms respective to a given GG grammar, Algorithm 1 constructs the PPA(S), using the following data structures and functions:

- The first step of the mapping function is implemented by two functions: CreateNode and CreatePDT to handle the construction of the individual PDTs. The function CreateNode constructs the individual nodes of PDT instantiated with respective grammar symbols. The nodes are indexed by the positions of grammar symbols as they occur within the NPLF forms. The function CreatePDT constructs the PDT respective to a given NPLF form. CreatePDT returns a record of two fields. The first field represents the root of the subtree PDT and the second one represents the children of the PDT as an array of nodes created by the function CreateNode.

- The second step of the mapping function is implemented by two functions: CreateGSPA and by ConstructPPA to handle the construction of the individual PPPA. The function CreateGSPA has a parameter of type Node and returns it's respective initial and final states. Also, CreateGSPA establishes the parsing actions respective to these states, including the ones with recursive occurrences. The function ConstructPPA constructs a PPPA respective to a transmitted PDT as a parameter. ConstructPPA calls the function CreateGSPA to create the states and the parsing actions for the individual nodes of the PDT’s children. Then, it establishes the parsing actions that cover the transitions between the root and children;
transitions between the children; and the transitions of the states, instantiated by recursive occurrences of the grammar symbols.

**Algorithm 1**

**Input:** A GG grammar, with start symbol S and its respective NPLF forms

**Output:** A bottom up automaton PPA = (Q, q_{in}, q_{fin}, SPA, PAR, CR)

**Method:** An incremental construction of PLF forms, coupled with their gradual transformation into the PPA(S), according to the program given in Fig. 8.

1. \text{Node0} = \text{Create-node}(S, 0, S);
2. \text{GSPA} = \text{CreateGSPA(Node0)};
3. \text{PPA}._{in} = \text{GSPA}.States[1].initial;
4. \text{PPA}._{fin} = \text{GSPA}.States[1].final;
5. \text{For (each alternative of NPLF(S))}
   - \{\text{PDT} = \text{CreateNewPDT(Node0)};
     - \text{ConstructPPPA(PDT.root, PDT.children)}\}\
6. \text{Set–of–Current-PDT} = \text{Set–of–Current-PDT} \cup \text{PDT};
7. \text{While (Set–of–Current-PDT} \neq \varepsilon)
   - \{\text{Current-PDT-Constructor} = \text{Select-next–PDT}(\text{Set–of–Current-PDT});
     - \text{Set–of–current-PDT} = \text{Set–of–Current-PDT} \setminus \text{Current-PDT-Constructor};
     - \text{New-PDT-Roots} = (\text{Current-PDT-Constructor}).ChildrenLevel
   \}\
8. \text{For } i \text{ to MaxSize (New-PDT-Roots)}
   - \{\text{New-Root} = \text{New-PDT-Roots}[i];
     - \text{For } m = 1 \text{ to MaxAlternative (New-Root )}
       - \{\text{Alternative-Node} = \text{New-Root}[m];
         - \text{if AlternativeNode is terminal} \{\}
       \}\
   \}\

**Fig. 6.** A program for the construction of the PPA automaton

**Fig. 7.** A partial PPA automaton for the grammar of Example 4
Example 4. Let $G = (\Sigma, N, P, S)$ be a context free grammar, where: $\Sigma = \{a, b\}$; $N = \{A, B, C, D\}$; $P = \{p1: S \rightarrow ACa; p2: S \rightarrow BDb; p3: A \rightarrow AD; p4: A \rightarrow a; p5: B \rightarrow Bc; p6: B \rightarrow b; p7: C \rightarrow c; p8: D \rightarrow c\}$. This grammar has direct left recursion and reduce-reduce conflicts. The NPLF forms respective to $G$ are as follows: 

\[
\text{NPLF}(S_0) = S_0 \ (A_{r1}(1), C_2(1), a_3(1) \ | B_{r1}(1), D_2(1), b_3(1)) ; \text{NPLF}(A_{r1}(1) = A_{r0} (A_{r1}(1), D_2(1) \ | a_1(1)) ; \text{NPLF}(C_2(1) = C_0 (c_1(1)) ; \text{NPLF}(B_{r1}(1) = B_0 (B_{r1}(1) , C_2(1) \ | b_1(1)) ; \text{NPLF}(D_2(1) = D_0 (c_1(1)) \}
\]

Fig.7 shows the transition graph of PPA$^g$ with respect to NPLF$^g(1)$. It's incremental construction according to algorithm 1 proceeds as follows:

- At steps 1.1 and 1.2, the root PDT is constructed as composed of the single node Node$^e = S_0$ with $\varepsilon$ - transitions to the roots (Node$^e(1) = S_0(1)$, Node$^e(2) = S_0(2)$) of two alternative PDTs. The respective PPPA automaton is constructed in terms of the following:
  - The PPA states: PPA$^q = \{\text{PPA.q in } = S_0(1) \}$, (PPA.qfin $= S_0(1) \}$).
  - The PPA parsing action: PPA$^\delta$ = \{($\delta(q_{in}, \varepsilon) = q_0(1)$), ($\delta(q_{in}, \varepsilon) = q_0(2)$), ($\delta(q_0(1), \varepsilon) = a_{fin}$), ($\delta(q_0(2), \varepsilon) = q_{fin}$)\}
  - The PPA parsing action: $\delta(q_0(1), S)$ $\rightarrow$ reduce ($r1(S)$), $\delta(q_0(2), S)$ $\rightarrow$ reduce ($r2(R)$).

- At step 2, The PDT respective to the root Node$^e(1)$ is formed as: Node$^e(1)$ $= A_{r1}(1)$, Node$^e(2)$ $= C_2(1)$ and Node$^e(3)$ $= a(1)$ respectively. The respective PPPA automaton is constructed as consisting of the following:
  - The PPA states: PPA$^q =$ PPA$^q \cup \{ (q_1^1(1) = A_{r1}(1)) , (q_2^2(2) = C_2(1), (q_3^3(1) = a_3^3(1)), (q_1^1(1) = A_{r1}(1)) , (q_2^2(2) = C_2(1), (q_3^3(1) = a_3^3(1)) \}.
  - The parsing actions: PPA$^\sigma$ = PPA$^\sigma \cup \{ (\sigma(q_1^1(1), \varepsilon) = q_1^1(1)), (\sigma(q_2^2(2), \varepsilon) = q_3^3(1)), (\sigma(q_3^3(1), a) = q_3^3(1)) \}.

- During the second iteration, the children of the (Node$^e(1)$ and Node$^e(2)$) are considered as roots for which subsequent PDTs and PPPA are constructed. This process is iterated until no further PDT can be constructed. As a result, the construction of PPA$^g(1)$ automaton respective to alternative (1) of NPLF$^g(1)$, is completed, as given in Fig.7.

- PPA$^g(1)$ contains the cyclic transition $A_{r1}(1) \rightarrow A_{r1.1}(1) \rightarrow A_{r1}(1)$. Hence, the transition $A_{r1}(1) \rightarrow A_{r1.1}(1)$ and rec-init are freezed, and rec-term ($A_{r1.1}(1) \varepsilon A_{r1.1}(1)$) is considered as a cyclic one.

5. The Subset Construction Algorithm

In this section, we propose a subset construction (closing) for PPA$^g$. It is an extension to the one for nondeterministic finite automata as given in [1].
Such extension is needed to cover a wider class of grammars including regular tree and context free grammars. The subset construction algorithm, denoted by Algorithm 2 is given below. Having the PPA states PPA.Q and their respective parsing actions (PPA.PAS, PPA.PAR, RBA.CR) as an input, Algorithm 2 constructs a reduced bottom-up automata RBA (G), represented by its respective states RBA.Q and a parsing table PAT. The table PAT is organized as matrix of the form: ParsingAction array [ q₀…qₙ, V₁…Vₙ] , where q₀…qₙ ∈ RPA.Q and V₁…Vₙ ∈ ∑ (the input alphabet of GG ). The individual entries of ParsingAction specify the transitions, the reductions and the semantic actions to be made by RBA(G) during its run on an input alphabet, generated from the grammar G. Algorithm 2 computes the RBA(G) states and their respective parsing actions using an ε-closure function [1]. This function has a parameter of type state and returns set of states, constituting the ε-closure of the transmitted parameter. The function closes the initial states and the final states respective to the different grammar symbol types. However, it does not close the initial states instantiated by grammar symbols of type ranked terminals and the grammar symbols of type recursive instances. The steps of proposed algorithm handle their ε-closures, taking into consideration their peculiarities. It is worth mentioning that the ε-closure for the initial states is equivalent to the kernel item in LR parsing, while the one for final states is equivalent to the complete item.

Algorithm 2
Input: A nondeterministic PPA automaton represented by its respective states (PPA. qᵢₚ, PPA. qᵢₚ, PPA.Q) and parsing actions (PPA.PAS, PPA.PAR and PPA.CR).
Output: A reduced bottom-up automata RBA(G) represented by its respective states (RPA. qᵢₚ, RPA. qᵢₚ, RPA.Q), parsing actions (RPA.PAS, RBA.PAR, RBA.CR) and by a parsing table PAT.
Method: Apply the subset construction on the states of the PPA(G), according to the following steps:
Step0:
- Initially, apply the ε-closure function on PPA. qᵢₚ to obtain its respective RPA.qᵢₚ
- Add PPA.qᵢₚ to the set of RBA (G) states (RBA.Q), marked as unprocessed one.
Step1:
- Select an unprocessed state from the set (RBA.Q).
- Group the alternative states from which the selected state is composed into two classes. The first one includes the initial states instantiated by recursive instances. The second class includes the initial states respective to terminals and ranked terminals.
Step 2: Perform actions respective to each class as follows
2.1: Actions for the class of type recursive instance
- Create new RBA states for each state(s) in the group, instantiated by their respective recursive instances.
- Add the new states (s) to the set RBA.Q, marked as processed ones.
- Add to the table PAT parsing actions of type "move" from the selected state to the new one (s), augmented with semantic action (recursion-initiation).
- Set the parsing actions for the new state (s), as the ones for the state instantiated by the occurrence of its respective head. Compute $\epsilon$ -closure for the PPA state, instantiated by final symbol respective to the new state (s). Create new RBA state, instantiated by such closure. Add the new states to the set RBA.Q, marked as unprocessed.
- The actions respective to recursive instances designated as cyclic are the same as the above. However, their respective $\epsilon$ –transitions and (recursion-initiation) are designated as cyclic.

Table 1. The RBA parsing table for the grammar of Example 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Input Symbols</th>
<th>Parsing actions: Move(M), reduce(R) and semantic action (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q_0$</td>
<td>M(q1, q2 )</td>
<td>M(q3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q1</td>
<td></td>
<td>M(q4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2</td>
<td></td>
<td>M(q5), S(rec-initiation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q3</td>
<td>R( r3: R$\rightarrow$c) S(rec-termination)</td>
<td>R( r3: R$\rightarrow$c) S(rec-termination) S(rec-termination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4</td>
<td>M(q7 q8), c(m(c)) S(rec-initiation)</td>
<td>q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5</td>
<td>M(q1, q2 )</td>
<td>q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6</td>
<td>M(q10), S(Initial(q11)) c(m(R))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q8</td>
<td>M(q1, q2 )</td>
<td>q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q9</td>
<td>R( r), c+(m(c,R)) R(r1: R$\rightarrow$+(m(c,R))) S(rec-termination)</td>
<td>R( r), c+(m(c,R)) R(r1: R$\rightarrow$+(m(c,R))) S(rec-termination) S(rec-termination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q10</td>
<td>M(q1, q2 )</td>
<td>q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q11</td>
<td>R( r), c+(m(c,R)) R(r2: R$\rightarrow$+(m(R),R)) S(rec-termination)</td>
<td>R( r), c+(m(c,R)) R(r2: R$\rightarrow$+(m(R),R)) S(rec-termination)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2: Actions for the class of type terminals and ranked terminals
- For each state in the class, select its respective parsing actions of type move (transition) as specified by the parsing table PPA.PAS.
Compute the $\varepsilon$-closures for each destination state as defined by each selected transition.
- Create new RBA states, instantiated by the $\varepsilon$-closures.
- Add the new states to the set RBA.Q, marked as unprocessed ones.
- Add to the table PAT parsing actions "move" respective to the grammar symbol, instantiating the state, the selected state, and the new ones.
- For each alternative of the new states of type "final", add to the table PAT the respective parsing actions "Reduce or coherent read" as specified by the PPA parsing actions, including the augmented semantic-action, if any.

Example 5 Applying the subset construction on the PPA automaton of Example 3, will produce the RBA automaton, represented by Table 1 as its respective parsing table.

Example 6 Applying the subset construction on the PPA automaton of Example 4, will produce the RBA automaton, represented by its respective parsing table, given as Table 2.

5.1. The PA-Parser

In this section, we propose a parser, denoted PA-Parser, that simulates in pseudo-parallel the run of RBA (G) automaton on input strings, generated by the grammar G. In addition to the input string, the PA-Parser consults a parsing-table PAT respective to RBA(G), as constructed by the subset construction algorithm. The PA-Parser produces alternative parsing paths which represent a bottom-up construction of derivation trees respective to the input string. During parsing, these paths are constructed in terms of performed state transitions and reductions as follows:

- The RBA initial state($q_{in}$) is considered as the initial derivation. Hence, a respective derivation/reduction path is created as parsing-path$_{ind} = q_{in}$, where ind = 1 indicates the nesting depth of the path.
- For each alternative (J) of a subsequent transition or a recursion termination (q), a continuation for the current parsing-path$_{ind}$ is created as parsing-path$_{ind,j} = parsing-path_{ind} \cup q$.

Based on the above-mentioned assumptions, PA-Parser is implemented by Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 The PA-Parser

Input: An input string and the RBA(G) automaton respective to a grammar G and represented by its respective parsing-table PAT.

Output: Successful and erroneous parsing paths represented as a set of respective state transitions and reductions.
### Table 2. The RBA parsing table for the grammar of Example 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Input Symbols</th>
<th>Parsing actions: Move(M), reduce(R) and semantic action (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q0</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>M(q2); ε &quot;-tran(q1r) ; S(rec-initiation)&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>M(q4); ε &quot;-tran(q1r) ; S(rec-initiation)&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>M(q5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q1r</td>
<td>M(q1); ε &quot;-tran(q1r) ; S(rec-initiation)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2</td>
<td>M(q7); R(r4: A → a); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q3r</td>
<td>M(q4); ε &quot;-tran(q3r) ; S(rec-initiation)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4</td>
<td>R(r6: B → b); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(q8); R(r6: B → b); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5</td>
<td>R(r8: D → c); R(r3: A → AD); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(q7); R(r8: D → c); R(r3: A → AD); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6</td>
<td>R(r5: B → Bc); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(q8); R(r5: B → Bc); S(rec-termination)&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q7</td>
<td>M(q9); R(r7: C → c); R(r7: C → c);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q8</td>
<td>R(r8: D → c)</td>
<td>R(r8: D → c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q9</td>
<td>R(r1: S → ACa);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q10</td>
<td>R(r1: S → BDb);</td>
<td>R(r1: S → BDb);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Method:**

Initially, the parsing algorithm considers the initial state of RBA (G) as the current parser state (ind, q\textsubscript{in} (ε)) as well as the initial parsing path. Each state is considered as having its respective instance-identifier initialized to ε \textdagger. In addition, and as a transition-state, it is associated with an attribute, denoted by ind, to indicate the parsing path to which it belongs. The algorithm then, iteratively, consults the parsing table PAT entry respective to the pair (current state, current input symbol) and performs the following:

- Determine the subsequent parser states, perform the implicit semantic action for the propagation of the state instance-identifiers and create respective parsing paths.
If the consulted parsing table entry specifies a parsing action reduction, the respective reduction is added to the current parsing path.

If this entry specifies semantic action of type recursion-termination, the computed return state is considered as a continuation that is added to the set of the parser's next states and to respective parsing path.

Finally, upon reaching the end of the input string, the set \{ parsing-path_{ind} \} is produced as an output, consisting of parsing paths in which RBA(G) has reached some of its final states and erroneous ones, otherwise.

**Example 7.** Considering RBA automaton as given in Example 5, the run PA-Parser on the input \(+(m(c), c)\) proceeds as shown in Table 3, where two parsing paths are formulated and produced as an output:

\[
\text{parsing-path}_{1,1.xxx} = [(q0, \varepsilon), (q1, \varepsilon), (q4, \varepsilon), (q7, \varepsilon), (q8, \varepsilon 9), CR(m(c), (q3, \varepsilon 9)(q9, \varepsilon), R( r3: R \rightarrow c), CR(m(R), R( r3: R \rightarrow c), CR(+(m(c), R)), R( r1: R \rightarrow +(m(c), R)))]
\]

\[
\text{parsing-path}_{1,2.xxx} = [(q0, \varepsilon), (q2, \varepsilon), (q5, \varepsilon 6), (q3, \varepsilon) (q6, \varepsilon), (q10, \varepsilon 11), R( r3: R \rightarrow c), CR(m(R), (q3, \varepsilon 11) (q11, \varepsilon), R( r3: R \rightarrow c), CR(+(m(R), R), R( r2: R \rightarrow +(m(R), R) )].
\]

These paths are equivalent to a bottom-up construction of their respective derivation trees (Fig. 4).

**Table 3.** The parse of the input \(+(m (c), c)\) by PA-Parser for grammar (5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current-parser-state</th>
<th>Current input</th>
<th>Parsing –move-</th>
<th>Parsing –move-</th>
<th>Parsing –move-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>move(M)</td>
<td>action(M)</td>
<td>semantics(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q0, \varepsilon)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>{M(q1, \varepsilon), M(q2, \varepsilon)}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q1, \varepsilon)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>M(q4, \varepsilon) [M(q5, \varepsilon 6)]</td>
<td>S(rec-initiation (q6))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q2, \varepsilon)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q4, \varepsilon)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>M(q7, \varepsilon) [M(q8, \varepsilon 9)]</td>
<td>CR(m(c), S(rec-initiation (q9)) R( r3: R \rightarrow c), CR(m(R) S(rec-termination(q6)) S(rec-initiation (q11))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q5, \varepsilon 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>M(q3, \varepsilon) [M(q6, \varepsilon) M(q10, \varepsilon 11)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q8, \varepsilon 9)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>M(q3, \varepsilon 9) [M(q9, \varepsilon)]</td>
<td>R( r3: R \rightarrow c) S(rec-termination (q9)) C(+m(c,R)) [R( r1: R \rightarrow +(m(c,R)) R( r3: R \rightarrow c) S(rec-termination (q11)) C(+m(R),R) [R( r2: R \rightarrow +(m(R),R)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q10, \varepsilon 11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>M(q3, \varepsilon 11) [M(q11, \varepsilon)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example 8. Considering RBA automaton as given in Example 6, the run PA-Parse on the input acca proceeds as shown in Table 4, where three parsing paths are formulated and produced as an output:

- **parsing-path\(_{1,1,xxx} = \{(q_0, \varepsilon), (q_2, \varepsilon), R(r_4: A \rightarrow a), (q_7, \varepsilon), R(r_7: C \rightarrow c)\}**

- **parsing-path\(_{1,2,xxx} = \{(q_0, \varepsilon), (q_2, \varepsilon), R(r_4: A \rightarrow a), (q_7, \varepsilon), R(r_7: C \rightarrow c), (q_9, \varepsilon, 1, r), R(r_3: A \rightarrow AD)\}**

- **parsing-path\(_{1,2,2,xxx} = \{(q_0, \varepsilon), (q_2, \varepsilon), R(r_4: A \rightarrow a), (q_7, \varepsilon), R(r_7: C \rightarrow c), (q_9, \varepsilon, 1, r), R(r_3: A \rightarrow AD)\}**

Among these parsing paths, parsing-path\(_{1,2,xxx}** constitutes a successful one.

**Example 9.** Let \(G = (\Sigma, N, P, S)\) be a grammar with left and embedded recursion. Where \((a,+) \in \Sigma, (E,F) \in N\) and \(P = \{E \rightarrow E+F, E \rightarrow F, F \rightarrow a, F \rightarrow (E)\}\). Applying the subset construction Algorithm 2 on the PPA automaton respective to the grammar G, will produce the RBA automaton, represented by 12 states and their respective parsing actions. The PA-Parser
behavior on the input $a+((a+a))$ formulates the following parsing path as an output.

$parsing-path_{1,1.xxx} = \{(q0, \varepsilon), (q1, \varepsilon1), (q6, \varepsilon1), R( r3: F \rightarrow a), R( r2: F \rightarrow E, (q2, \varepsilon), (q7, \varepsilon), (q8, \varepsilon), (q9, \varepsilon3.1), (q3, \varepsilon3.11.2), (q6, \varepsilon3.11.2)
R( r3: F \rightarrow a), R( r2: F \rightarrow E) (q2, \varepsilon3.11.2), (q7, \varepsilon3.11.2), (q10, \varepsilon3.11.2), R( r3: F \rightarrow a), R( r1: E \rightarrow E+F), (q5, \varepsilon3.1), (q12, \varepsilon3.1), R( r4: F \rightarrow (E)), (q10, \varepsilon), (q13, \varepsilon), R( r4: F \rightarrow (E)), R( r1: E \rightarrow E+F))}\.$

6. Discussion

The experiments and the analysis of the derived algorithms for the proposed generic parser have shown the following:

1. The algorithms are characterized by the following calculated complexity:
   - The PPA(G) construction algorithm (Algorithm 1) produces $O(2G)$ states
     and $O((2G+(G+1)+G))$ transitions, where $G = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i$ is the sum of the length of the individual productions. The construction time is $O(L^*(|N+\varepsilon|) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} |p_i| + \max(|p_i|, i=1,\ldots,n)+1)) \leq C \cdot G$, where $C$ is constant reflecting the levels (L) of the grammar’s derivation tree and the number of alternative definitions (ALD).
   - The PPA (G) subset construction algorithm (Algorithm 2) has a runtime $O((|N|+|\varepsilon| \cdot \max(|p_i|, i=1,\ldots,n)+1)) \leq O(G^2) \cdot s$, where $s$ is the number of the PAA reduced states.
   - The parsing algorithm requires a time $O(|\text{shift-transitions}| + |\text{reduce-transitions}|) \cdot |\text{input pattern}|$. To illustrate the above calculated complexity, we consider the grammar of Example 5, the construction of its respective PPA (Fig. 5) and RBA (Table 1) have the following characteristics:
     - The size of the grammar $G = 12$; ALD $= 3$; $L = 3$; $s = 12$; $|\text{shift-transitions}| = 19$; $|\text{reduce-transitions}| = 18$.
     - Number of PPA states and transitions ($\varepsilon$-transitions, move, reductions, coherent read) $= 61$.
     - PPA construction (Algorithm 1) time is characterized by $O(60) \leq 6^* 12$, where the dominant operations are ConstructPPPA and CreatePDT.
     - The subset construction (Algorithm 2) time is characterized by $O(384) \leq 1728$, where the dominant operations are EmptyClosure and Add( PAT, parsing actions).
     - The parsing table is a matrix of 36 elements. The parse of the input string $+(m(c), c)$ is characterized by $O(148)$, where the dominant operations are the access of the parsing table and the computation of the subsequent states.
1. The PA–Parser has a reduced nondeterministic behavior on an input drawn from ambiguous grammar. The parser generates multiple parsing paths. Since the parser is to be used in code selection, such paths are used to select pattern matches subject to minimization criteria. For example, the output of the parser on input \(+(m(c),c)\) drawn from the grammar (5), as shown in Table 3, represents two pattern matches; \(+(m(c), R))\) and \(+(m(R), R))\). The pattern with the minimum cost is then selected as the one that matches the input. Thus a pattern matcher can be adapted to the behavior of PA-Parser. However, an opposite approach has been suggested in [8], where PPA has been adopted and tightly coupled with the construction of a general pattern matcher.

2. The PA–Parser has a deterministic behavior on input drawn from non-ambiguous context free grammars. This is demonstrated by examples 2 and 9, where only one parsing path is constructed for the given input.

In addition to its generic behavior, a general comparison of PA-Parser with other bottom-up parsing algorithms such as LR, RI [1, 10] has proved that our algorithm is conceptually simpler and requires less states. The simplicity is achieved based on the fact that our approach is tabular and uses a variation of finite automata and its subset construction. Thus, it features their simplicity, as well as their performance with additional overhead due to the embedded semantic actions. However, a particular comparison with similar approaches is as follows:

- LR parsers require that the input grammar is a deterministic [1]. In contrast, the input grammar for PA-parser is generic which can be either instantiated by regular tree or by deterministic and nondeterministic context-free grammars. Furthermore, parsing the same string by both parsers has shown that the PA-parser has less number of moves (shifts) by 20% than the ones for LR(0) as demonstrated by Example 9, where the LR(0) [1] automaton for the same grammar consists of 12 states, while our parser consists of 15 states. In addition to the absence of parsing stack activities, no goto transitions on nonterminals are used by our parser. Hence, their pre-computation and run time overheads are eliminated.

- GLR parsers [14] cover nondeterministic context-free grammars by using a graph structured stack constructed at run time to represent in pseudo-parallel multiple parse contexts. In contrast, the proposed parser is based on a nondeterministic predictive automaton, the states and the parsing actions of which represents multiple parse contexts in terms of alternative derivation/reduction paths. At run time, these are regenerated in terms of alternative parsing paths (sequence of transitions and reductions) with respect to an input string. Further more, applying our parsing approach on a pathological example \(S \rightarrow SSS | SS | a\) as given in [14], a considerable reductions in number of states and transitions (number of visited edges) are achieved. The number of the states is fixed, but they are instantiated. Hence, a trade off is made between a space and parsing time, due to states instantiation.

- Reduction incorporated parsers as introduced in [2] and further optimized in [3] are based on constructing a tier (RIA) that is extended to a pushdown automaton by RCA to handle recursion. In contrast our approach uses a nondeterministic automaton that is augmented by semantic actions to
dynamically create instances of RCA states during parsing. Compared to the tier constructed in [2], PPA has less number of states. Also, Its optimization to RBA produces an automaton with the same size as the optimized version of the pushdown automaton as given in [3]. This is demonstrated by Example 9 using the same grammar given in [3]. Our optimization approach is based on a subset construction (ε-closure). Hence, it is more efficient than the heuristic construction steps given in [3].

- Deterministic pushdown automata have been used to recognize regular tree languages as suggested in [9]. However, such use is based on creating context-free grammar that generates a regular language in postfix form. Such a grammar is in Reversed Griebach Normal Form [9]. In contrast, our approach is based on instantiating a generic grammar (GG) by a regular tree grammar that is then mapped into a recognizing automaton. GG is assumed to be a general context-free grammar and no need to transform the input string into a postfix notation.

- Shift-resolve parser [7] is based on a nondeterministic automation which is then determinized using an approach that generalizes similar construction for LR parsers. Using two stacks, it performs reductions with a pushback down to point where reductions should take place. In contrast, our approach generalizes similar construction for deterministic finite automata. The reductions are performed where they should take place using no parsing stack. The parse of the same string by the shift-resolve, as given in [7] and by our approach, as given in Example 8, shows a reduction in parsing-table size as well as in parsing steps.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a new parsing approach that is characterized by its soundness, generality and efficiency. The parsing approach is based on an extended version of a recently developed position parsing automaton (PPA). The states and the transitions of the PAA are defined based on concepts from the LR (0) items, the finite deterministic automata and a newly introduced concept of the so called state instantiations. The PAA constitutes a nondeterministic bottom–up automaton that is transformed into a reduced one (RBA) in efficient way. Such automaton simulates the parsing behavior of tree automata as well as the shift-reduce automata. Due to their simplified construction principle, the construction overhead for both PPA and RBA is maintained to a minimum. Considering grammars used by similar approaches, both have been shown as powerful parsing models for ambiguous context-free grammar as well as for regular tree grammars. Although, the considered grammars are not as sophisticated as real languages, they are representative ones. Compared to similar approaches, their respective parsing by the proposed one has produced less parser size and fewer shifts-reduce parsing steps. In fact, RBA is a finite automaton that is dynamically extended to incorporate recursion. Such
extension is based on embedded semantic actions to create instances of the RBA states and transitions. Hence, it constitutes an additional overhead during parsing. However, this overhead is reduced due to the instantiation approach. According to such an approach, each RBA state is attached an index and subsequently several state instances can be created and terminated by appending and deleting different instance identifiers atop of the state’s attached index. Thus, the space required by state instantiations is minimized and a trade off is made between space, RBA construction and parsing time. As a future work, further experiments well be performed toward achieving more deterministic behavior for the ambiguous grammars at a further reduction of the instantiation cost.
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Abstract. In this paper a formal model for class and object diagrams is presented. To make the model the author used Alloy, which is a three-in-one package: a modeling language that constructs software models, a formal method that guides the construction of software models and an analyzer that helps find inconsistencies in software models. In the proposed model the entities that form class and object diagrams, as well as the rules that govern how these elements can be connected, are specified.
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1. Introduction

A model is a simplified representation of a system; it is useful for documenting, modeling, communicating and analyzing software systems [31]. One of the mechanisms available for making a software model is Unified Modeling Language (UML), which uses a graphical notation [30]. There are several diagrams in UML, each of these have a specific purpose; for example a class diagram represents the entities of a system as well as the relations between them. A class diagram also represents the attributes of system entities, operations carried out by these entities and the responsibilities assigned to them. There are several integrated development environments (IDEs) that facilitate the process of making UML diagrams; for instance ArgoUML, Borland Together and IBM Rational Rose.

Motivation of the paper: In some of the IDEs mentioned above, a novice user can build an inconsistent UML diagram; for example it is possible to build a class diagram with two classes associated by composition in both directions with Borland Together; in other words the whole-part class is also a component of the part-of class. In the personal opinion of the author of this paper, the reason for this problem is a weak design of the IDEs mentioned above. Because formal methods have been used to construct models without ambiguity and inconsistencies and to have a strong design [28], in this paper the formal specification for a tool that builds class and object diagrams is proposed. Formal methods use mathematical notations to specify and analyze software models.
The formal method used in this paper is Alloy, which was developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) software design group. As will be seen, this formal method is also a modeling language that creates software models in a step-by-step style as well as an analyzer that helps to find inconsistencies in software models.

**Related works:** UML is a modeling language used in software processes (e.g., Rational Unified Process (RUP)) to generate software models. Because of its simplicity, this language has been widely applied in the software industry. One of the disadvantages of UML models is that these artifacts can be interpreted differently by two members of a software team.

Formal methods are useful techniques to formally specify the syntax of UML diagrams. Models obtained using these techniques are unambiguous. For example, in [14] Z language is used to specify the syntax of class diagrams. The author remarks that Z is especially useful to formally specify class diagrams involving recursive structures.

Object-Z is an extension of Z language that includes object-oriented concepts (inheritance, polymorphism and encapsulation among others). This language is used in [20] to specify the syntax of class diagrams. Because UML and Object-Z are based both on object-oriented concepts, the mapping between these two languages is more natural than the mapping between UML and Z. The definition of UML classes in Z and Object-Z language supports this idea. UML classes specify the structure, behavior and associations shared by a set of objects. While in [14], UML classes were modeled using two Z schemes; one for defining class structures and other for defining behavior, in [20] using Object-Z only one container was necessary to define UML classes. Besides of this, an Object-Z element defining classes can inherit variables and operations from one element that has already been defined. Another paper that formalizes UML class diagrams using Object-Z is [21].

In [2] the authors compare several approaches based on Z and Object-Z to model class diagrams and one of the conclusions made is that thanks to the object-oriented concepts of Object-Z, this modeling language produces more concise models than Z language.

Another modeling language that has been used to specify the syntax of UML class diagrams is the Prototype Verification System Specification Language (PVS-SL), see [4]. In [24] the authors present a tool that analyzes the syntax and semantics of Object Constraint Language (OCL) constraints together with UML models and translates them into PVS-SL. The authors tested the proposed tool representing the Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm, which is an algorithm that finds prime numbers, in a UML class diagram and OCL constraints and then this model was converted to a PVS-SL model.

In the analysis phase, it is mandatory to have a notation that allows software developers to generate requirement models. These models should be done so that good communication between users and the development team is established. As the authors of [15] state, UML has demonstrated to be a good option in developing requirements models, however these models cannot be analyzed
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and reasoning based on these models is difficult. To overcome these problems
the authors of [15] propose a tool that receives Extensible Markup Language
(XML) class diagram specifications as input and generates RAISE Specification
Language (RLS) class diagram specification as output. The tool is able to an-
alyze and reason on the original class diagrams. It is important to mention that
modeling tools (e.g. ArgoUML) can store class diagrams in an XML format; so
the input for the proposed tools is easy to obtain.

OCL is the de facto modeling language for adding constraints to UML dia-
grams (see [1]). This language was developed because UML constructs alone
cannot precisely model situations occurring in real world problems [37].
USE is a UML-based Specification Environment that allows software develop-
ers to model UML class diagrams along with OCL constraints ([16]). USE makes
it possible to check the consistency of UML models by generating instances of
class diagrams.

The authors in [8] argue that OCL has weak semantics and that reasoning
from UML diagrams along with OCL constraints is difficult. These authors state
that by transforming from OCL to the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover, property
analysis of UML diagrams is possible.

Models consist of a dynamic and a static part. UML has a variety of dia-
grams covering these two parts. For example the dynamic part may be modeled
by state machine diagrams and the static part by class diagrams. In [26] the
authors present a technique to transform class and state machine diagrams into
B modeling language. Models represented in the B notation can be analyzed.

Papers [32], [33], [35], [34], [36] demonstrate that Alloy, which is the model-
ing language used in this paper, has been successfully used to formally specify
UML diagrams. In [32] the author uses Alloy to model use case diagrams. In
[33] state machine diagrams are formalized and an extended version of this pa-
per was later presented in [35]. In [34] a model of System Modeling Language
(SysML) requirements diagrams using Alloy is included. It is important to men-
tion that SysML is a UML profile.

UML collaborations model interactions between entities working together to ac-
complish a specific task. In [36], the author formally specify Collaborations.

Other techniques that do not apply formal methods have been used to ver-
ify the correctness of UML diagrams. In [19] the authors use constraint pro-
gramming for this purpose. UML diagrams along with OCL constraints are first
specified as a constraint satisfaction problem and then properties of UML class
diagrams are verified with the UMLtoCSP tool.

Methods having roots in artificial intelligence have also been used to specify
UML diagrams and to later reason from these models. For example description
logic, which is used in artificial intelligence to represent knowledge, is used in
[6] and [10] with this objective.

Coalgebra is used in computer science to specify the states of a system.
This technique is applied in [27] to represent the semantics of class and use
case diagrams. Associations among classes are interpreted as coalgebraic ob-
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servers. The generalization hierarchy of classes is specified by the inheritance morphism among them.

Graph theory is applied in [22] to model class diagrams as graphs. Class diagrams are mapped as nodes with connecting edges.

Formal methods are based on mathematical logic; for example, Alloy is a modeling language based on set theory, first order logic and relational logic. Equational logic was developed to help in the formal development of programs. A novel method based on equational logic to model class diagrams is presented in [11].

Paper [9] does not apply formal methods to UML class diagrams but it formalizes aggregation and composition relationships. As the authors mention, there are some UML concepts that are not well specified in the Object Management Group (OMG) documentation of UML. Two examples of these poorly specified concepts are the aggregation and composition relationships. The paper models these two relationships as subclasses of a more generic class called the whole-part relationship. In UML 1.x these relationships were modeled as meta-attributes. With the addition in the UML meta-model of one class for each relationship, related characteristics of the aggregation and composition relationships can be attached to these classes. The following characteristics of these two new classes are considered in the author’s proposal: shareability, separability, mutability, configurationality, lifetime dependency and existential dependency.

As the reader may notice, the papers reported so far are based on the transformation of UML class diagrams to a more formal notation to get analyzable and precise models. According with [12], the disadvantage of this approach is that this transformation requires a strong background in mathematics and, unfortunately, most practitioners do not fulfill this requirement. In [12], the author proposes a technique based on the manipulation of UML class diagrams by using some transformation rules. These rules allow to know if one class diagram is a conjecture of another class diagram. The method presented by the author does not require a strong knowledge of mathematics.

In [23] the authors study the application of graph transformation, which a mature field, to describe the semantics of class, object and state diagrams. The state of a system is represented by object diagrams and these are in turn represented by graphs. A change in the system state is described by using two graphs (representing previous and later states) and by transformation rules. The paper does not present analysis or reasoning of class diagrams based on graph transformation.

*Structure of the paper:* In this section the motivation of the paper has been given. The following section contains some basic concepts of Alloy; which is the formal method that will be used to model class and object diagrams. Section 3 introduces the necessary concepts of class and object diagrams to understand the model proposed in the paper. Section 4 contains the formal model. In section 5 a comparison of Alloy with other formal methods is presented. Concluding remarks are given in section 6.
2. A brief introduction to Alloy

Alloy is a modeling language that has three mathematical tools for making software models: first order logic, relational calculus and set theory [18]. A system is modeled by representing each system entity and the relations between them. The entities are represented as signatures, which are similar to classes, and the relations as fields of the signatures. Constraints between entities can be specified near signatures as signature facts or outside signatures as facts. Functions are used to specify reusing expressions. Basic constraints can be specified in the relations between signatures by using multiplicity keywords. Alloy has the following multiplicity keywords: one (exactly one), lone (zero or one), some (one or more) and set (any number). Properties of the model elements can be expressed by using predicates. Alloy has several relational calculus operators that allow to construct complex expressions; for instance the \( ^* \) and \( ^* \) respectively denote the transitive closure and the reflexive-transitive closure of a relation and they are useful for constructing expressions in a relational calculus style. This modeling language also has operators to represent expressions using first order logic; e.g. implication (\( \rightarrow \)), not (\( \neg \)), and (\( \& \& \)), or (\( \mid \mid \)) and the bi-implication (\( \Leftrightarrow \)). The operators for manipulating sets are: in, union (+), intersection (\&), difference (\(-\)) and equality (=). By using all these operators a modeler can specify software models without ambiguity.

A model in Alloy captures not only the static view of the system but also its dynamic view. It is possible to specify operations that affect the state of the system by using predicates. When a predicate is used to model an operation, the pre-conditions and the post-conditions must be specified.

An attractive characteristic of Alloy is that it does not need a tool to type the formal specification; as will be seen this is written using American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters.

3. Class diagrams

A class diagram is one of the static diagrams of UML [5]. It is used to represent the entities of a system and the relations between them. A more detailed class diagram can include the features of the entities as well as their responsibilities.

There are two types of features: structural and dynamic [13]. Structural features can be subdivided in attributes and associations. Attributes correspond to variables in programming languages. Due to the fact that the associations between classes are represented as variables in programming languages, these are also considered to be structural features. The dynamic part of the classes are the operations, which are implemented by methods in a programming language.

There are five types of relations between classes: association, aggregation, composition, generalization and dependency.

An association represents a relation between objects of the same level [29]; this is represented using a solid line connecting two related classes.

Aggregation and composition are types of associations [31]. They are useful for representing an entity that is composed of smaller entities. These relations
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can be logical or physical. The classes that participate in these kinds of associations belong to different abstraction levels; one is the whole-part and the other is the part-of. Instead of using an association labeled with whole-part and part-of strings, the solid line that joins two related classes is adorned with a diamond near the whole-part. Three important characteristics of the composition relation are:

– if the whole-part is destroyed the smaller parts are also destroyed.
– a part-of may be a part of only one composite at any time [7].
– the diamond near the whole-part is filled (in an aggregation relation this diamond is empty).

Generalization is the process of finding the common features of some classes and then putting these common features into a class. This process is useful to inherit common features from one class to others. The class that passes features is called superclass and the classes that receive the features are called subclasses.

Generalization is also a binary relation between a superclass and a subclass. The generalization relationship is represented as a solid line with a hollow arrowhead at the superclass end. In a class diagram several generalizations are usually arranged forming an inheritance hierarchy; this should not be either too deep or too wide [7]. The set of classes above a class \(c\) in the inheritance hierarchy are ancestors of this class and they are obtained by using the transitive closure operator. The set of classes below a class \(c\) in the inheritance hierarchy are descendants of this class and they also are obtained by using the transitive closure operator [31]. When an instance is generated from a class \(c\), no matter how many ancestors are in this class, only one object is generated with the features of class \(c\) and the ancestors of this class [3]. A class inherits the features of its ancestors as well as their relations [25]. Classes in an inheritance hierarchy can be divided into two types: abstract and concrete. It is not possible to generate an instance from an abstract class. Because of this when a superclass is abstract then the subclasses of this class form a partition [25].

The dependency relation represents the situation in which a change in one element affects other elements. An example of the dependency relation is when a class sends a message to other class; if the receiver of the message changes its interface, then the sender must be changed so that the two classes are still able to communicate. Other examples of dependencies are when a class \(c_1\) has a class \(c_2\) as a parameter or as a local variable for one of its operations or when a class \(c_2\) is in the global scope of a class \(c_1\). According with [13] the dependency relation is anti-transitive. This is formally defined as: \(\forall c_1, c_2, c_3: C (c_1 R_{c_2} \& c_2 R_{c_3}) \Rightarrow not (c_1 R_{c_3})\).

4. A formal model for object and class diagrams

In this section a formal model for class and object diagrams is given. The model was divided in five parts: in the first part an initial model is presented, the second
part specifies the association and dependency relations, the third part presents the generalization relation. The four part specifies the aggregation and composition relation. The last part formalizes the operation definition.

Convention used in this paper: In the models presented in this section, for the purpose of clarity, the keywords of the modeling language are printed in bold font.

4.1. The initial model

Fig. 1 presents an initial model for class and object diagrams. Line 1 specifies the name of the model (classModel) and the directory for this model (umlMetamodels). Next, in lines 2 and 3, some Alloy libraries are included in the model. Alloy has some built-in libraries that can be used to save time; in this case the model is using two libraries; one to manipulate booleans and another to manipulate relations. Line 6 defines a signature for class diagrams. As was mentioned in section 2 the relations between entities (represented in the model as signatures) are specified using fields of signatures; for instance, the classes field of the signature ClassDiagram denotes a binary relation between the ClassDiagram signature and the Class signature. Multiplicity keywords can be used in a relation to constrain the number of participants; for example, the multiplicity keyword some in the classes field means that a class diagram has one or more classes. Multiplicity keywords can be used also to constraint the instances that can be generated from one signature; the keyword one in the ClassDiagram signature indicates that only one instance from this signature can be generated.

Some ternary relations are defined in the ClassDiagram signature; for example the association field is a ternary relation of the form: association: ClassDiagram $\rightarrow$ classes $\rightarrow$ classes. With the definition of this relation, a class diagram knows all classes that are related by the association relation. A model can be documented in Alloy using comments; for example in line 12 a comment was defined (a comment in Alloy begins with a double-dash). The last line of fig. 1 is the run command; by using this command the modeler can generate instances of the model to see if there are inconsistencies.

It is important to mention that in the initial model, the inheritance relation was not defined inside the object diagram signature; the reason for this is to remark the idea that the inheritance relation is really a relation between classes (see section 3).

4.2. Association and dependency relations

Fig. 2 contains the part of the model where association and dependency relations are specified. In line 1 one function, which is a reusing expression, is defined. The function validRelation checks if two objects $o_1$ and $o_2$ can be related using some specific relation. In line 5 the predicate antiTransitive is defined to constrain the dependency relation. As was explained in the previous section, Alloy has a module to manipulate relations, but the anti-transitive property is
not defined in that module. In signatures ClassDiagram and ObjectDiagram the dependency relation was constrained to be anti-transitive.

4.3. Generalization relation

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 present the part of the model where the generalization relation is specified. In line 1 of fig. 3 the signature GeneralizationStructure was defined; this signature represents an inheritance hierarchy. The field setName is used to document the criterion that was used to form a classification; in early versions of UML this concept was called discriminator. Some constraints over the generalization structure were defined in line 6. The isComplete field is used to indicate that all subclasses of class c have been defined. The isDisjoint field implies that inheritance of a class c from two subclasses of a disjoint generalization structure is not allowed. The isOverlapping field is the opposite of the isDisjoint field. Two signature facts were defined in the signature GeneralizationStructure. Line 9 specifies that superclasses and subclasses defined in the GeneralizationStructure signature must belong to the ClassDiagram signature. Line 10 declares that there must be a mapping, in the ClassDiagram signature, between the superclasses and the subclasses defined in the GeneralizationStructure signature.
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1. fun validRelation[r: univ->univ]:Object->Object{
2.   { o1, o2: Object | o1.type->o2.type in r.Class->Class.r }
3. }
4. 
5. pred antiTransitive[r: univ->univ, S: set univ]{
6.   all s1, s2, s3: S | (s1->s2 + s2->s3) in r => s1->s3 not in r
7. }
8. 
9. one sig ClassDiagram{
10.   -- as before }
11. }
12. 
13. one sig ObjectDiagram{
14.   -- as before }
15. }
16. }
17. association in
18. validRelation[ClassDiagram.association]
19. dependency in
20. validRelation[ClassDiagram.dependency]
21. antiTransitive[dependency, objects]
22. }

Fig. 2. The association and dependency relations

As can be seen in fig. 3, a class is composed by structural and dynamic features. The static features defined in Class signatures were properties; associations were defined in the ClassDiagram signature as relations (see fig. 1). The isSubstitutable boolean field is used to indicate if a subclass is used to substitute one of its superclasses. A class that does not stand alone and is used to add behavior and structure to other classes is called a mixin class; it is used in multiple inheritance relationship [31].

Fig. 4 presents part II of the generalization relation. The properties for the generalization relation are defined in the ClassDiagram signature: acyclic, irreflexive and antisymmetric. Two constraints about the form of the inheritance hierarchy were defined: an inheritance hierarchy should not be too deep or too wide. Line 14 constrains the model to only single inheritance. This line was written as a comment because most programming languages do accept multiple inheritance. Line 19 of fig. 4 defines the isDisjoint property defined in fig. 3. In line 26 a signature fact was defined to specify that a class not only inherits the features of its ancestors but also their associations. In fig. 4 a predicate was defined to model the isComplete property of the generalization relation; in this predicate the precondition and post condition were defined.

The last part of the generalization relation is shown in fig. 5. This figure defines the concept of classification. An object usually belongs to a class but
there is no restriction indicating that an object cannot belong to more than one class. The field *classification* stores the possible classes to which an object can belong. Line 16 models the fact that an object contains the features of its type (class) and ancestors of this type.
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one sig ClassDiagram{
  -- as before }
  -- as before
  -- constraints on the generalization relation --
  acyclic[inheritance, classes]
  irreflexive[inheritance]
  antisymmetric[inheritance]
  -- controls the width of the inheritance hierarchy
  all c: inheritance.classes | #(c.inheritance) <= 6
  -- controls the depth of inheritance hierarchy
  all c: classes | #c.ˆinheritance <= 5
  -- avoids multiple inheritance
  all c: classes.inheritance | one inheritance.c
  all c: inheritance.classes |
  some ge: GeneralizationStructure |
  c = ge.superClass
  -- models the disjoint property of generalization
  let i = inheritance |
  all c1: i.classes | #(c1.i) > 1 &&
  (superClass.c1).isDisjoint in True =>
  no c2: classes.i |
  #i(c2) > 1 && i.c2 in c1.i
  -- a class inheritances the associations of
  -- its ancestors
  all c: classes | all a: getAncestors[c] |
  c->a.association in association
}

-- models the isComplete property of generalization
pred addDescendant[cd, cd’: ClassDiagram, f, s: Class]|
  cd != cd’
  f in cd.classes
  some ge: GeneralizationStructure |
  ge.superClass = f && ge.isIncomplete = True
  f->s not in cd.inheritance
  -- post conditions
  cd’.inheritance = cd.inheritance + f->s
}

fun getMultipleInheritance[ cd: ClassDiagram ]:
  set Class|
  { c: (cd.Classes).(cd.inheritance) |
  #cd.inheritance.c > 1 }
}

Fig. 4. The generalization relation; part II

4.4. Aggregation and composition relation
The last relations that were defined were the aggregation and composition re-
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sig Object {
  -- as before
  features: some Feature,
  classification: set Class,
  multipleClassification: Bool
}

getGeneralizationStructure[ type ].subClasses
-- models multiple classification
classification in
multipleClassification in True

-- an object contains the features of
-- its type (class) and the ancestors of
-- this type
let i = ClassDiagram.inheritance |
-- ∗ is the reflexive transitive closure operator
features =
  { f: Feature | f in ∗.type.features }

fun getAncestors[c: Class]: set Class{
  { x: Class | x in ∗.ClassDiagram.inheritance.c } }

fun getDescendants[c: Class]: set Class{
  { x: Class | x in c. ∗.ClassDiagram.inheritance } }

fun getGeneralizationStructure[ c: Class ]:
    set GeneralizationStructure{
      ge: GeneralizationStructure | ge.superClass = c }

pred mutateClassification[ o: Object, c: set Class ]{
  o.classification = c
}

Fig. 5. The generalization relation; part III

tisymmetric. Two operations were defined related to these relations. The deleteObject predicate models the fact that an object that is part-of another object in a composition relation cannot exist outside the whole-part.

4.5. Operations

Fig. 7 contains the definition of operations. This model shows how Alloy deals with sequences. As the reader may notice, an operation is composed of a sequence of parameters (see the Operation signature). The specification of an operation could have been defined as a set of parameters, but this would have been incorrect because the parameter positions within an operation do matter.
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1 one sig ClassDiagram{
2   -- as before }
3 {
4   -- as before
5   acyclic[aggregation, classes]
6   irreflexive[aggregation]
7   antisymmetric[aggregation]
8   acyclic[composition, classes]
9   irreflexive[composition]
10  antisymmetric[composition]
11 }
12 one sig ObjectDiagram{
13   -- as before }
14 {
15   -- as before
16   composition in
17   validRelation[ClassDiagram.composition]
18   aggregation in
19   validRelation[ClassDiagram.aggregation]
20   acyclic[aggregation, objects]
21   irreflexive[aggregation]
22   antisymmetric[aggregation]
23   acyclic[composition, objects]
24   irreflexive[composition]
25   antisymmetric[composition]
26 }
27 pred delObject[ od, od': ObjectDiagram, o: Object]{}
28   -- pre conditions
29   o in od.objects
30   not o in (od.aggregation).(od.objects)
31   -- post conditions
32   od'.objects = od.objects - o
33 }
34   -- this operation takes into account the
35   -- composition relation
36 pred addPart[ od, od': ObjectDiagram, w, p: Object ]{}
37   -- pre conditions
38   (w + p) in od.objects
39   w->p in validRelation[ClassDiagram.composition]
40   not w->p in od.composition
41   -- no sharing
42   not p in od.composition[Object]
43   -- post conditions
44   od'.composition = od.composition + w->p
45 }

Fig. 6. The aggregation and composition relation
5. Comparison of Alloy with other formal methods

A valid question the reader might have is: what are the advantages of Alloy in comparison to other formal methods? To answer this question let us analyze an excerpt of the meta-model, which is presented in fig. 8. In this fig., the inheritance relationship between classes and objects is emphasized.

One of the most important characteristics of Alloy is that it is possible to get an instance of the model without actually writing any single line of code. Fig. 9 shows an instance of the meta-model except (the name of the inheritance rela-
tion was changed to \textit{isATypeOf}). The reader may notice that this fig. presents some problems, one of these is that the instance of the object diagram does not correspond to the definition of the class diagram instance; the class diagram instance states that Class3 is a type of Class1 (Class3 is a subclass of Class1); however in the object diagram instance Object2, which is an instance of Class3, inherits from Object3, which an instance of Class2. In order for the object diagram instance to correspond to the class diagram instance, the type of Object3 should be Class1.

To fix this problem, lines 5 and 6 of fig. 10 were added to the model. After these lines were added another instance was generated; see fig. 11. The previous problem was solved but the model still has some inconsistencies, e.g. some classes and objects inherit to themselves (Class1, Class3 and Object3). Lines 8 and 15 of fig. 10 solved this problem. After these lines were added to the model, no flaws were found (see fig. 12).

Even though the last instance does not present the error that class \textit{C}_1 inherits from class \textit{C}_2 and at the same time class \textit{C}_2 inherits from class \textit{C}_1, it is possible using the meta-model to generate an instance having this inconsistency. Lines 8 and 15 were added to avoid this possible problem.

\begin{verbatim}
module umlMetamodels/classModel
2  sig Name{}
3  sig Class{ name: Name }
4  one sig ClassDiagram{
5    classes: some Class,
6    inheritance: classes->classes
7  }
8  sig Object{
9    name: lone Name,
10   type: Class
11  }
12  one sig ObjectDiagram{
13    objects: some Object,
14    inheritance: objects->objects
15  }
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 8. An excerpt of the meta-model

6. Conclusions

In this paper a formal specification for a tool that builds class and object diagrams was given. As can be seen in the model of this paper, Alloy uses propositional logic, relational calculus and set theory to build software models. Even
thought Alloy does not have recursive functions, the transitivity closure can be used to iterate over a relation. The author of this paper believes that the simple but powerful notation of Alloy makes it possible to build software models without ambiguities. The author also believes that the specification obtained from the application of Alloy, will be a great requirements document for the implementation of an object and class diagram modeling tool.
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Fig. 11. Second instance

Fig. 12. Third instance
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Abstract. This paper presents S-TRAP, a novel block-level CDP (Continuous Data Protection) recovery mechanism based on TRAP. In accordance with a certain time interval \( L \), S-TRAP breaks down the parity chain of TRAP and generates new sub-chains. Besides, S-TRAP introduces previous block cache which can reduce the negative impact on the primary storage system. Both mathematical analysis and experimental evaluation demonstrate that S-TRAP not only has the advantage of high recovery efficiency and reliability, but also further reduces the parity storage usage. Even more important, S-TRAP reduces the negative impacts on primary storage system performance to a large extent.
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1. Introduction and Related Work

With explosive growth of networked information services and e-commerce, data protection has become one of the major issues for business organizations, government institutions and individuals [17]. Due to the close coupling between information service and the maturity of storage technology, failures such as hardware/software defects, human errors, virus attacks, and power outage can cause data damage or data loss. Recent work [11, 20] has demonstrated that the loss caused by data unavailability or data damage can be up to millions of dollars per hour. In order to protect data from possible failures and to recover data in case of failures, data protection technology is very necessary [26].

In disaster recovery theory, RPO (Recovery Point Objective) and RTO (Recovery Time Objective) [4, 11] are two key criteria to evaluate data protection mechanisms. RPO measures the data loss by time while RTO reflects the time duration spent on data recovery. Depending on the different RPOs, we summarize existing data protection mechanisms in three categories as shown in Fig. 1.
Periodical backup. Traditional periodical backup [2, 22, 27] has been widely adopted in data protection systems. Typically, backups are done on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Since the backups can only be done in an offline manner, there may exist the problems of data unavailability during the backup procedure. Besides, a huge amount of storage has to be occupied to keep the backups, so data compression technologies are often used to save the backup storage usage. As a result, periodical backup consumes too much time and storage space and also degrades system performance.

Snapshot. A snapshot is a point-in-time image of a collection of data which allows online backup. Generally, there are two common snapshot mechanisms: COW (Copy-On-Write) [1, 21, 23, 32, 33] and ROW (Redirect-On-Write) [6, 19, 30]. In order to save storage space, COW snapshot obtains and maintains the previous images of a data block upon the first write operation to that data block. Different from COW, ROW snapshot redirects all the write operations to the snapshot storage. Snapshots can be integrated in disk arrays [14], volume managers, file systems [3, 8, 9, 12, 21, 28, 29] and backup systems. Compared with periodical backup, snapshot can be created online, use less storage space, and has less negative impact to application performance. But it still cannot achieve timely recovery to any point in time.

Continuous data protection (CDP). CDP can provide timely recovery to any point in time at block level. Traditional CDP mechanism [4, 13, 18] keeps a log of changed data for each data block in timestamp order. Performance overhead and recovery efficiency are the important parameters to measure CDP system, much work [5, 16, 25, 35] has been done. Mariner [16] is a block-level CDP system that is designed to minimize the performance overhead associated with block update logging. Zhu and Chiueh [35] proposed a portable and efficient user-level CDP system, which incurs minimal performance overhead. TH-CDP [25] mainly focuses on general purpose, easy recovery and fast check pointing for fast recovery. Rather than per block basis schemes, GSP_BCDP [5] provides faster recovery by per volume basis.

But on the other hand, the huge amount storage space, which is required to keep log, limits the application and development of CDP. Some research efforts, such as Clotho [7], are made to reduce the storage space usage of traditional CDP to increase adoption of data de-duplication technologies. However, these methods cannot effectively solve log space usage problem of traditional CDP. TRAP [31, 33, 34] is a novel CDP mechanism, by compressing and saving the XOR parity among changed data blocks along
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the time dimension, it can improve space efficiency significantly. But its recovery efficiency and reliability is low; what’s more, it has a great negative impact on storage system performance. ST-CDP [15], a TRAP-based optimal implementation, improves the recovery efficiency and reliability by adding snapshots between parity chains, but still has great impact on storage system performance.

To overcome the shortcomings of existing continuous data protection mechanisms, in this paper we presented a novel block level CDP architecture based on TRAP, named S-TRAP. In accordance with certain time interval $L$, S-TRAP breaks down the parity chain of TRAP and generates new sub-chains. In addition, the Previous Block Cache which contains partial images of data blocks at the time point $T-1$ is leveraged to reduce the negative impact on primary storage system. In comparison with ST-CDP, S-TRAP not only has the advantage of fast recovery efficiency and high reliability, but also further reduces the parity storage occupation. Even more important, S-TRAP reduces the negative impact on primary storage system performance to a large extent. Formal analysis and preliminary experiment result show that S-TRAP have low RTO and high reliability, while retaining lower storage overhead and less infection on primary storage system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the TRAP architecture. Section 3 presents our optimal CDP mechanism S-TRAP in detail. In Section 4, we use mathematical model to guide our design in terms of six aspects, including recovery time, parity storage space usage, reliability, impact on system performance, recovery direction and optimal $L$. Section 5 describes the experiment settings. Numerical result and discussions are presented in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Brief Overview of TRAP

Instead of keeping all versions of a data block as being modified by write operations, TRAP only keeps a parity log of each write on the parity storage. Fig. 2 shows the basic design of TRAP. Suppose that at time point $t$, a write operation is submitted to block $B$ which updates its content from $B_{t-1}$ to $B_t$. TRAP generates the new parity of block $B$ as follows:

$$ P_t = B_{t-1} \oplus B_t $$

(1)

where $\oplus$ is a bitwise XOR operator. And then TRAP appends the new parity $P_t$ to the parity chain $(P_1, P_2, \cdots, P_{t-1}, P_t)$. 
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Extensive experiments [33] have demonstrated a very strong content locality that only 5%-20% of bits inside a data block are actually changed by a write operation. Because of the characteristics of bitwise XOR operation, the parity can reflect the exact changes made by the new write operation at the bit level, i.e., except a very small portion of nonzero bits, most bits in the new parity are zeros. Consequently the parities can be compressed easily with a high compression ratio. Therefore, the storage space required to keep track of write operations can be greatly reduced by orders of magnitude.

TRAP architecture provides a double-way data recovery capability, either forward or backward, referred to as redo and undo, respectively. Consider the parity chain \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{r-1}, P_r \) corresponding to data block \( B \). Suppose we have both the initial and latest images of block \( B \), referred to as \( B_0 \) and \( B_t \).

If we need to recovery block \( B \) to the previous image of time point \( r \) \((0 < r < t)\), TRAP performs the following process:

\[
B_r = B_0 \oplus P_1 \oplus P_2 \oplus \ldots \oplus P_r
\]

(2)

where \( B_r \) denotes the data image of block \( B \) at time point \( r \).

The above process represents a typical forward/redo recovery. Similarly, to recover from the opposite direction, TRAP performs backward/undo recovery according to the following process:

\[
B_r = P_{r+1} \oplus P_{r+2} \oplus \ldots \oplus P_t \oplus B_1
\]

(3)

Definition 1 For any recovery time point \( r \), the recovery chain of block \( B \) is \( (P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{r-1}, P_r) \) with length \( r \), or \( (P_{r+1}, P_{r+2}, \ldots, P_t, P_1) \) with length \( t-r \).

We can infer from Equation (2) and (3) that any damaged parity in the recovery chain will lead to the failure of the whole recovery process.

TRAP has a negative impact on primary storage system performance. This is because when generating parity, TRAP has to firstly acquire the previous data image from primary storage system which can definitely increases the I/O response time. Although TRAP can benefit from the parity generation component of RAID (RAID 4, 5, etc.), it also has some limitations: (a) only the RAID with XOR parity can be chosen; (b) it requires implementing TRAP.
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in the RAID controller; (c) both primary storage and parity storage have to be under the same RAID controller. In addition, we can also infer from Equation (2) and (3) that the recovery time becomes longer as the parity chain gets longer, and the recovery efficiency decreases as the length of the recovery chain increases. The invalid parity results in the invalidity of the corresponding recovery chains, obviously, the failure probability is larger in a longer recovery chain. Therefore, the reliability of TRAP also decreases with the growth of recovery chain length increases. All these restrictions can limit the application of TRAP.

ST-CDP is an optimal implementation of continuous data protection in Linux kernel based on TRAP. By adding snapshots between parity chains, ST-CDP can improve the recovery efficiency and reliability, but the snapshots increase the parity storage usage as well. Furthermore, ST-CDP also has to obtain the previous data image from primary storage; therefore, high I/O response problem still exists.

3. Design of S-TRAP Mechanism

3.1. Parity recording

In accordance with a certain time interval $L$, S-TRAP divides the parity chain of TRAP and generates new sub-chains. Consecutive $L$ parities from a sub-chain are illustrated in Fig. 3. Different from ST-CDP, S-TRAP does not add snapshots between parity chains. Instead, we use a special generation method for the FIRST parity of each sub-chain. Consider data block $B$, the first parity of each sub-chain is generated as:

$$ P_{kL+1}' = B_k \oplus B_{kL+1} $$

while the generating method of the other parities is consistent with TRAP, as shown in Equation (1).

![Fig. 3. Parity chain of S-TRAP](image)

**Definition 2** For any data block $B$, $(P_{kL+1}', P_{kL+2}', \ldots, P_{(k+1)L}')$ is the $k$-th sub-chain.
Different from TRAP, the idea of our approach breaks down parity chain to sub-chains. Since all parities of write operations are kept on backup storage with the form of SUB-chains in order to provide Timely Recovery to Any Point in time, we name our approach as S-TRAP.

3.2. Previous Block Cache

Caching is one of the major technologies used to improve I/O performance in disk array. However, if TRAP wants to take the advantage of the cache in disk array to reduce the negative impact on primary storage system, it would require: (a) implementing TRAP architecture in the disk array controller; (b) both primary storage and parity storage to be under the same disk array controller. In order to eliminate these restrictions, S-TRAP manages a separate cache to improve its I/O efficiency, which is called Previous Block Cache (PBC).

Suppose that at time point $t$, a write operation is submitted to block $B$, S-TRAP firstly checks in PBC. If there is a cache hit, S-TRAP:
(a) commits the new data image of block $B$ directly to primary storage system,
(b) generates parity by previous data image of block $B$ in Cache, and commits it to parity storage system, and
(c) replaces the new image of block $B$ into Cache according to replacement algorithm;

Otherwise, it:
(a) gets the previous image of block $B$ from primary storage system,
(b) commits the new data image of block $B$ directly to primary storage system,
(c) generates parity by previous data image of block $B$ in Cache, and commits it to parity storage system, and
(d) replaces the new image of block $B$ into Cache according to replacement algorithm.

Upon cache hitting, S-TRAP saves one additional I/O operation. Therefore, PBC can reduce the negative impact on primary storage system.

3.3. Data Recovery

Without loss of generality, consider the sub-chain $(P_{kL+i}, P_{kL+2}, \ldots, P_{(k+1)L})$ which corresponds to data block $B$. In order to restore it to the previous recovery time point $r = kL + i$ $(1 \leq i \leq L)$, S-TRAP performs the following process:

$$B_r = B_{kL+i} = B_0 \oplus P_{kL+i} \oplus P_{kL+2} \oplus \ldots \oplus P_{kL+i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Due to the particularity of the first parity in each sub-chain, we do analysis under two conditions:

(a) \( r = kL \), recovery time point \( r \) is the time point which associates with the first parity in the \( k \)-th sub-chain. In this case, S-TRAP only needs to perform \( B_i = B_0 \oplus P'_{i+1} \) to do a forward/redos recovery. The length of recovery chain \( (P'_{i+1}) \) is 1 and XOR operation only needs to be performed once. So, recovery efficiency is high, and

(b) \( r = kL + i, \; 0 < i \leq L \), this is the most general case, and recovery time point \( r \) falls on the time point which associates with other parities of the \( k \)-th sub-chain. S-TRAP performs forward/redos recovery based on Equation (5). The length of recovery chain \( (P'_{L+1}, P'_{L+2}, P'_{L+3}, \ldots, P'_{L+i}) \) is \( i \), so XOR operation needs to be performed \( i \) times.

4. Formal Analysis of S-TRAP

In this session, we mathematically model the S-TRAP mechanisms in detail, including recovery time, parity storage space usage, reliability, and its impacts on system performance and recovery direction. In addition, we calculate the key optimal \( L \) value, which has a major impact on parity storage space usage and recovery time. In order to facilitate the description, we define the following notations as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Definition of Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>The length of the sub-chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( IO_{rate} )</td>
<td>I/O throughput of storage system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_{size} )</td>
<td>Size of the data block (in MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>Compression ratio of parity ( P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C' )</td>
<td>Compression ratio of the special parity ( P' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{dec} )</td>
<td>Decoding time of parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{XOR} )</td>
<td>XOR operation time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( C' \) is the compression ratio of the special parity. The special parity reflects the exact changes of many write operations. It has less zero bits, therefore \( C' \) is smaller than \( C \). To simplify the discussion, we assume that \( C' \) is a constant. In addition, because of the similarity of two recovery directions of TRAP (i.e., forward/redos and backward/undo), we only select the forward/redos recovery in the following discussion.
4.1. Recovery Time

Theorem 1 For any recovery time point \( r \), with using S-TRAP mechanism, the maximum length of recovery chain is \( L \), and the expected length of recovery length is \( \frac{L+1}{2} \).

Proof. For any recovery time point \( r \), without loss of generality, it certainly falls on the time interval associated with one of the sub-chains \( \{P_{kL+1}, P_{kL+2}, \ldots, P_{(k+1)L}\} \), and it is uniformly distributed among \( kL+1 \) and \( (k+1)L \).

(a) The worst case is that the recovery time point \( r \) is the time point which is associated with the last parity of sub-chain \( k \), i.e., \( r = (k+1)L \). Therefore, the maximum length of recovery chain is \( L \).

(b) Because recovery time \( r \) is uniformly distributed on a closed interval \([kL+1, (k+1)L]\), the expected length of recovery length is:

\[
E(L) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} k \times P\{x = k\} = \frac{L+1}{2}
\]

Theorem 2 For any recovery time point \( r \), the recovery time of TRAP is proportional to \( r \), and the recovery time of S-TRAP is proportional to \( L \).

Proof.

(a) The recovery time of TRAP is:

\[
T_{\text{TRAP}} = \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{I_{\text{rate}}} + \left( T_{\text{dec}} + T_{\text{xor}} + \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{C \cdot I_{\text{rate}}} \right) \cdot r + \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{I_{\text{rate}}}
\]

where the first item is the time of getting and transferring the initial image \( B_0 \), the second is the time of decoding, and the last is the time of transferring and recording the final image. It can be deduced from equation (7) that the recovery time of TRAP is proportional to recovery time point \( r \).

(b) The recovery time of S-TRAP is:

\[
T_{\text{S-TRAP}} = \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{I_{\text{rate}}} + \left( T_{\text{dec}} + \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{C \cdot I_{\text{rate}}} \right) + \left( T_{\text{dec}} + T_{\text{xor}} + \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{C \cdot I_{\text{rate}}} \right) \cdot E(L) + \frac{B_{\text{size}}}{I_{\text{rate}}}
\]

where the first item is the time of getting and transferring the initial image \( B_0 \), the second is the decoding time of the first parity in sub-chain, the third is the decoding time of other parities, and the last is the time of transferring and recording the final image. We substitute Equation (6) to Equation (8), so we can draw a conclusion that the recovery time of S-TRAP is proportional to \( L \) and independent of the recovery time point \( r \).

In the S-TRAP mechanism, the expected number of parities which is involved in XOR operation is \( \frac{L+1}{2} \) (\( L \) for the worst case); therefore, the
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recovery time of S-TRAP always fluctuates within a small range which is defined by \( L \) value and Equation (8). As a result, S-TRAP has high and stable recovery efficiency.

The recovery time of both ST-CDP and S-TRAP is independent of RPO, but dependent on \( d \) and \( L \). The recovery time is similar between two mechanisms, which consist of 1) getting and transferring snapshot, and 2) decoding and transferring the final image. When the \( d \) value of ST-CDP equals to the \( L \) value of S-TRAP, both mechanisms have the same numbers of XOR operations. Thus, the recovery time of two mechanisms is approximately the same.

4.2. Parity Storage Space Usage

Theorem 3 Compared with TRAP, the additional parity storage space usage ratio of S-TRAP is inversely proportional to \( L \).

Proof. Without loss of generality, consider data block \( B \) at the latest time point \( t \).

The parity storage space of TRAP is:

\[
S_{\text{TRAP}} = \frac{B_{\text{stor}} \cdot t}{C} \tag{9}
\]

The parity storage space of S-TRAP is:

\[
S_{\text{S-TRAP}} = \frac{B_{\text{stor}}}{C} \left( \frac{t}{L} \right) + \frac{B_{\text{stor}}}{C} \left( \frac{t - \frac{t}{L}}{L} \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{B_{\text{stor}}}{C} \cdot \frac{t}{L} + \frac{B_{\text{stor}}}{C} \cdot \left( t - \frac{t}{L} \right) \tag{10}
\]

where the first item is the storage space usage of the first parities in sub-chains, the second item is the storage space usage of the other parities.

Additional storage space usage is:

\[
\Delta S = \frac{B_{\text{stor}} \cdot (t - \frac{t}{L})}{L} \tag{11}
\]

Additional parity storage space usage ratio is:

\[
\frac{\Delta S}{S_{\text{S-TRAP}}} = \frac{L}{C} \left( \frac{C}{C - 1} \right) \tag{12}
\]

Therefore, it can be drawn from Equation (12) that the additional parity storage space usage ratio of S-TRAP is inversely proportional to \( L \).

As mentioned above, S-TRAP neither adds any snapshots between parity chains, nor increases the total count of parities. When the snapshot interval \( d \)
of ST-CDP equals to the sub-chain length L of S-TRAP, the parity storage usage of S-TRAP is smaller than that of ST-CDP.

**Theorem 4** When d equals to L, the storage usage of S-TRAP is smaller than ST-CDP.

The parity storage space of ST-CDP is:

$$S_{ST-CDP} = B_{rec} \left\lfloor \frac{t}{d} \right\rfloor + \frac{B_{rec}}{C} \cdot t$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Delta parity storage usage between ST-CDP and S-TRAP is:

$$\Delta S = B_{rec} \left[ \left\lfloor \frac{t}{d} \right\rfloor \left(1 - \frac{1}{C'}\right) + \frac{B_{rec}}{C} \left\lfloor \frac{t}{d} \right\rfloor \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $C'(C' \geq 1)$ is the compression ratio of special parity, thus, $\Delta S > 0$.

Therefore, the storage usage of S-TRAP is smaller than that of ST-CDP when d equals to L.

4.3. Reliability

Due to hardware and/or software failures, disasters or outages, both the initial image and parities are likely to be damaged. It is obvious that invalid parity results in the invalidity of the corresponding recovery chains and the invalid recovery chain can make us unable to recover data to previous time points. Therefore, improving the reliability of recovery chain is extremely important for CDP.

In S-TRAP mechanism, the valid probability of recovery chain only correlates to $L$, and would not decrease as time point grows; while the valid probability of recovery chain of TRAP decreases with the growth of recovery chain length.

**Definition 3** The invalid probability of initial image and parity is $p$.

**Theorem 5** For any recovery time point $r$, with using S-TRAP mechanism, the valid probability of recovery chain is $(1 - p)^{k+1}$ in the worst case, and the mathematical expectation of the valid probability of recovery chain is

$$\frac{1}{pL} \left[ (1 - p)^2 - (1 - p)^{L+2} \right].$$

**Proof.** For any recovery time point $r$, without loss of generality, it certainly falls on the time interval which is associated with one of the sub-chains $(P'_{kL+1}, P'_{kL+2}, \ldots, P'_{(k+1)L})$, and it is uniformly distributed among $kL+1$ and $(k+1)L$.

(a) The worst case is that we have the recovery time point $r = (k+1)L$, and the length of recovery chain reaches maximum value $L$. In order to ensure the validity of the recovery chain, both the initial image and all parities in the
sub-chain must be valid. Therefore, the valid probability of recovery chain is minimized in such case:

\[
P_{S-\text{TRAP}} = (1 - p)^{L+1}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

(b) Because recovery time \( r \) is uniformly distributed on closed interval \([kL+1, (k+1)L]\), the expected valid probability of recovery chain is:

\[
E(P_{S-\text{TRAP}}) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=k}^{L} (1 - p)^{i+1} = \frac{1}{pL} \left[ (1 - p)^2 - (1 - p)^{L+2} \right]
\]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

\textbf{Theorem 6} For any recovery time point \( r \), with using TRAP mechanism, the valid probability of recovery chain is decreasing with the increase of time point \( r \).

\textbf{Proof.} For any recovery time point \( r \), with using TRAP mechanism, all the parities from time point 1 to \( r \), and the initial image should be valid to ensure the validity of recovery chain. So, the valid probability of recovery chain is:

\[
P_{\text{TRAP}} = (1 - p)^{r+1}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

According to Equation (17), the valid probability of recovery chain for TRAP mechanism is decreasing with the increase of time point \( r \).

Based on the above analysis, compared with TRAP mechanism, the valid probability of recovery chain in S-TRAP mechanism is only correlated to \( L \), and would not decrease with the growth of time point. Therefore, S-TRAP can provide much higher reliability than TRAP can.

S-TRAP does not insert snapshot between parity chains as ST-CDP, so initial image is required for every recovery operation. Therefore, this causes a single point of failure.

4.4. Impact on system performance

For each write operation:

(a) both TRAP and ST-CDP have to get the image of previous time points from primary storage system first, and thereafter the new image can be committed to parity storage; while

(b) S-TRAP firstly checks whether the block cache is hit or not. If there is a hit, it gets the image of previous time point from PBC directly, and then one I/O operation is saved for primary storage system. Cache hit makes committing the new image to primary storage faster, thus reduced the IO response time of primary storage system. If there is a miss, S-TRAP has to get the image from primary storage as well, and then puts the image into PBC according to certain replacement algorithm.

Therefore, for each write operation, both TRAP and ST-CDP need one additional disk I/O on primary storage, while S-TRAP depends on whether cache is hit or not. Increasing the size of PBC can improve the hit ratio, thus,
S-TRAP saves more I/O operations for primary storage system accordingly. Meanwhile, S-TRAP has a higher memory footprint than TRAP and ST-CDP do.

4.5. Recovery Direction

In S-TRAP mechanism, the special parity in each sub-chain is generated by bitwise XOR operation between initial and the latest image of data block. Due to the special generation method, S-TRAP could only recover in one direction (i.e., forward/redo). Compared with the double-way recovery of TRAP and ST-CDP, S-TRAP cannot recover data when the initial image is damaged. However, except for the initial image stored in primary storage, S-TRAP also keeps an addition backup in parity storage. This lowers the probability of an invalid initial image. Moreover, S-TRAP can also escalate to double-way recovery easily by adding an additional normal parity at the first time point of each sub-chain.

4.6. Optimal L value

Recovery time and parity storage space usage are the two key factors to measure the recovery cost of CDP mechanism. Next, we will come out with a definition for the recovery cost function of S-TRAP.

**Definition 4** The recovery cost of S-TRAP is the product of its recovery time and parity storage space usage:

\[
G(L) = T_{S-TRAP}(L) \cdot S_{S-TRAP}(L) = (A_1 + A_2L) \left(A_3 + \frac{A_4}{L}\right)
\]

where

\[
A_1 = \frac{2 \cdot B_{inc}}{IO_{rate}} + \left(T_{dec} + T_{xor} + \frac{B_{inc}}{C \cdot IO_{rate}}\right) - \frac{1}{2} \left(T_{dec} + T_{xor} + \frac{B_{inc}}{C \cdot IO_{rate}}\right)
\]

\[
A_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left(T_{dec} + T_{xor} + \frac{B_{inc}}{C \cdot IO_{rate}}\right);
\]

\[
A_3 = \frac{B_{rel} \cdot t}{C};
\]

\[
A_4 = B_{rel} \cdot t \cdot \left(\frac{1}{C} - \frac{1}{C}\right)
\]
The minimum value of \( G(L) \) exists when \( L = L_0 = \frac{\sqrt{AA_4}}{A_2A_3} \). Since \( L \) is an integer, we choose the integer closest to \( L_0 \) as optimal \( L \) value.

5. Experiment Setup

In order to evaluate the S-TRAP mechanism, we designed and implemented a prototyped system. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of this prototype which integrates such three mechanisms, as TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP. The prototype is a block device driver layered below file system, database system or other applications in the Linux kernel and therefore it works transparently to upper-level applications. The prototype captures write requests from upper levels and all the mechanisms keep all parities of each block at any time point according to the description in previous sections; In addition, all the mechanisms use the same open-source compression library, i.e., zlib. Meanwhile, all the mechanisms are implemented independently of RAID controller. According to the discussion of ST-CDP [15], we set the \( d \) value of ST-CDP to 85. In addition, we chose five different block sizes: 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, 32KB and 64KB. Experimental configurations are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 4. System architecture of prototype

In addition, we have to determine the storage structure of parities on parity storage volume. Generally, there are two types of storage structure, timestamp-ordered and block address-ordered. Keeping parities in timestamp order does not need pre-allocating storage space for each data block. But it has such disadvantages as: (1) need to search previous parity when generating new parity, I/O costly; and (2) need to traverse parity log repeatedly when recovering data, once for each data block, so the recovery
algorithm complexity is high. For block address order, it is easy to recover because all the parities of each data block are kept together, so the recovery algorithm complexity is low. But here an efficiency parity space management algorithm is needed. For the purpose of getting an accurate evaluation, we choose block address-ordered to keep parities in the prototype for both TRAP and S-TRAP.

Table 2. Experiment Environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Client Nodes and Storage Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 850, 2.4GHz, 64bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>8GB ECC DDR RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>73G SCSI Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Red Hat Enterprise Server with kernel 2.6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Asus GigaX1124, Gigabit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>1 Gbps PCI Ethernet Adapter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appropriate workloads are important for performance studies [10]. We use popular benchmarks in our experiments, which are TPC-C and IoMeter. TPC-C is a well-known benchmark used to model the operation terminal of businesses where real-time transactions are processed. We choose one of the TPC-C implementations developed by the Hammerora Project [24] for Oracle database. According to the TPC-C specification, data tables for five warehouses with 25 users were built in order to issue transactional workloads to Oracle database. IoMeter is a flexible and configurable file system benchmark. In our experiments, we choose the mode of 30% writes and 70% reads for measuring the performance of file system and block device.

6. Results and Discussions

6.1. Impacts on system performance

In all the three mechanisms, the computation of bitwise XOR and decompression of parities may introduce additional overhead to primary storage system, and such overhead may negatively impact application performance accordingly. For the purpose of quantifying such impact, we measured the computation time of XOR and decompression as shown in Table 3. The block size refers to the decompression unit which is the size of parity before compression. It can be seen that both XOR and decompression computations are only take tens to hundreds of microseconds. Compared with the computation time of disk I/O, these times can be neglected in most cases.
Table 3. Measured Computation Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Size (KB)</th>
<th>XOR Time (ms)</th>
<th>Decompress Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.025132</td>
<td>0.070960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.050406</td>
<td>0.130094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.101033</td>
<td>0.220106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.211721</td>
<td>0.374015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.420478</td>
<td>0.613474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except for the slight impact caused by computation of bitwise XOR and decompression for parities, parity recording and reading, which needs disk I/O operation, have even more negative impact on primary storage system. In order to see quantitatively how much the impact is, we carried out the following experiments.

In S-TRAP mechanism, PBC is important to mitigate the negative impact on primary storage system. In order to find the suitable size of PBC, we measure the average I/O response time for different PBC size. With block size 4KB and 64KB, we run IoMeter benchmark (70% reads and 30% writes) for one hour on S-TRAP configured with different PBC size. As shown in Fig. 5, the average I/O response time decreases with PBC size increases, and becomes stable after 128MB. So we choose 128MB as the PBC size in the following experiments.

With five different block sizes, we run IoMeter benchmark (70% reads and 30% writes) for one hour on TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP, respectively. The results of original primary storage system with no data protection mechanism are used as a base line to show the negative impacts of the three CDP
mechanisms. Fig. 6 shows the measured results of average I/O response time for 70% writes and 30% reads of IoMeter benchmark.

As shown in Fig. 6, we observed in our experiments that all the three CDP mechanisms have negative performance impacts; TRAP has the most while S-TRAP the least. For block size 64KB, compared with original storage system, TRAP's average I/O response time is about 66.07% longer, 70.18% and 31.48% for ST-CDP and S-TRAP, respectively. It can be seen that S-TRAP reduces the negative impact on primary storage system about 52.35% compared with TRAP.

The reason is that, with the introduction of Previous Block Cache, the number of additional I/O reduced, and the impact on primary system reduced accordingly. After neglecting the slight impact caused by computation of bitwise XOR and decompress, TRAP and ST-CDP still have one additional I/O to get the image of pervious time point when recording parities. Thus, S-TRAP has less impact.

Fig. 6. Average I/O response time comparison

6.2. Sub-chain Length L

In S-TRAP mechanism, both recovery time and parity storage space usage heavily depend on the length of sub-chain length. According to the definition of recovery cost in Def. 4, through the trade-off between recovery time and parity space usage, recovery cost obtains the minimum when \( L = L_0 \). In order to find the appropriate \( L_0 \), we run TPC-C benchmark for one hour on S-TRAP configured with different sub-chain length \( L \) while the block size is 16KB, and then we perform recoveries for different configurations. The measured
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recovery time and parity storage usage are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The recovery cost under Def. 4 is shown in Fig 9.

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, with the increasing of sub-chain length $L$, the parity storage usage decreases while the recovery time grows. In Fig. 9, we observed that the recovery cost obtains the minimum when sub-chain is 90. So we choose 90 as the sub-chain length in the following experiments.

![Fig. 7. Recovery time of S-TRAP configured with different sub-chain length](image)

![Fig. 8. Parity storage usage of S-TRAP configured with different sub-chain length](image)
Fig. 9. Recovery cost of S-TRAP configured with different sub-chain length

6.3. Parity storage space usage

Fig. 10. Parity storage space usage comparison

This experiment is to measure the amount of parity storage space usage of different data protection mechanisms. With five different block sizes, we run TPC-C benchmark for one hour on TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP,
respectively. Then, we measured the parity storage space usage for different mechanisms. Fig. 10 shows the results of parity storage space usage comparison for TPC-C on the oracle database.

In Fig. 11, we also measure the space usage of TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP for different protecting time durations with block size 4KB and 64KB.

It is shown in Fig. 10 that TRAP requires the least parity storage space while the ST-CDP the most. For example, for the block size of 16KB, the space usage of ST-CDP increases by 22.22% compared with TRAP, while S-TRAP is only 9.52%. We can get similar results from Fig. 11.

The reason is that S-TRAP performs the same parity algorithm as TRAP in most cases, only performs the special parity algorithm once for each $L$ time points. It is noteworthy that S-TRAP does not increase the total number of
parities. On the other hand, ST-CDP supplely adds a snapshot for each d parities. Compared with parities with high compression ratio, snapshot takes up more storage space.

6.4. Recovery time

RTO (Recovery Time Objective) is a key indicator to evaluate a data protection mechanism, and it reflects the recovery duration of time after a disaster. In order to compare the recovery time among TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP, we carried out this experiment. With block sizes of 4KB and 64KB, we run TPC-C benchmark for a sufficiently long time, more than five hours, on TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP, separately. As the benchmark runs, the parity storage was filled with sufficient parities. Then, we perform recoveries for different time points in the past. Fig. 12 shows the measured results of recovery time for TRAP, ST-CDP and S-TRAP.

In Fig. 12, TRAP's recovery time increases obviously as RPO increases; while the recovery time of ST-CDP and S-TRAP keeps flat while RPO changes. This also illustrates the related results of Theorem (2). In addition, ST-CDP and S-TRAP perform almost the same in recovery ability. Thus it can be seem that, under the premise of further reducing parity storage usage, S-TRAP still maintains high recovery efficiency. For example, for block size 4KB, TRAP takes 1440 seconds to recover data to 30 minutes ago, about 4.3 times longer than ST-CDP or S-TRAP; while TRAP takes 3790 seconds to recover data to 240 minutes ago, about 11.3 times longer than ST-CDP or S-TRAP. Consequently, ST-CDP and S-TRAP have faster and more stable recovery ability.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel block-level CDP architecture, referred to as S-TRAP. In accordance with a certain time interval $L$, S-TRAP breaks down the parity chain of TRAP and generates new sub-chains. Furthermore, S-TRAP introduces PBC which can reduce the negative impact on primary storage system. We use a simple mathematical model to guide our design in such six aspects as: recovery time, parity storage space usage, reliability, impact on system performance, recovery direction and optimal $L$. Extensive experiments have been carried out to evaluate S-TRAP. Both mathematical analysis and experimental evaluation have shown that S-TRAP not only has the advantage of high recovery efficiency and reliability, but also further reduces the parity storage usage. Even more important, S-TRAP reduces the negative impacts on primary storage system performance to a large extent.

For future work, we plan to further improve the reliability and recoverability of S-TRAP by ECC (Error Correcting Codes) in sub-chains. We also plan to design parity storage architecture for S-TRAP in order to improve its recording and recovering ability.
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Abstract. Even though there are a number of software size and effort measurement methods proposed in literature, they are not widely adopted in the practice. According to literature, only 30% of software companies use measurement, mostly as a method for additional validation. In order to determine whether the objective metric approach can give results of the same quality or better than the estimates relying on work breakdown and expert judgment, we have validated several standard functional measurement and analysis methods (IFPUG, NESMA, Mark II, COSMIC, and use case points), on the selected set of small and medium size real-world web based projects at CMMI level 2. Evaluation performed in this paper provides objective justification and guidance for the use of a measurement-based estimation in these kinds of projects.
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1. Introduction

Estimating size and cost of a software system is one of the biggest challenges in software project management. It is one of the basic activities in the entire software development process, since a project budget, size of a development team, and schedule directly depend on the estimate of the project size and cost. Software teams use many different approaches for estimating effort required for implementing a given set of requirements. Approaches may rely on the experience (as in the expert judgment methods such as Wideband Delphi[1] or Planning Game [2]) or exploit requirement analysis by breaking requirements into elementary work items that can be easily estimated. This research focuses on algorithmic methods that try to quantify systems using certain measurement techniques, and apply algorithms and formulas in order to derive an estimate based on the measured size of the system.
Even though algorithmic methods provide more objective and accurate estimates, many software organizations are reluctant to apply them in practice. According to Hill [3], approximately 60% of the software organizations still use task-based estimates that rely on work breakdown structures (WBS) and expert judgment, 20% combines expert methods with the measurement methods as an additional validation, and only 10% rely solely on measurement methods. Goal of this research is to evaluate reliability of the methods that are most commonly used in practice, by applying them on preselected set of the real world projects.

Current studies [4] show that success rate of software project implementation is very low – only 30% to 35% of all software projects get finished within the planned time and within the budget. One of the most common reasons for such low success rate is an unsuccessful estimation (mostly based on the subjective judgment) and a lack of objectivity. As a result, there is an increasing pressure on software project teams to abandon the experience-based methods for estimating and planning, and to replace them with more objective approaches, such as measurement and analysis based methods. Measurement and analysis is a required process, even for the organizations with the lowest maturity level (level two) according to the CMMI standard [5], which supersedes the older SW-CMM.

Estimate accuracy varies with the phase of the project in which it was determined. Boehm [6, 7] presented this accuracy as so-called “Cone of uncertainty” shown on the Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Cone of uncertainty with effort estimate errors throughout project lifecycle (error varies from 400% at the start of the project and converges to the accurate effort at the end of the project)](image_url)

Effort estimate determined in earlier phases of the project, such as definition of the initial concepts, might differ up to four times from the final one. This variation can be explained by the fact that initial concepts do not describe the final software system accurate enough. As more details get
defined, the effort estimate converges to the actual value (that can be accurately determined when project is completed). Project Management Institute (PMI) [8] presents similar results about uncertainty, except that their results introduce an asymmetric cone where initial estimates vary between +75% and –25%, budgetary estimate between +25% and -10%, and the final estimate between +10% and -5%. We are using these boundary values as an evaluation criterion for the measurement methods used in the paper. Deviation between estimated and actual effort of the measurement methods used in this research needs to be within Boehm’s and PMI boundaries; otherwise, methods should be rejected as inaccurate.

The rest of the paper, presenting the results of our analysis, is organized as follows:
1. Second section contains the problem statement and explains importance of evaluating applicability of the measurement methods in the practice;
2. Third section describes projects used for the analysis, classified measurement methods found in the literature, and methodology of measurement and analysis used in the research;
3. Fourth section describes how the measurements found in the literature were applied on the projects in our data set, how they can be applied in different phases of the project lifecycle, and what deviations exist between the effort estimated using the measurement methods and the real effort values;
4. The last section presents results of evaluation and shows that estimating effort using the measurement methods proposed in the literature has better accuracy than the one reported in practice.

2. Problem Statement

Avoiding the use of measurement and analysis in practice opens an important question – whether the measurement process is applicable in the software projects at all. In other engineering branches, scientific results and laws based on measurement are successfully applied in practice, giving engineering teams a valuable help in managing their own projects. Unfortunately, in software engineering, measurement is still not a preferred approach. According to Hill [3], only 30% of software companies use measurement, mostly as a method for additional validation. In order to determine whether the objective scientific approach can give better results than experience, we have evaluated several well-known measurement and analysis methods, applied them on a set of real-world projects and determined whether they are applicable or not. By obtaining a satisfactory evaluation results, we would prove that measurement techniques could be used for software project estimating, and it would allow us to define a methodology for applying measurement and analysis in practice.

Another important question is whether the software teams should use a single measurement method in the analysis, or they should combine multiple
methods together. In practice, a software team is obliged to give various estimates throughout a project life cycle. At the beginning of the project, some ballpark estimates are needed with minimal engagement and analysis. In the later phases of the project, more accurate and more obliging estimates are needed. Various estimation methods are proposed in the open literature, of varying complexities. Hence, they provide different accuracies. We believe that the most efficient way for estimating a required effort is to use the proper combination of several different measurement methods. By combining the measures together, and applying them in the correct points of time in the project lifecycle, we get a continual estimating process, where the accuracy of an estimate converges to the right value as the project matures. The goal of this evaluation is to derive a methodology for applying the most appropriate measurement techniques during the software project lifecycle, including best practices in using measurement activities.

The evaluation performed in this paper is to provide objective justification and guidelines for using measurement-based estimates in software projects. Research results should prove that software companies could benefit from this methodology and increase the success rate of their projects over the value that can be expected from the current statistical results [4].

3. Measurement Approach

A measurement approach defines what kind of information, techniques, and tools will be used in the analysis. Our measurement approach is specified with the following elements:
1. A project data set gives details about a data collection used in the research. A data collection is a set of the software projects used for applying measurement methods and estimating the effort that is required for the projects to be completed;
2. Description and classification of the existing measurement methods found in the literature, with the detailed analysis of methods that might be applied on the project data set used in the research;
3. An analysis model describes the mathematical models and tools used in the research. A measurement model defines a structure for storing data, as well as techniques that are used in the analysis.

Once the measurement approach is defined, the measurement methods can be applied on the project data set, and the results can be evaluated and compared. The following sections describe concepts important for the measurement approach in more details.

3.1. Project Data Set

In this research, we have used a set of real-world software projects implemented from 2004 to 2010. All projects in the dataset are implemented
by a single company for various clients located in the United Kingdom. Historical company database contains information about 94 projects, categorized by technology and application domain as shown in the figure 2.

![Classification of the projects from the project dataset by used technology and by business domains. Highlighted projects are used in the analysis](image)

In order to homogenize project dataset used in the analysis, we have excluded 36 ASP projects (OO approach is not applied in these projects and they are poorly documented), and 8 experimental Windows/MVC projects. The remaining 50 ASP.NET applications in the various domains represent set of the project used in the analysis.

Programming languages used in the ASP.NET projects are C#, T-SQL, HTML, and JavaScript. Consistent object-oriented analysis and design methodology was used in all projects in the dataset, and general software development [49] and project management practices [8] were applied. High-level domain models and use cases models were created in the earlier phases of the projects. These models were refined into the more detailed use case scenarios, sequence and entity-relationship diagrams. The core architectural elements were created according to the analysis models in the design phase. In addition, physical design of the system integration was described using the deployment diagrams. Most of the projects in the data set contain only partial technical design documentation. Detailed design documentation is created only for integration of third party components or legacy systems, where off-site teams have to review them before the project start. Only basic technical documents are created for detailed functionalities implemented in the projects, and in most of the cases, they are automatically generated using documentation generation tools. Hence, they do not contain enough information for applying the measurements based on detailed technical documentation.

A company that developed projects in observed data set implemented all practices at CMMI maturity level two. Hence, project management activities (e.g. planning, monitoring and control) were consistently performed across all projects in the data set providing enough information about the effort required.
for completing the project. Values of the effort spent on projects are recorded in the project plans, as well as in the invoices sent to customers; therefore, those values can be considered as valid. Various types of documents and specifications describe project parameters, functionalities, lifecycle, and team structure. Table 1 shows how many projects in the data set contain a particular type of documentation.

Table 1. Documentation and lifecycle models available in the projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project items/characteristics</th>
<th>Number of projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project management documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project plan</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate/Budget</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision scope and domain models</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement document</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use case models/scenarios</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database models</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional specification</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis model</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software architecture document</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed UML design</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phased(UP/MSF)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile(XP/Scrum)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project characteristics/constraints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team structure description</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post mortem analysis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total amount of 30 projects, with enough technical documentation aligned with project plans where we can apply several different measurement methods, were selected for the final dataset. Statistical information about the effort, duration, team size, and experience of the project team members are shown in the table 2. The final set of the projects that is used in the analysis is homogenous by the team structure, with identical technical parameters (e.g. platform, programing languages, and complexity).

Table 2. Project statistical parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Effort (Person-month)</th>
<th>Duration (Months)</th>
<th>Team size (Person)</th>
<th>Experience (Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First quartile</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Metrics Used in Research

One of the important tasks in the research was to select measures and metrics to be used for defining type of information that should be collected, as well as shaping the entire analysis process. There are many software size measurement approaches present in the literature. Metrics can be categorized as:

1. Metrics based on the source code such as a number of source lines of code [9], Halstead's [14] or McCabe's [15] complexity metrics;
2. Functional metrics such as IFPUG [10], NESMA [16], Mark II [17] or COSMIC [12] methods. These metrics are widely used in the software industry and they are standardized as ISO/IEC standards [13];
3. Object oriented metrics such as use case points [11], class points [18] or object oriented design function points [19];
4. Web metrics – a set of methods specialized for web application development. The first papers in this field were Reifer's web objects [21], followed by the work of Mendes[34, 35], and Ferrucci [36];
5. Other techniques and enhancements such as Galea's 3D function points [20], Fetchle's [22], Uemura's [23], or Buglione [40] approaches.

We examined project documentation shown in the table 1 in order to determine which measurement methods can be applied in the project data set. Results are shown in the table 3.

Table 3: Number of projects that can be used for the measurement methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement methods</th>
<th>Number of projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source code based</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPA/NESMA</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESMA Estimated/Indicative</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark II</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSMIC</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object oriented methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use case point</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class points/OOAD points</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web methods</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other methods</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source code based metrics are not applied in the project data set. There are at least four different languages applied in each project, without the information what effort was required to implement pieces of code written in different language. Hence, it is questionable whether these metrics can be successfully applied in the project data set. In addition, as a significant (but unknown) amount of source code is automatically generated, it is impossible to isolate the code that is directly created by the development team and to measure just a size of that code.
All projects have enough functional documentation; therefore, it was suitable to apply measures in the functional group (IFPUG, NESMA, Mark II, and COSMIC). These measurements are widely used in the practice and certified as ISO/IEC standards [13] indicating that they should give satisfactory results.

The only object-oriented measure that is applied is a use case point metric. Functional specification has defined use case scenarios and models; hence, there is enough information for applying this metric successfully. The other object-oriented metrics are not applied in this research, as there is no sufficient information in the technical documentation. Therefore, applying these techniques on inadequate data will cause too many errors.

We have not applied web metrics in the research, although the projects in our dataset are web applications for several reasons. Application framework used in the projects (ASP.NET) encapsulates most of the web related code, and generates most of the HTML/JavaScript code automatically. Hence, there are many parameters used in the web methods that hidden from the development team in the framework, and therefore these parameters do not affects the effort. There are only few projects in the data set where web aspects of the application development are not completely encapsulated; however, there are not enough projects for the analysis.

The other nonstandard methods [20], [22], [23] were not applied, since each of them requires some specific information. In the existing documentation, we have not found enough information required for these methods; and our decision was to avoid any change or producing new documentation.

Most of these metric use both functional and nonfunctional parameters of the system when a final size is determined. Usually, two different sizes are created, the one that depends on the functional parameters, which we call unadjusted size; and another that is determined by adjusting an unadjusted size using nonfunctional parameters, which we call adjusted size.

As an example, there are 17 cost drivers and 5 scale factors used in COCOMO II [2] in order to adjust the functional size of the system. Each factor takes one of the rates (very low, low, nominal, high, very high, and extra high) and appropriate numeric weight. We have evaluated applicability of COCOMO II drivers in the projects from our data set, and we have found that most of them are too unreliable or undocumented. COCOMO II factors evaluated in our project data set are:

1. Product factors – required reliability (RELY), database size (DATA), and complexity (CPLX) might be considered as nominal according to the subjective judgment of team members. Documentation (DOCU) and reusability (RUSE) depends on the budget and project timelines; however, they are not documented in most of the projects.

2. Platform factors such as execution time (EXEC), storage (STOR), and platform volatility (PVOL) might be considered as nominal across all projects.
3. Personnel factors – there are no records about the team capability (PCAP and ACAP factors), experience (APEX, PLEX, and LTEX factors), nor about the personnel continuity (PCON factor).

4. Project factors – usage of software tools (TOOL), multisite development (SITE) and schedule (SCED) varies on the project but there are no organization-wide standard for assessing impact of these factors.

5. Scale factors process maturity (PMAT), team cohesion (TEAM) and development flexibility (FLEX) are nominal; however, there are no information about precededness (PREC) and architecture/risk resolution (RESL) factors.

Due to the fact that most of the nonfunctional parameters are either undocumented or depend on the subjective opinion of team members, only functional measurements were considered, without using any nonfunctional parameters of the system for adjustments. We are confident in the validity of the functional size metrics defined in this section because they are derived from the objective sources (e.g. documentation and prototypes). Combining these objective metrics with the factors that are either undocumented or subjective would affect objectivity of the results due to the high uncertainty of the nonfunctional parameters.

In this paper, the term “size” is equivalent to the term “unadjusted size” in the original measurement techniques.

3.3. Analysis Model

This section describes the model used for analysis of the projects in our dataset. The analysis model is represented through following components:

1. Data model that is used in the research where we have defined data structure used to store project data, and mathematical models used for analysis,

2. Prediction model where we have defined functional dependency between the size and effort,

3. Validation model where we have described methodology used to validate measurement/prediction methods used in the research.

Data Model

We have complete access to project characteristics and documentation for all projects in the dataset; however, these characteristics have to be organized so that we can easily use them in various measurement methods. Project characteristics required for all measurement techniques are collected from project documentation and grouped in tuples containing information about project name, effort, and all project characteristics required by selected measurement techniques. These characteristics are used to establish a uniform tuple space that represents a repository for all project measurements, and it is used as a base source of information for all selected measurement techniques in our research, as shown on the figure 3.
Fig. 3. Uniform tuple space with derived vector spaces specific for particular measurement techniques. Uniform tuple space contains information about all project characteristics. When vector spaces for the specific measurement techniques are needed, only attributes required for particular measurement are derived and projected into a new vector space that is used in measurement.

In order to apply a particular measurement method to the given data set, specific information must be extracted from the uniform tuple space. Extraction of required project characteristics is done by restricting attributes in the tuple space, which creates a vector derived for a particular measurement technique. Example of deriving vector spaces for Mark II, NESMA indicative and NESMA estimated measurement techniques from the uniform tuple space is shown on the figure 3.

The uniform tuple space and derived vector spaces described in this section represent a flexible structure that can be used for applying a uniform measurement approach on various metrics. The model of the data structure is shown on the figure 4.

Fig. 4. Data model for the structure of the projects and their measured data used in the research.
Each project in the data set has a name, effort, and set of project characteristics (e.g. number of use cases, inputs, or files). Each characteristic has an associated value in the tuple. Measures use some of the project characteristics to calculate the size of the system. Measures are grouped by phases of the project (this is described in more details in the section 4). This data model can be converted to any data structure for storing data e.g. in database relational model, or even in the flat MS Excel spreadsheets.

All measurement methods used in the research calculate size as a weighting sum of project characteristics, as shown in the formula 1.

\[ \text{Size} = \sum_{i=0}^{N} w_i \times x_i \] (1)

In the formula 1, \(N\) is a number of characteristics that are used for some particular measurement, \(w_i\) are constants, and \(x_i\) represents tuple values of interest for some particular measurement method. For example, NESMA indicative method uses two characteristics (\(N=2\)) where \(x_0\) is a number of internal files, and \(x_1\) is a number of external files. Values of the weighting factors \(w_i\) are specific for the particular measurement methods – reader can find more details about the specific rules and values of weighting factors in the section four, which describes ways of applying these measurement methods.

Formally, we are using different form of equation 1, represented as a scalar product shown in the formula 2.

\[ ||x|| = x \times w . \] (2)

In the formula 2, \(x\) is a vector that represents the project characteristics, and \(w\) is a weighting vector with the same number of dimensions as other vectors in the vector space. Vector \(w\) has constant value for each of the measurement technique. Scalar value \(||x||\) is the norm of the vector, and it represents measured size of the project from the formula 1. Applying formula 2 on the vectors derived from the tuple space, we are defining a normed vector space, where a norm represents the actual size of the project.

**Prediction Model**

In order to evaluate a correlation between measured size and actual effort, it is necessary to hypothesize a functional model that describes the dependency between these two values. Such functional model would help us to predict an effort using the size, and compare predicted value with actual.

The most commonly used functional model is a linear dependency assuming that an effort needed to complete a project is directly proportional to the project size as it is shown in the formula 3.

\[ \text{Effort} = \text{PDR} \times \text{Size} . \] (3)

Effort is a predicted value, Size is measured size for the project calculated using formula 1 or 2, and PDR is a Project Delivery Rate expressed as hours.
Linear models are one of the earliest functional dependencies developed in the theory of effort estimation. They were used by Albrecht [24], then by Nelson [25], and finally Briand in COBRA [26] model.

The other group of models is a group of nonlinear models (an effort required for implementation is not directly proportional to the size). One of the first nonlinear models was created by Kemerer [27] who used polynomial dependency between the size and effort, and it has better accuracy than linear Albrecht's model [24]. Currently, the most common form of nonlinear models is a power function model defined in the formula 4.

\[ \text{Effort} = K \text{Size}^E. \]  

(4)

Linear coefficient K and exponent E are either constants or being calculated using the project constraints such as product complexity, delivery time, or team capability. Currently, the most common power function models are Boehm's COCOMO II and Putnam's SLIM model [28]. Other nonlinear models such as Walston-Felix [29] or Beily-Basily [30] models are not used in the practice. In the power models, a logarithm of effort (instead of effort) is directly proportional to the size of the system.

Different methods can be used to build a model for predicting the project effort based on the size. The most commonly used method is a regression model; however, there are lot of case studies where prediction models are significantly improved using the Fuzzy logic [37], Bayesian networks[38], Neural networks[39] etc. These methods are very effective when there are a large number of different parameters in the model that should be analyzed, or when models are too complex to be represented as a regular function.

In the projects in our dataset, we have only one independent variable – the size of the project that should be used to predict an effort. Organization that has developed projects in the dataset has CMMI maturity level two, where are implemented “Measurement and analysis” and “Project planning” practices. Therefore, we are convinced that size of the projects and efforts spent on the projects are valid parameters. Non-functional parameters, such as product complexity, analyst capability, or data complexity, are either undocumented, or we are not convinced that they are valid. Therefore, organization and process parameters are not used in the research.

The method we have chosen to build our prediction model is a linear regression technique. Due to the fact that we have only one independent value, and that functional dependencies are defined using the formulas 2 and 3 this is the most appropriate method in our data sets. In the linear regression model is the most common regression model, where estimated effort can be expressed as a linear dependency of the calibration constants and measured size, as shown in the formula 5.

\[ \text{Effort}^* (\text{Size}) = k \text{Size} + n. \]  

(5)
In the formula, $Effort^*$ is a predicted value of the effort, parameter $k$ and parameter $n$ are constants. Ideally, $k$ should be close to the PDR value given in formula 3.

As neither linear nor power model is favored in the analysis, the same regression formula is applied in both models. During the evaluation of linear model, effort was used as a predicted value, while in power models, logarithm of project effort is used instead of the effort.

The linear regression is just a basic model for a prediction. Many other techniques such as neural networks or case-based reasoning can be used instead of the regression [41]. However, most of these methods are more suitable in the cases where we have many different independent values that should be analyzed. As described above, we cannot be convinced that organizational parameters are valid in the observed project data set. Therefore, as we do not have a broad range of available independent variables, advanced methods are not applied in our data set. In the paper will be shown that companies on the maturity level two are limited to the basic prediction methods, and that if they want to use more accurate and advanced models, they will need to improve their maturity level to the CMMI level three at least.

**Validation Model**

In order to find metrics that are most suitable for the effort estimation, we have evaluated correlation between measured sizes and effort values. Pearson’s product-moment correlation factor is used as a criterion for evaluation of applicability of measures. If projects in the data set are represented as pairs of size and effort such as $(Size, Effort)$, correlation between two sets of data is given in the formula 6.

$$R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (Size_i - \bar{Size})(Effort_i - \bar{Effort})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (Size_i - \bar{Size})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} (Effort_i - \bar{Effort})^2}}. \quad (6)$$

The value of the correlation coefficient $R$ varies from 0 to 1, and values closer to 1 indicate that there is a better correlation between the sizes and efforts. Sizes that are highly correlated to the effort can be applied as valid measures of the system.

In addition, we have evaluated how well the predicted effort, calculated using the formula 5, is close to the actual effort. The actual effort is the sum of predicted value and prediction error as shown in formula 7.

$$Effort(\text{Size}) = Effort^*(\text{Size}) + \epsilon. \quad (7)$$

Estimation function $Effort^*(\text{Size})$ (calculated using the formula 5) is determined so that the prediction error $\epsilon$ is minimized. In that case, estimated value of the effort is very close to the real values. Instead of the prediction
error, we are using a mean relative error (MRE) [43] for evaluating the quality of the estimation model.

Mean relative error, or magnitude of relative error represents the ratio of the difference between the estimated and the real value $\epsilon$, and the actual value itself, as shown in the formula 8.

$$MRE_i = \frac{\text{Effort}_i \cdot (\text{Size}) - \text{Effort}_i \cdot (\text{Size})}{\text{Effort}_i \cdot (\text{Size})}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the estimating model, mean and maximum values of magnitude of relative error are determined as well. Mean magnitude of relative error (MMRE) and maximum magnitude of relative error ($MRE_{\text{max}}$) are derived from the individual MRE values using formulas 9 and 10.

$$MMRE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} MRE_i.$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$MRE_{\text{max}} = \max_{\epsilon \in [0, N]} (MRE_i).$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

MMRE indicates accuracy of the estimating model, while $MRE_{\text{max}}$ parameter reveals extreme cases. Values within the error range reported by Boehm and PMI prove that measurement technique can be successfully applied in the practice.

4. Applying Measurement During Project Lifecycle

Once the preparation for measurement is finished i.e. data set, measures, and model are defined, selected measurement techniques can be applied in order to evaluate their accuracy.

One of the goals of this research was to evaluate whether the measurement techniques selected from the literature can be used for estimating an effort during the project life cycle. We use the standard phases from Unified Process (UP) [31], as a lifecycle model of the software development process:

1. Inception – where a scope of the system is agreed upon, and requirements are described at the highest possible level;
2. Elaboration – where major analysis activities are done, and requirements, architecture and a general design are specified;
3. Construction – where detailed design is completed, code is created and tested according to the requirements and design;
4. Transition – where a solution is transferred to end users.

This phased model is applicable to all projects in the data set, even if some of them were not implemented according to the strict UP model (e.g.
waterfall or MFS [32]). UP phase model can be applied even on the iterative models such as Extreme Programming [2] or Scrum [33], where iterations can be divided into smaller phases mentioned above.

Documentation available in the projects within the project data set, can be categorized by the phase in which they were created. For example, a vision/scope document, statement of work, and project brief document, which are created at the start of a project, are categorized as inception phase documents. List of the available documents and creation phases is shown in the table 4.

Table 4. Documents and models available in various phases of the software development process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Phase</th>
<th>Available Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inception</td>
<td>Project Brief/Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vision/Scope Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conceptual Domain Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>Use Case Model and Scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User Interface Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logical Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>UML Class Diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Sequence Diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Training Material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Measurement During Inception Phase

In the earlier phases of projects such as Inception phase in the UP [31] model, or Envisioning phase in the MSF [32] model, only high-level requirements are defined. Table 4 shows that vision/scope document, statement of work, and project brief document are created during the inception phase. These documents contain information about scope of the project, users who will use the system, their needs, high-level features of the system, and domain models. From the set of available metrics, the following ones can be applied in the inception phase:

1. NESMA indicative metric – domain model which contains business concepts and their description is available, metric of the system based on the number of internal and external objects can be determined for each project;
2. Number of use cases – use cases can be identified from the vision/scope document, and their count can be used as a measure of the system size. Farahneh has used the same metric in his research [42].

NESMA indicative method approximates the standard NESMA functional point method, where size of the system is determined by using just basic
functional information. The logical groups of pieces of information (files in the functional point measurement terminology) that represent data structures are identified in the system. Structure of files (relationships between files and information they contain) are not relevant. The only analysis that should be done is categorization of files as internal and external, depending on the fact whether they are maintained within the system or just referenced from the other systems. In this case, NESMA indicative metric uses vectors containing the number of internal/external files in the form (ILF, EIF). Size of the system is determined by deriving norm of the vector using a scalar product between weighting vector (35, 15) and the size vector.

Number of use cases approximates the standard use case point metric, since the use cases are just enumerated without any deeper analysis related to their complexity. The vision/scope document, which is created during inception phase, contains high-level features of the system without their detailed descriptions. Hence, use cases can be identified upon these features, although detailed scenarios are still not defined. The number of total use cases to be implemented in the system can be used as a measure of the system functionalities. This number is pure scalar metric; it has only one dimension that represents size of the system.

**Table 5.** Measurement applied during inception phase with their correlation with effort (R), Mean magnitude of relative error, and Maximal magnitude of relative error for both linear and nonlinear (power) models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Linear model</th>
<th>Nonlinear model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>MMRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESMA Indicative</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Use Cases</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two metrics are applied on the projects in our data set to determine the size of each project expressed in NESMA function points and number of use cases. Correlation between the size and actual effort was analyzed and results of the analysis are shown in the table 5.

The NESMA indicative method shows significantly better results than a number of use cases as a size metric. Number of use cases does not show a true nature of the system, since beneath each use case frequently lie several hidden functionalities that might significantly increase the effort required for implementation of the use case. Hence, there is a significant variation between the effort and number of use cases. Farahneh [42] got similar results when he applied the number of use cases as a measurement. Accuracy in his case study was between 43% and 53%; however, this is still not even close to the accuracy of the NESMA indicative method.

The major issue with counting use cases is the absence of any standard that precisely defines what a use case is. Use cases in our dataset differ from project to project; they might be either merged or decomposed to several use
cases. There is no strict rule defining when a set of user actions should be placed within one use case scenario, nor when they should be decomposed into set of different use cases (e.g. included or extended sub use cases). Granularity of use cases significantly affects a number of use cases, and therefore size of the system. We believe that inconsistency in the style causes large deviations in the number of use cases as a size metric.

**Fig. 5.** Dependency between the effort and size measured in functional points using NESMA indicative method. There is a good linear dependency where most of the real effort values are near to the estimated values

Having in mind an absence of detailed information about the system functionalities, NESMA Indicative metric has a good accuracy that is acceptable in the practice. The inception phase milestone (Scope/Vision completed) is equivalent to the “Concept of Operation” milestone in Boehm’s report, or to “Project initiation phase” in the PMI terminology, because in these phases we have just a rough description of system features. Comparing these results with the results reported by Boehm’s and PMI it might be noticed that estimating software size using NESMA indicative method gives better results than the ones that can be found in practice. Using Boehm’s results, estimating error in Concept of Operation milestone can be up to 100%, and according to PMI accuracy varies from -25% to +75%. Therefore, the mean relative error of 16% is good, and even the maximal error of 46% is satisfactory.

Dependency between sizes of projects measured as NESMA Indicative function points and actual effort applied on the data set used in the research is shown on the figure 5.

Applying NESMA indicative functional point method in the inception phase of the project enables project team to estimate the effort with accuracy that is significantly better than the results found in the practice. Therefore, using
4.2. Measurement During Elaboration Phase

During the elaboration phase of the project analysis and design are performed. Those activities are necessary for translating user requirements into the detailed specification. Elaboration phase can be divided into several separate iterations. In the earlier iterations, focus is still on the user needs, requirements and analysis, while in the later iterations focus is on the detailed design, technical solution and full functional specification.

In earlier iterations of the elaboration phase, detailed user requirements are collected; scenarios of usage are documented via use case scenarios; and user interface and logical model of data are created.

As elaboration phase continues, more documentation and design with details and technical requirements are created. Detailed design allows project team to apply more detailed and more accurate metrics. In later iterations of elaboration phase, detailed functional requirements with a description of all fields, data structures, rules, and processes that should be implemented in the system are created. These iterations may include creation of detailed database models with all necessary fields and relationships so that the project team can start with development. Several metrics can be used in elaboration phase:

1. Use case points – a method that is used to measure size of the system by analyzing a complexity of use case scenarios;
2. NESMA Estimated method – an approximation of the standard measurement technique based on functionalities of the system;
3. Mark II method – a method used to measure a functional size of the system, mostly applied in United Kingdom;
4. Functional point analysis (FPA) method – a method where detailed functionalities of the system are measured.

First three metrics can be applied in earlier iterations, while the fourth metric can be used when elaboration is near to end. In the rest of this section, we will separately discuss metrics that can be applied in earlier and later iterations of the elaboration phase, as well as the accuracy of these methods.

Metrics Used in the Earlier Iterations of Elaboration Phase

Detailed use case scenarios are described in earlier iterations of elaboration; hence, there is enough data to determine the exact measure of use case complexity expressed in use case points. The use cases are categorized as low, average, and high, depending on the number of transactions within the use case scenarios. They are combined with three classes of user complexity (low, average, high) forming six-dimensional vector \((UC_{H}, UC_{A}, UC_{L}, A_{H}, A_{A}, A_{L})\) that is used to measure size of the system. The norm of the vector is
determined using a scalar product between the use case point size vector and the weighting vector (15, 10, 5, 3, 2, 1).

Functionalities and basic concepts of the system are also defined. Hence, some estimated metrics based on functionalities such as NESMA Estimated and Mark II method can be applied.

NESMA Estimated method approximates the standard NESMA method for measuring the functional size. Size of the system is determined by identifying objects and processes in the documentation. Objects in the system are classified as internal or external files, depending on the fact whether they are maintained within the system or just referenced from other systems. Functional processes are classified as inputs, outputs, and queries. Total number of internal files, external files, inputs, outputs, and queries forms a five dimensional vector (ILF, EIF, EI, EO, EQ), which is used to determine size of the system. The norm of the vector is determined as a scalar product of the size vector and the weighting vector (7, 5, 4, 5, 4).

Mark II method is a modification of standard functional point method where information about the number of input processes, output processes and objects within the system are taken into consideration. In the Mark II method, a three-dimensional vector of inputs, outputs (exists), and objects (N_i, N_e, N_o) is used for determining size of the system. The norm of the vector is determined by using a scalar product between the weighting vector (0.58, 1.66, 0.29) and the vector itself.

**Metrics Used in the Later Iterations of Elaboration Phase**

Detailed functional point metric (either standard IFPUG or very similar detailed NESMA method) can be applied in the later iterations of elaboration phase. Functional point analysis is done using detailed description of user interface such as UI design or process flows, and informational models such as Entity-Relationship diagrams or class diagrams.

In the functional point analysis five system parameters are analyzed – internal logical files (ILF), external interface files (EIF), inputs in the system (EI), outputs from the system (EO), and queries (EQ). However, these elements are not simply counted – they are also categorized as low, average, and high, depending on their complexity. Rules for classification depend on the number of data elements and files that are affected by the transaction for the inputs, outputs, and queries; and number of data and composite structures for files [10]. The number of elements in each class represents a separate dimension of the system, forming a vector with fifteen dimensions. The norm of the vector is computed using a scalar product between the vector that represents system and the weighting vector.

**Accuracy of Measurements Used in the Elaboration Phase**

Results of applying the measurement methods described in the previous sections on the project data set are shown in the table 6.
Early iterations in the elaboration phase are equivalent to the “Requirement specification” phase in the Boehm’s cone of uncertainty, or “Budgetary estimate” point in the PMI model, since in this phase there is enough information to create a valid budget of the project. Estimating error is up to 50% in the requirement specification phase by Boehm, and between -10% and +25% by PMI results. Therefore, mean error of 10-13%, achieved using NESMA estimated or Mark II methods is more than acceptable. Even the maximal error of 30-65% is within the acceptable range according to the Boehm’s results.

### Table 6. Accuracy of measurements applied during elaboration phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Linear model</th>
<th>Nonlinear model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>MMRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Case Points</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESMA estimated</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark II</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPA</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation between the project effort and a use case point size is significantly lower, and mean relative error of 31% is outside of the acceptable range of errors. The accuracy of the UCP method varies in the literature. In three case studies [45, 46, 47] Anda has reported that MMRE is between 17% and 30%, and Lavazza [49] got MMRE of 29.5%. Hence, this metric is not good enough, at least not in the data set used in the research. In the projects from our data set, we have found a variety of different styles of use cases, which might cause a high prediction error. Two major issues we have noticed in documentation (that affect use case point metric accuracy) are:

1. Decomposition of use cases – there is no strict rule that defines when a set of user actions should be placed within one use case scenario, and when they should be decomposed into set of different use cases (e.g. included or extended sub use cases). Granularity of use cases significantly affects a number of use cases, and therefore a measured size;

2. Level of details – some use cases contain just an essential functional description, while the other have many details. Number of details placed in the use case scenario affects a number of transactions and measured complexity of the particular use cases. Hence, size expressed in the use case points varies although functionality is the same.

We believe that these issues cause a low accuracy of the UCP method in our data set. Different data sets/studies might give better results if use cases styles are standardized. However, we have decided not to alter, standardize or “improve” quality of documentation in order to get real values of accuracy.

Later iterations of the elaboration phase in the Unified Process are equivalent to the Boehm’s “Product design” phase where estimating error is

around 25%, or final estimate in the PMI model where the error is from -5% to +10%. Complete functional point analysis metric with mean error of 10% and maximal error of 22% is within the Boehm’s range, but not better than the error ranges reported by PMI, especially if a maximal error is considered. However, the FPA method cannot be held responsible for a lack of accuracy when it is compared with PMI results. This research analyzes dependency between the functional sizes and efforts without considering nontechnical factors. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that adjusting the size examined in this research using the same nontechnical factors would increase the accuracy of estimate and align it with the results found in the practice. A result of applying FPA metric on the projects in the dataset is shown on the figure 6.

![Project sizes (expressed in FPA functional points) versus actual project effort. Most of the projects are placed around the regression line and within the MRE area bounded with the two thin lines](image)

**Fig. 6.** Project sizes (expressed in FPA functional points) versus actual project effort. Most of the projects are placed around the regression line and within the MRE area bounded with the two thin lines

### 4.3. Measurement During Construction Phase

Focus of the measurement and analysis in the construction phase is not on the estimating size of the system. The main objective of the project management activities in the construction phase is project monitoring and control. Therefore, the focus of the measurement process is moved from the system as a whole to the individual pieces of the system (project tasks). Size of the entire system is measured in the previous phases; effort required to implement the software system is already determined; and budgets/plans for construction are developed according to the estimates. Development team needs to control a development process, compare a progress with the plan, and take the corrective actions if there are any significant deviations between the actual work and planned work. Even in the agile project approaches
(where planning is done in the iterative manner) the most important task is to
control performances of a software team. Therefore, a main goal of the
measurement is estimating a size of the tasks that were planned in the
iterations. In order to determine size of the particular functionalities we can
apply two measurement methods in the construction phase:
1. Functional point analysis method – same technique used to determine size
   of the system method can be applied on the particular tasks as well;
2. COSMIC Full Functional Point method – latest method in functional metric
   family can be applied on all functionalities that have defined
   communication protocols.

The other methods presented in the paper are not suitable for measuring
particular tasks. NESMA indicative and estimated methods are just
approximations of the standard functional point method. Hence, standard
NESMA or IFPUG methods have better results. Mark II measure is too robust
because it only counts functional elements. Use case point method might be
applied on the particular tasks under the assumption that use cases match
project tasks. However, for projects in our data set, most of the project tasks
represent parts of the use cases. Hence, use case point method cannot be
applied on most of the projects in the dataset.

Standard functional point analysis can be applied on the particular tasks in
the same way as on the entire system. The only difference is that functional
sizes are not summed up in order to determine the size of the system.
Measured sizes are associated to the particular tasks that are classified as
inputs, outputs or enquiries and rated as low, average or high complexity
tasks (based on the specification). The size is expressed as a scalar measure
representing complexity of the particular functionalities.

Functional dependency between the effort required to complete tasks and
corresponding sizes is shown in figure 7.

Size of transactions is between three and seven functional points (FP),
depending on the type and complexity of the functionality. In our dataset,
efforts of particular tasks are in the range from one hour to 2.5 days.

For medium sized tasks, one can establish some dependency between
size and time. However, this method is not applicable on the tasks that are
either too small or extremely long. Projects in our data set contain tasks in
broad ranges of tasks from 1-2 hours, including minor queries or service
calls, to the extremely complex reports that fell out of the medium range of
tasks.

COSMIC method is the latest method from the functional point family,
which should overcome drawbacks of the existing functional point methods.
While using this method, we measured all communication messages that are
exchanged between user of the system and system components.

The prerequisite for applying COSMIC method is an existence of detailed
communication specification or sequence diagrams that define how
messages between users, system components, and data modules are
exchanged. In the COSMIC method, there are four types of messages that
are identified – entry messages (E) where information is entered in the
system, exit messages (X) where information is taken from system
components, write messages (W) used to store information in the persistent storage, and read messages (R) used for taking information back from the persistent storage. Size of the functionality is calculated as a total amount of all messages exchanged between user and system components within that functionality. Maximum size of functionalities is not limited, since there is no upper boundary regarding the number of messages that can be exchanged within the functionality. Dependency between the task sizes and efforts is shown in the figure 8.

![Fig. 7. Relationship between efforts required to implement particular tasks and task size expressed in functional points. For tasks that need between 7 and 17 hours to complete, a dependency is monotone; however, for tasks outside this range there are two saturation areas](image)

![Fig. 8. Relationship between size of functionalities expressed in COSMIC points (CFP) and required effort recorded in hours. Applied linear regression returns good estimating function where actual values are close to the real ones](image)
COSMIC metric does not have the same kind of constraints as FPA, since the number of messages that are exchanged between user and system components can vary from one to infinity. Hence, there is no saturation area in the figure 8. Deviation between the real task effort and the estimated one is less than a half of an hour, representing a very good accuracy with a mean error of 8%. Applying linear regression on the data set, it can be determined that there is a good functional dependency between the mean development time for tasks and size expressed in COSMIC functional points (CFP). Knowing that Boehm’s results during the “detailed specification definition” milestone give error equal to 10%, this result is also acceptable.

Accuracies of the FPA and COSMIC methods are shown in the table 7. Correlation and error of the FPA method are determined only in the linear area.

Table 7. Compared accuracies of the FPA and COSMIC methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R</th>
<th>MMRE</th>
<th>MRE$_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPA</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSMIC</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COSMIC method is highly correlated with the actual effort of the tasks with a very good accuracy. FPA method also has a good correlation if it is applied on medium sized tasks. However, this method cannot be successfully applied on the tasks outside the linear area.

5. Conclusion

Results presented in the paper are empirical evidence that measurement and analysis can be successfully applied in the practice. Our evaluation of measurement methods on the real projects shows that there is no objective reason for using a subjective judgment in the process of project effort estimation, because the measurement based methods are accurate enough. These results are explained in more details in the following section.

5.1. Results

We have evaluated the most common measurement techniques and applied them on the real projects to estimate the effort required for the project. Estimated values of efforts are determined using regression techniques based on the measured sizes. We have compared estimated effort with the real effort and determined the prediction error. Furthermore, correlation between the measured size and the actual effort are determined in order to evaluate whether the measures can be applied in the effort estimation.
We have determined a mean and maximum magnitude of relative prediction error for all measurement methods used in this research. These criteria are used to compare and evaluate accuracies of the estimating models. Evaluation methods that use the pure MMRE criterion were criticized in [44]. Therefore, we have determined distribution of the mean error for all methods including minimum value, median value, and the range where are placed 50% of the errors. Figure 9 shows compared distributions of the method accuracies applied in the UP project phases.

![Figure 9. Compared accuracies of the measurement methods applied in the research. Methods are grouped by UP project phases](image)

The half of the errors displayed in the boxes surrounding median value of the error is in the acceptable ranges below 60%. The functional methods in most cases have good accuracy, although there are potential outliers with more than 60% for NESMA estimated method. Measurement methods based on the use cases are not accurate as the functional methods. We believe that cause of this inaccuracy is lack of the specification standards for definition of use cases.

Diagram shows the best practice methods that can be applied during the project lifecycle:
1. NESMA indicative method that has the best accuracy at the beginning of the project;
2. NESMA estimated and Mark II that have the best accuracy in the early iterations of the elaboration phase. Standard FPA method that has even better accuracy; however, it can be applied only in the later iterations of the elaboration phase;
3. COSMIC method has the best correlation with the effort at the beginning of the construction phase.

Accuracy of the best practice measurement techniques that are applied on the project in our data set is shown in figure 10. Results are divided per project phases and compared with Boehm’s and PMI results.
Results of the estimation using the measurement techniques and applying linear regression have better results than the results found in practice. Estimating errors applied on the data set are within Boehm’s and PMI boundaries (except the lower boundary of the PMI where we have minor difference). In the earlier phases of the project, measurement methods have significantly better results than any results reported in the practice. This is a concrete proof that there is no reason for assuming that the algorithmic models based on the measurement and analysis would not give good results. If applied correctly, estimating methods based on the metric can be used as quick and accurate methods for estimating the project effort.

Research shows that for small and medium projects, there is no significant difference between linear estimating models such as COBRA and nonlinear models such as COCOMO II or SLIM. Although it is reasonable to assume that many factors include nonlinear dependency between the size and the effort, it is shown that the effects of nonlinear behavior can be found only on the larger projects. A current trend in the software development is dividing large projects in smaller subprojects where a system is implemented in the iterative manner. Hence, this is a valuable conclusion. According to the results in the research, the linear models are applicable on the smaller projects; hence, project teams that practice an agile or iterative development can use simpler linear methods for determining functionalities between the size and the effort.

The fact that linear models can be applied is important because beside the simplicity, linear models enable project teams to track comprehensible performance indicators such as productivity. Measuring and tracking productivity is important in the software organizations, since one of the most important tasks is optimizing process performances.
A very important result in the paper is the fact that good accuracy of the estimating model is achieved although non-technical characteristics of the system are not used. Expert judgment methods consider both features that should be implemented and non-functional factors such as programmer/analyst capability or platform/technology complexity. Accuracy of estimates based on the bare functional size evaluated in this paper is close or even better than accuracies found in the practice, even if the non-functional parameters are not included in the research. This emphasizes the great potential of the functional measurement presented in the paper. If the non-functional parameters that are used in the expert judgment methods are applied on metric presented in this paper, accuracy will be significantly improved and probably give far better results than those reported by Boehm and PMI.

5.2. Future Work

Our study shows that there is a good correlation between the pure functional size and the actual project effort; however, the influence of the nontechnical factors on the effort is not evaluated. Current estimation models, such as COCOMO II or SLIM, use several nontechnical parameters to adjust the functional size and improve accuracy of the predicted estimates. The inclusion of these parameters in the measurement model presented in this paper would significantly improve the accuracy of estimates. Note that our study shows that the accuracy of estimates in currently analyzed bare functional models is, in most of the cases, better than accuracy expected in the practice.

In the present data set, information about the nonfunctional parameters of the system is either incomplete, or it is arguable whether they are objective. The organization used as a source of information does not have implemented some crucial processes on the CMMI maturity level 3, such as organizational process definition (OPD) or decision analysis and resolution (DAR). Therefore, no organizational standards exist to assess the ability of workers who worked on the project. Lack of the objective organizational standards might cause significant variation in a team capability or product complexity assessment as it will rely on the subjective evaluation of the particular team members. As data about the nontechnical characteristics are too subjective, they have been discarded from the research. Next step in the research will be a creation of an organization-wide model for evaluation of nonfunctional parameters and including these values as parameters in the uniform tuple space. Once the nonfunctional parameters are collected, estimating models such as COCOMO II, SLIM, or COBRA can be directly applied, and we would be able to evaluate which of them corresponds to the project data.

In addition, current maturity level does not guarantee that processes are optimal; only that their cost can be consistently predicted using the measurement data. One of our future goals is to evaluate how measurement
and analysis can be applied on the higher maturity levels where measurement is used both for prediction and process optimization.
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